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Abstract 

The advanced clinicai practices of nurses teaching and studying in a graduate pmgrarn 

off&g a specialization focus in Family Systems Nursing (Wright & Leahey, 1990, 

1994a) are at the hem of this inquiry. The study explored the experiences of nurses and 

families with a member diagnosed with ischernic hem disease as they conducted clinical 

work together at the Family Nursing Unit, an outpatient ciinic off& by the Graduate 

Program of the Faculty of Nursing, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. The purpose 

of the study was to understand how aspects of the famiiy-nurse relationship create 

possibilities for change in a direction desired by the patient and family, based on the 

experiences of both family members and the nurse ciinician. Three families (10 individuals) 

and two nurse clinicians participami in the ciinical sessions and completed research 

interviews. An interpretive approach to the researich question was based on Gadamer's 

hermeneutic philosophy (1976, 198 1,1989). Textual &ta were generated by transcription 

of segments of the conversation b m  vidatapes of the clinicai sessions, and through 

research interviews with 6 family memben and the nwses following the completion of their 

clinical work. The emerging understandings are contextualized through intexpretive 

amunts of the therapeutic conversations occurring in each session with the families. 

Distinctive practices unwvered in this research include: acceptance of the legitimacy of the 

other by engaging in non-pathologipng discourse and by acknowlsdging the limitations of 

expert practices; questionhg practices of the nurses which invited family membem to reflect 

on their cllcumstances; and practices which invited emotional shifts in the conversation. 

These practices infiuenced conversations which addressecl family suffering related to living 

with ischemic heart disease, including conversations about healthy lifestyles, conversations 

about family support and efforts to sustain mutual mxistence, and conversations about 

uncertainty and death. 
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1 
CHAETER ONE: APPROACHING THE QUESTION 

In the course of clhicai work, nurses constantly find thernselves in conversation 

with persons experiencing iliness and theü family members. Sometimes these encounters 

are brief and the nurse may not know the person or their family well. Sometimes these 

conversations are proumed over long and difncult encounters with illness, or sparadic and 

repetitive over months or years with exacerbation of chnic  illness. In these instances, the 

nurse and the famüy may corne to know each other in very personal and faniiliar ways. 

Sometimes these encounters are routine, part of the c h m e r  of nursing practices within a 

particdar context. 0 t h  conversations are unforgetmble encounters of courage, loss, 

suffering, W n g ,  and dying. Regardless of the çontext or duration of their contact, in their 

conversations toge*, thz farniiy and the nurse are in relationship. in this study, the 

phenornenon or enigma of interest is the cœvolving relationship between the family and the 

nurse that facilitates therapeutic change. 

The topic which bas addressed me as a researcher and drawn me into this inquky 

bas b e n  a concem for the nurse's rnanner of conducting herself so as to alleviate the 

suffering of families experiencing ischemic heart disease. The particular context for this 

inquiry has been an outpatient clinic, The Farnily Nursing Unit at the Faculty of Nming, 

University of Calgary. The advanceci practices of nurse chicians teaching and studying in 

the graduate program at this clhic are at the heart of this inquiry. The interpretive îask of 

this research has been to attempt to understand how aspects of the lived experience of the 

person and family and aspects of the family-nurse relationship create possibilities for 

change in a direction &sireci by the patient and family. 

1. The Question 

The research question has been m a t  is the meaning of the concems, beliefs, skills 

and practices of both the family and the nurse as they cœvolved understandings of the 

problems encountered in the experience of living with the illness, and as they coevolved 
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interventions to adchss the CO- of the family members?" In this context for clinicai 

practice, nursing interventions are offerai in language. in thetapeutic cmversation, as 

opposed to 0th- physicai, techndogid or pharmacoiogid interventions. Punmation of 

the interventions as "cœvolved" aEknowledges that ùoth the f d y  and the nurse of'fér 

contributions to addriess faarily conçexns. 

in mlrriag to the rescarch question, some of the questions which were originaiiy 

posed as starting points for the study included the foiiowing: 

- What are the background beliefs, meanings and ooncems of the family me- dated to 

the illness eqerience of iscficn=lc hem disease? 

- How do f d y  mernbers undemand the experience of coevolving meanïngs and solutions 

to concerns related to the iiiness expaieme h g h  therapeutic conversadons with the 

nurse? 

- mat are the understandings, skiiis and practices that the family uses to involve the nurse 

in their care? 

- What is the iduence of the clinical apptoach of famüy systems nursing as a salient 

backgniund meanhg on the inrerventions offerai by the n a ?  

- In what ways do nurses and families involve themselves in the mevolving relationship 

and how does this support changes that occur within the family? 

- What changes are perçeived by the nurse and the family as salient to the experience of the 

therapeutic c o n v d o n s ?  

The question of how nurses in this particuiar context may assist persoris and 

f d e s  experiencing ischemic heart disease to deviate suffering amse fiom a nursing 

career grounded mostly in acute cardiac care contexts and a focus during my graduate 

studies on ciinid work with families. Clinical convefsatims with families in acute cardiac 

care contexts are often orientai toward the crisis of an unexpected heart attaçk or a recurrent 
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hem attack. They are conversations of maIrhg sense of the complex ways that these events 

influence real lives. Throughwt hospital recovery, the interplay between conversations of 

sense-making and conversations of pteparation for home usualiy involves teaching and 

educative interventions for both patient and family. Yet in my work as a clinical nurse, a 

nursing insauctor and a nurse manager in cardiac care conaxts, there was mimtimes a 

sense that these efforts to prepaxe patients and rheir families for reçovery at home were 

missing the mark There was sometimes a sense that the timing was just not right to focus 

on information needs. Perhaps anxiety was too high for information to be useful. 

Sornetimes there was seerningly linle interest in the kulds of idonnation that the nurse 

could offer. Sometimes there were other concurrent Me events rhat demanded attention for 

the individual or family. Sornetimes there was simply iittle time as a clinician to engage in 

conversations with patients and families which could enable more understanding about 

these contingencies. On occasion, despite good intentions, the ability to unûerstand and 

assist families simply failed. 

The focus in my master's studies was advanceci clinical practice in family systems 

nursing. My world of clinical conversations changed. I was inaoduced to ways of thinking 

and being in c l in id  work with both individuals and families that challenged my beliefs 

about how 1 could or should conduct myself in my clinical practices. These evolving 

manners of relating made a difference in my c l in id  work in acute m. I found myself 

hearing about different chapters in the illness stories of the persons and families with whom 

1 worked that 1 had not noticed or heard previously. 1 found myself connecting with 

persons and families in a different manner in our conversations, and that the people 1 

warked with often commentai on their experience of our conversations and our 

relationship as Merent. 

There was a tension though, in the acute care context, in that nirrsing conversations 

with persons and f d y  members wetG often marginally valued. In this context, rime is 
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often a signiûcant consuaint: urgent actions often need to be taken for unstable 

physiological crises, and the intluence of technology for physiological monitoring and 

treatment is accordeci grieat status. Yet even when t h e  ailowed, 1 would sometimes find a 

conversation intem~pted by a nursing coiieague who would c d  me away from the bedside 

in case 1 needed to be "rescued" from an "over-talkative" patient. The merit of what was 

said in our clinicai practices was clearly not valued in the same way as what we did. The 

tasks that mxkd to be done wexe important, and the desire to have a skilled clinician 

attendhg m those tasks is undersrandable. The possibility that what was said at the bedside 

wuld also be an intervenaon, a contribution to healing a to the alleviarion of sdTering was 

rarely acknowledged 

Undoubtedly, the contrast in context between the Famiiy Nursing Unit and an acute 

cardiac unit is significant. 1 began to wonder about the ways that the extensive emphasis on 

physiological and pharmacological interventions, and emphasis on cardiac education and 

cardiac nsk factor modification might dominate and pre-ernpt 0th nursing practices. 1 

beçarne curious about what c d d  be l& 6rom the practices embedded in the clinicai 

work at the F a d y  Nursing Unit that might enrich nursing praçtices with persons and 

families experiencing ischemic heart disease who were accessing health care services in 

other contexts. 

By asking how the famiiy and the nurse coevolve understandings of experiences of 

living with heart dise= the concerns of the faxniiy, the intent is to acbiowledge the 

recipnicity and i n t d v i t y  between family and nurse that is inherent in therapeutic 

conversation. The emphasis throughout this inquiry on the s u s ,  beliefs and practices of 

the nurse underpins a concern to address the nurse's manner of conducîing herself which 

contributes to the allevianon of suffering. However, the intent is not to specify the correct 

ways of practicing nursing in these situations in a prescriptive sense. The intent is to move 

beyond asking how the family or the nurse understand the influence of the illness, or how 
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nurses help persons to change theu lifestyle or to accept the illness, or what piuticular 

beliefs about the illness could be constraining or facilimtive. The research question is an 

opening to understanding what happens in the family-nurse relationship that helps 

participants (both nurses and families) to amwer a seIfquestion: "How should 1 act now?" 

rather than stating to either nurses or families "This is how you should act now!" (Bergum, 

1997, p. 135). 

The emotional and psychosocial responses of individuals and family members to 

ischemic hem disease have been the focus of a significant amount of research in several 

disciplines. including nursing, medicine, psychology and social work, Intervention 

research has focused on efforts to influence psychosocial nsk factors such as stress, 

anxiety and depression following acute ischernic heart disease. There have also been 

numemus publications over the pst decade describing faniily systems nursing pfactices. A 

brief review of this iiterahrre will be describeci not to justify the asking of the research 

question or to demonstrate the significance of the question. but to acknowledge the 

traditions, practices and pre-understandings within which this research inquiry stands. 

These are understandings which have conmbuted to the shaping of present nursing 

practices. These are aaditions which may prejudice both the asking and the a n s w e ~ g  of 

particular questions about therapeutic conversations and ihe therapeutic relationship 

between nurses and families experiencing ischemic hem disease. 

Severai case studies in the nursing and family therapy literature have described the 

clinical practices of nurses specializing in family systems nursing (Duhamel. Waison, & 

Wright, 1995; Robinson, Wright, & Watson, 1994; Watson, Bell, & Wright, 1992; 

Watson & Lee, 1993; Watson & Nanchoff-Glatt, 1990; Wright, Bell, & Rock, 1989; 

Wright, Bell, Watson, & Tapp, 1995; Wright & Simpson, 1991). These case studies trace 
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the chamter of family systems nursing pr;lctices which have evolved over the past decade. 

Thearetical underpinnings of faady systems nursing practices have also been describeci in 

the nursing fiterature &dey & Harper-Jaques, 1996; Leahey & Wright, 1985; Wright & 

Leahey, 1990,1994a, 1994b; Wright & Levac, 1992; Wright, Watson, & Be& 1996). 

These nursing practices have aiso been descnbed in two major research projects. 

Carole Robinson's gniunâed theory research examuied the process and outcornes of family 

systems nirrsing practices at the Famiiy N d g  Unit with f a d e s  eKpenencing ~ c u l t i e s  

with a chronic ihess (Ftobinson, 1994% 1% Robinson & Wright, 1995). Family 

members were ùiterviewed up to wo years after the conclusion of the therapeutic work at 

the FNU. A four stage theory of women's evolving relationships with chronic mess  

included: the evolution of overwhelming illness burden for women leading to precafious 

life balance; falling dom and falhg aparc that o c c d  after an illness related 10% the 

therapeutic process h t  enabled woonen to move fbm burden to balance; and the women's 

evolving relationship with seif as illness was put in its place (Robinson, 1994a). 

The research team of Wright, Watson, and Beii (1996) recently published the 

findings of th& hermeneutic research describing the process of therapeutic change 

uncovered by extensive analysis of videotapes of clinical work with five exemplar famiiies 

seen at the Family Nursing Unit. Thnnigh this research, a clinical approach to working 

with families which focuses an beliefs about the illness was described. This research 

provided rich descriptions and exemplars of the chicians' beliefs related to this clinid 

approach, conceptual underpinnings of the approach to clinical practice, and the 

interventions or "macromoves" and "micromoves" which illustrated these practices. The 

key macromoves of the advanced clinical approach which were uncovered in this research 

included: creating a context for changing beliefs; uncovering and distinguishing iilness 

beliefs; challenging, altering, and niodifying constraining beliefs; and distinguishing 

change by identifying, affhhg, and soiidifying facilitative beliefs. 
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The understandings which have been uncovereâ through the above nseamh 

program are significant conceptual and theoretical background meanings for nurses 

practicing at the FNU. The understandings h m  the previms resuirch influence the 

nrnsing explmations and practices which are expiored in this research. This research 

pmject extends the above program of research by applying the clinical approach to fapiiilies 

experiencing a pacticuiar illness, ischemic heart disease. The assumption is that there may 

be particular wncans and dilemmas which cwLL impinp on the conduct of these @ces 

with f d e s  experiencing this Pprticular health problem. This study also Mers from 

previous nsxuch in two ways. Robinson's research (1994a) was based on interviews 

conducted with families following the completion of the clinical work at the FNU. Wright, 

Watson, & Beil's hameneutic research (1996) was based on intensive videotape analysis 

of the clinical wodr. This study diffets h m  these two previous studies by including 

videotape anaiysis and nsearch interviews with the families mi the nurses folIowing the 

completion of the chicai walc  Secondly, this study also included analysis of videotapes 

of the clinicai team converations about the clinical work, which occurred befm and after 

eac h session. 

Research inquiry on the emotional and psychosocial responses of cardiac patients 

spans a period of aimost three decades. Early medical research explored the psychosacial 

reactions of both cardiac patients (Bilodeau & Hackett, 1971; Mayou, 1979,1984; 

Siegrist, Dittman, Rittner, & Weber, 1982; Stem & PascaleI 1979; Stem, Pascale, & 

McLoone, 1974 Wishnie, Hackett, & Cassem, 1971) and their wives (Mayou, Foster, & 

Williamson, 1978; Skelton & Dominian, 1973). These sndies demonstrated the significant 

emotional impact of ischemic heart disease on patients a d   the^ wives, and led to early 

reports examinllig the effects ofcounseling and exercise interventions during cardîac 

rehabiütation on psychosocial w t a w e s  (Hoebel, 1976; Mayou, 198 1; Mumford. 
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Schlesinger, & Glas, 1982; Stern & CIeary, 1981, 1982; Stem, Gorman, & Kaslow, 

1983). This early research supportecl the inclusion of wives of cardiac patients in patient 

educatim and cardiac rehabiliation efforrs. This research is strongly gender biased, 

influenced by the pailing belief of that tirne that cardiac disease primarily afflicted men. 

Thus family related research emphasized wives' responses to th& partner's ïliness, and 

unfortunately this traui concinues to influenœ present understandings of family responses 

to cardiac iilness. To date, there has been minimai attention to male parmers of women 

experieming ischemic hem disease, and even less amniion to the influence of the iIlness 

on other family members (either school aged or adult chikhn). 

The popularity of stress and coping theory in the 1970's and 1980's influenced 

further developments within this area of resemch. Evolving understandings of stress as a 

component of the Type A behavior pattern led to incorparation of stress management 

pro&rams with exercise training as part of cardiac rehabilitation (Baer et al., 1985; 

BlumenthaI & Levenson, 1987; Friedman et al., 1982,1984,1986; Kolman. 1983; 

Oldenburg, Perkins, & Andrews, 1985; Razin. 1982). Stress came to be viewed as a 

psychosochi risk factor that muid be influenceci through psychoeducationai, counseling 

and behavior modification interventions. 

Over the past two decades, cardiac nursing research tus also addressed topics 

r e M  to emotional and psychosocial responses of individuais and families to ischemic 

hem disease. A review of nursing research literature published between 1984 and 1993 

located 35 studies on the topic of the impact of ischemic h a r t  disease on families (Tapp, 

lm). Most of these studies were descriptive and correlational inquines regarding 

emotionai responses, stxessors, and coping of spouses foiiowing an acute cardiac event. 

There has been consistent support in this iiterature for the finding that spouses of cardiac 

patients experience as much or more stress as their iil partners (Allen, Becker, & Swank, 

1991; Artinian, 199 1; Gilliss, 1984; Moser, Dracup, & Marsden, 1993; Nyarnathi, 1988; 
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Orzeck & Sraniloff, 1987; Stanley & Frantz, 1988; Thompson & Chde, 1988; Yates & 

h m - H i s e t ,  1992). As in the medical Iiterature, stress and coping theory has been a 

cwrmon wganipng fiamework in this literature (Anidan, 1989,1991; Caplin & Sexton, 

1988; Giliiss, 1984; Nyamathi, 1987% 1987b, 1988; Iüffie, 1988). Other inquiries have 

examineci role aansition (Bramwell, 1986; BmmweU & Whall, 1986), social support 

(Bramweil, 1990; Hilbert, 1985; Markle-Reid, 1989; Moser, 1994. Rankin, 1992), and 

marital functioning (Hiibert, 1993; Hilgenberg, Liddy, Standder, & Schraeder, 1992; 

Miller & WioE, 1989; Miiier, Wikoff, McMahon, Garrett, & Ringel, 1990). 

These studies have important impiicaaons in the recogniaon of patients and spouses 

at risk due to unmet needs for information, persistent and severe psychological or stress 

responses, or needing supplements to social support. However, in cornparison to this 

p~ponderance of studies describing family memberresponses to ischemic hart disease, 

there have been relatively few studies examining nursing interventions which could assist 

individuals and familes exptziencing these difficulties folIowing acute cardiaç events. In 

clinical practice, a major emphasis of cardiac nursing care has traditionally been supportive 

and educative interventions to prepare for the recovery period at home and to as& with 

lifestyle modifications for cardiovascular risk reduction. This is an area w here there have 

been efforts to irnplement family-dated nursing intervention research (Beckie, 1989; 

Dracup, Meleis, Baker, & Edlefsen, 1984; Dracup et al., 1984; Gilliss, Neuhaus, & 

Hauck, 1990; Gilliss et al., 1993; Gomer et al., 1988; Tack & Gilliss, 1990). 

A review ofresearch on psychosocial intervention during cardiac recovery reparted 

between 1980 and 1995 in nursing and other health professional joumals reveaIed a 

dilemma which is not unique to nursing (Tapp, 1996b). In these studies, commonly stated 

objectives of the interventions were to d u c e  d e y ,  depression, or psychosocial distress; 

to increase social support, coping or quaiity of Me; or to enhance recovery, campliance, or 

rehnn to w o k  These studies suggested that non-specific inmentions offered in educative 
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and suppmive pgrams to individuals or groups can offer some benefits in psychosocial 

functioning during cardiac recovery. The interventions varied, and included self-help 

manuals, telephone follow-up, d and large discussion groups, and individual 

counseling. In these studies as in clinicai practice, there was signifiant overlap between 

supportive and educative interventions. This made it difficult to account for specinc aspects 

of teaching, counseling and supportive interventions which were most helpful to deviate 

dimess and enhance recovery. This reseaxch coambutes Little to understanding ways that 

dinicians might conduct themselves weil in clinical practice with individuais and families 

during cardiac recwery. 

The literature review (Tapp, 1996b) also revealed that even after participation in 

inpatient education programs, spouses of cardiac patients commonly reported a desire for 

mare information in relation to pennissible types and levels of physical activity and dietary 

management following discharge from hospital. They aiso desire specific infomiation about 

the meaning of the diagnosis and treamient regime, how to care for the patient at hame, 

problems to be expected after discharge, and the psychosocial needs of the ill f d y  

member (Artinian, 1991,1993; Bramwell, 1986; Hilgenberg et al., 1992; McSweeney, 

1993; Miller & Wioff, 1989, Moser et ai., 1993; Oneck & Staniloff, 1987; Sikorski, 

1985; Stanley & Frantz, 1988; Tack & Gilliss, 1990). This persistent request for 

additicmai information could suggest that patients and familes may have difficulty applying 

information to their own particular citcumstances, anticipating potentiai obstacles they may 

encounter at home, and building confidence in health maintenance activities and the5 ability 

to influence the illness. 

A study by Rudy (1980) sought patients' and their spouses' causal explanations for 

myocardial infmtion. Duxing the mute hospitakation and at one month postdischarge, 

the three factors rated as most impurtant by both patients and spouses were wony, feeling 

tense and nerves. Patients with an identifiable biologicai risk factor did not name that nsk 
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factor at eiiher measurement point. Similady, a study by Fielding (1987) revealed that MI 

patients believed the causative factors of overwork, smoking and worry to be the most 

ûequently perceived causes of myocardiai infarction. This study also suggested that 

overwork, w o q  and stress were perceived as significantiy less conmilable than the 

biological and lifestyle risk factors of famiiy history* smoking, lack of exercise, obesity 

and diet The researcher suggested that the prevalent focus on biological factors in advice- 

giving and instructive infmtion by health care pmfessionals duxing cardiac rehabilitation 

may fail to ad&ess the areas of greaest cancan to MI patients and families. 

Interventions which focus on individual behavior change for nsk factor 

modification often fail m consider the context in which behavioral change is expected to 

occur. Ractices and behaviors related to eating, smoking, exercise, and stress are 

inûicately woven mund family relationships and patterns of family life. A major limitation 

of many cardiac research studies is the inability to account for the cornplexit. of the patient- 

spwse relationship, and the context in which the family's concerns, beliefs and practices 

are embedded The tendency is to explore specific factors (e-g. anxiety, coping, stressors, 

spouse support) outside the context of the interactions and relationships in which the illness 

experienœ is embedded, or with limiteci attention to the relational character of recoveq. 

This is partly due to extensive reliance on quantitative approaches to inquiry. 

The cardiovascular mearch literature reflects many aaditions, knowledges and 

praceices which infarm the research question. Embedded within these traditions has been a 

significant emphasis on the individual (either the ili person or a family caregiver) rather than 

on interactional and interpersonal understandings of recovery following acute cardiac 

events. These traditions operate under tremendous gender bias which has excluded and 

minimized the experiences of wonien as iii family members, and the experiences of men as 

partners to ill f a d y  members. Although qualitative inquiry has becorne increasingly 

accepted and valued within the nursing comunity, in generai, cardiovascular research 
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traditions and practices rely extensively on empiricist Paspectives of knowledge generatim 

and quantitative apprciaches to inquiry. These Paditions also reflect sipifkant emphasis on 

educative interventions intended to proviâe individuals and families with information which 

could assist them during recovery. The understandings of interventions offered in these 

saidies tend to be non-specit?c and bear more of the character of program evaluation and 

effectiveness, rather than particuiar understandings which might be useful to ciinicians 

engage. in practice. 

The traditions, knowledges and practices of family systems nursing are a more 

recent development than much of the inquiry traced in the cardiac lirerature above. 

Graduates of the family systems nursing specialty and participants in exteniship programs 

are implernenting these ideas in a variety of settings in Canada, Australia, Japan, Finland, 

Korea, Taiwan and the United Smtes (Wright et al., 1996). However, practice contexts 

which support family systems nlasuig practices are more localized han the extensively 

developed cardiac rehabilitation programs, inpatient and outpatient cardiac programs, and 

cardiac discharge or home care prog~ams. The practice context at the Family Nursing Unit 

supports therapeutic conversations as the focus of interventions offered to persans 

experiencing h d t h  problems. The endeavour to understand the ways that these practices 

could enrich chical practices with individuals and families experiencing ischemic heart 

disease in other contexts has been a significant impetus for this inquiry. 

II. ContextualiPng the Ractiœ Setting 

The Family Nursing Unit is an outpatient ch ic  which was established in 

1982 at the Faculty of Nursing, University of Calgary, Canada (Wright, Watson, & Bell, 

1990). The Master of N&g program at the University of Calgary offers advanced 

nursing practice preparation in severai clinical foçus axeas, one of which is Family Systems 
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NLasing. Since 1982, appmximately 300 families have received services at the FNU, and 

90 graduate sadents have compIeted practica within the FNU. The graduate shdents are 

primarily fémaie, and families acccssing services at ihis c h i c  are predominantly middle 

class and Cacasian. 

The Family Nursing Unit is an educational and research unit which provides 

services to Ilidividuals, couples and families experiencing difflculties with a wide variety O€ 

chronic, Me-threatening, and psychosocial health problems. The cliaical sessions offer 

f d e s  assistance to discover new solutions far their di&culties with health problems. The 

FNü is a faculty practice unit. Each family benefits fimm a clinical nursing team appach, 

and is interviewai by a nursing façulty member or a graduate nursing student (Masters or 

Doctoral level). For the purposes of this research, family sessions were conducted by 

facuity members experienced in family systems nursing theory and practice. Typically, the 

clinical sessions are observai via a one-way niirror by a clinical nursing team which 

includes graduate nursing students and mther faculty member as supeMsor (Wright et 

al., 1990). Each in t e~ew is videotaped with the faniily 's written consent. An average of 

four sessions are provided to each family over a pend of approximateIy three to five 

months. Families usually access this service by referral h m  health care professionals in 

the community, or by self-referral. 

Within the context of nursing, live supe~sion has been predominantIy used for the 

development of psychomotor skills. Live supervision in the context of family work is the 

observation of a chician's interview with a M y  by a supervisor, usualIy h m  behind a 

one-way mirror- Additionaüy, the involvement of a cl inid team observing from behind the 

one-way minor is based on the influence of the Milan teaxn of family therapists (Boscolo, 

Cecchin, Hoffman, & Penn, 1987; Selvini, Boscolo, Cecchin, & Rata, 1980). During 

their clinical practica at the FNU, graduate nursing students have oppominiîies to observe 
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faculty members conducting clinical w d  with famiües, and to conduct family sessions 

themselves with the assistance of a chical team behind the mirror. As faculty members 

work directly with families and are supenrised by amther faculty member, c l in id  skills are 

practiced, debriefed and discussed in the same manner as student practices. 

The emphasis on live supeMsion and clinicai team involvement for development of 

interpersonal skills is congruent with a perspective of language as a generative ptocess, and 

knowledge as socially constnicted (Tapp & Wright, 1996). There is an underlying belief 

that nurse dinicians CO-consmict understanding and kmwledge with familes, students and 

facuit. members throughout the clinical sessions. The clinical team offers multiple 

perspectives and possible expIanatim for understandhg the famüy and the clinical work 

The presenœ and participation of the clinical team is explained to the family as a resource to 

boîh the nurse and the family throughout the c l in id  work. An obvious asset of live 

supenrision is the possibility of inmiediate feedback during the session. Feedback can be 

offered during the ciinicai session through telephone communication between the 

supervisor khind the minrw and the nurse in the interview mm. The phone-ins may offer 

the clinician ideas about how to proceed in the therapeutic conversation (possible questions 

to ask, alternative beliefs to offer) or about the process (noticing a shift in affect, avoiding 

escalating symmeuy, or bringing discussion about implicit conBict inm the conversaîion) 

(Wright, 1986). 

The Family Nursing Unit is an educational context. The intent of the supervision 

system is to enable nurses to develop s W s  in their clinical work with families. Although 

this is a leaming context, the intent of the clinical practices with the f d y  is to aileviate 

suffering related to the experieace of illness for family members- The purposefui nature of 

the clinical work de& that in addition to meeting the needs of the nurse leamer, there is 

a h  an obligation to effectively address the needs of the families soliciting assistance at the 

FNU. 



Each clinical session is conducteci accordhg to the foliowing outline: a presession 

conversation between the nurse clinician and the clinical team; the cfinicui conversation 

between the nurse and the familx an intetsession breuk (most commonly a riefiecting team 

conversation); an end-ofsession conversation between the nurse and family; and a 

postsession conversation betwten the nurse and the clinical team. While this fomiat 

provides oppomuiities to attend to the leamhg of graduate students in the University 

context, this is also a format which is cornmon in family therapy settings (Tomm, 1984), 

and which is modelai after the work of the Milan Family Therapy team (Bosco10 et aL, 

1987). 

immeûiately @or to each family appointment, the clinical 

team (iluding the nurse clinician, a facuity supervisof and graduate nursing students) 

meets for a presession which lasts appmtrimately 15 to 30 minutes. If the team is pparing 

for a f h t  session with the family, the r e f d  information which was provided by the 

family to the FNU secretaq is reviewed. Otherwise, a summary of the previous session 

and significant conversational events are reviewed. if a therapeutic letter was sent to the 

family between sessions, it is also reviewed with the clinical team. Hypotheses are 

generated about possible consminhg beliefs or interactionai patterns. Students assigned to 

the family present relevant literature either as a starting point for hypotheses about the 

family and potential lines of questioning, or to support their own ideas about how to 

proceed in the session, Presessions provide oppomnities for students to articulate their 

thinking and beliefs about the f d y  and to anticipate possible issues which could arise in 

the session. 
. . m. At the beginning of the clinical session, families are fully 

informed of the presence of the clinid team behind the one-way mirrOr, and are offered an 

opportunity to meet the team members. The one-way mirror is a two-way flow of 
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infmtion. The nurses leiini through the oppomuiity to view the ciinical wark, and the 

intent is to pnwide multiple ideas to the family in addriessing th& concms, and to assist 

the nurse clhician in conducting the ciinïcal work Before the clinical session begins, the 

family is quired to sign a consent authorking videotaping of the clinical work. 

During a £ka session meeting with the family, the nurse attends to engaging the 

family, providiag some stnicture for the conversation, and answering the family members' 

questions about the FNU. Part of the first session ritual is sketching of a genogram. This 

provides the nurse with opportunities to ask questions about aii family members, to ask 

about family relationships, and about reciprocai connections between aii f a d y  mernbers, 

the iiiness, and their presenting concern. A signifiant task of the fïrst session is to elicit an 

understanding of the family's concern a problem, and a beginning understanding of how 

the nurse and the family may be able to work together. 

During subsequent meetings, the session usuaily begins with the nurse inquiring 

about "what s t d  out*' fiom the previous session (Le. ideas that the family members had 

thought about, taiked about, or foliowed up on; their responses to ideas offered in 

therapeutic letters). The nurse usuaüy inquires about the family's "new news", which may 

be changes or iack of changes noticed by the farnily between sessions, and other events in 

the lives of family m e m k  which might be related to the topics addressed in the sessions. 

Beyond these few rituals at the beginning of the session, the flow of the conversations is 

unstmcW and çoevolved by directions that unfold within the dialogue. 

S. After 45 to 60 minutes of 

conversation between the nurse and the f d y ,  the nurse usually offers the family the 

possibility of observing a reflecting team conversation (Andersen, 1987, 1991; Wright et 

al., 1996). Dining a reflecting team, family members m i e  places with the team members. 

The farnily members observe h m  behind the mimr while the clinicai team discusses their 

ideas about the dilemmas and suffering confronthg the family. 
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The intent of the reflecting team is to increase the family mernbers' possibilities to 

shift perspectives about theh situation as the team offas a variety of ideas for theu 

consideration (Wright et al., 1996). The family is offered a listerhg position behind the 

m i m  which enables them to reflect diffe~iently on their circumstance. The team often 

begins by offering the family ~ n d a t i o n s  based on understandings about the family 

generated during the session. Team members offer alternative views about the faniily's 

experiences, relationships, pmblems or solutions related to the presenting concems. 

Sometimes team members offer personal experiences aiggered by the family's story, or 

experiences from other families they had worked with who had encountered siinilar 

challenges. Ideas and opinions are off& in a respectful and tentative mariner: '7 was 

wondering about,..", "1 noticed tha..", "1 was curious about..", "If they were to believe 

that...", or "If we were to believc tha~.." The suggestions are offered as invitations to the 

family, with the explicit expectation rhat the family members will choose those ideas which 

seem most useful to them, or that tbey may disregard and counter al1 ideas o f f d  The 

reflecting team conversation usudy iasts about 15 minutes, and then the family and the 

team again traàe places. 

Alternatively, by the preference of either the nurse or the family, the nurse may take 

a bnef break to meet with the team members to reflect on the circumstances of the chical 

conversation, and to consider commendatims, impressions, ideas or suggestions to offer 

the famiiy. FoUowing this conversation with the team members, the nurse then r e m s  to 

the famiiy, and conveys some of the ideas which had been discussed by the team behind 

the mirror. 

Endof The nurse and the farnily reconvene briefly following 

the reflecting team or intersession break. The nurse usually inquires about the family's 

initial impressions of the reflecting team convemation or of the ideas off& by the nurse. 

The nurse aies to u n d e r s a  which ideas (if any) somehow "fit'' fm the family at that 
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point, or to understand the ways that the ideas do not  fi^ At this point, the nurse may also 

inquire about the family's experie1u:e of the session. The intent is to expiicitiy address the 

process of the conversation. Examples of this line of inquiry include the following: In what 

ways did the f a d y  experience the wntext or p e s s  as eithcr d o r t a b l e  or oonsûahhg? 

Did the famiiy hi& that they w a t  talking about topics that could be helpful to address th& 

concems? What might need to happen diffmntiy at future sessions to be more helpful to 

the family? The nurse may also comment on her own experience of the session, and may 

offer the f d e s  explanations of ideas that sbe 1earned fnnn them during the session. The 

nurse concludes the session by invithg the family to &termine whether and when they 

wished to meet again, and which family members might wish to attend a subsequent 

session. 

on c o n v ~ .  Foiiowing the session, the chical team meets for a 

postsession conversation about the clinical worlc which usuaUy lasts about 30 minutes. 

One major focus fa this conversation is the team's impressions of the family during the 

session, and ideas about the problem and potential solutions or interventions. The second 

major focus is feedback f a  the clinician and discussion of the therapeutic process of the 

interview. Postsession conversations enable students and faculty to leam about multiple 

ways of understanding the famïly and the chical work, and to entertain possibilities for 

future directions in the work with the family. Ckcasionaliy, therapeutic l e m  (White & 

Epston, 1990; Wright et al., 1996) are forwarded h m  the clinician to the f d y  between 

sessions to highlight aspects of the clinical conversation, or to offer additional 

understandings that were uncovered during the postsession conversation. 



Tamiiy systems nrasing" is a term that was coined by Wright and Leahey (1990) 

to describe an approach to advanced ciinicai practice which focuses simui~neousiy on both 

the individuai and the famüy as the unit of care. In chicai work with families experiencing 

health problems, the emphasis is on interaction and reciprocity between the ihess and the 

family, and amongst family members, the clinician, and the clinical tem. F d y  systems 

ninsing is considered an advanced practice specialization which focuses on understanding 

relationship and process to enable intervention at multiple systems levels (individual, 

interpersonal, community, or social systems). Ciinical practices of family systems nursing 

are based on theoreticai underpinnings h m  systems theory, cybernetic theory, 

communication theory, family therapy theories, and bioIogy of cognition theory (Wright & 

Leahey, 1990, 1994, Manuana & VareIa, 1992). Clinid practice in this specialty is based 

on understandings of farnily research, theones of famiiy fudoning, M y  developmental 

theory, family interviewing skiiis, and family assessment and intervention skills. 

Master of nursing students at the University of Calgary are introduced to models for 

famüy assessment and intervention, namely, the Calgary Famiiy Assessment Model 

(Wright & Leahey, 1994a) and the Calgary Family Intervention Mode1 (Wright & Leahey, 

19941, 1994b). The Calgary Famiiy Assessment Model provides a framewœk for 

çonceptuaibîion of stmcturai, developmenial and functionai aspects of families. The 

conceptuaiization is intended as an organizing framework rather than an assessment tool. 

Judgment and discretion are required to determine which aspects of the framework might 

be w s t  pertinent to a particular family. The nurse must choose which aspects of the 

framework are most usefui to undetstanding the family, anci and often not address each 

category within the framework. 
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The Calgary Farnily Intervention Model (Wright & -y, 199% 1996) is an 

organizing framework for conceptualizing the domain of famiiy functioning targeted by a 

nursing intervention. The mode1 foçuses "on promoting, improving, andlor sustainhg 

effective family functioning in three domains: cognitive, affective, and behaviorai" (Wright 

& Leahey, 1994a, p. 99). It offers language for concepnializing intewentions as relationai, 

and including the actions and responses of both the niase and the family. The mode1 also 

describes the effectiveness of the intervention as ''fit" between the intervention offered and 

the f a d y  functioning. A core belief of this framework is that the nurse can only offer 

interventions to the family, and that the family will select a potential trigger fa change 

based on the stmcture of family members, and the history of interaction between M y  

members and with others. The relationship between the nurse and the family, and the 

nurse's ability to invite the f d y  to ~f lec t  on the health problems are viewed as significant 

influences on the "fit" of the intervention. 

As the clinical work at the FNü evolved, one of the subcategones within the family 

functioning category of the Calgary Family Assessrnent Model was found to be particularly 

helpfui in the work with families experiencing health @lems: family beliefs. Through 

the process of conducting a multiple case analysis of videotapes of the chnical sessions 

with families experiencing chronic illness (Watson, Bell, & Wright, 1992; Wright, Beil, & 

Rock, 1989), there was a growing appreciation of the ways that kliefs and behavior 

seemed to be connecteci to the health wncem. E x p l o ~ g  beliefs about the health problem 

became a rinialized practice withiri this chicai work and included beüefs about the cause of 

the health problem, matment, and grognosis; beliefs about the d e  of health care pmviders; 

beliefs about the influence of the family on the Wth problem; and beliefs about the 

influence of the health pmblem on the family. 
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This ciiriosity about the Uifluerict of btliefs on families experiencing hcalth 

problems led to a hermeneutic inquky which uncovered clinical practices smunding this 

focus in the clinical work (Wright et al., 1996). In addition to an articulation of the 

theoretical and philosophical underpinnings of rhis approach to clinical practice, the 

descriptions of the moves and micromoves embedded in the clinical work were elicited. 

The philosophical and relationai stance of these clinicians emerged as they describecl their 

own beliefs about families, illness, thempeutic change and clinicians. Throughout these 

descriptions of clinician beliefs, the infîuence of the work of Humberto Maturana was 

aclcnowledged and explained. 

This ciinicai appmach (Wright et al., 19%) needs to be disunguished h m  the 

aaditions and practices dcognitivist science and cognitive therapies. Varela, Thompson & 

Rosch describeci cognitivism as the hypothesis that 4c~gnition is mental representation: the 

mind is thought to operate by manipdating symbols that represent features of the world or 

represent the world as king a certain way" (p. 8). Cognitive therapies are based on views 

of the brain as an information processing structure which operates through measurable 

psychological processes, and which have causal Links to emotion and behavior 

(Kuehlwein, 1993; Vallis, 1991). Early cognitive -pies (such as Ellis' Rationai Emotive 

Therapy and Beck's Cognitive Therapy) b t h  saringly emphasized the importance of 

beliefs. The goal of both of these therapies is to wnvince the ciient that their beiiefs, 

assumptions and meanings are irrational, wrong, invalid or inaccurate. These two 

approaches vary significantly, in that Ellis' work focuses extensively on intimidation and 

confrontive measures, while Beck's approach is more collaborative and commits more 

effort to understanding the client's perscmal mhgs of symptoms and events 

(Kuehlwein, 1993). The epistemological traditions of these psychological thecnies about 

beiiefs cliffer dramatically from the understandings of beliefs off& in the clinicai 

approach of Wright et al. (1996). 



Wright et al. (1996) define a beiief as 

the "truth" of a subjective reality that influences ~opsychosocial-spirimal structure 

and fiuictioning. In our conversations, we spealc and listen a> one another ûom 

these doaiains of "truths" - explanations, vaiues, and obiigations based on our 

beliefs - that have arisen hm the social, interactional, and cultural domains in 

which we live. (p. 41) 

"Core beliefs" were desCnbed as hose beliefs at the hem of the matta, beliefs at the core 

of our identity, beliefs that are about the nature of rrality, and that are accompanied by 

intense affective and physiological nsponses. Wright et ai. (1996) descnbe theu pfeferzed 

explanation of beliefs as a c%iologi~al-spintual explanation" @. 41). infiuenad not only by 

Maturana's work in neurobiology, but also by the influence of biological understandings of 

health and illness in nursing. Conversations of suffering often invite consideration of 

spiritualityl for which the language of beliefs is especially conducive. 

The notions of "moves", "macromoves", and " m i ~ ~ ~ m o v e s "  were u s d  in the 

descriptions of diis clinical approach instead of Yntmentions". The chical practices 

involve a fluid process over t h e  ktween nurse and family rather than an "encapsulated 

moment with a beginning and an end" (Wright et al. 19%, p. 154) implied by interventions 

which describe the observable behavioxs of the clinician. In this approach to clinical 

practice, beliefs were dichotomized as either consûaining beiiefs which decrease options 

for solutions, or facilitative beliefs which increase options for solutions (Wright et al., 

1996). nie four major moves described thugh this research included c r e a ~ g  a context 

for changing beliefs; uncovering and distinguishing iUness beliefs; challenging, d t e ~ g ,  

and modifying constraining beliefs; and distinguishing change by identifying, affjrming, 

and solidifying facilitative beliefs (Wright et al., 19%). 
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'ïlüs first move is describai as central to the 

therapeutic process, and includes ail of the ways that the clinician contributes to the 

coevolution of the thesapeutic rehtionship. It is explicitly acknowledged that the chician 

also changes as she is in relationship with the family, and that creating a wntext for change 

continues throughout the relationship, Micnnnoves include preparing and maintainhg the 

ground (providing stmcture, explainhg the setting and nature of the work, offering an 

agenda for the session), distinguishing the problem, and removhg obstacles to change. 

J JncovJ . .  . .  . Questions are asked to elicit family 

members' illness beiiefs about etiology, diagnosis, healing and aeatment, influence over 

the illness, prognosis, religion or spiriniality, and the "place of illness in the lives and 

relationships" (Wright et aL, 1996, p. 155). In these conversations, family members a ~ e  

invite. into the roie of expert about their iiiness experiences. 
. . . . e. The purpose of al1 of the 

mirnomoves described withùi this move is to invite family members to a reflection 

(Maturana & Varda, 1992). Examples of miçromoves described include offering 

wmrnendations, asking interventive questions, spealcing the unspeakable, offering a 

hypotheticai facilitative belief, usùig reflecting tearns, and offering alternative beliefs 

through storytelling, sermonettes, and researcti fïndings. 

ve beliefs. 

This final move is intended to make change real through language that distinguishes that 

change has occurred, and that brings change forward h m  a background so that famiiy 

members can more M y  appcecjate changes that they have created. Micromoves inclu.de the 

passimate persistence of the nurse in pursuing descriptions of change, exploring the effects 

of change, inviàng explanations of change, œlebrating change, publishing change, and 

distinguishing faciiitative beliefs. 
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One is irnplicated in one's beliefs, allowing for a claim to be &, "These are my 

beliefs". One's beliefs are comected to one's inherel~ce in the &ci They are related to 

one's particular experiences of the past, yec they bear tics and affiiiations to the discourses 

of the present. One's beliefs are related to the histories and traditions that connect one to 

this place, this lime, and this culture. Beliefs are C O M ~ C ~ ~  to out anticipations of the 

future. Beliefs are often accoaipanied by affective and physiological responses: they are 

c0~eCted to our personhood Md our bodyhd  One can refiect on th& beliefs. Beliefs 

may be d e a b l e  and tentatively heu or M d  with great conviction and passim 

Understandings of beliefs as domains of subjectively held "tmths" are intimately related to 

Mamana's (1988; Maturana & Varela. 1992) explanations of structure determinism and 

objectivity-in-parentheses or [objcctivity]. 

Humberto Maturana is a Chiiean neurobiologist whose research on perception led 

him to develop explanaiions about reality, un-g and objectivity which challenge 

many traditional assumptions about science (Maturana, 1978,1983,1985,1988). Xe 

suggested (Maturana, 1996) that scientists are people who live under the passion of 

explaining experiences by proposing generative mechanisms and conducting an inquiry 

which attempts to replicate the proposed mechanism. He carefully explained the 

assumptions which guide his style of proposhg scientific explanations: one cannot make 

claims about an objective reality ttiat exists independentiy of oneselfi understanding is a 

reflection or a distinction d e  by an &mer who is a participant in what is king 

observed; existence is constituted t h u g h  the biological operations of the observer, reaüty 

is an explanatim of the world that we live with others; and there are many multiverses, or 

domains of realities which we bring forth to explain our expenences (Maturana, 1988; 

Maturana & Varda, 1W2). 
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The view of science proposai by Maturana and Varela (1992) has a receptive 

audience in at least some parts of the scientific community. in particular, Fntof Capra 

(Capra, 1996, Capra & Steindl-Rast, 1992) described this work as "the Santiago theory" of 

cognition (1996, p. 175): 

The Santiago themy pvides, in my view, the first mherent scientinc franiewcrk 

that really mercornes the Canesian split Mind and matter no longer appear to be 

belong to two separate categories but are seen as representing merely dXetent 

aspects, or dimensions, of the same phenomenon of life.~.Mnd is not a thing but a 

process - the process of cognition, which is idenafiecl with the process of life. The 

brain is a specific structure thriough which this process operates. Tbe relationship 

between mind and brain, therefore, is m e  between process and stmcm. (Capra, 

1996, p. 175) 

Capra (1996) suggested that this view of science is congruent with the shifi h m  objective 

science to epistemic science, in which questionhg and explainhg of how we know must be 

integral to scienafic theoxizing. He also proposed that the work of Maturana and Varela 

(1992) has been disthguished by consistent efforts to understand relarom between 

processes, and understanding how living systems are organized rather than specifjing the 

structure of the components of the living system. Capra clearly situated Maturana and 

Varela's work at the forehnt of emerging sciences of complexity, and with the advent of 

"a non-mechanistic, pst-Cartesian understanding of life" (1996, p. 157). 

Maturana's scientific explanations art: causal in the endeavour to explain generative 

processes leading to a phenomenon. Along with his colleague, Francisco V d a ,  he 

demonstrated his style of scientinc exphnation by explainhg cognition as a ùiological 

phenomenon (Maturana & Varela, 1992). However, their theory of the biology of 
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cognition stands science on its head by directly challenging the possibility of objectivity. 

They accomplished this by o f f d g  an explanafion from bioiogicai science for the assertion 

that one canna make ciaims about an objective reality that exists independentiy of meseif 

(Maturana & Varela, 1B2). 

in this explanation, the person or observer is a biological entity. As obsmers, 

human beings rnake distinctions in language. In this view, cognition or the process of 

knowing includes n a  only thinking, but perception, emotion, and action. In the hrPnan 

M g  system, "cogniaon also includes language, conceptual thinking, and aii the other 

amibutes of human consciousnessn (Capra, 1996, p. 175). Maturana and Varela (1992) 

explained cognition on the basis of the operational closure of the nervous system of the 

biological entity, which is in continuous interaction with the environment and other living 

systems: "aü behavior is an outside view of the dance of intemal relations of the organism" 

(P. 166). 

The traditional separarion of observer and observeci or knower and lcnown is 

subverted within this biologicai explanation. As neurologidy, operationally closed 

entities, making distinctions about some thing or some experience in our environment is not 

dependent on the information, perturbation, or even the sensory stimulus fiom the 

environment. The subjective judgment determined, the distinction made, the obsemation 

observed, the knowledge understood, and the response to the stimulus depend on the 

stmcture of the mganism. They asserted that living systems are s~uctluuliy detemined. AU 

changes of a living system are determined by their structure as a result of tkir own 

dynamics or triggered by their interactions with the environment or with other living 

systems. Human beings change through a history of interactions, learned behaviors which 

depend on a human context, occming in a social domain and conserved thugh language. 

AIthough living systems are stnicturally detemiined, this does not mean that human 



responses to stimuii are necessarily predetemkd or predictable. The complexity of the 

human nervous system results in huge capacity for plasticity, creativity, and invention. 

The notion of stnicnnt detenmnism has important implications for the clhical 

approach of Wright et ai. (19%). This is a key theoretical underpinning for the belief that 

nurses can only offer interventions, ideas, information or advice as invit&nr (Wright & 

Levac, 1992). Because family rnembxs are structuraliy determined, they WU only be 

pemtrbed by thrise suggestions which "fit" their structure. Interactions are not insmctive, 

because the trigger or permrbation does not detemiine what the effect wiii be (Matmm Bt 

Vmla, 1992). How an individual responds wi l l  be determined by their smicture at that 

point in time. Changes which occur are determined by the history of interactions and the 

sauctm of the living systern. The nurse can not s p t d y  changes in other individuals 

through instniction. The nurse is no8 a change agent, but is responsible for ''maring a 

context for change; creating an environment in which persons change themselves; offering 

ideas, advice and suggestions that can senie as usefid perturbations." (Wright & Levac, 

1992, p. 916). The nurse attempts to discover perturbations or interventions which are 

more iikely to fit for the family members to aileviate suffering, without expecting that they 

must take up the suggestions offered "An invitation can be declined without bIame, or it is 

actuaily a demand" (Manirana, 1992). 

The second key theoretical undexpinning from Manirana's work is objectivity-in- 

parentheses [objectivity]. This idea enables stniçturally determined difierences in 

perspectives, respollses, preferences and choices between persons to be tespected as 

legitimate. Maturana (1988) described objectivity as an explanatory pathway in which 

existence is a s s u d  m be independent of the observer's doings; in which one makes a 

c l a h  about what reality is and what is tw; and in which reference to an independent 



validated by a single domain of reality, such as matter, energy, Gd, or consciousness. 

In contrast. he proposed that [Ubjectiity] is an eirplanatury pathway in which thae 

is an awareness of many domains of explanations and realities. In [objectivity], the 

existence of the observer is constituted by the operations of distinctions which bring forth 

descriptions of experiences, objects and understanding in Ianguage. Experienœ is 

explainecl through coherence of experiences rather than attempting to fmd out what is reaL 

The criterion of validation or acceptability of the explanarion is applied by the observer or 

listener, i.e. does it sufficiently explain or mwer the question? 

Maturana describeci explanations as manners of interpersonai relations (Maturana, 

1988; 1992; 1996). He asserted that objectivity is not just one of the many reaiities or 

explanations of which one is aware in the explanatory pathway of [objectivity]. He 

described a major distinction between the two explanatmy pathways of objdvity and 

[objectivity] as the type of exnotionhg which occurs in each of them. A daim for 

knowledge in the path of objeçtivity is a demand for obedience, for mutuai or self-negatim, 

to accept certain questions, explanations, and tmths (Maruma, 1988). Al1 0th- 

explanations are deficient, and the 0 t h  is inainsically m n g .  In [objectivity], it is 

accepted that there are stnicturaily determined Merences between persons, and thus there 

will be different explanations for the same situation. There is recognition chat persons will 

operate in Merent, yet equally legitimate domains of reality or explanations of reality. The 

experiences of the other are valid experiences because fhey have arisen h u g h  the couse 

of the person's existence and reflect the way that the person has conserved their existence. 

Thus [objectivity] invites the nutse to be open to many plausible explanations of 

experiences which are equally "real" or legitimate, even if they are not equaUy desirable. 

This explanatory pathway invites the nurse to respectfui curiosity, attemp~g to understand 

the ways that the family members' explanations are legitimate for them, and the ways that 
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th& beIiefs or subMtively held "truths" (Wright et al, 1996, p. 41) are mie for them. 

When the explanations of 0th- are viewed as legirimate, "explanatory disagreement is an 

invitation to a responsible reflection of coexistence, and not an irresponsible negation of the 

othei' (Maturana, 1988a, p. 3 1). [Objectivity] invites a collaborative manner of sïtuating 

oneseif within relationship. 

With the rise of the modem scient& mthod, "science" came to take on a specific 

rneaning based on experimntation, quantification, prediction and caitrol (Bennan, 198 1). 

Whüe Mahnw conserves science as a tnanner of explainhg and replicating generative 

mechanisms, he defuses the traditional separation of knower and 

known (Maturana, 1988; Matinana & Varela, 1992). It is an outrageous paradox that 

Maturima cornes to an expian* of the inexaicable conneaion between icnower and 

known by objectifjing person to an obsmuig, biological entity with a newous system of 

great plasticity for dynamic structural interdon with the environment! Maturands 

scientific view of cognition, bwledge ,  and language bean an impatant resemblance to a 

fundamentai assumption of the approach to this inquiry infanned by Gadamet's 

philosophicd hermeneutics (Gadamer, 1989). As wiii be explained in Chapter 2, Maturana 

the scientist, and Gadamer the philosopher, agree on one fundamental point: living, 

understanding, and knowing in langwge is a fundamental, constitutive mode of human 

existence. 

W. The Appnwch to the Inquiry: Infomed by Gadarner 

In amcluding this chapter, the research approach of hermeneutic interpretation wiil 

be inaoduced as the manner of inquiry slected to address the research question. In 1990, 

almost two years before beginning my graduate studies, 1 nad Paaicia Benna's (1984) 

book titled Frm Novice ro Q e r t .  1 was captivated by this nsearch. As a critical care 

nurse, her descriptive exemplars of skül acquisition of beginner, novice and expert nurses 
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in aitical care settings rang mie to my own experiences. This was the tirst time 1 had 

encountcrcd hermeneutic phenomnology as an approach to niasing research The research 

bore a ch- bat 1 knew was different h m  my understandings of nursing research at 

that time. 

During my eariy gmâuate studies, my curiosity was piqued again in 1991 by 

Berner and Wmbel's (1989) The PNMcy of Cmhg. 1 began to appreciate that the 

character of this resear~h was related to a v a y  different phdosophical stance than the 

quantitative research bat  I had been taught to believe was the nom in n&g. This was 

the beginning of a "tcctonic shifi '  (Clin& 1992) in my thinlring, writing, nursing, 

researching and understanding. The questionhg and probing of these understandings was 

enriched by teadings and seminars in 1992 on p o s t m o d h ,  constructivism and social 

cmsa~ctionism. The influence of the w a L  of Humbert0 Maninuui on the clinical practices 

at the FNU was part of biis questioning and opening space for other explanations. 

In my doctoral studies, this shift has becorne even more palpable, sometimes 

shalring the very foundations of formr ways of understanding nursing and research. 

Setninars with Dr. David Jardine, and readings and discussions about phenomewlogy, 

Gadamer's hemieneutic philosophy, and interpretive nsearch bore marked contrasts to the 

vkws explored in seminars with Dr. Susan Goma regdng the philosophy of science in 

nursing (Cuil-Wilby & Pepin, 1987; Dnirec, 1989; Gormer, 1990, 1993; Gormer & 

Schultz, 1988; Holden, 1990, Hoimes, 1990, Schumacher & Gortner, 1992; Schultz & 

Meleis, 1988). These contrasts helped to cl- distinctions, to notice the shifting ground, 

and to unâerstand the different traditions at play in rhese differing views. 

Interpretive resuirch in nursing has ofleri adopted the character and traditions of 

Husseriian phenomenology as describeci by ColaiZn, VanKaam, and Giorgi in the field of 

psychology (Beck, 1994; Boyd, 1993; Jasper, 1994; Koch, 1995; Omery, 1983). 

Heideggerian hefmeneutic phenomenology has been a significant Muence on hameneutic 
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approaches in nursing (Benner, 1985,1994; Chesla, 1995; hnard ,  1989). The 

overwhelming influences on my approaçh to hermeneutic Uiqujr have been the writings of 

Gadamer (1976,198 1,1989) and Grondin's interpretations and extensions (1994,1995) 

of Gadamfs philosophicai henneneutics. Gadamer's work stands in the traditions of 

German phiIosophy and phenomenology, and he studied with Natorp, Heidegger, 

Bultma~,  among others (Gadamer, 1985). Nurse researchers are only beginning to 

appreciate the possible contributions of Gadamer's philosophical henneneutics (Koch, 

1996; Pascoe, 19%) to emerging interpretive research practices within the nursing field 

The next chapter will introduce the reqmse to the research question by desaibing the 

application of Gadamer's hermeneutic philosophy as the approach to the research inquiry. 



TWO: RESKlNDiNG TO THE QUESTION 

L Hermeneutic Interpretation as an Approach to Inquiry 

The previous chapier describexi the research question, the nursing and 

cardiovascularresearch limanne informing the m h  question, the context and practices 

of the Famiiy Nursing Unit as the setting for the inquiry, and the theoreticai assumptions 

underpinning the cliriical practices. This chapter will describe in demi1 the research 

approach, and the conduct of the inquiry as the response to the research question unfolded 

The traditions within whkh we stand - and every tradition thor we 
creatively or approprian'ngb pass on - ofer kss an objeaï!efreld 
for the scientjfic mastery of a sub@ct matter or for the extension of 
our do nunation by knowledge of the unknown r h  a mediation of 
owseives with our real possibilities engulfng us - with whar CM be 
and whQt is capable of happening to anâ becmng of W. 
(Gaaltmer, 2981, p. 166-167). 

The word "hermeneutics" has been used to describe various forms of textuai 

interpretation for several centuries, d a ~ g  back hundreds of years to the interpremîon of 

myth and biblical writings (Grondin, 1994). In this research, 1 understand hermeneutics as 

the practice of understanding the said and unsaid Me of discourse. Hermeneutics is a 

practiœ in the sense that Gadamer reaieved from Aristotle's practical philosophy by 

claiming interpretation and understanding to be a "natural human capacity" (Gaiamer, 

1981, p. 114). The practice of hermeneutics precedes the idea of m e M c a l  science, in 

that understanding is communal and linguistic. Language is 

by itself the game of interpretation that we are aii  engage! in every day. In this 

game nobody is above and More aii the others; everybody is at the center, is "it" in 

the garne ... This process of interpretation takes place whenever we "understand," 

espeçially when we see through prejudices or tear away the pretenses that hide 

reality- (Gadamer, 1976, p. 32) 
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Understanding is an event which oççurs in language. through dialogue with o h ,  and 

through dialogue with oneseif (Gadamer, 1989). The hermeneutic iask is to reclaim the 

meaning of both the said and unsaid word, that is, not only the content of what is said, but 

aiso the context of the dialogue, the original intent of the question to which the text is an 

answer, that which exceeds the motivations of the speakers, that which happens to be said, 

and that which wants to be said but which is not (Grondin, 1994, 1995). 

The subject a topic of a hermeneutic inquiry is not something about which one can 

a m a s  certain infoemation, nor something which is only the subjective perspective of the 

interpreter. The topic keeps open possibilities for rneanings which are motivated by the 

historical address of the topic itseif, by the traditions, practices, and understandings which 

are handed down and which precede the inquiry (Gadamer, 1989). Posrmodern thought 

often implies a break with tradition, and a distancing h m  what has corne before 

(Borgmanr~, 1992; Jencks, 1992). In contrast, hermeneutic interpretation attempts to 

remeve past meanings, to acknowledge the familiarities, traditions, and kinships with other 

understandings that mate possibilities for understanding the topic. 

The topic of this inquiry, the çoevolving therapeutic relationship between the f d y  

and the nurse, is contingent, complex and changing-different from each parcicular family 

situation to the next. The family-nurse relationship is not reducible to specific, rneasurable 

traits or actions of either the nurse or the family rnembers. The practical concern which 

addresses me and draws me into the inquiry is the concern for the nurse's manner of 

conducting hetseif so as to alleviate the suffaing of families experiencing this particdar 

illness. The wnçern is to understand what happens in the relationship that helps nurses and 

families to choose courses of action which are therapeutic in a manner which is desired by 

the family. These understandings are richly influenced by traditions and practiccs which 

distinguish nming as a profession, and by nurses' passion to aileviate suffering in human 
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experiences of health and iliness. It is a topic which is crime mgnient  with the traditions of 

the human sciences rather than those of the naturai sciences. 

A major impetus of Gadamer's T m h  Md Method (1989) was to question tfie ways 

in which hermeneutic traditions btcame bogged dowu in the quest for credible mthods far 

the human sciences: 'Wow did this aadition b m e  so impoverished and how did the 

human sciences' clah to know something me come to be measured by a standard foreign 

to it - narnely the methodi4 thinking of d e n i  science? (p. 24). Gaâatœr questionai 

the very prwsibüity of speci€ying a niethod f a  arriving at hemicncutic UndCRtanâing. 

However, Gadamer's intent was to make distinctions not between diff'nces in methods 

of the h u m  and the naturai sciences, but between differences in the objectives of 

knowledge of these sciences. He described at l e m  t h e  ways that human sciences differ 

hm o k  sciences: understandings in the human sciences are confronteci with the task of 

self-application; these understandings are reiated to the historicity of borh the topic and the 

interpreter, and these understandings bear the character of a logic of question and answer. 

Thetask of contrast to the purpose of nannal sciences to derive 

d e s  or laws base! on observable evidence which d o w   plic cation, prediction and conml 

of variables, the object of the human sciences 

is man and what he knows of himself. But he knows himself as an acting being, 

and this kind of biowîedge of himself does not seek to establish what is. An active 

being, rarher, is concerned with what is not always the same but can also be 

cliffirent In it he can discover the point at which he bas to act. The purpose of his 

knowledge is to govern his acrion, (Gadamer, 1989, p. 3 14) 

Gadamer (1989) suggested that the human sciences stand closer to practical knowledge, 

and are akh to moral knowledge (which requires seifdeiiberation) and technical 
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knowledge (which serves particuiar ends) in the cornmon task of self-application. Ractical 

knowledge is directed at the çonçrete situation which requires grasping "the 'circumstances' 

in their innnite Yariety" (p. 21), and which requires pursuit of the right thing to do: 

The task of making a moral dtcision is that of doing the right thing in a particular 

situation - Le., seeing what is right in the situation and grasping it .... What is right, 

fur example, canna be M y  detennined independently of the situation that requires 

a right action fian me. (p. 3 17) 

in the sense that "al1 understanding is self-understanding" (Gadamer, 1976, p. 55). 

the practice of the capacity for interpreting requins self-application, cecognizing the claim 

of the text an me, and articulahg the event of this understanding in a manner that brings it 

to life for others. The practice of hermeneutics is not the application of a general rule to a 

particular circumstance, but the workllig out of possibilities projected in understanding 

particular human encounters requiring action (Grondin, 1995). Thus the topic of a human 

sciences inquiry is concerneci with how one "conducts themselves well" @. Jardine, 

personai communication, EDPA 695.75 seminar, 1995) in responding to what is required 

in living out particular human conringencies where action is required. 

f -. The natlrral sciences require efforts to limit extemai 

variables which could influence the findings, to isolate the phenomenon of interest, and to 

niinimize or eliminate the bias of the investigator h m  infiuencing the resulting 

understandings. In contrast, Gadamer (1989) asmed that "understanding, as it occurs in 

the human sciences, is asentially historical" (p. 309). Both the interpreter and the topic of 

the inquïry belong to history or traditions which contribute to understanding and which 

make undetstanding possible. Thus hemieneutic interpretations take advantage of the 

relatedness of the mpic to context, and of understandings handed down through tradition. 

The interpreter attempts to accwnt for both familiarities and resemblançes with previous 
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understandings, and the manners in whkh new and different understandings are required in 

the present situation. ûadamer (1989) attempted to reclaim the histoRcity of understanding 

by exploring the ways in which basic concepts of humanistic naditims such as common 

sense, judgment and taste have becotm subjectivized, aestheticized and denieci cognitive 

value. Gadamer (1989) aIso reclaimed prejudices as necessary fore-structures of 

undemanding which must be questioned and examined, but which are a necessary 

precoaditim for derstanding rather than a contaminating influence or bias to be 

eliminated h m  the process of inquiry. 

@. in conhast to the propositional logic of the 

naturai sciences, Gadamer (1989) asserted that "the logic of the human sciences is the logic 

of question and answer .... We cari understand a text only when we have understood the 

question to which it is an answei' (p. 370). He suggested that the propositional logic of 

modern science posits the ability to repnxiuce a process by which the text or tapic came 

into being. The topic which addresses the interpreter in a human science inquiry invites 

questionhg of the horizon of the topic, the past and present understandings which address 

the concems of the interpreter. The logic of question and answer has the character of testing 

of possibilities: "This is the real and fundamental nature of a question: namely to make 

things indetexminate. Questions always h g  out the indetermineci possibilities of a thing" 

(1989, p. 375). Gadamer (1989) suggested that the proposition, asserrion, or opinion 

suppresses questions and propagates itself, and that a person skilled in questionhg can 

"prevent questions h m  king suppressed by the dominant opinion" (p. 367). in learning 

to see what is questionable in the topic, one must know that one does not know what needs 

to be questioned 

In responding rn the question posed by this research, 1 propose that there is 

congruence with the traditions of the human sciences as outiined above. The concern which 

has addressed me in this inquiry is the concem for the nurse's manner of conducting 
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herself so as to dieviate the suffering of families experiencing khemic kart disease. The 

topic is the contingent, complex and changing relationship between the nurse and ttie 

family. The nurse is clearly called upon in this ciinicai wurk to choose courses of action, to 

conduct herseif weii, with the intent to "be" therapeutic in a m m e r  that conaibutes to 

aiieviation of the suffering of the family. The un-dhgs of ciinid practices in the 

realm of cardiovascular nursing and family systems nursing offer important connections, 

sirnilatities and traditions which i n f m  present understandings of this clinid work. 

However, the character of the questions asked about this clinka1 work bears mre of the 

characm of the testing of possibilities and meanings available through the dialogue and 

logic of question and answer, rather than that of propositional logic. By declining an 

implicit appeal to the criteria of validation of traditional science, the scholariy character of 

interpretive work must be judged in a manner which accounts for different understandings 

"understanding is no method but r&r a fonn of coll l l l~l l~~ty m n g  
t h e  who understand each other" (Gadamer in rhe foreword to 
Grondin, 1994, p. x) 

The understanding which is sought in this inquiry has the charam of a shared 

meaning which is revealed in language and which enables the nurse to conduct herseIf weil 

as she engages in nursing practice. This is very different h m  a seif sufncient 

propositional statement which wuld make predictions or prescribe actions and outcornes 

related to particular concepts related to interventions with the f a d y  leg. "actions which 

provide social support reduce anxiety eight limes out of ten"). Interpreave understandings 

have the characm of rhetoric, argumentation, and thoughtfui reflection and deliberation 

with oneself. These understandings are in the fealm of arguments that are "convincing and 

persuading, without being able to prove" (Gadamer, 1976, p. 24) than certain or probable 

conclusions or facts. 
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Madison (1988) described the imprntant Wérenœ between the persuasive or 

practical reasoning of hexmeneutics, anâ the demonsaative or themetical reasoning of 

science. He stated that the only two fomis of kuowledge considemi to have legitimate 

truth claims in science arc the apodictic, absolutely certain mths demonstrated, for example 

in mahematics, and the probabilistic, conjectural mths based on inductive observation and 

objective measurement. He contrasted the logic of demonsrrative reasoning of science with 

the logic of argumentation of hermeneutics, in which one adduces tessons to justify or 

legitimate decisions: ''in practical reasoning rasons it#knce but do not &temim, they 

justifi one's &ions but do not &nonsuate the auth or validity of hem" (Madison, 

1988, p. 32). 

Although it might be claimed that there is no absotute truth, Grondin (1994) 

reminded us rhat this does not mean that there is no truth: "we make lasting claims to tcuth 

- to things that make sense, that are in harmony with the things we expenence and for 

which arguments, evidence, witnesses, and conclusions can be marshaled" (p. 142). 

Reiiance on practical reason is appropriate for the inquiry into the therapeutic relationship 

between nurses and families experiencing heart disease because "pracacal reason is 

wncerned with aU those situations where one must make a choice, produce something, or 

decide on a course of action, the outcorne of which is contingent in that it &pends, 

precisely, on the subject itself" (Madison, 1988, p. 34). 

One of the possible explanations for the ciifference in the understandings of 

scholarly WC& in scientific and interpretive inquiq is that they make diffant ciaims to 

rruth. Gadamer (1981) suggested that scientific knowledge is based on "the claim of being 

able to explain a fact wmpletely through deriving ail its conditions; through calculating it 

h m  the givenness of all its conditions; and through leaniing to produce it by artificial 

arrangement" (p. 105). In this claim, truth is related to verification and control. In 

contrast, "interpretation is always on the way" (Gadamer, 198 1, p. 105). A definitive 
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interpretation is not possible, as interprctation is assumcd to be a plausible and fnùthil 

aeiernpt at understanding, but always an approximation of shared meanings. The mth 

claim of interpretive understanding is relatai to wt human concems and situatedness, and 

' lrs p q m c  is to make us more human, n a  to yield mathematical laws" (Grondin. 1995, 

p. 131). Truth &es on the ch- of reveaîing or uncovering the subject, letting it show 

itself without farcing our perspective on it, but wotiang out possibilities pmjected in 

understanding, meaihg aspects previously hidden h m  our awareness (Grondin, 1995). 

Truth, then, is a "meanhgfid account" (Grondin, 1994) about which there is 

"agreement or consensus as to what shaii be held to be tme" (Madison, 1988, p. 31). The 

tmths or understandings uncovered by hemieneutic inquiry are not private, subjective, 

perspedval masers. Intepetive undatandings are constituted through language and 

dialogue, by the reciprocity between the questions asked by the text and the interpreter, by 

the interpreter and the community within which the dialogue is situated, and by the 

historicity of the understandings which precede the inquiry. Gadamer proposed that 

understanding could be thought of not as a subjective act or a consciousness of something, 

but as a niode of being, or "as participating in an event of tradition, a process of 

transmission in which past and present are constantly mediated" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 290). 

This is understanding not in the sense of a self-possession or a definitive achievement, but 

as something that "happens7* (Gadamer, 1976, p. 55)- in an experience of understanding as 

"an encounter with something that asserts itself as truth" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 489). 

In this approaçh to hemieneutic inquiry, the researcher is complicit (hm the Latin 

plicare, rneaning folded or braided), connecteci and intertwined in the emerging 

understandings f i  the very beginning of the inquiry. In many descriptions of qualitative 

and phenomenologicai research, there is great çoncem to situate the inquirer distinctly 

outside or at the periphery of the topic, or outside of the participant's description of their 
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experience. 'item are effm to "bmcket" the influence of the riesearcher's assumptions and 

pre-understandings. In uther research approaches this is ofien called investigator bias, 

In btxmneutic inquiry, the inquùw is irnplicated in the topic and connected to the 

topic. Understanding of the topic requires self-understanding. This comection between the 

inquirer and the topic is viewed as essential to understanding rather than contaminating the 

hdings of the inquiry. Gadamer (1989) stated that 

application is neither a subsequent mu merely an Occasional part of the phenornenon 

of understanding, but codetennines it as a whole fkm the beginning. Here too 

application did not consist in relating some pregiven universai to the particuiar 

situation ... Rather, the interpreter seeks no more than to understand this universal, 

the text - i.e., to understand what it says, what constitutes the text's meaning and 

significance. In order to understand that, he must not ay to disregard himself and 

his particular hermeneutic situation. He must relate the text to this situation if he 

wants to understand it at dl. (p. 324) 

The ways in which the inquirer is implicated in the inquhy are not lirniting conditions, but 

ones which make understanding possible. 

Thus the hermeneuticai conversation begins when the interpreter genuinely opens 

himself to the text by listening to it and allowing it to assert its viewpoint. .. To 

locate the question of the text is not simply to leave it, but to put it again, so that 

we, the questioners, are ourselves questioned by the subject rnatter of the text. 

(Linge in Gadamer, 1976, p. xx - xxi) 

Although the riesearcher is complicit and implicated in the topic, the researcher is not 

the topic: "This writing is recognizably mine even though 1 am not its ropic'' (Jardine, 

1994, p. 4). The researcher may be profoundly connectai to the topic, but the 
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understanding which is made possible is not private, subjective understanding. The 

interpreter belongs to the aaditions of the text which she or he is interpreting. The traditions 

of dialogue with families about living with experiences of ha r t  disease are embedded in 

previous researiçh on the topic, in the resource materials that we provide to iadividds and 

families to help them understand kart disease, in the social discourse on exercise and low 

fat diets to encourage healthy lifestyles, in naczative and media accounts of living with hem 

disease, in the inquirer's own family experienœs with hem disease, in previous nursing 

experiences with patients during acute hospitakation for hean attacks, and previous 

nursing experiences as a clinical team member obsexving and participating in ciinical 

sessions with families where heart disease has been present. These are not d y  the 

traditions in which the interpreter stands. They are shared meanings and experiences of 

hem disease which have evolved in the context of this cultm through laquage. They are 

traditions in which the interpreter is implicated. 

One way in which the scholarly capabiiities of the interpreter plays a part in 

understanding the text is through imagination, which Linge (Gadarner, 1976) described as 

the capacity to see what is questionable in the subject matter and to fonnulate 

questions that question the subject matter further- And the preccmdition of this 

capacity is that one is open to be questioned by the text, to be provoked by it CO risk 

involvement in a dialogue that carries him beyond his present position. (p. xxii) 

The willingness to risk what one thinks, and the desire and intent to ask fniidul or 

productive questions reflect the coriceniful scholarly inquiry of an interpreter engaged in a 

quest for learning or understanding. Thus the dialogue which is pertinent to the inquiry is 

not only the research i n t e ~ e w s  with participants, but also the inner dialogue of the inquitier 

which reveals understandings of the topic. 



The hemieneutic *le is oft cited as a haiimark of henneneutic inquiry. However, 

the hermeneutic circle shouId be u n d t f S d  not as a method but a metaphor for 

understanding. The notion of ciricuiarity riefers partly to the oscillation of understanding as 

an expanding circle of meanhg between the part and the whole, and the reciprocity of 

rneanings of the part and whole which cm only be discovered from intemon into ever 

larger contexts. Gadarner (1989) explained thaî a person who is aying to understand a text 

is always projecihg a meaauig for the text as a whole as soon as some initial meaning 

emerges. The intexpreter has anticipations and expectations of the text which will influence 

the initiai meanings which appear. These anticipations, prejudices or fore-saucturies are the 

possibilities of meaning wtiich are worked out in the interpretation and connrmed by the 

"things themselves", replaced by more suitable projections of meaning, or discarded if they 

corne to nothing. 

There is an inherent circularity to the projection of prejudices and fore-structures, 

the retum arc of uncovering of the hadequacies of these prejudices, and the fonirarding of 

alternate possibiiities of aieaning. To view the henneneutic &le as only the evoIving 

understandings between the part and the whole ornits the ontological significance of the 

hemeneutic &le (Gadarner, 1989). The henneneutic circle is ontologicaiiy signifiant 

because as these fore-saucaires are projectd and revised, there is an interplay between the 

shared meanings handed down through tradition to both the topic and the interpreter. The 

preunderstandings are not the unique possessions of the interpreter, though the interpreter 

is profoundiy connected to these undecsmdings. 

The anticipation of meaning that govems ou .  understanding of a text is not an act of 

subje~tivity~ but proceeds frcwi the cornmonality that binds us to the 

aadition ... Tradition is not simply a permanent precondition; rather, we produce it 
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ourselves inasmuch as we understami, participate in the evolution of tradition, and 

hence M e r  detemine it ourselves. (Gadamer, 1989, p. 293) 

The interpreter shares a bond with the d g s  and traditions fiom which the text speaks 

and which are shaped in language. 

Gatiamer is concefned with r e c W g  the reputafion of prejudices as pre-conditions 

for understanding. 'IThe important thing is to be aware of one's own bias, so that the text 

can present itseE in all its orhemess and thus assert its own truth against one's own fm- 

meanings" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 269). Thus prejudices are not necessarily false, but can 

also be enabiing. The difficuity is that the productive and enabling prejudices canna be 

distinguished in advance h m  those which constrain understanding or lead to 

misunderstanding. Gadamer suggested that reflection on prejudices or preunderstandings 

enables one to see "something that otherwise happens 'behind my back'" (Gadamer, 1976, 

p. 38). By pmjecting prejudices, they are put at risk, at stake, or at play, to be able to 

"experience the other's claim to tmth" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 299). 

Thus an important step in "entering the hermeneutic circle" (Packer & Addison, 

199 l), is to attempt to identify one's prejudices about the subject of the inquiry. Before 

beginning data generation through the research inttmiews with participants and pnor to 

interpretation of viàeotapes of the ciinicai sessions, 1 anempted to describe my own 

prejudices and pre-understandings pertinent to this inquiry. Each statement below reflects 

understandings related to the topic of the m h  which 1 believed rnight influence what 1 

saw during the inquiry process, and which 1 believed couid be put at nsk or at play during 

the inquiry to engage in a dialogue with the understandings which emerged in the 

interpretive process. These are certainly not al1 of my prejudices, but they are those which 1 

was able to language as beginning understandings informing my early responses to the 

research question. 
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(1) Nurses are people who live under a passion for aiieviating suffering dating to health 

and iuness. This manner of living requires rhat we act in our understandings aad live in a 

mamer congnient with our knowing to Nfill our own passion for aüeviating suffering, 

and to fulfill our obligation to others. 

(2) S ~ e r i n g  aaxmpanies illness, and the distinctions between physical suffering and 

emotionaî s u f f ' g  are manners of punctuating the experience. Suffering is part of our 

fminide, part of the human expenence of living and dying, and as such, we have something 

to Iearn hm this expenena. Nurses cannot expect to remove suffering h m  the lives of 

the people we enCounter in our clinical practice, but we can bear witness to the courage and 

integrity of such people and their families in a manner which gives suffering meaning, and 

which challenges the isolation of suffering. Thus to alleviate suffering does not necessarily 

mean to remove it, but rather to make it lighter or more bearable. 

(3) The cornmon, prevailing discourse between nurses and persons experiencing hem 

disease is dominateci by an individuai perspective of the illness, instructive interaction and 

attempts to coerce lifestyle modification. This approach can be experienced as 

disrespectful, and does not take into acwunt the complex relationships between the il1 

person and 0 t h  contextuai influences, such as family, work, and cultural contexts. 

Cardiac illness is increasingly experienced as a stigmatizing event in which people feel 

blanwi by family and by health care professionals for the development of the disease, and 

feel excessive responsibility and frustration with attempts to control the disease. These 

experienœs are coached by a social and cultural context which emphasizes individuai 

responsibiüty for healthy iifestyles, and which blarnes users of the health care system for 

expenditures in an environment undergoing constant change due to constraints in health 

care funding. 

(4) The experience of the illness constitutes a cornmon background of concm for family 

participants. Whiie thexe is much icnown about responses of individuals and f d e s  to 
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heart disease, it is anticipami that each family mmber may have some conccms which att 

mmmonly reported in the research iiterature, but wili also have some conçenis which are 

relatai to their own particular situation. 

(5) Meaning and understanding are constituted in language. It is anticipated that familes 

and nurses wiii be able to reflect on their experieaces, and create meanings about the 

experience of woriring together through dialogue and language. 

(6) Nursing "interventions" are interactonal and oçcur in dationship. Any attempt to 

account fw what iiappens in the therapeutic relationship to faditate change in a direction 

desired by îhe family yuires questioning and understanding of the skills, beliefs, practices 

and concerns of h r h  family members and the nurse. 

(7) The discourse of beliefs (Wright et al., 1996) as a manner of understanding, 

explaining, conversing, and creating changes and healing with families who are suffering 

in their experiences of iiiness will exert significant influence on the petspectives of the 

clinicians workllig with the family participants, and also on myself as the inquirer. Along 

with the influence of the work of Humbert0 Maturana (1988) and Maturana and Varda 

(1992), these understandings çonstitute salient background meanings for the practices of 

the nurses. 

(8) The nrrrsing interventions offered in this approach to clinicai practice are offered 

through the medium of language rather than physical interventions. However, languaging 

and emotioning are recipmaily related to physiology and can influence the healing of the 

disease and the experience of suffering. 

(9) Just as nurses have ptim which have been articulated and which are intended to 

create a cuntext for change and to invite the farnily into addressing the problems they are 

encountering in living with hem disease, the family also has ways of involving the nurse in 

their case. These family skilis, beiiefs and practices may or may not be visible to famiiy 

members. If they couId be understood, they could help nurses to better understand some 
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of the ways in which nurses are reciprocdy dtcred by f d e s  in the conduct of the c i i~cd  

work. 

(10) Mviduals and familes ohcn have not encomtemi nurses who are sa passionately 

concemeâ about the infiuena of the illmss on otha famiiy members, or who are nor so 

passionately endeavoring to teach them something about the illness. They may be unceirain 

about how to proceed in the f a d y  sessions, or may be even more open to entertaining 

différent ideas because of subtie or blatant challenges to assumptions and beliefs about 

roles of nurses, patients, authority, and hiemhy. 

The dialogue which was initiated between these prejudices and new understandings 

encountered in the text enabled the hadequacies of some of these beginning understandings 

to be uncovered, and o f f "  entry points for questioning the text and for responding to the 

research question. 

II. The Soundness of Scholarly Interpretive Work 

There are rnany ways in which the scholarly researcha is cailed to respond to 

issues of the soundness of hmaeneutic work and to account for the conduct of interpretive 

inquiry. The interpretation or understanding r e s u l ~ g  fmm a hermeneutic inquiry needs to 

be sound, based on good grounds, persuasive, and provide convincing reasons and 

arguments, These sound reasons support the findings of the inquiry, the questions and 

answers retrieved and recovered, and the ruptures and possibilities marked by the inqujl. 

The interpretation needs to be sound, because that which is or rnay be heard as a result of 

the inquiry has implications for the manner in which we conduct oursehes, in this instance, 

in out nursing practices. 

Madison (1988) proposed that there are two nasons why hermeneutics must allow 

for "method" in some sense of the word. F i t l y ,  "only the individual, human, conscious, 

reflecting subject can be held responsible for what he or she says or does" (p. 27). The 
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intapreter must be able to justifj. th& words and deeds, t provide mnvincing arguments, 

to be able to respond to queries about the manner and process of pursuing the inquiry, and 

to account for the manner in which they conducd t h d v e s  d the inquiry. S e d y ,  

he suggested that there must be a way to arbitrate between conflicting interpretations. 

Although Madison (1988) agreed with Gadamer (1989) that there cannot be any 

interpretation that is correct in itseif, he argued ihat if there are two interpretations of the 

same text which conflict, there must be some means or criteria by which to judge which is 

better. Packer and Addison (1991) agreed that evaluation of interpretive accounts is 

desirable to illusuate that the interpretatian is not just conjecture, but "the worlring out of 

possibilities that have becorne apparent in a preIiminary understanding of events" (p. 277). 

However, they cautioned that many approaches to e v a i u a ~ g  interpretive accounts are 

based on a hidden application of validation based on a correspondence theory of tnith. 

They suggested that there may be merit in seeking participant validation of findings, or 

attempting to obtain consensus among a group of researchers. However, they also noted 

that the attempt to achieve such vaiidation often hides an implicit intent to ensure that the 

interpretation corresponds to the way things "reaily" are. They pmposed that a good 

interpretation that gives a meaningfui acçount "is the one that answers the conceni that 

motivated our inquiry in the first place" (p. 290). 

The manner in which researchers conduct themselves in the research prctcess 

reflects on the characm of sçholarly work This is evident in the ability to be adâressed by 

the conceni, to be able to hear the concern mdvating the inquiry and to apply it to oneself, 

to take it up, and to entertain it as impoltant. The self-application of the understandings, 

offering interpretive conjectures, risking prejudices, and projecting of pre-understandings 

requires the researcher to be open to risking what one believes they know, and putting it 

into play, and taking it back, revising it, or seeing what appears. The schohr must bt 

willing to let what they know be undecidable rather than certain in acier to be open to 
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qiiestioning. Gadamer (1976) suggested bat the decisive funetion of the schoiar is 

imagination, the "ability to sec what is qutstionablc" (p. 13). This is the scholarly ability to 

pursue a question, to caii something into question, to know what is open to question, to 

know what needs to be brdren open by question to reveai the topic, m "m reveal the 

questicmability of what is questioneà" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 363). There is a scholarly 

charactet to making distinctions and m g  what is undecidable or ambiguous, what is 

suggestive of something else which sbuld be pursued, or which could uncover f d e  

meanings and generate new understandings. 

There is a scholarly character to interpretive writing which is sound and based on 

good grounds: persuasive, convincing, and providing reasons and arguments which 

support the nndings of the inquiry. Scholarly interpretive writing takes advanmge of the 

muitiplicity, CLiCativity, and traditions of language to reveal and uncover questions, 

answers, ruptures, and possibilities in al1 of the cornplex, connecteci and contingent 

circumstances of human life. Interpretive writing invites the reader into a dialogue with the 

text, invites them to direct questions to it, invites them to be questioned by it, and 

demonstrates the soundness of the findings by creating the possibiiity of self-application by 

the reader- 

Koch (1996) proposed that interpretive work requires that the researcher must show 

attempts to address rigm or integrity of the inquhy, and that the reader must decide if it is 

believabIe. LI the remainder of this chapter, the integrity of the inquiry is addressed as 1 

attempt to o u t h e  the conduct of this project as my response to the research question. The 

recruitment of participants, the process of data generatian, the dilemmas of writing, and the 

evolution of the writing wiii be traced based on a aail of process mernos written thnwrghout 

the project. The process memos addressed issues and dilemmas in the conduet of the 

research throughout the inquhy. The remaining chapters wiU then present the interpretive 

hcihgs of the study, the attempt to invite the reader into dialogue with the topic. 



III. The Research Participants 

Participant f d e s  were smght  within the local cummunity. F d e s  in which a 

mmber had been diagnosed with coronary artery disease, with at least one other family 

member willing to participate in the family d o n s  at the FNU and in subsequent rcsearch 

iniaviews w a e  solicited for the study. Families w c n  to have seKreferied or sought 

=ferra1 h m  other health care professionais related O difficulties they were experiencing in 

relation to iiving with ischemic hean diseasc foilowing myocardial infmtion 0, or 

treatment by coronafy uigioplasty or cwnary anery bypass graft surgery. 

Initial effons to recniit participants focused on approaches to coileagues practichg 

in the nming and medical community related to cardiac c m .  CoUeagues in a variety of 

seaings agreed to maice brochures about the Famiiy Nursing Unit and the research project 

available to clients. niese colleagues included clinical nurse specialists. nurse managers, 

and a cardiologist practicing in acuk care location+ niirses practicing in cardiac 

rehabilitation; and a psychologist at a women's resource center. Posters invithg self- 

refeds were displayed on public bulletin boards at local libraries. mails, and on the 

university campus. As response to these efforts was minimal, an advertisement was placed 

in a local newspaper. Over a one year period, a total of five families contacted the FNU to 

arrange for clinical sessions and participate in the research. Genognuns of the three families 

who participated in ail phases of the research process are included in Appendix A. 

One farnily nsponded to the newspaper advenisement and booked a session at the 

FNU, but declined participation a b  the research project and the clinid work was 

explained to them. The wife had initiated contact with the FNU and carne with a detailed 

list of questions abwt diet, exercise, lifestyle. and wonderings about "getting ovei' the 

h m  problem. However bey w a e  uILCOmfortable with the videotaping of the clinical 
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sessions. Thc busband was most hesitant to participate. His wife explaineci that he was 

humiliated by this 6rst experierice with heart disease, and believed that the longer they 

sustained connections with the health care systern and with health care providers, the longer 

the stigma of this experience wodd be with them. 

A second famiiy was referred to the study by a research nurse h m  a clinicai dmg 

trial. The husband had participated in the dnig aial for five years following his first MI. 

The couple attended five sessions at the FNLl over ten months, and included their two 

teenaged daughters in the final session. Attanpts to arrange research interviews with the 

couple in the months foiiowing the conclusion of their clinicai work were complicated by 

their marital separation under very unusud circumstances. Although the husband 

reaffirmed his desire to have the videompes of the clinical work included in the fesmch, 

the wife passively withdrew fmm the study by declinhg to r e m  phone cails m amange an 

appointment f a  a research interview. 

Th- was a possibility that Witten ma&s describing the couple's clinid work 

couid have becorne entangled in a dficuit legal disagreement related to the couple's 

separation. In early drafts of the dissertation, 1 initiaily attempted to include this family by 

offering a kief ovewiew of the clinical work. This was in contrast to the intensive 

interpretive writing about the clinical sessions as offered for each of the other family 

participants. The intent was to concisely contextualize the subsequent offering of exemplars 

from this clinical work. The result was that the writing about this family was cautious and 

wnstrained. The interpretations wexe flat and shallow, and could not be ailowed to speak to 

"the hart of the matter" as addresseci in the dinical sessions with the family. nie 

exemplars lacked the depth and the character of the richly contextualized particulas which 

emerged h m  the writing about the other family participants. It also became clearer that 

even brief descriptions could aiiow the couple to identify themselves in this writing, and 

possibly to use this writing in an unintendecl manner in their legai proceedings. Rather than 
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conaibuthg inadvertently to this Illiltter* the interpretations of the clinical wak with this 

second family wil l  not be included. 

David 

Alex and Georgina obtained a brochm about the research project w hen they 

attended an infoemation session at an acute carc hospital a few weeh after Alex's discharge 

following a hem attack. Alex also had a W y  transplantation about k e c  nionths prior to 

the heart attack This couple had previous experiences as lay-counselors, and part of what 

compelled hem to participate in the research was their comfort with their own previous 

experiences as counselors. They were very curious about what these sessions could offer 

them as "dedicated students" of chronic illness. Georgina made her albuistic motive for 

participation in the research very clear: she wanted to heIp health care professionals to learn 

about how illness experienœs infiuence people and their family. They attended four 

sessions at the FNU. Theu adult son, David, acwmpanied them to one of the sessions but 

did not participate in the research interview. 

Alice was referred to the FNU by a nurse h m  a clinical drug mal. Alice had 

participated in the drug trial for five years. The research nurse with the drug trial had 

suggested that farnily sessions might be klpful to Alice because hm involvement with the 

study nurses was ending, and the wait for cardiac bypass surgexy was an ongoing stressor 

for Alice. nie research nurse with the drug trial briefly exphineci the research project at the 

FNU to Alice, and asked for her permission to forward her phone number to the FNU 

researcher for further information. The infïuence of the referring source and uncertain 

expectations for participation in the ciinical work and the research project was noticeable 

during the first session conversations between the family and the nurse. Alice attended 

three sessions at the FNU over six months, two of them with her daughter, Jeanie, and one 

with her best friend, Grace. 
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Cecile had contacted the FNU aftcrreading the newspaper advertisement for the 

research project. She hew of d e r  family who had done clinical work together when 

the mother was suffiring a terminal illness, and had heard positive reports of the 

helpfulness of their sessions. Her husband, Mark, agreed to corne to the sessions because 

he thought that it would be helpful to Cecile. In the research interview, the nurse who 

worked with this family c~cnmentcd that she did not think this family would have camt if it 

had not been in the context af a rescarich pmject. The nurse believed that C d e  had corne to 

the first session alone, and caaefully "checked out" the setting before choosuig to involve 

other family members. This family came for a total of five sessions over a period of ten 

maths: Cecile came alone to the first session; Cecile, Mark, and Jonathan (their 25 year 

old son) attended the second session; Mark, Jonathan, and a 30 year old daughter, Josie, 

attended the third session; Mark came aione to the fourth session, a d  Mark and Cecile 

attended the final session. 

With eaich family, 1 respected chat not al1 family members would choose to 

participate in research interviews following conclusion of the clinical watk. For this famiiy, 

there were three failed attempts to meet with Cecile and Mark for a research interview. 

These efforts were compiicated by the fact that the prirnary residence of the couple was 

several hours from the University, by the interference of hazardous winter driving 

conditions, and by scheduling consuaints due to Mark's demanding work commitments. 

The couple declined offers for the researcher to aavel to their home for an intewiew, and 

eventually did not return a caiï to schedule an appointment. 1 believed that this constituted a 

passive refusal to participate in the research interviews, and 1 respecteci the nght of 

participants to choose this option at any point in the process. The family had already 

contnbuted a signifiant amount of time and energy toward this endeavour. It was possible 

that the couple wished to maintain privacy regarding subsequent family developments, or 
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may have been amcented that the rrsearcher might have expectations about changes or 

l a d y  outcornes* At the coridusion of the fifih clinical session, the nurse and the couple 

had t h m g h l y  dirusseci th& impressions of the o v d  clinical wark (i.e. what the 

coupIe believed had b a n  helpful new developrnents in the family that they related to the 

cLinica1 woric, and whether their expectations had been fullllled in coming to the FNU). In 

addition to these impressions of the clinical work h m  Cecile and Mark's fifth session, 

both of their duit children who lived locally, Josie and Jonathan, did participate in research 

interview S. 

The two nurse participants who conducted the clinicai work with the family 

participants were members of the Facuity of Nursing. Both nurses have indicated a 

preference to include theu initiais throughout this work rather than an anonymous 

pseudonym. One nurse chician (iientified as LMW within this text) worked with Cecile 

and Mark's family. Dr. Lofiline M. Wright established the FNU in 1982, and has many 

years of exprience in clinical work with families presenting with a variety of heaith and 

Uness related concems, including severai families eqeriencing heart disease. Dr. Wright is 

one of the originators of the theoretical humwork of a family systems nursing and beliefs 

appach to clinical practiœ with familes. 

S ylvia Streitberger (identifiai as SS within this text) was the clinician who worked 

with the remaining 3 families. She is a former graduate of the Master of N m h g  pmgram 

at the University of Calgary, with a clinical focus specialization in faniily systems nursing. 

She has practiced for severai years as a clinicai nurse spacialist in family systems work at 

an outpatient mental health clinic, and has an active interest in nvrative thetapies. At the 

time of the research pmject, she was a part-time sessional instructor with the FNU. 



Certification of institutional ethics ~eview was approved by tbe Cornmittee on the 

Ethics of Human Studies at the University of Calgary in Deçember of 1994. Copies of the 

&cation and the participant consent famis which were appved by the ammittee are 

included in Appendices B and C. Mormed consent was explained to each participant 

f a d y  at the beginning of the h t  ciinicai session and signed by each farnily participant at 

that tirne. The terms of the i n f d  consent were reviewed with family participants and 

copies were pmiâed again just prim to the fatnily research intewiews several montfis later. 

Rior to commencement of the research pmject, the procedures for videotaping of 

the clinicai work were altered at the FNU. The practice of routinely videotaping the 

presession and postsession çonversations of the clinicai team was incorpcwated as an 

adjunct to the leaming of graduate students. Graduate students were aware that ai l  

videotapes relating to the clinicai work would be reviewed as part of this mearch pmject, 

and that the Mdeompe library could be used for other research in the future. InfOrmed 

consent for participation of the nurse clinicians who worked with the family participants 

were obtained immediately pria to the research intewiews conducted foiiowing the 

completion of each farnily's clinical work. 

In the transcript materials, only first initials of family members' names were used, 

and in the interpretive writing, pseudonyms were assigned to famiiy participants to 

preserve their anonymity. The codebook of participants' contact information, transcripts 

and audiotapes were stored in a locked filing cabinet. The codebook wili be destroyed upon 

approval of the dissertation, and audiotapes and transcripts will be retained for three years 

following the completion of the research as per the poiicy of the University of Calgary. 

There were many ways that the university context may have influenced the family 

participants. The Family N d n g  Unit is located at an on-campus site at the University of 
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Calgary, which is not directly linked to the h d t h  care system. It is outside the usual 

domain of hospitals, clinics, and pubik health offices. Whiie nurses practice autonomously 

in this setting without influences from ottier health care providers, there was also a risk that 

coliaboration with other phy sicians and community resources c d d  be more difncult. 

Families in this study indicated that they had not enwuntered nurses in clinical practiœ 

outside the hospital setting, except one family who had been visited by a home care nurse. 

This rnay have mateci uncaallity far f d y  members mgarding d e s  of nurses and 

expectations of family mabers. 

For some families, perhaps because the context was so different, family members 

were very open to other ways of working with nurses than they had experienced in other 

acute care contexts. For an& Caniily, the unusual context (one way mirrors, clinical team 

participation, telephone contact during the session) was uncdortable and constraining, 

particularly as the clinical work began. Knowing that ttiis was an educationd setting, 

family members were sometimes rnore attentive to mziprocities in their relationship with the 

nurse. Sometimes, family members expressed concern about their ability to be helpfui to 

the nursing students. in this instance, families knew of their participation in the researçh 

study before beginning the clinical sessions with the nurse, and were sometimes curious 

about whether they were meeting expecmtions of the researcher as weli. When these 

concerns arme, the nurse clinician assured the family that the ciinical team was leaming 

h m  hem, and usually inquired about whether and how the dinicd work was benefi~g 

the family. 

in two instances, participation in the research project also infiuenced the nurse and 

the clinical team, partidarly in the fint session with the families. The nurse and the clinical 

team were somehow mare inclined to ask themselves and each other whether the family 

really needed to corne to the FNU, and how they believed that they might be most helpfd 

to the family. This questioning was most evident with Alex and Georgina, who did not 
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present with a particular 'Lproblem" that they wanted the nurse to assist them with, and with 

Alice and Jeanie, who were r e f d  by a nuse f m  a clinical dmg triai. 

IV. Generation of Data 

Koch (1996, p. 178) boldiy stated that as the researcher, "1 participate in making 

data" in interpretive work, but added that the researcher must address their role in shaping 

the account of the text. niC complicit inteqdve researcher participates in generating data 

in many ways: by asking questions of participants; by highlighting particular Rsponses 

fmm these conversations; by engaghg in dialogue about the text with others; and by 

writing about particular aspects of the text that was generated by the participants. From 

Gadarner's perspective (1989) the task of self-application is a necessary pre-condition for 

understanding rather than a source of bias. Thus the many sources of data in this research 

project, and my participation with these sources will be described. 

Fiistly, all of the ciinicai conversations becween the nurse and the family members 

were videotaped. The videompes of the clinical wmk are a fonn of text about the 

conversations between the family and the nurse. The clinical conversations could be more 

fully contextualized as the videotapes preserved many of the nuances of both verbal and 

nonverbal intimations that may be dficult to convey in written text During the clinical 

sessions, family rnembers were aware that as the researcher, 1 was participating as a 

member of the clinid team behind the mirror. Although 1 participated in the presession and 

ptsession conversations with the clinical team, 1 did not participate in the ref lec~g team 

conversations which were obsmed by family menibers. 1 believed that this would confuse 

both the family's understandings of my d e  as researcher, and would compiicate my own 

interpretations through this direct involvement in the clinical work. 
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Secondly, the presession and postsession conversations of the nurse clinician and 

the chical nursing team w a e  also videotaped As a solo interpretive ~searcher working 

without the benefit of a research team, these conversatioas of the clinical team's coevolving 

understandings were a nch murce of multiple views and paspectives: of the famüy's 

difEicuities and strengths; of possible explanations or possible solutions; of tuming points 

in the conversations; of the n h g  intaventions offaed diaing the intaview; and of the 

family's contributions and reesponscs thmughout the interview. This was a source of many 

Merent ideas about plausible explanations of the clinical work which reciprocaliy 

challenged, complemented or embellished my own understandings and interpretations. My 

participation in these presession and pstsession conversatom of the clinical team was a 

very helpfid oppominity to float conjectures and try out beginning understandings of the 

family and tht ciinical w o k  

Each of the videotapes of the clinid conversations between the f d y  and the 

nurse were reviewed at Ieast twice. As 1 watched the videotapes, I tried to stay attuned to 

conversation which was helpful to uncover aspects of the family-nurse relationship and 

which seerneû to make a ciifference in the ciinical work. 1 also tried to stay amined to ways 

that this conversation might be unique to the experience of living with heart disease. 1 

audiotaped segments of the videotape conversation. which 1 later transcribed for m a e  

decailed review as mitten text. The foliowing an examples of patterns in decision-making 

around selection of these segments: 

- Conversational events that conveyed meanings of relational aspects of the clinical work 

were selected (i.e. What does the nurse say or do that facilitates engagement? How does the 

family invite the nurse to be interested in them? How dots the faniily convey an interest in 

the nurse? This included overt conversations o f  the therapeutic process, such as, 'Wow did 

you experience our work together today?") 
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- Portions of the conversation that seemed particuiariy pcmnbing to either nurse a farniiy 

were selected. This often included family comments at the beginning of the session as they 

responded to 'What stood out?" ficm the previous session, and family responses to 

reflecting teams. 

- Ideas, beliefs or themes were selected when segments echoed, reverberated or repeated 

across the clinicai wak from one session to the next. Sometimes the repetition or 

reverberation occurred between the clinid conversations and the research interviews. 

The videotapes of the presession and postsession conversations of the chicai team were 

similarly reviewed. The postsession conversations were often audiotaped and transcribed in 

almost their fidl entirety because of the richness of the multiple perspectives o f f d  in this 

dialogue. 

As the audiotapes were recordeci h m  the videotape segments, 1 oççasionally 

s t o p p a i  the videotape and commented briefly on the audiotape recording about impressions 

or understandings that smod out for me at that time. These comments were then typed 

directiy into the transcripts as additional notations, and were embellished with 0 t h  

comrnents durhg the typing. In this way, evolving understandings or conjectures were 

inserted throughout the text for consideration during subsequent readings of the text. The 

typewritten t d p t  also had a wide margin for additional hand-written comment5 to be 

included with each future mailing of the text. 

Throughout this process of videotape review and selection of particular segments of 

text, highlighting and interpretation was already beginning. The very selection of one 

segment of the videaaped conversation rather than another began a p e s s  in which the 

riesearcher's understandings influenced the directions and possibilities which were yet to 

corne h m  the emerging understandings. This is clearly an example of the researcher 

participating in the generation of the data, 



Research interviews with the family foliowing the ampletion of the chical work 

constituted a third source of daia. Rcsearch interviews wcre not mnducted with family 

members during the period of the clinid work at the FNU. The sequencing was intended 

to avoid possible confusion between the family's experience of the therapeutic clinical 

conversations, and the experience of the interviews between the nurse researcher and the 

f a d y .  F a d y  mernbers were invited to choose the location for the intenriew (one family 

selected their home, and the reniaining families chose to come to the University). Similatly, 

a fourth source of dam was the research interviews with the nurse clinicians foilowing the 

completion of the c l i n id  worlc Al1 of these interviews were audiotaped and transcribed 

verbatim. 

The interviews with the f d y  and with the nurse were unsmctured. The characm 

of the c l inid  work was very different for each famiiy, as were the family me-' 

wncerns or difficulties, and the relationship which evolved with the nurse. The interviews 

with family members attempted to elicit undemandings that were particular to their 

circumstances. Although the intent during the research interviews was to becorne engaged 

in a conversation which supportai the questioning in an actively involved, curious and 

non-judgmental manner, the stance differed fhm a clinid approach in that there was no 

wnscious attempt to be therapeutic to the family in any way. 

The character of the dialogue berneen researçher and nurse and family participants 

bore important implications for the pssibilities for understanding which would unfold in 

this research. This dialogue is another example of the ways in which the interviewer is 

complicit in the generation of data. Within the interview, there were times of open listening 

to hem the participants' shaping of the telling of their story. There were times of 

questioning to cl* understandings of their story. But there were also times of actively 

engaged negotiations of meaning, recycling of descriptions, and bouncing understandings 
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or interpretatiom off participants. The questions that are asfred ae important, because they 

bear the character of the "testing of possibilicies" (Garlarrier, 1989, p. 373, but the 

questions that aight show themselves to be important couid na be predicted in advance. 

Sometimes the importance of a question or a response would not be realized until much 

later in the pnicess of atternpting to undemami these rneanings. Important questions and 

answers sometimes becarne evident much later in the prccess of interpretive writing 

Scblarship in this daanain is consiituted tiy the ability to actively engage in f i t f id  

conversation with participants, taloing advmtage of one's prejudices, traditions, and 

domain of experiences, and to be abie to put into play a domain of question and answer 

which enables the topic to be uncovered and revealed. This statement is not intended to 

imply that the interviewer is in conml of the conversation: 

We say that we '4conduct" a conversation, but the more genuine a conversation is, 

the less its conduct Lies within the wiii ofeither parmer. Thus a genuine 

conversation is never the one that we wanted to conduct..No one knows in 

advance what will "come out" of a conversation. (Gadamer, 1989, p. 383) 

The understanding which emerges through the dialogue is not smething that the participant 

possesses that the researcher mut  lem h m  them. The researcher and participant engage 

in dialogue about the subject matter before them, their experiences of the coevoIving 

relationship between the famiiy and the nurse. The inter/view really is sornething between 

hem, happening in their midst, which creates new views and possibiiities of seeing and 

understanding. In this dialogue, "something emerges that is contained in neither of the 

parmers by himseif" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 462). Something emerges in language which 

reveals the traditions of this illness, and these families, and these nmhg practiœs which 

creates greaier possibilities for understanding how to conduct ourselves as nwses in 

manners that are helpful to these families. 
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Each family and nurse was ùitenriewed once. It was originally anticipated that 

multiple intewiews with each f d y  might be useful, However, in many ways. the 

nsearch conversations were a continuation of a conversation already begun between the 

family and the nurse clhician. As a research conversation, the context was different. The 

farniiy members had dinémit expectations of the research hterviewa. However in many 

ways, the content of the nsearch interview was a continuation of the plot. The family 

members h e w  that as the researçher, 1 wwas alrrady very famiiiar with their story through 

my participation as a clinid team member behind the mim>r. They did not expect a clinid 

conversation about their wncerns, but the topic of the research conversations was very 

eviétnt. the nsearch interview was yet another opporiunity f a  bth f d y  and nurse to 

reflect back (sepamtely) on what happened in the clinicai WC&. The family reflected on 

k i r  relationship with the nurse, and the nurse reflected on her relationship with the family. 

The family reflected on how the nurse was helpfui to them, and how they participated in the 

changes which ocçutled arross the course of their work together. The nurse reflected on 

h a  understandings of the f d y ,  her understandings of the nufiing interventions offered to 

the family, and her explanations of the process and outcornes of theu work together. 

The repeated contacts with the family over an extended p e n d  of tirne enabled me to 

be more convinced that the accounts offered in the interpretation were the most coherent, 

thorough, compnhensive and contextual accounts of the expçriences of the family 

members and the nurses which 1 could oEer at this point in tirne. As understanding is 

always "on the way" (Gadarner, 1981, p. 105). this is not meant to imply that these 

accounts arc 'bue" as either the family or the nurse might have presented them ihemselves. 

if that were the intent, it would make sense to rem the accounts to participants f a  

vaIinah'on. Altematively, this appraach muld also be undertaken to geneme more &ta. The 

multiple sources of data h m  the videotapes of the clinical sessions, the videotapes of the 

clinical team presession and postsession conversations, and the in te~ews with both the 
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nurses and the f a d y  memhers increase the credibility of the interpretations as meanin@ 

accounts- 

I mscribed each of the audiotapes h m  the research interviews, and as 1 typed the 

transcripts, 1 often had questions or wonderings trïggered by the research conversations 

which 1 again exnbedded and noted within the transcripts. Upon completion, each transcript 

was reviewed again with the audiotape to c o n f ï ~ ~  the accuracy. One margin of the 

mmxipt was wide to dow for notes about emerging interpretations to be written with 

each readiag of the transcript, Mm the interpretive writing began, a review of aii 

materials related to the ciinical work with each individual family was done (i.e. transcripts 

of all vidmtape segments and al1 research interviews). The intent was to revisit the wotk in 

its entirety More beginning the writing about particular understandings related to the 

ciinid work with each f d y .  

A finai somx of data was the therapeutic letters which are d o n a l l y  sent to the 

family at some point during the ciinical work, and which are mutinely sent upon 

completion of the clinid work with the family. These letters may highlight or emphasize 

ideas or suggestions which had been offered during the session, or offer additionai 

perspectives and suggestions which arise during the postsession team conversations. The 

medium of wriaen language between the nurse and the famiiy is another form of text which 

may shape the nurse-farnily relationship which facilitates change. 

During the process of interpretive writing, the content of these letters was rarely 

explicitly addressed. This pattern contrasts with my own belief about the influence of 

cherapeutic letters on families. In the clhical conversations and in the research 

conversations, the sending of therapeutic letters was occasionally raised by famiiy 

manbers. but the specific content of the letters was rarely discussed in any detail. Research 

conversations described more about how letters were used by f d l y  members (i.e. to 
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distribute ideas to family members who had not aaended the session) than what the content 

of the leaas was actuaiiy about. ïhus the content of the therapeutic letters was reviewed 

and interpreted as text which shed light on the therapeutic conversation and mlationship in a 

mariner ir;imiiar to the text of the tnuiscripts h m  the clinical sessions and the text b m  the 

research intemiews with participants. 

V. The Roçess of Iaterpretive Writing 

As the review of the videotapes and the intewiewing of participants and typing of 

transcripts came to a close, the process of interpretive writing began. The writing of the 

interpretations of the ciinical wak was cornplex because of the many sources of text to be 

consicid The process was a weaving of perspectives h m  the transcripts of the 

videotape segments tiom the clinical sessions and the ciinical team conversations, and the 

trmscripts of the interviews with the family members and the nurses. hitiaiiy, the writing 

began as a session by session summary which included highlights h m  the transcripts, 

foliowed by additional perspectives from the msearch interviews, and then by writing abut 

at least one other aspect frwi the clinid work which spoke loudly in the par~icular 

instance. At this point in the writing, the intention was to stay very close to the data, and 

there was little effort to include other literature or sources of text unless for some reason a 

comection seemed s~ongly pertinent. 

the C m  WQ& . . 

As the writing progressed, 1 constantly asked myself questions about aspects of the 

clinid work which were unique and particular to each individuai family, and aspects 

which ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  across the work with aU of the familes. Evennially, 1 chose to =tain the 

session by session interpretations of the clinid wrk, because this format nchly çonserved 

the contextuai aspects of the clinical conversations while aiiowing particular aspects to be 

more fdly explored. Thmghout this process, then was a continual moving back and forth 
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between the writing and the transcripts, highlighting, demonstrating, selecting exemplars, 

eliciting descnptions and understandings. The intent was a offer explanations of the 

mwement of the clinical work across individual sessions for each family, and across the 

cl inid work as  a whole for each family. The writing was not based on previously 

identifleci themes selected before the writing began. The transcripts had been reviewed 

repeatedly, and the instances which were highlighted addressed particular aspecrs of tbe 

clinical work. The writing itself was the working out of the understandings and 

interpretations of the text of the aanscripts. 

Identification of thenus within the data is a cornmonly accepted approach to "data 

analysis" in qualitative research methods which has been undertaken in a variety of ways 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, Jasper, 1994; Koch, 1996; Munhall & Boyd, 1993). Themes are 

often understood as concepts which are notable in the frwluency of their recmnœ in the 

text, and which reflect a way of indicating or describing the topic. However, if experiences 

m understood not as objects, but as events which are contingent, messy, particular and 

notable in their contradictions, to experiences as thematic concepts strips hem not 

only fimu their context, but f i c m  their meaning: "The meaning of the word cannot be 

detached h m  the ment of proclamation. Quite the contrary, being an event is a 

characteristic belonging to the meaning itself' (Gadamer, 1989, p. 427). Gadamer used the 

example of the curse to illusme the way that the statetnent or words of the curse cannot be 

separated h m  the utterance, the event of the cuse which occurs in the statement. Themes 

are concepts which are intended to reflect the patteming and order of the things themselves, 

but unfartunately, this ordered arrangement of concepts often "takes precedence over the 

living metaphoricity of language ... the spontaneous and inventive seeking out of similarities 

by means of which it is possible to order things" (Gadamer, 1989, p. 432). In this 

research, the readings of the text were sensitive to echoes of familiarity and common 

meanings across the text, but the text was not broken down into semanticaiiy discreet word 
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objects. The riesembianas anâ fimihrities ailowed fœ what was the sarne Plso to be 

diffkxent, and for the variation and diffaences to count in a way that was not necessariiy 

numbaed. In this way, differences may have mnit and significances even in the singular 

instance. Interpretive writing should sustain the connections between the topic, the events 

that experiences and understandings are, and the intaprieter. The wholeness and richness of 

language enables the interpreter to cmvey the s i d i n d e s  and verisiniilitudes, the 

semblanas and resemblances of the event of understanding wlcovered by the 

interpretation. This inmases o p p o d t i e s  fot others to be similarly addressed by new 

possibilities of meaning which are brought to language in interpretation. Thus although the 

text was no< conceptuauy d e d  and themed, the w r i ~ g  about the text was intensive. 

These writings constituted early interpretive conjectures which were circulated to 

su-ry cornmittee mmbers and other readers for M e r  dialogue on the evolving 

tive 

The interpretive writing and dialogue with others about the intapntive wxiting were 

manners of testing interpretive conjectures to see how they bore out Floating of 

interpretive c o n .  could be considered the r e m  arc of the hermeneutic circle, as a 

mariner of uncovering the inadquacies of the pre-understandings projected in the forward 

arc. Gadamer (1989) described this as follows: 

Explicatuig the whole of meaning towards which understanding is directed forces 

us to make intepetive conjectures and to take them back again. The seif- 

cancellation of the interpretation makes it possible for the thing itself - the meaning 

of the text - to assert itself. (p. 465) 

This is part of the circular process by which pnjudices and pre-undersstandlgs either bear 

out in the interpretive process, or by which they are modifiai and discarded to m a t e  space 
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for altemate meanings to emerge. It is a pmcess of posing a risking interpretive 

conjectures to others, putting them into play with octiers, and hearing them read back by 

others to disçova the ways in which the interpretations either do or do not hold or float 

(personai communication, D. Jardine, EDPA 695.75 seminar, Fall, 1995). 

Thughout the interpretive writing, oppoxtunities were sought to have çdleagues 

read this work in progress, and to invite thcm to offa th& impricssions and understandings 

of the intetpretive writing. Examples of quesaons posed to &ers included the following: 

- In what ways dœs this account of the ciinid work ring ''me" to you, remind you of 

siniilar encounters, convey the nature of this clinicai work? In what ways dœs the writing 

diverge from your understandings of this kind of family work? 

- Are there other explanations you might offer that could embellish those in the writing, m 

that could counter or question those offered? 

- Did the writing offer you any perturbing ideas that you had not encountered previously in 

your thinking about this clinical work or this population? 

- Are there some descriptions or expIanations which are particularly convincing while 

others are not? 

Two people consistently read almg throughout the writing and offered many conversations 

about the emerging interpretations. One was the faculty supervisor (Dr. Janice Bell), and 

the other was a colleague (Nancy Moules) who was a master's student in the family 

systems nursing clinical specialization at the University of Calgary. Both of these ceaders 

were very familiar with the theoretical and practical background of this approach to clinicai 

practice, and both of them had been present as clinical team members during most of the 

sessions with the research participants. Other nurses agreed to read portions of the 

interpretations and offer feedback. These incl& two colleagues who w m  cardiovascular 

nurses (one practicing in an acute m hospital, and the other in a community health 
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context). Both of these nurses werc familiar with herxneneutic interpretation as an approach 

Opportunities for dialogue about interpetive conjectures were sought through this 

somewhat fornial process of circulating emerging interpretations within the writing. 

Thnwrghout the entire perioâ of interviewing, transcxibing, and writing, emerging 

dastandings were posed in many infornaal coavefsatim with fiiends, farnily, nursing 

students and colieagues. These included co(1versations exploring pressures of healthy 

lifestyle messages in the media and in our culture; conversations of illness experiences 

which resulted in implicit and explicit blaming for ihess; conversations about family 

systems nursing praçtices in seminars and family nursing s u s  labs with undergraduate 

and pst-RN students; and convetsations with surgical nurses pt ic ing  in an acute care 

hospital during a workshop on the topic of therapeutic conversations with families. This 

dialogue çonstituted a scholarly practice in that emerging understandings are repeatedly 

"tesM, critiquai and examineci in a community of peers, and in a community of interesmi 

participants. The understandings are heid up to the smtiny of others, aiaiing arguments, 

ruid trying them out to see which of them bear useful possibilities. 

As the writing about each of the families was completed, several outlines were 

drafted to frame the presentation of the writing for the format of the dissertation. This effort 

was an attempt to connect interpretations across the clinid work with ail of the families, 

making sense of the particulars across the M e r  contexts within which this work is 

situated. At this point, there was more effort to çonnect or contrast the interpretations with 

orher understandings from the nursing literantre. The question which I found myself 

posing most çonsistently at this point in the writing was T h a t  is happening in the family- 

nurse relationship that makes a difference in these therapeutic conversations?" This writing 

was extremely slow and difficult There was constant movement between the original 
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transcripts, the interpretive writing about each family, and the fiterature (including nursing 

and cardiac reseatich, family therapy litaatiire, and k t  person accounts of living with hem 

disease and chronic illncss). h understanâing what was going on here, in this clhical 

work, there were efforts to contrast this work with other clinical p t i c e s  in nursing and 

family therapy. This was slow work which challenged patience. It was demanding work 

that challenged creativity to do justice to the topic. 

Just as the p e s s  of interpretation always involves the self-application of the topic 

to the intetpreter, the interprieter demonstrates scholarly capabilities by finding language 

which conveys meanings and invites the mader to a s i d a r  self-application of the 

interpretation. Thus the explanation must "touch the sou1 of the Iistenei' (Grondin, 1994, 

p. 61) and invite the reader to enter into a dialogue or conversation with the interpretation, 

to direct questions to it, and to ailow theniselves to be questioned by it. The language and 

meaning of the interpretation must invite the reader to apply the meaning to their own 

situation, to raise questions that the reiuier wants answered, and to engage in acts of self- 

application. Sound scholariy wak responds to the concem which motivated the inquiry by 

evoking the reader's reflection on the interpretation, and giving it a hearing which 

resonates. The remaining chapters attempt to speak to understandings of this clinicai work 

through interpretive writing which uses the rich uaditions of language to speak eloquendy 

and persuasively to the explanations and understandings offered by the text. The 

explanations are not intended to delineate or reproduce underlying generative mechanisms, 

but to offer invitations to understanding a topic which enables us to live well in the tenuous 

human contingencies and obligations of out nursing lives. 



CHAITER THREE: 

INTERPRETIVE ACCOUNTS OF THEWEUTiC CONvER!3ATIONS 

The descriptions of the clinical work in tbis chaptcr arc intapretations of the 

therapeutic conversations which were amolved  between nurses and family members. The 

vide~apes of this clinical wark pravided a rare glimpse of the family-nurse relationship, as 

both the pnicess and content of these conversations unfolded. The videotapes of the pre- 

and post-session discussions of the clinical team members who observeci each session from 

behind the one-way mirror provided nch ernbellishment of understandings of the family 

and of the interventions offered by the nurse from multiple perspectives. In the research 

intewiews, nurses and faaJilies reflected back on meanings and understandings of the 

chicai work and the situation which they addressed in the clinid conversations. 

The interpretive accounts of the therapeutic conversations which are described in 

this chapter anempt to convey the particulars of the engagement between the nurse and the 

farnily, the coevolving understandings of family members' suHering and experiences of the 

illness, the responsiveness between family and nurse and within the family, and 

explanarions of the ways that these experierices were coherent to both farnily rnembers and 

the nurse. The interpretations address the unfolding understandings fiom each session 

across the entire course of the cIinical work with each of the families. 
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1. The Recovery of Health 

Mat @en we neitkr know whar is coming v o n  rrr nor see ifs origin; it 
thmefore remains a secret- We are ~ c i d  of the fem, we m g u h  over tk 
iutguish, a d  we tremble. We tremble in that s a g e  repetition t h  ries an 
VrqtÜtable part (a shock hm been fèlt, a trcuuiiatr'sm haiF alrerrdy qfected ur) 
r o a ~ a h o r c a r v i o r b e ~ ; M t i C ~ b u t w i p r e d r c t a b l e ;  
apprehended, but, und thrs Lr why there is a firtlue, apprehe&dprecheiy 
as urforeseeable, iurpredictable; apprmhed as unapprwckbk. (De&, 
1995, p. 54). 

Alex leaned fmard slightly to look at the monitor in the cardiac catheierization lab. 

The screen showed the picture of his hem and his axteries during the coronary angiogram. 

He was having a hem attack! The doctor was having difficulty passing the angioplasty 

catheta which would c k  the blockage that was threatening his Me. A nurse went to the 

hallway just wtside the iab and spdre briefly to Alex's 38 year old son, David. She said 

that the procedure wasn't going well, that it didn't look like they would be abie to clear the 

blockage, and that Alex might not "make it". Alex's wife, Georgina, had been urgently 

phoned to corn to the hospitai, and she wasn't sure if she was going to rnake it "in cime". 

What a shock! Alex h;sd always been told he had a sttong heart, the hem of a 16 

year old- He had never had hem troubles in his life. Even now, at the very moment of this 

catastrophe, he wasn't reaiiy having much pain. Since his kidney transplantation h e e  

months earlier, he had been bothered by aches in his left shoulder, e b w  and wrist, and 

also in his hips, ankles and knees. But no one, not even the doctors, r d y  thought that he 

had hem problems. 

Haif an hour ago, he had been down the hali having an elecmicardiogram done. He 

was in the hospital for routine tests following his k i b y  transplant surgery. As the ECG 

printed out, the technician kcam alanned, opened the door of the room. and called to a 

cardiologist who was passing by. He lookd at the ECG, and Alex recalied him saying 

"See that he gets three doors down, there's a team waiting there. The guy that was going to 

be operated on can wait Get h i .  in there!" 
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The procedure eventually was suçcessful, and Alex recovered quickiy because there 

was very litîle damage to his hem muscle. Cher the weeks that followed, he found that it 

seemed as though it was a i l  a dream, it was so umtal, he couldn't reaiiy have had a hem 

attack. But he wasn't bothered by those mysterious pains anymore. Alex d e d  that at a 

two month check-up, the cardiologist gave him a c l a n  bi i  of health, saying "Alex, we 

can't £ind a single solitary thing wrong witb your hem. 1 dcm't want to set you again 

unless you've got problems, and I'll find that out fiom your family doctor. In the 

meantime, behave yourself." When Alex spdre of his difficulty believing that this really 

happened to him, the cardiologist apparently said ' U t  me assure you young man, you had 

a marsive heart attack. 1 know, 1 was tliere!" 

For Georgina, the feeling of shock persisteci. No one had guessed that Alex had 

hem disease. Alex had polycystic kidney disease. This had been their burden for the past 

several years. lnitialiy, Alex had hemodialysis tctatments at the tiospital three times a week. 

Eventually, they leamed how to do the hemodialysis at home. This was both a relief and a 

source of great stress. Although they no longer had the inconvenience of traveling to the 

hospital for dialysis treatments, they both had to leam the highly specialized technical skiils 

around managing these beatments at home. They had to contend with the constant presence 

of this equipment as a reminder of the illness in their home and in rheir daily lives. Much of 

this responsibility fell on Georgina's shouiders. She, too, had to l e m  alZ about hooking up 

the tubings, purging the dialysis fluids through the machine, steriie techniques to prevent 

infection, dealing with possible blood loss, and m b l e  shoothg when unexpected 

problems arose. The couple agreed that when Alex could no longer perfonn the venous 

puncture to access the fistula site in his ann, they would give up this home hemodialysis 

venture. There were no other couples in the city doing this procedure at home. They had 

heard from other kidney patients that mankges seemed to fall apart under the stress of 

managing this pxucedure on top of living with kidney disease. 
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Polycystic kidney disease is a hereditary disease, though Akx did not &velop 

kidney failure tiii his mid-life Yeats. His mother died of this disease as a young woman, 

when Alex was only five ycars old At the time of his own diagnosis, he vividly recdcd 

standing by her bedside, overhearing conversations of her poor prognosis, and watching 

her rapid deciine and death over the foilowing 30 days. These mernofies contributed to his 

detemination to become a dedicated sndent of the illness. He wanted to lmow everything 

about it to live as normal a Life as possible, and to stay alive by taking advantage of every 

new technical advance and research available. Geotgina wholeheartediy supported this 

endeavour. Aiex wanted m understand what the doctors were talking about, and wfiat 

alternatives wem possible. He would not tolerate health we providers who wuldn't malce 

this information undersrandable in layperson's terms. Georgina and Alex had been trained 

previousiy as Iay-~0unse10~~, and they were invited to participate as facilitators in a support 

group with the local Kidney Foudation, Alrhough the recovery h m  the kidney 

transplantation a few months previous to the MI had been complicated by an eviscerated 

incision, the couple had been feeling that they were closing an old chaptet. At last, there 

was a possibility for a funire unencumbereû by dialysis ueatments, intensive foliow-up 

with medicd and hospital personnel, and intrusive lifestyle and dietary restrictions. 

And then the shocking event stnrck. Aiex almost died h m  a hem attack, and the 

couple was trying to understand what this meant for their future. However, they 

appmched the experience of hem disease with an extensive track record of negotiating 

health care systems and providers, ravenously Iearning how to gain every edge of influence 

over the illness, and accommodating their lives to include a Me-threatening chronic illness. 

Now the couple was trying to figure out w h a  they should be doing about managing the 

heart disease in the same skiiifd manner which had served them well in living alongside 

kidney disease. 
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They were attending post-discharge ùiformation sessions at the hospital to learn 

about the die- restrictions for cardiac disease. and to leam about what to expect for an 

exacist program. niey wnuicted the ~seaccher after picking up a brochm which 

described die research pmject at this infinmation session. The oppomiaity to participate in a 

research jmject WPS intriphg ü) them. They thought that the nurse at the FNU might be 

able to provide thm with i n f ' o n  that they stül felt they were lacking in regard to diet 

and exercisc. The researcher explained that this was not the k h i  of work that was 

conducted u the FMJ, but the f d y  persisted cd their interest to corne. They were not sure 

what to expea. but wondered whetha they might get other knds of answers that could be 

helpfd to them. The first clinicai session with the couple was about two and a half mnths 

following Aiex's MT. 

%sbL l  

Early in the first session, the nuise asked the family what they were hoping they 

could tak about and how to make good use of their time together. Alex suggested that they 

were stiU stniggling with "the confision with the f d ,  with the diet, with the exercise 

program, it was the whole thing. and there didn't seem to be anybody who had time over 

there to sit dom with us." The nurse explained again that this was not typicaliy the kind of 

work that was done with fandies at the FNU, and offered to tak about where they could 

get that kind of information. This family had a great deai of experience working with 

nums in acute health care satings. The family's expectations of this paRicu1ar nunc in the 

context of the FNU perhaps reflected stereotypes of nurses encountered in hospital settings 

and patient education contexts. The family was unsure what to expect of thk nwse. W y  

later described themselves beginning these sessions with "absolutely no fear, and a kind of 

excitement on, hey. we're going to l e m  something new ! It' s going to be a new venture 

for us". The welcume anticipation and openness of this family was quite extraordinary. 
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The nurse clicited the couple's s t q  of th& illness errpcriences with both the 

kidney disase and the heart disease. The shock of the acute MI in the hospital was stiü 

explained that his emotional labiity was a problem r e M  a side effeçts frwi one of tris 

post-transplantation anti-rejection medic8tions. As the nurse persisteci in anempting to 

understand die intensity of affect around telhg this portion of the Wess smy, Alex 

expressed concern for how Georgina wwld manage after he die4 and conceni fa them to 

get "back to a nomial iiving situation where we've got this frieedorn". Georgina agreed that 

they had been hoping to have more of a Me togeiher now. When asked about thei. beliefs 

about the haire, Georgina reported less wony since the kidney transplant, and AIex was 

very optimistic. 

Alex: 1 see the future as extremely rosy, and just fantastic. Prim to gethg the kidney, 
it was a pretty bleak situation ... But it's a 4ansition into that, balancing out your 
life to a good active Me. 

The story of the heart anack was already shifting more to the background. The fieedom 

the &y to &y burden of kidney disease and hemdalysis was dominant as a huge 

relief, alongside which the recent heart attack was a seemingly minor concem. 

Befare the nurse offered the family an opportunity to hear the team's ideas through 

a reflecting team, she asked each of them the "onequestion question" (Wright, 1989): if 

there was one question that we could answer in our work together, what would that 

question be? In retrospect, the family responses to this question reflect the character of the 

entire clinical wotk together. 

Alex 1 guess, to assist us in getting our thinking on lule, to balance our life out. If 
that's possible ... the actual how to take our life h m  when we get up in the 
moming and help us to put a program together to organize our life that day, 
each day. So that 1 can foliow that program exercise-wise, diet-wise, and mit to 
put something togcther, but to assist us and show us how, if that's possible. 

SS: To keep a balance in p u r  Me? 
Both: Yes, yes. 
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Georgina was very clear in her responst to rhis question and throughwt this work that she 

hoped to be helpfbl to others by pardcipaîing in the sessions and the research. She believed 

that their expetiences with doctm and nurses would be helpfid to other health care 

professicmals, so that professionals couid derstand the people they were working with 

better. 

The nurse offered the f a d y  a reflecting team, and they accepted. They thought this 

wuld help them to "see al1 the wrong things ... what they eirpect us to do". They expected 

the team to offer them criticisms, suggestions for change, comment5 about things that the 

nurses thought they had been doing wrong. h s t d  the reflecting team members began 

with commen&tions to the family, saying that the M y  had a lot to teach them, that the 

team members were privileged to bear about their illness s t q ,  that Alex was a man of the 

90's who was able to share his ernotions in the session, and that this couple was ready to 

rise up to the celebration of this new freedom h m  kidney disease. Then the team 

wondered about whether it was okay to be worried about the future, or whether the couple 

felt pressured to be positive about the futureture The team concluded their comments by 

explicitly giving the fatrrily the option of either continuing or deciding not to continue with 

M e r  sessions at the FNU. 

The family was perturbed by the team's comments, and respnded with emotion. 

The reflecting team conversation is différent than many other types of conversations by 

health care professimals. F i t  of ail the team members' impressions are offered directly to 

the family instead of only to other health care professimals. The commendations reflecting 

the team members' ideas of what was going well for this family contrasted with the usual 

advice, information giving, and problem focused conversations of many health care 

professionals. The team members' use of tentative language, T m  wondering about ...", 
'Tm cwious about ...", "it really struck me that ..." can invite the family to feel less 
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criticized in relation to possible concems, pmblems or solutions that are raised for 

discussion by the reflecting team. During the end of session conversation, the famiiy 

reported that the team's cwiments were not what they had expected. 

SS: So what were your impressions of what the team had to say, things that you 
liked, that you didn't iike? 

Alex: 1 was very impFessed with their comments (choking with emotion). 1 was 
expeaing more of a negative criacism of (pause) our wmments, and the way 
we W of rhink. And I didn't expect the positive aspects of what they said 
around the table. It shocked me. 

Georgina: Yes it was wonderful to be able to (pause) help them in what they're going to 
do, to work with 0th- p p l e .  

Alex: (talang Kleenex and wiping eyes) And to be able to share, you know, our 
pmblems, where else do you do it? How can you do it? You can't do it among 
the whole family (waved right a m  at the genogram on blackboard). You can't 
get the famiiy together and start sharing like with nObOdy to prompt the 
questions the way you were doing. And like the group were doing h m  behind, 
on the telephone (points to mirror). That has never happened befm. 

Georgina: No. And we do share with the family and the kids you know. 
.... 
Aiex: Whexe else couid we go as a couple to prompt that? Certainly not to our 

doctors, certainly not ta our fkiends. 
Georgina: Nor our pastors. 
Alex: Nor our pasmr, rhey don't have enough tirne. Nobody has enough tirne. You 

people have devoted, what, 3 hours to organizing this thing, many many hours 
between your whole team, to us. 

The couple eXpeneenced something very differently in this session. This experience 

was another "shwlcing" event! They commented on how the conversation was conducteû, 

and the helpfulness of being prompted by the nurse's questions to talk about their 

experiences. They wondered about who in the world families can have these conversations 

with, and they ruled out their family and kids, their fiiends, their doçtors, even their 

pastors! The conversations helped them to take the discussion about the illness even 

further than they dared to go, even between themselves. This was the first hint that the 

character of the iilness taik between the nurse and the family was distinctive, perairbing, 

and somehow usefui to the famiiy: Who in the world one can ta& to in this manner? What 

is it that we need or want to talk about? How can we have these discussions? 



During the postsession conversation, the clinicai team was very unsure about how 

to explain what happene. in the session. A p r e ~ e n ~ g  problem was not obvious. The 

f d y  did not appear ta be suffering. Unlike other fainilies who often seem to be 

burdened, overwhelmed, or exhausteci by problems, this famüy challenged the clinical 

team's usual way of attempting to distinguish the problem and beliefs W t  the problem 

(Wright et al., 1996) in the first session. The family was engaged, cornfortable, open, 

believed that the conversation was useful to them and wanted to ~ t u m  far another session. 

The nurse commentai that the presence of smng affect ( t e .  and weeping, particularly by 

Alex) during the session were palpable indicatoxs to her that the conversation was important 

to the family. This affect was noticeable during the description of the acute infarct; during 

the conversation about beliefs about the fuhire and hopefulness to have more of a life 

following the kidney transplant; and during Alex's sobbing behind the mi= as he iistened 

and watctied the reflecting team conversation The team sûuggled with their anempts to 

make sense of what happened in the session that was useful to the family. 

The team hypothesized about the presenting problem for this family. Did they really 

just need more infonnation about diet and exercise? Were they worried that Alex was 

going to die soon? Was Georgina's explicit intent to be helpful to the team's learning and 

to the research pmject part of her own attempt to create meaning for the ilhess? if we are 

not sure about what the pmblem is, how will we gauge o u .  progress in our work or know 

when our work together is done? Perhaps team members shated a constrauiing belief: What 

can we, as nurses, offer the family if we do not identify the problem we are addressing? 

'Ihe problem was that the team was having difficulty identüying a fmily problem to work 

on at the FNü. 



During the next prcsession convQSatioo, a graduate stucjent offered the clhician an 

idea that became a helpfd focus for the remainder of the cliniçal wok  In the first session, 

the family bad n a  identüïed particular problems in living with heart disease or chronic 

illness. Based on Imber-Black's work (1991) the student hypothesized that the family had 

long-standing relationships with health m e  providers and heaith care systems. nie work at 

the FNU rnight be understood as helping the family to say good-bye to these involvements, 

and to mark their transition to k i r  own autonomy. 

Most of the second session was a conversation exploring and embellishing the 

couple's resourcefulness in dealing with the illness and the health care system, and 

introducing the language of the couple's "transition to heaith". The clinician began with a 

conversation about the family's experience of the previous session. They again said that 

they had experienced the first session as different, that they had taiked about themselves in 

a different way, and that they had discussed different topics than they had discussed 

before. They were delighted by a therapeutic letter that had been sent to the family after the 

first session, and they had photocopiexi it and sent it to a niece who was a nurse in the 

Maritimes. 

The nurse wove commeMiations about their competency and riesourcefulness 

throughout the enrire session: for their hmesty and openness; for their willingness to face 

realities or problems that had corne up; for chailenging old stereotypes about 

communicating and showing affection; about their ability to keep faith, hope and courage in 

their long association with cioctors; for their wisdom around dealing with the kidney 

problems and the kidney specialists; and for their wonderfui calling to help other people. 

Her language thnnighout demonstrated her genuine respect and admiration f a  their 

capabilities. 
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SS: 1 want to bt guided by your wisdom about this [regardhg what they should tallc 

about during the session]. 

These çommendations wert r e i n f d  later by the reflecting team members, who also 

wumentcd on the couple's transition h m  illnes to health and independence; the couple's 

attiïity to decide for themselves what to do in this transition; and their knowledge of 

negotiating a formidable health care system and maintaining love, fnendships and 

relationships in the process. 

As she wove the cammendations throughout the conversation, the nurse posed to 

the f d y  the hypothesis that had been proposed in the presession. 

SS: 1 wonder as you're saying good-bye now to illness and m... such close intimate 
involvement, tied to the building and the health care system so to spcak, as 
you'rt saying good-bye to that... is there a way to leave behind some of your 
knowledge that you've leamed about? 

The refiecting team also asked the faniily "How do you let go of illness that's been so much 

a part of your lif'e, and welcorne health into your life?,, Some team members admitted to 

feeling guiity about perhaps pnloiiging the f d y ' s  illness experience even by continuing 

these illness conversations. They wondered whether their participation in the sessions was 

keeping the family hm celebrating life. The team said that they had already leamed a lot 

fiom this famiiy, and invited them to go ahead and get on with other plans for uavel and 

adventure if the couple felt that two sessions at the FNlJ was enough. 

In the conversation with the family about the reflexting team comrnents, the clinician 

was transparent with the family about the hypothesis abut how to be helpful to them: 

SS: What did you think about the idea about the transition from moving h m  illness 
to health, and ... could we, in any way help with that transition? 

Alex: I think you alteady have. 
Geqina: yes, yes 
Bah: Very muçh so. 
ALex: By laying it out on the table and you people discussing it, and we're over here 

listening, that helps tremendousfy, I'm sure of that ... We see it in a totally 
diffkrent aspect with you people talking about it. 

The iliness c o n v d o n  with this nurse and the mmments of the reflecting team had 

already helped the family to understand the iliness differently. By languaging about the 
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experience, another reality or story about the experience, the tesourceNness, competency 

and ability to negotiate thk transition h m  illness to health was becoming even more real, 

visible, and perceptible to the famiiy. 

In the clinical work at the FNU, 6'pmblcms" are often understood as d e r i n g  

related to constraining beliefs held by one or moric family members (Wright a al.. 1996). 

Many interventions are con cep^ as challenging the consaaining beliefs and 

embellishing facilitative beIiefs through questions and conversations which neae spact f a  

the family to entertain d e r  ideas which might be more useN to them in dleviating their 

suffering. nie clinical approach emphasizes appreciation and acknowledgment of family 

strengths and embellishment of faditaiive beliefs which increase options for solutions and 

problem solving. With ttùs family, a m e  belief possibly at the "heart of the matter" 

(Wright, et al., 19%, p. 41) was a facilitative beiief rather than a constraining belief. It was 

the belief that 'we are living well alongside illness, and are moving the iilness behind us' 

that became the prevailing focus of the dinical work with this family. The work with this 

family was remarkabie in h t  they reportexi healing in the absence of ovext suffering, and in 

the absence of problems and constraining beliefs about the illness experience. 

In the postsession conversation, the team was still sûuggling to find a coherent 

explanation or way of understanding the family's experience of these conversations as 

healing. The family wanted to bring some of their adult childten to the third session. The 

team mied to understand why the family wanted to retum, how they could explain what was 

therapeutic to the family, and what clse couid be done with the family. They hyputhesized 

that the couple rnight want to bring their adult children to widen the audience for the 

transition, for their children also to hear'2odr how weil we've done!" h m  heaith c m  

professionals, as a way of communicating their accomplishments. One student gently 

remindeci the team 'l guess the only problem is that he's still chronically ill", even if Akx 
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did not see it tbat way, and even if Alex believed he still had 10 to 15 years of good heaith 

in his future. 

This p r e f d  view of a "healthy" or 'kosy" future in the face of two signincant 

chronic illnesses could invite nurses to view this family as operating in "denial". Even 

though nurses might beiieve very much in faady strengths and competencies, efforts to 

define family expexiences with illness in terms of @lem belies subtle pathologizing. The 

notion of chronicity implies a consistency or continuity over tirne, and a future which cm 

not be separated from the ilinesses. However, this was not the preferred view desired by 

this fannly. They knew that the diseases existed. They knew that there was an ongoing 

need fot medication and foiiow-up fa the kidney transplantation. They knew that there was 

an ongoing need for anti-rejection medications and efforts to d u c e  exposure to infection 

because of these rnedications. They wanted to understand more about diet and exercise to 

attempt to influence the hean disease. But more than anything, they wanted a sense of 

balance back in their lives. They did not want their lives to be defîned by the illnesses. 

Some team members began to appreciate the dilemma around their own stuckness, 

that there was stili no "probIem" to work on and no "contract for therapy". These 

assumptions may be related io expert discourses in which the family is assumed to have a 

problem that the nurse is assurned to be able to fix, and the assumption that the problem 

talk of professimals will be helpfui to the family. The nurse offered the team another Miefi 

that possibly problem talk could be hazardous to the family members' health, and could 

perhaps h m  the family rather than heal the family. She questioned the necessity of 

problem definition, and questioned the therapeutic benefit of problem talk 

&&Il3 

The couple brought one of their sons, 38 year old David to the third session. The 

conversation thughout this session continued to widen the audience to the experience of 
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the parents7 transition to health, Notice the nurse's language as she invited the son and the 

whole family to witness the remadcable efforts of the parents. 

SS: So how do you think everybody's weathering the transition, from ilIness king 
very big, to illness kind of king in the background? S U  there, but 

David Oh it's positive, it7s ail positive. 

Somecimes family members can be constrauied from speakhg about difficulîies and 

wncems presented by the iUncss when therc is a shared belief that the positives should bc 

empfiasized, that one has to keep a positive attitude. and that it is not helpful to discuss 

difficulties posed by illness. In this circunistance, the nurse also Iearned that perhaps Alex 

and Georgina were both constrained from talking about illness by the belief that other 

family members we~e not interested, or had been bored by illness conversations in the past. 

David disagreed with this perspective, and spoke of his desire to lem more about his 

father7s expertise in living with kidney disease. 

SS: 

David: 
SS: 

David: 
SS: 

David. 

m . .  

SS: 

Alex: 

Weli your parents, in particular your Dod. have been through a great deal with 
this illness, and it sounds like you'd like to leani h m  that and be@t? 
Yeah, no question. 
They could have a lot of wisdom and knowledge, they've been through it with a 
lot of gmce and a real compefence. They7ve weathered it very weil. 
I think so. 
Yes, and so that would be, there's a lot to learn there, h m  them, you're 
=ying. 
Especially in situations wfiere Dad was in the rend section of the hospita1 and 
th& wodd always be p p l e  in the mm. He was dways much m& positive 
than the people in the hospitd bed beside him? And had a much brighrer 
outiook. 1 think that's helped his health immensely, to be positive. you know, 
to go through it with a positive view versus a negative from that standpoint. 

So, when you hear that David wodd like to know more, he'd like to lecrnt from 
what you've le- about dealing with this whole experiewe, this ilhess, and 
chronic ihess, and there's so much he'd like to learn, does that surprise you 
Alex? 
Yeah it dws,  because it's a matter of, 1 know this even when 1 go for lunch 
with myfiiendr, 1 would rather hear about th& @lems than for me to dump 
a whole lot of my medical problerns onto t h ,  and let that be the focus of the 
whole conversotion. Because you get so tired of ralking about it and &ng 
about it and ralking about it. And you think they're fed up with it, and you don't 
want to even meet with you, and have lunch with you or rolk with you. 

This exploration helped to appreciate the invasive or intrusive character of illness 

tak  into conversations with farnily and fiiends. illness conversations have a different 
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characm than social conversation. Alex wcurid that other f d y  rnembers wwld be ùored 

by iliness talk, that they would aot want to hear it. He did not want to develop a reputation 

as a chmnic complainer. nie above conversation gave a hearing to iliness talk which could 

be considered as desirable, helpful, perhaps even vital. Alex's learnings about his health 

problems wem e x a m l y  impaant to David, who wanted to ltnow about the kidney 

fa very personal 1ie8sons - to reco@e the possibility of a change in his own 

health. Alex's expertise cwld not be learned hm the doctors. The nurse embellished the 

significance of rhis expertise evcn more by inviting David to speak to the specifics of what 

he would like to leam more about: 

SS: When yw say that you'd like to have more conversations with your Dad about 
this, is it that you want to know more about the specific things like medications, 
pnicedures, or do you want to hear more about what this whole smcggle has 
been like? 

David: Weil, m#liçations and pucedures interest me m. I'm a bit analytical anyway, 1 
iike to take al1 that sort of thing in anyway, but, aLro, what he felt like. And 
what he felt üke befwe he went on dialysis, maybe w m n g s  for me. Do you 
understand what I'm sayhg? 

David helped bis father to appreciate the reasons why understanding their experiences was 

not only important to hirn, but of v i t .  interest to him in pmtecting his own health, and in 

contending with the possibility of kidney disease for himself. 

The nurse continueci to embellish the parents' cornpetencies in her language, and the 

son spontaneously offered n u m u s  cornmendations about his parents. 

SS: One of the things that we've notice4 certainly h m  what you've told us and 
we've reaUy @precioted .As how much your parents have b e n  able to 
negotiate a health care system, a rnassively cornplex and difficult health care 
system, and 

David. They've d the whole fmily  as well! (iaughs) 
SS: b that right? Yes? It's a skill, it's an amazingly important SM in coping with a 

c M c  illness. To be abk to access the help that you need, get the infonaation 
that you need, use it, and stüi  live as people in your Iives hicle a health cart 
system, without letting it corne too uwch in your lives. It's a lor of information 
therie about how you do that, extriemely U n p o m  infomhon. Is that 
something do you think that you would & be curious m leam fiom them 
about? 

Da* Yeah, well it's something 1 have leanied a lot about 
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The son continual, conmiending Alex's ability to put medical terms into layperson's tenns 

to make doctor talk understandable, explaining that &ter a while, his fadier simply 

wouldn't tolerate inadequate explanations by doctm, and chat he would walk out of 

doctors' offices. He describai his father's detenuination to find out the reasons for taking 

medications, and to explore other treatment alternatives. 

This conversation helped Alex to appreciate the signincance of the illness 

experience for others in the family, and to entertain other ideas a b u t  the ways that he wulà 

publicize the illness experience and the transition. He considered writing about it so that the 

children and grandchildren could "put it in their fie" and refer back to it when they wanted 

to. The nurse explored details of who could help with the writing of this knowledge if they 

chose to follow through on this. When Alex suggested that they would need somme like 

the nurse who knew how to ask the questions, the nurse declined the invitation to take 

credit for eliciting their knowledge. She suggested that the answers are particulariy 

important, and that sotneone like David best knew what he would hice and need to leam. 

There were many subtle questions related to beliefs about illness conversations 

implicit thughout  this session: Who cm you talle to about what is happening? What cm 

you say - how tough it is, what you are struggling with the most, what you are learning 

about, what you are coming to appreciate the most  about Me, how well things am going? 

How does one know who wants to hear iIlness talk, or who neeh to hear this kind of 

conversation? What questions need to be asked, and who should ask them? 

During the postsession discussion, the clinical team commented on the nurse's 

skilüul sensitivity to the possibility that difficulties or 'problems* might coexist within the 

family's transition to health. The nurse had used language congruent with the notion of 

m s i t i m ,  but was cnreful that this did not preclude or negate problem talk which did arise 

in the session mund Alex's worries that his grandchiidren viewed him as the gnuripy old 
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grandpa, and about David's possible worries for his own health in the funire. As the beliefs 

about the family's campetence and rnastery were embellished, ihere was a .isk that family 

members çould f d  çonsüained to speak ofdifFiculties which might run counter to a 

prefenied view of the situation. The nurse skilhliy noticed openings in the conversation 

when problems were raiscd, paced with the farnily in pursuing hem, and movzr! cff them 

when the family did not seem to be particularly troubled by them or wanting to pursue hem 

Eirrther in the conversation. 

The illness experience of this couple is a compeiling story of endurance, life- 

changing events, and ongoing transitions. There was seemingly something usefd to the 

family about the clhician achiowkdging k i r  successes and cornpetencies, and also 

something useful about the presençe of the clinical team to witness this story. Howevet, the 

very purposeful intent tiuoughout this third session was to widen the audience to this story 

outside the context of the FNU, to the context of this couple's i m d a t e  family. Invithg 

the couple's experiences to be v o i d ,  to be heard to be audible to the rest of the family 

thmugh David, the son, made them even more audible, present and visible w Alex and 

Ge~~gina. Their facilitative belief that they were successfuiiy and competently wearhering 

this transition between iliness and heaith was smngthened, and their illness story was even 

mure compeiiing as it was wimessed by others. 

ksis2Et 

The couple retumed for their final session about six weeks later. This session 

cmtinued with a theme of transition to health. Aiex and Georgina had been hoping that 

more of th& d u i t  children would be able to come to the FNU. Their daughter, Susan, was 

Living in Vancouver and was unable to get away h m  work, Susan had issues with hm 

brothers, and was aitical of them. Georgina and Alex thought that she expeçted them to 

help their parents more because she couid not be there herself. This session explored 

dilemmas of asking and receiving help h m  their adult chiIdren. 



The nurse asked where the daughter got the idea that the parents needed rmre help, 

and whether the parents thought there was any tmth in Susan's criticisms. She wondered 

about wbether there were things that the couple hoped the daughter might be able to tell the 

sons about now. The couple's response suggested that the adult children were perhaps 

lagging behind in making a transition to heaith. 

Alac: My own personal viewpoint at this point is, leave us alone. At this point, leave 
us al-. Let US plan our fuûue. Be mllcerned, and we don9 mind you 
expressing your concem, but don't run our Ive! We're cq@k of running our 
own lives. 

.... 
SS: They kind oflag behind a bit do they, like when there was illness and they 

c d d  have been a bit more helphg and more invohted they weren't? But now 
that you're on your road to feeling bmrer , and...not needing as much help 

ûeorgina & Alex: Yes, yes 
A k  They're trying to crùièize and trying to nut it eh? 
SS: And you're hoping that maybe she might tell them to back off a bit are 

you? ... WouId you agrae with that Geurgina about wanting to help? 
Georgina: Yes, yes. We love for hem u, be concerned and so on and so forth, but NOT 

jwt do it one month and then forgct abwt it for a whole year. You know, we 
wa't old. 

In this session, the nurse learned about the couple's diiernmas in helping the r a t  of 

their children to appreciate th& accomplishments in the transition to h d t h  and autonomy. 

This was another kind of illness conversation. It spoke to dilemmas around wanting to be 

independent and to be viewed as capable, and yet needing at times to ask for help, wishing 

you didn't "have to hollei'. wishing others could notice when you needed help, and not 

feeling entitied to ask for help. Although this couple at times wanted less involvement and 

helping h m  their adult children, they were wisely sensitive to what they called "the 

priviiege of helping". They did not want to deprive their children of the privilege of helping 

as a way of k i n g  able CO show caring for one another. 

SS: What about for you Georgina..are you wanting to be very independent of your 
kids now, or are you sort of thinking "No there's still some things I'd like them 
to he@ me with? or help us with?" 

Georgina: Yes, yes, bemuse 1 think if you do that you get closer together in your family 
and your grandchilchen ... If you're su independent that you don't want anybody 
around and y w  do yow own thing, or hire somebody to do it, then your family 
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fccls diey're not wcuitedL-.J want hem to fœl  that grandma &es neeâ som 
help once in a while doing som things. 1 I because they'd like to do it. 
Cause 1 think you get cher... if you do h g  together. 

SS: But ho w will they hiow what you d? Because i fs  c h g e d  so much now.. J 
imagine you are getting u, h w  what it is, how it is at this mge in your life 

The nurse invited the couple to appreciate how it iiiight be dificuit for others a, kmw, in 

the midst of diis transition, about which anas they would and would not Iürt assistance at 

this point in the. 

As the num and the family concluded k i r  wodr together, the nurse invited the 

couple to refiect an what was most a d  least helpful about coming to the sessions at the 

FNU. This ntuai punctuates the leamings of the family and the nurse, and revisits and 

solidifies their effm in the clinical wak. It is a ritual of celebration (Epston, 1985) that 

prepares the family and the nurse to end their w a k  together. 

SS: So since this is our last meeting.J always like to ask what is it that you found 
mosr helpful about coming here? not helpful about wming hem? Any 
recomnienrtnh'nns that you have for us or cornnienu? 

Gmgim Weil wïth me, it's really helped b ~ g  things ai t  in the open to rolk about i t  And 
it's helped hf m. 

SS: In what way? Can you say more? 
Georgina: It's just being able to (teadid and choked voice) bring out chings, rolk about it, 1 

don't h o w  (giggles), it's just, 1 don? how,  1 feel it's r d &  helped. 
SS: It felt useful then and helped W n g  for you. 
Georgina: Yes, yes. 
SS: Good. 
Ala: I thinL it's an opportunity that everyone should have. And 1 mean an 

oppomnity, you know. Very, very (voice quivering) mm situation in an olàer 
couple's lge to have an oppomuiity U e  ibis îo hate professional people put the 
hours of thinking, you know just to write those lemm . Hey that's a preny 
(blows his nose) 

Georgina: We've copied them and given each one to our children. 
Alex: So, I look at it, I don't lcnow how you could impmve it. 1 cenainly could MI 

openly be nitical of it in my way, shape or form. 1 think it's fulfilled 500 tims 
more than what we expected of it. You know, so, how could you be critical? 

A m a .  theme of this final conversation with the family reaured and continued to be 

palpable in the research i n t e ~ e w  four months later. At that tirne, the couple continued to 

describe the experience of these conversations as healing, as unique and different, as not 

having happened to them anywhere else in theh experiences with othet health care 



The healiag character of these illness conversations continued to influence this 

couple in the5 relationships with dieir adult cbildren foliowing the completion of the clinical 

work The rcsearch intemiews mealed the stmng reciprocal sense of connection betwœn 

the nurse and the couple. However, it was wt just the relationship char was expaienced as 

positive and bealing- Thecunversations between the nurse and the fpapily were expedenced 

by the f d y  as different, It was not oniy a muer of "Who in the world can you taik to like 

this?" or 'Where in the wodd can you tak  U e  this?', but also "What in the wald are we 

tallring about h a ? "  and "How are we W n g  about it that numires healing?' 

At the beginning of the research interview, Alex and Georgha were eager to speak 

of rheg stmng sense of admiration f a  the nurse. Even though it seemed that the reflecting 

team offered many useful ideas to the family during the cLinicai work, the family was very 

clear in the research interview that they deeply respected the nurse's communication skilis, 

and that the comection with the nurse was most rneaninghil to them. They appRciated the 

nurse's sincerity in asking questions, and her genuine curiosity about them and interest in 

them- They did not experience her questions as a technique or intervjewing strategy. Ha 

questions were non-blaming, and they were confident that what they said to the nurse was 

not going to be used against hem later, nor that "bad things" wodd be made up about 

them. 

Simiiarly, the nurse spoke to h a  own experience of reciprocal engagement with the 

family, of ha adamatm for the family. She remembered that the family had made several 

comments to her in the sessions about her skiils as an interviewer, that they had noticed this 

differently or more so than many 0th- fades .  The couple had wnveyed that they valued 

h a  experience and clinical skiiis. The nurse wondered whether the couple had leamed chat 
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to honor, value and respect pmfessional expertise was a helpful way to engage health case 

professionals. 

As laycounselors in h i r  religious life and as self-help group facilitators, the 

famiIy also had expertise in ~(~~11~11unications. They were open to working with the nurse in 

a novel way, a manner different than theu previous experienœs with nurses in acute health 

settings. nieir previous expiences as lay-counselors may have helped them to feel less 

coastrained by a counseling context or a talk therapy context. The nurse also hypothesized 

that the couple was perhaps benefiting in a manner different than many families who corne 

to the FNU, that they were leaming h m  the different kind of conversations that happen at 

the FNU. The different Linds of questions. the way that questions were asked, rituals 

mund 'goodness of fit' conversations, and reflecting tearn conversations may have helped 

the couple to leam different counseling skills than they had studied and practiced 

pviously. The nurse hypothesiaxi that this may have elicited ideas for them about other 

ways of relating to their adult children. 

The nurse's beliefs in family suengths and resourcefulness also contributed to the 

fomfying character of this cIinical wok The nurse believed in and valued the family's 

iliness expertise, their experience negotiating health care systems, and their capabilities in 

living with illness. She genuinely respected and believed that the family would teach the 

nurses valuable lessons about their expexiences. She genuinely appreciated their altmism 

and their desire to help other people to lem frorri their experiences. The nurse suggested 

that health c m  professionals often value laypersons' illness experiences as helpiùl or 

valuable to be shaffd with other people experiencing the same illness. She distinguishd 

this h m  the possibility that health care pfessionals couià value the couple's knowledge 

about living with illness as worthy or meritous knowledges of sufficient validity and 

integrity to infurm the understandings of the health care professionals. Just as the nurse 

describeci "liking" this family, the couple's strong sense of connation with her and their 
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r e p t  for her was heightened by the explicit acknowledgment of their knowledge and 

in the researich interwiew, the couple emptiasized that they did not choose to attend 

the sessions to obtain assistance with a particular pmblem or concern. Yet they assuredly 

described the conversations as healing. 

Georgina: When we look back on it now. it was wonderN b a t  we was [sic] able to do 
that because it really healed us. It really brought things out which, you just 
don't do that..J. didn't have ali the operations and di that, but 1 still have to go 
through them, in our famiiy. And it just brought it out in the open and it sort of, 
you felt better after. 

IYC And so when you headed into the sessions, did you have a sense of what 
&cd to be healed? 

M: No 
Geurgina: Iust answdng her when she a s k d  us. 
Al= No, k r c  was no, no ultimate goal dom h m .  It was something hqppenhg. 

We just happened. 

The couple did not have a scnse that they nee&d to talk about their illness 

experiences. They did not begin with the belief that to talk about th& experienœs would be 

healing or helpful to them. The açknowledgrnent of their experiences was healing for the 

couple, but they did not language about the illness experience as a problem. The nurse and 

team w e ~  chailenged not to frame the clinid work around problem talk 

SS: Weil, 1 think that most of us experienœ needing Ire@ as a one d o m  position, 
and they don't experience themselves in any way as beiig one down, either to 
the illness or to other professi~nals~ And to label themselves as having a 
problern that they want help with, I think they may have felt they would've been 
in a one down position. It would disempower them. But they could still 
eqwrience their suffering, show their suffixing, and rail: about the suffering 
without labeling that as a (pause) 

ln a problem necessarily? 
SS:  Yeah, 1 guess. and is it a p b l e m ?  Or is it just a Iife expenence, you luiow? In 

that when we want to define things as proldenrs, we inadvertently add to the 
problem of the problem, or we add to the, the difficult experience for them by 
caliing it a problem. 

The nurse's riesponse to the family's preference and ability not to view themselves 

as needing a wanting assistance with problems is a haiimadc of the clinical wo* with this 

family. The nurse was able to accept the family's lem of "this is an illness experience", 
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rather than pushing fw a lens of "these are the problems and concems we have about Living 

with heart disease". She not only was able to recognize this facilitative family belief, she 

respecteci it, valued it, and amplineai it through the language used in the conversations with 

the family- It was lcmarkable that discomfort with the lack of a problern remainexi such an 

issue of discussion in the postsession conversations with the team, and in the research 

interview below. 

SS: As much as we tak about we believe f a d e s  huwe these, and 1 think our beiief 
in l d n g  at strengths and maurces and competency helped us to do 
samethhg usefur with these people instead of something maybe very unusefull 
unhelpful, But there's still apon of us in our thinking 

DT: That we're di sûuggling with it even now! Oaughs) 
SS: We are you know. It's like, yeah "What is the problem? What is the problem?" 

and keep relating the interventions and the conversation back to changing that 
problem. 

DT: It's part of our whole way of explainhg what we do and how we m with them 
SS: Iustifying our practice as nurses ..J think there's debate in the literature as 

well, amund, if we see these people as king resourct$d and snong, then what 
do we do, how do we ju sw our enisrence? 

(bah laugh) 
SS: How do we justify our jobs and our phoney baloney paychques? 
DT: How do we get funding for programs? 
(laughter throughout) 
DT: How do you do, exactly! 
SS: Just like you need a diagnosis. You don't go in and diagnose strengths and 

resources. You wouldn't get any funding h m  govanment agencies or 
insurance companies. 

The insidious ties to the "expert" professional discourses of health and illness were 

uncovered in this conversation about problem talk Diagnosis and pathologizing are 

connected to the manner in whkh political and social systems are organized around 

helping, treatment, and funding of health care senrices and politics. How do health care 

providers language about clinid work and explain their practices if there is no 

demonstration of the effectiveness in eliminating problems or treating diagnoses? It 

becornes more understandable that we do not then, commit much effort to developing 

language for strengths, cornpetencies, and vimious or healing interactional patterns. Efforts 

continue to focus on labeling those problematic individual or family behaviors and 



diagnostic categaies which are amnable to dcrnonsaa8on of fundable oummes. Where 

do healing conversations fa in this schemata of interventions? How cm we explah or 

justify the merit of our practiœs in this kind of work with families? 

The m p k  experienced the FNU as a place where they could talk abwt the Unes, 

and where people understood the importance of this convemation. 

Alex: We were both helped very much by the, by the ability to lay al1 of these t h g s  
out to someone who understood, or some people who understood. 

Georgina: You see you can't talk to people. You can't t& to a catain person about it, 
because they don't understond 

AI- We11, we wwid go out for dimer with p u p s  of our church people, maybe 4 
or 6 of us would go ou t  "How are you Alex?" "Oh pretty good Y&, doing 
p t t y  g d  Wow are you doing on the machine?" and then that would start 
the conversation over. 

Gangim And we hated that because we don't want it to bc the focus. 
Alex: And then tfüs would happen every time we did this, and you knew that you 

were losing friendships d fast. 
IJT: So people would ask but they wouldn't like to hear the whde story kind of 

thing* 
ALex: That's nght. 
Georgina: And we wodd make it short as we [could], when they asked. 1 said to Alex. 

'WeU try making it short when they a&." 
Alex: But you became a pain in the but& even for our kids. They would corne. We'd 

be on the machine. What're you going to talk about? The day that 1 wasn't on 
the machine, 1 was recuperating, and then the following &y 1 was back on the 
machine. m e  was dQwn 

JYE So the illness kïnd of leaked into al l  the other relationships? 
Georgina: Right. 
Alex.- Here's Sylvia [nurse] asking and sincerely wanting to know, mwUy different 

bal1 game. 
DT: Just reaiiy open to whatever you would happen to Say about the ihess. 
Alex: That's r i g h ~  So, I'm sure that we lost friends because of the illness. And I'm 

sure you've ran into a great number of fiends "Such and such a fiiend has got a 
sore toe and she continues to tell you about that sure toe!" 

Georgina: ..Me our grandchildren "Oh jpndpa's gnimpy again today" or something 
like this. Weli it hum for a grandchild to say that. But they don't understand the 
illness. No wonder they're gnunpy what they have to go t h u g h .  But, 
anybody that works with them has to learn that. 

The ample wanted to have social conversation with friends and family which was not 

hampered by intrusive W s s  talk. There may be a unwanted sense of king different in 

having the illness take the center stage of social conversations. The couple believed that 
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fiiends avoided them because of their discodort with these amversiuions, and that friends 

would ask about his health perhaps out of social nicety rather than reaiiy wanting to know 

how difficult it really was. Alex came to believe îhat no one &y wanted to hear about his 

story, and worried that he might be viewed as a malingerer. It was hurtfui and 

embarrassing to be misunderstood as "gnunpy" by other family mernbers. Rlness 

conversation was clearly d i f f an t  than social conversation. The couple expected that nurses 

and "anyùody that works with them" shouid leam to understand what people are really 

going through. Perhaps it was harder m fotgive those who saw this illness every day in 

their work as h d t h  professionals, and yet could not understand their experiences and 

appreciate the impact irnposed on th& lives by the iiiness. 

AbOur2 

The many dilemmas of having illness conversations became more visible, Part of 

the diIenima is %ho in the world?" can you have these conversation with? It is awkward 

to speak openly of your expsiences to immediate family for many reasons: you might bore 

hem; you might worry them; they might misundersd  It is difficult to have illness 

conversations with friends: they might really not want to know; it is difficult to stop the 

illness talk once it starts; you might be seen as a malingerer. The importance of the nurse 

as a significant third party was that she should understand. Even more than a pastor who 

might understand the suffering of iiiness in some ways, the family believed that a nurse 

wouid see people living with illness all the tirne in her clinical practice. She should know 

what the experienœ is like, at least in some ways, even if she could not do anything about 

it. But "where in the world?'can these m e s s  conversations happen? The family described 

their experience that nurses practicing in the hospital wntext operate in systems which 

minimize and undervalue the tirne necessary for these conversations. Wow in the world?" 

might these conversations happen? The nurse demonstrated genuine interest in the family, 

and die demonstrated finesse by asking useiùl questions with sincerity. Her stance was 
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nm-pathoiogizing, and embellished the family's vïew that they werc making a transition 

fiom illness involvements with health me providers and systems in a manner that 

demonstrated competence and grace. However, the research intewiews also revealed som 

of the ways that "What in the world?" wuld be discussed in the sessions as also king very 

The mariner of explainhg the c o n v d c m s  in the clinicai work with this family kxi 

the rem to understand the work as conversations which helpcd ttic f d y  in a transition 

fiom illness to health, h m  complex involvements with health a r e  systems to renewed 

confidence in th& own autonomy in their lives. 

SS: It's not j m  the relationship, 1 don't kind of buy that, 1 mean 1 think that the 
relarionrh@ that devefops because of the postmodan thinking is useful, is very 
important. But 1 think the things we hguage about as well are also very 
important. So this transition to health was a real nice way of trying to put a 
fime around what our work together was . That we did have a focus, or it was 
a, r h e r m  kind of a rek&nsh@ here. It wasn't, I'm not going to go and be 
their third daughter or their p u  know? 

(30th hgh)  
DE You're not going to shovel their snow? 
SS: No, (laughs) so we had a f i m  on this that was useful to dl of us 1 think, to 

put some bowidaries around what we were doing. 
rn But you had a sense that it was sotnethg about the bigger things about the way 

of taking up the work with this family that was usefbl to them in a bigger way 
than even any of the particular things we did? 

SS: Y&, because maybe it allowed them m just talle about what they needed to faik 
about, even though 1 didn't have a howledge about what they needed to &xi4 
about. So it pxivileged their voice, privileged their tzqxrience, aliowed them to 
talk a h t  the things that they'd want to talk about (sigh). And yet that's not 
quite mie either, because, it was CO-consaucted, 1 mean 1 didn't let them go off 
and talk about unything they wanted to îalk about! It was like we still kept it 
w i d h  the bounds of afiame of, that it was usefiil to feeling beffer, or that 
helping us (pause). It's not as c b .  This family's nor as clear, to, 1 don't, you 
how.  Lot's of rimes 1 have a norion of what was useful and not helpiùl, and 
it's very, 1 don't know how to hguage about it with this family as much. 

Although the nurse was more uncertain about how to laquage about the work with this 

family, she did have a sense that whut was discussed was important. It was more than a 

thempeutic relationship. It was not d y  l i s tehg  to whatever the family wanted to Ealk 

about The '%am" placed around the clinicd work, the way of languaging about their 
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wak together* and what they coevolved as the topics of the iliness conversation 

contributai to the usefulness of the work for the family. 

d. Alex and Georgina did not 

expeçt that their wnversatiolls at the FNU wouid be healing. Nevertheless, therie was 

something about the t e h g  of th& experiences that was an intervention in itself. During the 

mearch interview, the couple descrikd dae conversations at the FNU as providing an 

opportunity for Gmrgha's exqeriences as the partner of the iii person to be acknowledged. 

Although Gmgina was most determined to help the nurses to Ieam about the experiences 

of people with chronic illness, the sessions prwided her an opportunity to give voice to her 

own experiences as a paraier in illness. Having her own e f f i ,  conaitiutions, and 

suffering achowledged was part of her healing. 

Georgirm But, 1 had kidney proMems m. 
MI al -y? 
Georgina- Yes k a u s e  you do. Because if your husband has it so do you. You might not 

go through the feeling and what's happening to your kidneys but you sure, 
you're 

DR It was as much your health @lem as it was his? 
Georgina: Yes, that's ri& it's just as much the wife or the husband whmever bas it. 

O&qim: It's n a  that thexe was anything in specific, or whatever, but..we didn't, I 
didn't, 1 don? know about him but, 1 didn't riealize 1 had ai l  that feeling, you 
know all bttled up. 

Gwrgina suggested that even if there was nothing chat nurses or cioctors could do about the 

impact of the ilhess on other family members, having an opporninity to about ber 

experiences and having those difficult experiences achowledged by health care providers 

made a ciifference. 

merace As n A s  ccmcepnialize the problems for which 

they wish to offer nursing inwentions, sttengths and campetencies can be minimized 

even when therit is  an intent to take them into account. Expert discourses which facus on 

fixing probIems can minimize the family's l e g i h t e  and merituus understandings of living 

with illness. The potenrial leamings of what it means to iive weii alongside iiiness are at 
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risk of being lost to health professionalS. But these lcaniings are also at risk of being 

undemiined, diminished, and unnoticed by the very people who are living with chronic 

illness. 

As the conversations beniveen the nurse and the family unfolded, the nurse 

sustained a purposeM intent to avoid pathologiPng discourse. In respect for the famiiy's 

preferenœ and ability not to present themseives as having problems. the nurse's language 

consistently and genuinely conveyed her respect and admiration for the family. She 

embelüshed and heightened the descriptions of the f d y ' s  strengths and cornpetencies, 

and their grace in the transition to resmtion of autmomy and health. She widened the 

audience for witnessing these developments thmugh inclusion of the son in a session, and 

by the writing of therapeutic letters which the wuple phoiocopied for their children. 

Bolstered by this renewed nspect for th& capabilities, the couple experimented with 

efforts to be helpful to the5 adult children in domains of family life outside the realm of 

illness. The couple reconsidered boundaries and dilemmas about reciprocity in giving and 

receiving help from their ctiildren. The manner in which the nurse participateci in the 

conversations was consistently nonpathologizing. What they taked about. the family's 

grace in weathering the transition. was definitely not problem-tak. Al1 of these endeavors 

were therapeutic in that they assisted the family to retrieve and recover a view of themselves 

as healthy, even in the face of two chronic illnesses. 

Conversations Alexnds experience of almost dying 

on the procedure table during the angioplasty was a shocking Iife experience that cuts 

"close to the bone" (Bolen, 19%). The telling of this experience was often revisited during 

the first two sessions, and during the ~esearch interview. The repeation of this story was an 

ongoing reminder of the ullcertainty of the future, the experience of the vulnerability and 

frsiilty of the body and life itseIf. During the first session, the nurse was alerted to the 
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significance of this story by the intense affect and teariness for both partners which 

persisted around the telling of this s t q .  

Nurses are socidy sanctioned to have different kinds of conversations about death 

than would usuaily be encountered in social convefsations (Mendes Coddou, & Maturana, 

1988). Wright et al, (19%) referred to this ability to raise issues that are implicit and 

outside the noms of social conversation as "speaking the unspeakable" @. 177). The 

experience of isdiemic kart diseasc can invite family -bers to anticipate catastmphic 

loss in the future (RoUand, 1990). and unœrtainty about the futme (Bmwell, 1986; 

Christman et al., 1988; Hilgenberg et al., 1992) for bth the ill family member and thcir 

parnier. The willingness of the nurse to speak frankly and openly about concerns and fears 

of uncertain prognosis and death is another hallmark of the expert practices at play in this 

Dwhg the reseairch interview, the nurse offered her understandings about the 

impartance of tallring about death with this family: 

SS: I don't think I recognized how sign@canr it was for them to be able to mllc 
about his almost dying. And, but because in my head 1 couldn't see how that 
was a problem you know, had they not taiked about this enough? Were they 
king sncck somehow because of this experience? 

...* 

SS: 1 don't know that they hd a fear of dying or a f a  of the future but they 
experienced his nearly dying as very powahil unyway. 1 guess that's why it 
was me. 1 was like looking for a problem like fear of dying or fm of the 
fume! And how did that influence the fmMuZy, or not talking, but that didn't 
seem to & there. But they stiU sewied to need to talk about that exphence. 

The nurse came ta understand that even if there was not a fear of dying or fear of the future 

for the family, nearly dying, recognking one's own mortality, and the experience of that 

vulnaability was powerful. The intensity and strength of this family's spiritual beliefs 

bec- more apparent during the m h  interview. Pehaps their spiritual beliefs helped 

the couple to counter a fear of dying, or not to experience this as a @lem. The nurse 

invitai conversations of uncertainty and death in a marner which was not prognostic. 

These conversations acknowledged the possibility of death and illness in the future, but 
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these conversations wem laden with possibilities. The nursing knowledge, judgment and 

exemplined in opening, fdlowing and pursuing conversations of death is a distinctive 

practice in umducting oneseif weli in clinicai work with families living with ischeaiic kart 

An enigma is an obscure a elusive riddle or puzzle. Gadamer (19%) pointed out 

the enigma of health, or the ''hidden character of health" @. 126) as the recovery of a 

hidden harmony, of the capacity of life to renew itself, and of the capacity to be d v e l y  

engaged in the worki. 

Health is not sormthing that is revealed through investigation but rather something 
that madests itseif pxwkly by virtue of escaping our attention. We are not 
permanently aware of heaith, we do not anxiously cany it with us as we do an 
illness. It is na something which invites or demands permanent attention. Rather it 
belongs to the miraculous capacity we have to forget ourselves (p. 96). 

In the experience of finess, he suggested that what is lost is pady the capacity to forget 

this taken-fa-granted ability to be involved in the world 

D d g  the researrch interview, &K said 'Tt was wmething happening" at the FNU. 

The explanations of the nurses and the family about 'what happened' at the FNLT are 

somewhat different, but both reflect a sense of moving h m  some experience strongly 

influenced by living with a c h n i c  iUness to sume other experience of living di€fterentIy 

than under the constant infîuence of illness. The process of recovery seems to have as 

much to do with covering up and conçealing health, with making it transparent, or taken- 

for-granted again, as it does with moving on or getting past Uness. How was the Uness 

conceaied or recovered again in a manner which enabled health to be taken up again, to be 

forgotten, and to be taken-fa-gantai in the couple's manner of daily living? 

The couple had just been emerging from a prolonged pend of dependency on 

hemodialysis which had invaded their home and their lives. For a brief couple of months 
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befm the heart atiack, they had been need fiom the burden of uIls constant reminder of the 

vulnerability of the body to faiiurc and dependence on technology to susmin Me. 

AI= It's Lüre we left the old life over there when the lcidney machine went out the 
door, and hey, a whole kind of new life over hm. 

Just when they wm beginning to recxpaience the taken-fm-grantedness of health 

followhg the kidney transpht, their wnfiàence was shaken by the heart attaçk, their 

VUInerability was exposed to the very con yet again. 

Alex bad angina pains which were undiagaosed and untreated f a  many wœks @or 

to the heart aaack. These were the warnings of unconcealment of health. The angioplasty 

cleared the artery and relieved ali of his symptoms. 

Alex: The heart a ~ k  was a m a n s  to an end. it  was the end of a i l  my pain. What a 
relief. .J'm so thankfi for it. 

As  he had been pain-& since the procedure, the underiying diseasc pnmss had been re- 

covered and hidden h m  view once again. The hart am& was re-covered by the 

cardioIogist also who told Alex that he had a massive hem attack, but had no permanent 

damage and gave him a "clean bili of health" and told Alex to "behave yourself". But then 

how d œ s  one behave or be in a manner that regains or remvers or sustains the concealment 

of health? How d œ s  one forget that one is healthy? He was cautioned to eat healthy and to 

get regular exercise. How dœs one remember enough of this experience to take care of 

omself to prevent illness in the finire? The couple came to the FNLT as part of their effort 

to restore some balance in their Lives In the second session, the nurse offered the family 

the notion of a aansition to healrh and autonomy as a manner of languaging about their 

work toge*, which the family embraced. (Acaiaily, Alex introduced the idea of king in 

a "transition" of balancing out their life e d y  in the first session. This interplay of words 

and ideas widiin the nurse-family conversations is an extraordinary exarnpie of coevolving 

inteavendoas. M a p s  the nurse etnbraced the family's idea!) The transition to health was 
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a timc and prooess of moving back to the concealhg of both Wth and iiiness, the re- 

cover-y of health. 

These illness conversations rievtaled life events and experienœs which were 

shocking and pemhing, and which continuai to extend th& influence h m  the past into 

the present, and into anticipations of the future. The couple was very clear that these kinds 

of conversations had not happened with der nurses and doctors. not with k i r  adult 

chiidren or their closest fnends, not with theit pastor, and not with each other. These 

illness conversations had not happened previously in their home, their hospital m m ,  h i .  

church or their fiemis' and adult chüdren's homes. The telling of these iiiness stories was 

dinerent than their previous iilness taik with fnends and families. 

In this accwnr, ttiere are many dues of ttie ways that these iilness conveSSations 

differed both h m  social conversations and from pathologizing professional discourses of 

health and illness. The participation of the family was diffmnt than their involvement in 

illness converSBtions in other wntexts. There were many ways that the family conducted 

theniselves weil in this relational narrative: b u g h  their openness to a h d t h  care context 

and n&g practices than those which they were more accusmrned to encountering in acute 

care settings; through their mnarkable efforts to Ieam abwt the illness, to became 

"dedicated students of the illness", and to help healtb care professionals to learn about their 

illness experiences; through their ability to experinent with different conversations in their 

relationships with their adult children; and thruugh their enthusiasm and appreciation for the 

character of the nurse's practices- 

How did the nurse coriduct herself weil? This family experienced this nurse's 

parti& engagernent with them as potent They valued her asking of questions and her 

participation as mauthm in their transition to heaith. She conducteci herself well through 

her ability to value the family's preference to view themselves as heaithy rather than ill, and 

to weave this valuing throughout their conversations. She conveyed her genuine 
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recognition and appreciadon of rhe family strtngths, resouroes and cornpetencies through 

her consistently non-pathologizhg language. She q u e s t i d  and chalienged h a  own 

beliefs and the chicd team*~ beiiefs about what it rneant to live with a chronic illness. Her 

openness to the many pssibilities of living with chronic illness helped to uncover with the 

famüy an understanding of ctcovery of hdth  which enabled and strengthened the family's 

ability to iive alongside illness. 
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11 nie Health Care S ystem Gone Deaf 

Calgary will get an injection of UO.6 million as pon of a $145 m'Ilion 
provincial reinvestment in heaith care announced Monday. ... The new money 
purs bock more than hay the money rakenfim Caigmy in government health 
cw since 1993-94, said McCaig, a&iing the ciry's system Lr mw fw more 
@ient. ... McCaig said Calgary h a  done ahut 740 hem bypass mgeries a 
year. Thar will now be boosted to 1000, which will ' * & ~ t i Ç a l l y  iinpocr the 
wait list for cardioc swgery," k said. ... A conpkete set ofpe@orrnMce 
memures will be in place ùy eady 1997. Waitmg îime for hewt mrgerp. 
Targef: 5-7 &s for urgent inpatients, 2-3 weks for wgenr ou-patients and a 
maxunUm of 3 monrhs for planned out-pariem. 

Walker, R., & Steinhart, D. (1996, November 26). Caigary gets $70~1 
boost: More than haif of three years' cuts restored -, pp. Al, 
A6). 

When Nice first came to the FNU, she had already been waiting for "urgent" 

outpatient cardiac bypass surgery for five monrhs. She had the aiemendous misfartune of 

needing surgical intervention at a tirne when the health care system was in a state of 

inçredible flux, some might even say chaos. What is so compelling about her parcicular 

story of hart disease is the way in which the anonymous h d t h  care system and the 

politics of h d t h  care h d i g  conmbuted to her sufîering. The ciàzens of Alberta have not 

di paid the same price foï the restructuring of the health care system over the past three 

years. This is a smry that politicians, representatives of regional health authorities, 

goveniment bureaucrats, and possibly even people in communities across Alberta do not 

want to hear. 

Alice was a 58 year old woman who was employed as an office worker. She had 

worked at the same job for more than twenty years, and was two years away fiom fuil 

 tirem ment She had two children, Stuart (aged 36) and Jeanie (aged 33). Alice had raised 

her children as a sole parent afier her husband lefi her destitue when the children wexe both 

preschoola in the &y 1960's. She prided herself in her independence and her ability to 

provide f a  her famiiy. While she had always met ber financial obligations and had no debt, 

she had never had a chance to eam an income which allowd her to set aside much money 

for swings. Her son, Stuart, had been living with her for the past year after his own 
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financial loss in a small business venture, and he was helping to keep an eye on his mom 

because of h a  illness. Her daughter, Jemie, was mamed and had two s d  chüdren. 

Nice had been healthy until1989, when she had h a  first heart attack. She 

recovered wiihwt compiications, completed a cardiac rehabilitation program, had an 

angioplasty done, and was managed on medications. Then suddenly, in the summer of 

1995 anothcr hart amick acumd. Initially, Alice and her f d y  were tdd that cafonacy 

artery bypass s u r g q  needed to be done the foilowing &y. The urgency alamvd Jeanie, as 

it suggested the serioumess and instability of h a  mother's condition. The surgay was then 

postponed. but was to be done later in the week. The doctors then decided (for nasons 

apparentiy unhiown to Alice) to discharge her and to have the surgery done as an urgent 

outpatient. Befae she left the hospital, one of the nurses told her to play sick to pretend to 

have som chest pains, and that the surgefy would be done sooner. Alice could not 

haself to lie about having angina attacks, partly because "they'd see it a l l  over me" and 

know that she was lying. But also she said, Y was sick, but 1 could still survive you 

know". She went home and wanted to r e m  to work, but this was forbidden by the 

doctm u n d  after her surgcry was done. 

So the wait began. The surgery was to be done widiin four weeks. Then Alice was 

told it would be two months before the surgery codd be done. At a two month visit to her 

family physician, Alice lost hope that a doctor might be able to influence the wait He told 

her that the delay should not be happening, and that health care was not good because of 

the cuts. Jeanie thought that doctors wanted to see some action, and wexe trying to get their 

patients involved by encouraging them to addnss cornplainu to the Regional Heaith 

Authority. However, she aiso thought that it was unpmfessional that these cornmenu were 

made to people who were iii and vulnerable. This stress only added to her mother's risk 

during the wait. 
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When Alice had heard nothing h m  the hospital about a da& for her  surgery by 

Novemk, she phoned the clerk who b k c â  the c d a c  sugeries. She was told that with 

the Christmas holiday season approaçhing, she might have to wait until the end of January. 

As December appmached, Alice's sick benefits were ninning out, and she had to apply for 

disability benefits, which would d u c e  her M y  smaii incorne. She would barely be able 

to pay her monrhiy bills. Just befott Chrisanas, Alice phoned the booking cl& again, who 

said that it would be about the end of Febnrary, another hvo month away! ALice feu apart 

with tem and angcr. Shc hung up the phone, ran downstairs, threw up in the bathrom, 

and had an episode of angina. This was so confusing! if the surgery was so urgently 

required, how could it be postponed for so long? There was a sense of being left destitute 

again, abandoned, bereft of resources by a failure of the system. 

For five years foliowing the first h e m  attack in 1989, Alice had been participating 

in a clinicai dmg trial. She had gone frequently for intewiews and b l d  tests, and she felt 

very cornfortable and understood by the research nurses. This research project ended in 

December of 1995. A reseamch nurse fiom the drug trial had been approached to assist with 

recruitment of possible participants for the study of families experiencing h a r t  disease at 

the FNU. She thought of Alice's situation and the frustration she was experïencing around 

the wait for cardiac surgery. The research nurse phoned Alice, briefly explaine- the project 

at the FNU, and asked for permission to give her phone nurnber to the FNU nurse 

researcher. Aliœ consented to participate in the new research project, and came with her 

daughter, Jeanie, and 2 1R year old granddaughter to the first session in Febniary of 1996. 

Six months &ter she had been told she needed urgent cardiac bypass surgery, she was still 

waiting for the surgery to be done. 

sGs&Al 

The intexplay between provincial politics and acœss to the health care system was 

exposed even befm the fïrst session began. During the clhical team's presession 
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discussion, based on the available r e f d  information obtained ûom Alict, the graduate 

students inuoduced the presenting problem as issues around waiting for bypass surgcry. 

The team wondered about the possible influence of beliefs that Aliœ might not survive the 

wait, and about possible family dynamics related to needs and desires for support h m  

Aüce's adult children. ûne clinical team member jokingly wondered aloud "Should she be 

Diaiag the session. the nurse began engaging the family by inquiring about 

genogram information. She invited the family to teil their story of the experiences with 

heart disease and with the wait for surgery. Alice and Jeanie told of their h t ra t ions  in 

having the surgery repeatedly postponed, and descRbed the ways that angina attacks were 

interfering with w a h g  and usual home activities. One of Alice's biggest fmsaations was 

her strong desire to r e m  to work. 

The nurse inquired about the family's expectations in coming to the FNU and how 

they were thinking the nurse might be helpful to them. Neither Aliœ nor Jeanie was sure 

about this, and both had wonderings about why the research nurse from the chical drug 

trial thought that Alice might be a "good candidate'' for this study. Did she think that Alice 

was having problems, or that Nice would be helpful in the research project at the FNU? 

As the nurse attempted to clarify their expectations of the clinid work at the FNU, a 

beginning sense of what might be helpful to them was offered by the mother and daughter. 

Alice: Weli the only thing we don't talk about or haven't or maybe I just don't think 
aboutit is what's coming up. 

SS: The surgery? 
Aiice: Yeah. The surgery and go back to work pretty quick. But we haven't, 

-... So 1 don'c know to what ertent they 
worry ... We've never really been a facniiy that womed ahead of tirne that this 
might happen or thuf might happen. 
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Alice m g g d  that shc was cwious about what hcr chiklren thought about the situation 

and what her children thought about her. S k  ammentcd on this again t h  rmrt times 

during thïs k t  intewiew. She also revisited this idea during the reseanh intewiew. 

The nurse wo&red whether the influence of womes in the relationship was 

reciprocal: the mither woradawl abut her daughter's w d e s ,  and possibiy the daughter 

wondered about her mther's wumies. 

SS: Do you suspect tbat pur M m  bas some worries or wncerns that she's not 
sharing with you? She thinks you might have some that you don't share with 
hW.... 

Jeanie: Weil 1 know she's worried about it, that it's bugging her. ..I just think 
sometimes, you go on your walh  and that, and I'm thinking "Maybe you 
shouldn't be doing that?" Not that you shouldn't go cause 1 know you're 
supposeci to go out on walks but chat she goes too far? She'U go to the store 
and then I'U corne to visit and she'ii say "Oh, kind of halfway back 1 had this 
ùigpaui and 1 had to sit down"' and I'rn thinking 'Weli maybe you shouidn't 
quite go that far!" That is really my biggest 

SS: And when you have that thought what do you usually srry w h a  Mom tells you 
that this has happened? You don't say mything? 

Jeaaie: Weli no, I just say oh, 1 guess she 
ALice: 1 won't do it next time, 1 won't tell her. 
SS: is that whac happens? 
Jeanie: But then that's what she's going ro do, she's going to do it myway. 

Jeanie was worried that her mother was doing too much, that she would walk too far, that 

she would not stop and rest enough, and that she would not ask for help soon enough 

when having chest pain that might be another heart attaçk. When Jeanie voiced h a  

conams, her mother chose not to tell Ieanie about the next time a similar situation 

occurred. Rather than voice these womes and risk that her mother might talk even less 

about k m ,  Jeanie accepted that her mother would continue to do these accivities even 

though they caused her chest pains. 

Jeanie's mcern that her mother was doing too much was connecteci to Fesenrment 

that her brother, who was living with Alice, had not been helping her more. 

Jeanie: Well we don't usuaiiy tell you not to do SM eider, cause 1 know she won't 
Men onyways 

SS: Sometimes you're kind of tempted are you? 
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Jeanie: Well yeah, when you phoned the other &y, and she says "Oh 1 did my 

vacuuming"' and dien she's panting and p m g .  And I'm going Like 'Weil 
maybe you shwldn't, you're na supposed to be &hg that are you?" But, get 
somebody e h  to do bat f a  you, iike Snuut. She's not supposed to be &hg a 
lot of am movement things. Thm bugs m. Thot bugs m. cause if you do that 
a d  he's not doing it. ûr 1 don't know if he's doing it or not, but 

SS: So you sat of suspect your Mom's looking afta, more &ter Stuart than Stuan 
1-g your Mom? Do you think so? 

Jeanie: Oh 1 know so, yeah. Yeah 1 know. 

Jeanie was aiso fnistrated that her m m  always ironed Stuart's shuts when he couid be 

doing this f a  himseK nie nurse was remindeci of the importance of this concern when 

Jeanie retinoed to the issue in nsponsc to the "one question question" (Wright et al., 1946, 

p. 137) just prior to the ~eflecting team: Wow can 1 do ~ m t h i n g  about that whole thing 

of mom bn ing  Stuart's shirts?" 

This might appear to be a sanewhat trivial issue amund rnanaguig instrumental 

tada in living with chronic kart disease. However, something about this concern was at 

the "hem of the matter" (Wright et al., 1996, p. 41) for both mother and daughter. Alice 

was curious about what her children were thinking, and what their womes might be. 

Pahaps she believed that her chilâren would not t a k  to her about their wonîes. Jeanie was 

very worried chat her mother was overexertuig herself. She was constrained h m  voicing 

h a  concems by the belief that her mother might confide in her even Iess, and that her 

mother would not listen anyway. 

Jeanie conmienteci that h a  mother's fiiend, Grace, was more direct about telling 

Alia what to do, and nagging her mo<ha about overdoing it. The nurse invited Alice to 

thhk about which approach was more helpN to her: Grace's direct approach, or Jeanie's 

apprcwh of resisting the temptation to comment. Jeanie was unsure about how she could 

be most helpN to her motha. She faced the dilemma of o f f e ~ g  unwanted suggestions 

versus not doing everything possible to help her mother to d u c e  her risk. Alice suggested 

that she did not mind her children mentionhg their concems, but she wanted her children to 

let her choose what to do, and to support her decisions. 
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surgery. This could rnake her Iess of an ided candidate for the surgery, and less able to 

retum to work Implicit in this worry was the belief thai mother was Milnerable to 

premature death. Jeanie repeady used the language of "ri&' as she med to make sense of 

the urgency of the surgeq and the senselessness of the wait. Notice the nurse's manner of 

asking far the faniily permission to discuss this difkult topic. 

SS: 1s it &y to talrL abwt that, 1 mean. you c-t one thing, but is it okay to tak 
about what might happen i€ it's the unexpected? 

Jeanie: Is it? (giggies nervously loolring at Alice) 
Aüce: 1 never lodred at that end of it cause it won't hppen. 
SS: 1s it okay though to talc about it now? As even just a possibilizy or? Are you 

okay h t  h t ?  
Alice: Possible, but I'm just 
Jeanie: Or if the outcome isn't great and you do have a stroke. But 1 mean, that's what 1 

don't understand. What are the n'sks? You can go in for a tonsillectomy and 
there's a whole list of things, but chances of anything huppening are, almost 
zero. What are the chunces of this stuff happening? We don't, we don't know 
that, and that's fnistrating. 

Both mother and daughter were more c o n c d  about the possibility of the unexpected 

occurring during the surgery nw#e so than during the wait preceding the surgery. Jeanie 

was fiustrated that the bock they were given to read at the hospital did not address the 

particula. risks of her mottier's situation, Aithough Ake repeatedly denied thinking or 

wonyhg about dying, she acknowIedged that her papers were in order and that she had 

written instructions dom in case 'somethingy happened. She had cleaned up her bedroom 

so that her chiidren would n a  have to ciean up a mess as she did when her own mother 

died. For Jeanie, the unknown ris& of death as a troubling worry gradually became clearer. 

Jeanie believed that the doctors should be able m specifj Alice's risk during the 

surgery, in some measurable manner. The influence of Alice's belief that her children 

should not discuss wanies about the operation becorne increasingly visible. Regarding the 

possibility of dying before the surgery, Alice said "1 never looked at that end of it cause it 

won't happen", and "No we never discussed that...we're going into it without wonying". 
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About the risk of dying during the surgery, she said 'Tm a g d  healthy candidate ... so 

leave it at that". These comments could wnsuain Jeanie from bmaching these tough 

subjects, and dqxive Alice from hearing rmre of what she was most curious about and 

wanting to know: ' m a t  ate my children womed about..What do my children think of 

me?' It is p b b i e  that the carûiac surgeon had teviewed the potential risks of the surgery 

with Alite at sosie point Possibly in an endeavour to shield hcr children from thest 

wonies, Alice may have been relwtant to mveal this infotmatiion, if indeed she remembered 

having this conversation with the surgeon at aU 

Throughout the conversation there was a growing understanding of the connection 

between the anger and hstration with waiting for surgery, and the belief that the wait was 

not a fair process. If the risk was so high, and there was urgency for the surgery to be 

done, surely those people with the highest risk should be at the top of the list. However, 

there was also evidence to support a belief that some people were bumping into the waiting 

iine and feceiving prefmntial treatment. This was particularly m e  of a prominent 

polieician, a fomer premier of the province, whose bypass surgery was urgently done 

within a week of a severe angina amck His situation was very much a matter of media 

attention and of conversations with friends and physicians. Both Alice and Jeanie were 

angry about the circumstances surrounding his "urgent" surgery. 

Aiice had done everything that she had been asked to do: she had angioplasties 

done in the pas; she attended the cardiac rehabilitation program; she managed the angina 

on d c a t i o n s  as long as she could. The foxmer politician had somehow bypassed al1 of 

these beginning steps, and he hadn't even had a hem attack, but "rnight have one". The 

belief that this man had unfairiy bumped into the waiting list conmbuted to the fnisîratbn 

and anger of the wait. The possibility that she was bumped out of line in this system of 

socialized medicine was an insult to Alice's sense of worth and dignity. This woman had 

always prided herseif in her self-reliance and had r a i d  her children to believe "no one is 
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any beeter mui you are". She believed that 'Tm just as irnpoctant to my family as he is to 

fis." nie inipiicit mssage that shc beard h m  the health care system was that ha We was 

wmth l e s  than that of the politician. 

The family accepteû an offa a, go behind the mimr to listen to a reflecting team 

conversation. nie team off& the famÿy many commendations: that they had a positive 

outlodr; that they waie willùig to help each otha, and that m e ' s  persistence and 

detemination were remafkable. niey commnted ai the differiences of ideas and beliefs 

about whether womes and f i  should be taiked about, and whether respect for one 

another's ideas aiight keep them h m  king more open with each other about womes. The 

team wondend whether Aliœ's positive outlook and effats to stay active might be a way 

to protect ber chü&en nOm the eff- of the illness. One team member o f f d  that 

although Jeanie mis coIIcetned that househoid chores and ironing her brother's shîrts might 

contribute to overexertion, that this might help M c e  to feel useful. especiaiiy since she was 

unhappy about being unable to return to work. The facdty supervisor wondered aloud 

whether the team was forcing an agenda by encouraging the family to discuss worries and 

concems about the future. She wondered whether or not this discussion of worries about 

the futun was usefiil to the family. 

In response to the refîecting team, the famiiy commenteci on their surprise that many 

of the impnssions of the famiiy offend by the team had fit, suggesting bat  the family felt 

understood by the team. Alice said she was surprised and embafidssed at the good things 

that were said The nurse inqiiircd about whether the conversations had been helpful, and 

whether it w d d  be usehl for them to have more of this kind of conversations. Alice 

c~mmented that it h g h t  out a lot of questions that she had not thought about, and that 

they pbably w d d  not have taiked about on their own. The nurse invited them to decide 
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whether they wished to rem for another session. ALice suggested she would Like to bring 

her son to a session, and Jeanie agreed that it would be helpful for her mother to corne 

again. Perhaps the conversations had addressed Alice's ciiriosity about what her children 

were thinking about her and what their worries might be. 

One of the main expianacinns which evolveâ in the team discussion was that the 

d e r ' s  prefmnce to limit conversations about the future, the possibiiity of recurrent MI 

and death was experienceû as consaaining by the daughter. The clinical team was curious 

about the many contradictions embedded within the conversation. 1 never think about 

dying, but 1 have al1 my p a p  in d e r .  We Q not worry about the surgery, but we never 

taMt about out wonies. We do not mlk about the future, but 1 wonder what my children 

worry about. They back me in my decisions, but 1 wonder what my chiIdren think of nie. 

Throughout the session, these paradoxes had been addressed by the nurse. Would it be 

okay to talk about this? Would uillring about death somehow jinx the surgery? Does not 

îaiking about wonies mean d e d  of the iilness? 

SS: That's what 1 was thinking ... shc's not denying it, she's doing things that need 
to be done in case that happens, but it's not getting in her way. But this idea that 
it's not going to ttrq7pen somehow translates to the Ri& that they can't talk about 
it, or they can't even a& her if ~he's even deaiing with things. 

Faculty: Well 1 wonder if her strength isn't her Achiües heel in relation to those kidr, her 
adult kids. My sense is that she just says, with a veryfirm upper lip, "No it's 
not going to htppen, I'm not worried about it*'. End of discussion. So it's like, 
don't even rhink about raising it with her, cause you're not going to get 
anywhere, or you're just going to be too constrained even by that real tough 
exterior. 

The nurse also describai her experience within the session of "change happening". She had 

a sense within the session that this conversation between mMha and daughter was helpful 

because it was different han they had experienced previously. What they had talked about, 

and how they had talked about their concerns as they described their experiences with the 

wait and their concerns for the funne was different than conversations they had on their 

own. The nurse's questionhg had lifted constraints against discussion of womes and the 



mxpected possibiiities in the future. The clinid team also discussed the many 

conversational openings in the session which were pmued and created by the nurse in 

attempts to taIk about death. The nurse wondered about whether it might be a consuaining 

nursing belief that we should have "death conversations" in working with families in this 

population. Although the fume and the prognosis are often laden with uncertainty, this 

particular family did not seem to take up diese canversational openings or to show affective 

amusa1 a n i d  this topic. The possibiiity was raised that hopefulness might be needed to 

sustain people thmugh the waiting period, and that conversations of death and unçertainty 

might be counter rn the preference to nurnire optimism for successful outcornes from the 

S w F Y .  

sssïal2 

The next session occurred five weelcs later. Alice was still waiting for her surgery, 

and it was mure than six months suice she had been told the operation was urgently 

needed. Jeanie attended the s e c d  session with Alice because Stuart was unable to get rime 

away h m  work that afternoon. 

It was quickly evident that Aîice was more disturbed by the waiting and less 

optimistic about the future than she had been at the previous session. She had been 

anticipating a phone cal1 to c m e  for surgery in rnid-January. When the date passed and no 

one contacml her, she phoned the booking clerk again. She was told the surgery would be 

"no Iater than February, I promiSe". As Febniary wore on and she heard nothing h m  the 

hospiml, Aiice found herseif becoming very angry. The cardiovascular surgery program 

was amalgamating services from two hospitals to one, and Alice was told by the booking 

clerk in Febniary that surgeries would not be fully in pmgress untii the third week in 

March. Her lack of trust, frustration, and anger with the system was cresting. 



Alice: The way I look at it, they've been lying right h m  &y one. If they told me 
"Here's when you're going in", then I'd have gone back to work, 1 wouldn't 
have stayed home. 

Alice said that if she remed to work at thG point, she would not have disability coverage 

foliowing her surgery. At that time, it was very difncuit for her financially. The suspicion 

that die waituig list was not fair had taken on addirional incndulity for Alice: "they" would 

aiso lie rn you and couid not be austed. 

The nurse hquired about what the family was hoping might be discussed at this 

session. Although both said that they were unsure about what w discuss, Jeanie was very 

clear in her hopes for this session. She wanted direct advice to address dilemmas around 

the bureaucriatic issues related to waiting for the surgery. The urgency and risk continued to 

ampiify over rime, as Alice had developed a carcüac arrhythmia which was occunhg at 

rest. Aliœ had mentioned the arrhyrhaia during one of her telephone inquiries to the 

booking clerk about the date of the surgery. S he beIieved that this had somehow been 

communicated to the cardiologist, His office had phoned to book an appoinment with her 

in two weeks. Alice believed that she had been ignore., perhaps forgotten, by the 

wdiologist since the fall. 

Jeanie: It's ridiculou that over diat time period when they're te lhg you you need this 
swgery, that they don't see you? How do they know that your situation hasn't 
gotten worse? It's just cruzy. So you phone them and probably feel like "Oh 
I'm bugging these people", when in fact you shouldn'tfeel like that 

In addition to the delays within the hospital system, the cardiologist did not have a 

mechanism in place to follow the progress of those people who were urgently awaiting 

surgery. Alice's family physician of aimist thirty years was trusted and respected. He was 

a person whose counsel had been valued in the past. However he had been undergohg an 

extensive recuperation himself over the winter months foilowing an accident. His practice 

was part rime and had moved to a Merent location, and Alice believed that he too was 

unable to help her as the waiting continued. 
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During the k t  session, Alice had been angry and fnistrated, but she was optimistic 

and determined. Now, resignation and despair were painfully present. The nurse 

persistently asked questions about other possible changes in ALice's symptoms over tirne 

that might heIp the caniioiogist to appreciate the urgency of her particular situation. A k e  

reluctantly revealed that she now would have angina every day with simple activities, such 

as making her bed. She had angina thnx or four tirnes each week during ber M y  walk to 

the store. Fifty percent of the tirne, the angina pains were stronger and similar to the pains 

she had with her hart a w k .  She had been needing to take more Nitroglycerin spray, and 

had to rest longer foiiowing the angina pains, b u g h o u t  this description of the many 

ways in which ber symptoms had escalated, Aliœ bIamed herseIf for accïdentally 

oyerextending some activities and "causing" chest pain, although she estïmated that she 

was curtahg her activity by 8û% since the previous summer! She refused to go to the 

emergency d e p p n t  at the hospital with these more severe pains because the angina 

would eyentuaiiy go away and she believed she would be sent home, which w d d  be 

humiliating. 

The curtailment of activity and the increasing presence of the angina pains had taken 

on a seme of normalcy in her daily life. As it seemed to her that no one else appreciated the 

urgency of her situation, she too had accepteci this as normal, and became more Likely to 

minimize these symptoms. As her anger and fmstration increased, so did her determination 

rwt to ask for help: 'Tm not going to teii anybody". Aiice beiieved that what she wodd say 

to the doctors would not oniy fail to tnake a difference, but that "they" did not care about 

the urgency of her situation. The more that Alice believd that she had been iied ta and 

cheated by &ers whom she believed to be bumping into the system, the more she 

susmineai her own integrity by retùsing to humiliate herseIf to people who did not care 

about h a  own situation. She believed that "they", the doctors, booking clerks, burieaucrats 
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and politicians did not cm. To elaborate in &SÇLibing the severity of ha symptoms? or to 

make a fuss about her situation would be humiliating. 

The nurse con~ued to be conœmed and curious about this dramatic shifi in Nice's 

attitude fmm detemination and optimism to despair. S he began questionhg the ways in 

which the belief that others did not care invited M c e  to suffer and endure without 

cornplaint. nie nurse then began to question h a  own complicity in sustainhg the wait, in 

not making a fuss, and in a therapeutic goai of helping this family to cope with waiting for 

SS: But help me understand how you got ldled into die idea that you should bt 
parient. That's the trouble with the word 'putient is to be patient .. How do you 
think this kud of got encowaged, to be even more patient when you're a patient 
woman. to be even more patient and to be quietly patient? 

. - 0  

SS: In my herrrl, I'm just thinking to myself T m  kind of shocked! How did I get 
taiked into the idea that I shouid be maicing you in helping you deaî with 
this wCUt ?" then. 

Jeanie: Weil because you don't want, the poar nurse. the poor nurses and the poor 
donors, they 're getting worked to death. 

Aücc: They're getting wrked to death but what 1 got could kill me. 
Jeanie: So you thinlr. "If 1 scream at this nurse, she's going to forget to change my W' 

or something stupid iike (giggles). 
Ab: Oh no, they don't scare me rint way. 

Everyone in die system had been influenced by the funding cuts and changes in many 

ciifferent ways. Although Jeanie was sympathetic to the influence on the workload of the 

"pi' nurses and doctors, her mother drew attention to the dramatic dis~ction baween 

being "worked to death" and actuaiiy losing your Me. 

The reflecting team members voiced their alarm regarding Aiice's resignation and 

despair. They also expresseci their concem for the physical impact of anger and stress on 

the illness. Team mmbers offèred advice about the need to avoid mllllmieng the 

symptoms that Alice was expexiencing, and that she might even need to amplify these 

descriptions a bit to offset her tendency to accept the syrnptoms as usuai. They discussed 

the art of malMg a fuss appmpriateIy so diat concems would be more likely to be heard 
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They wondered whether it might be helpful to take her son with her to the d o l o g i s t  to 

demonsarate that she had the support and concern of other people, and to aliow him to raise 

a loud, malt voice which might be les l k l y  to be discounted. They suggested it might be 

helpful to keep a log of her activity, angina pains, and use of Nifroglycerin to demonstrate 

the severe limitations to her activities. It was suggested rhat the booking cl& who had 

been bearing the bad news of postpoacments of the surgery probably was not in a position 

to influence rhe waitlng lis& whereas a cardidogist might be able to prevent fume 

The members of the reflecting team also wondemi about the ways in which nurses 

are also persuaded to be patient with the waiting. They wondemi aioud about the ways in 

which nurses were constrained from speaking against the waiting and were also 

encouraged to acoept the waiting as inevitable. One of the cornments of the reflecting team 

that was most pemabing for the family was made by a graduate student. The brutal honesty 

of this comment could bc uodetstood as an example of insensitive self-interest of 

stakeholders in the health care systea Interestingly, for the farnily, the comment was 

Student: Samething that really affecteci me in listening to them tell their story today, and 1 
don? know about the rest of you. My social circle is entVeiy people who work 
in the systemand when we get together and &, what we tallc about is how 
the cutbacks and everything else affect us. And to be fair, Idon t e  eeyeE 

9 .  

how it we look. So it was really 
gmd for m to hew the orha- and give it some perspective. My 
friends and I all have our own issues and ou- ownfncstrano~~~ with the 
cutbaclrs and what's happening in the systern and it sucks just as much for us as 
it probably does for people aying to d v e  am? from the system. It was really 
W y  valuable for me to harP. that h m  them. 

Other team members, including the researcher, cringed behind the one-way mirror as the 

student çonfessed to Matant self-pmccupation during the health care cutbacks. Team 

mernbers wae curious about how these comments might be understood by the family. At 

one levei, the systemic changes of job losses, pay cuts, staff bumping between nursing 

units, departmenta1 reorganizations, relocation of hospital services, and hospital closures 
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were diflïcult for health care pcovidcrs. Did these pressuries d e  it easia for the suffering 

imposed on people who werc acœssing services to go unnoticed? This perspective muid 

reinfacc the family's possibly enaicnched vïew that ahet people in the systcm simply did 

not c m .  

When Nice and Jeanie were asked about their impressions of the team discussion, 

Nice commenteci that the tips about the nsit to the cardiologist were helpfd. She was 

curious about taking Stuart with her because he would na get nasty, but could get politely 

forceful, She did not believe that she was intimidated by the doctor, but agreed that she 

would find it difncult to embellish descriptions of her sympmms. Jeanie suggested that the 

team had heard more about their "real concem" about the waiting, and was pleased that the 

team offered some concrete ideas during this session. Both of them cornmented on the 

feeling that 'We know someboày at least is liitening", and referred to the tmnscript 

segment above. 

Alice: Even if you, the ones that are here are, iike he said, when he's talking to his 
friends, they were all mlking about how it's affécted them. But there's a whole 
lot of otherpeopfe out there he's discovered. So 1 mean, even, cven amongst 
nurses, doctm, why don't they srart discussing it? Figuring out there's 
patients out there, they're not just a number. .. 1 don't usualiy let things get me 
this down. 1 don't dlow it, but this is really pretty 

Jeanie: Weil it's cause you can't do anything about it. 
SS: WeU cause that's the feeling, ttiat's the feeling. And 1 wonder if that's the 

feeling that's the problem. "There's nothing we c m  do about here". 

The nurse off& to write a letter about the understanding of the wait and their particular 

situation that had unfolded in the sessions at the FNU, and whether Alice might want to 

take the letter with her to the physician. Alice was skeptical that tfiis might make a 

ciifference in the wait, though she thought that it might help to make them more aware of 

the overall situation for her. The session ended with the agreement that Alice would call for 

a follow-up appointment once she had seen the cardiologist and knew when she might be 

available depending on a booking for her surgery. 



The ceam acknowledged their discomfor~ with the fady 's  coarments that they had 

not heard the "reai concerns" of the family during the first session. They noticed that they 

had feIt invited to give much more direct, concrete opinions and advice durhg the reflecting 

team, and that the farnily seemed to think that this direct advice was helpful. The nurses 

were aii stnick by the sense of hopelessness, oppression and dep~ssion that were evident 

in Alice's demeana during this session. Team rnembers acknowledged the ways in which 

they m had b e n  influenced by the constraining belief that nothing would make a 

ciifference in the wait, that she simply had to wait, that nurses might help them cope with 

the wait, but might not be able to influence the length of the wait. 

The nurse was still curious about the idea of writing a letter describing the 

symptoms Alice had been having, and describing the famiiy's experience of king lulied 

into patiently waiting for so long. She wondered about how the family might want to use 

this kind of a letter, and to whom they might want to send it. Again, the subtle threat which 

can constrain nurses and doctors h m  challenging the system in a political manner was 

voiced by a graduate student, who jokingly suggested "Then she could send ihat into the 

paper, and then we could get fired!" Nurses and doctors also become lulled into becoming 

patient with a system îhat is not working out of a sense of their own vuinerability and self- 

preservation. 

In this session, some of the iimitations of healing conversations were uncovered 

Talking abwt the wait within the family, or at the FNU between the family and the nurse 

was not enough. Taikïng about the concerns and womes about waiting for surgery does 

not help mess  to needed services unless you are taking to the right people. Phoning che 

booking clerk and king angry and fnistrated with the postponemnt of the surgery date 

wwld not make a différence. The kinds of conversations that Alice might have with the 

cardiologist about her symptoms is an example of a conversation that could make a 
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ciifference. Another step could be an intervendon in the larger system, seeking out people in 

the system with the power to make a Merence. It seemed that the family, the clinical drug 

aial nurse, the FNU nurse and clinical team, and the physicians were ail consaained by a 

powerful systemic belief that they could not maicc a differcncc. 

SsSiQnJ 

The third session occurred four rnonths later in the middle of summer. There was 

no c l i n i d  team, presession or postsession as the FNU is usually inactive during the 

summer term of the university. Aüce W y  had received wdiac bypass surgery about a 

month following the second sessim. a total w a i ~ g  period of eight months. She had 

bFeezed through the surgery, which had somehow seemed anti-climzwtic and very 

manageable after the prolongai stress of waiting for the surgery. Alice had clecideâ to bring 

a dear and longstanding friend, Grace, to this final follow-up session. 

When asked what she rernembered hm the second session. Alice imniediately 

described to G m x  the r e f l e c ~ g  team in which a stu&nt conunented on how he had 

learned h m  Alice about the impact of the changes in the health care system on patients. 

His comment5 çonvinoed Alice that s o m m e  else had M y  heard about her situation, and 

that someone finally appreciated more than just how the cuts in the health care system had 

hurt health care workers. 

After the last session, Alice had taken her son, Stuart, to he next office visii with 

the cardiologist. He had raised his voice politely to convey his concern and anger for his 

mother's situation. Alice had also allowed herseIf to get angry during this visit, and she 

forcefuiiy informed the doctor that if they were not going to do the surgery, she was 

planning to  r e m  ta work. Her surgery was booked for a couple of weeks foilowing this 

visit It was unclear whether there was mything that Alice or Stuart said about her 

worsening symptoms or the frustmtion with the wait that made a difference in expediting 

the surgery booking. It was possible that she simply made it to the top of the waiting List at 
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last. During her hospitalization, she encwntered three other men whom she had met the 

previous su- whiie hospitalized with her MI. These mcn had also been on the waiting 

kt over the same time period. 

After the frustration, anger, economic devastation, and despair of the wait, the 

surgery itself was totally uneventhi. Aiice was up waiking around within two days of the 

surgery, and was home one week foiiowing the surgery. She had mostly positive 

comment. about the care received while in hospitai, though she describeci herself as feeiing 

scared once she got home. Her children cbecked in on her frequently during the &y, but 

there was no homecare, community SeMces, or foiîow-up monitoring of her condition 

during the first month following discharge. 

She had a four week check up with the cardiac surgeon, and was supposed to see 

the cardiologist as weii four weeh pst-operatively. Despite phoning the cardiologist's 

office twice, she was unable to get an appoinanent time fmm the office nurse. She angrily 

told the cardiac surgeon about this hstration at her three month follow-up appointment. 

Alice knew of possible cornpikations during k recovery, and she wondered what would 

have happened if problems developed that she did not how how to recognize. The 

changes occurring in the system were not changes which provided appropriate health care 

required by people needing services. The changes reflected services provided on the basis 

of an economic agenda to manage deficit reduction. The traditionai focus on acute care 

services with medical office follow-up and neglect of community based senrices had 

prevailed. 

The presence of Alice's close fiiend, Grace. was extremely helpN during the third 

session. It was obvious that the two firiends had been able to openly discuss many of the 

issues and worries that Alice had been reluctant to discuss with her daughter during the 

previous two sessions. These two fiiends had talked about the fear of a recurrent MI and 
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the possibility of dying whiie awaiting the surgery. Grace urmderstood Nice's pride in her 

independence and seif-reiiance; her desire to retum to wmk as soon as possible; her refusal 

to ask fol fiaancial assistance; her protection of her chïîdmn fiom wdes;  and her severdy 

limited activity during the wait. Grace also knew of the depths of Alice's despair and 

depression during the final weeks of the wait. For Alice, Grace was a ''Who in the World?" 

kind of a person whom she could tnist, and with whom she couid share her womes. 

1 said, "Alice the only thing 1 can say to you is that there must be other people 
wfio either have an in (giggles), of course there are. Ck there mut  be people 
worse off than you that are absolureiy critical, You are at leastjincrioning, and 
if you can function each day and nor abuse your body to the point that you 
mure the angina and the pain, then you just have to sit and wait it ou, it's just a 
matter of nunibers." 

This fiiendship was a major source of support for f i c e ,  but Grace was also under the 

innuence of the belief that nothing c d d  be done about the wait. Grace's beiief that Alice 

could contro1 the anguia pains by monitoring her activity may also have reinforcd Alice's 

tenckncy to blame herseif for attacks of angina. 

It was particuldy meaningfd to Alice during this W session to hear the 

commendations offered by her fiend. Alice became teary and embarrassai by her friend's 

dedaration of her admimion and respect fm Alice, her seif-reliance as a provider, her 

ability to protect her children over the years, and her honesty and integrity. The nurse 

offered both of them commendations about their friendship over the years, but the 

commendations h m  fnend to fiend held a powerfui honesty that cornes h m  knowing 

someone weii over decades of time. 

Much of the major work of this &al session was e l a d  to discussing the 

possibiiity that pride and ses-reliance rnight have prevented Alice from pushing the system 

harder to get the health care that she needed. Aithough the wait for surgery was over, 

consnalliing beliefs about pride, independence and seif-reliance could influence Alice's 

efforts to access health care sexvices when needed in the future. 
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Grace: A l i a  has priorectad her family dl of her lift. Right fiom the timc of her marriagt 

brealrdown.,.it's 'Tm mong, 1 can do it mysey." And rbat is Nice's whole 
derneanm. Aiicc d œ s  n a  like help. 

SS: Do you think that got in the way, in any way? 1 mean, it sounds like it's been a 
very irsefui attitude in most areas of life, but do you think in any way it may 
have gotten in the way of getting health care* of getting attention or? 

Grace: 1 think it did, I think so, because she 
Alioe: No, no 1 don? (pause). Oh because 1 said 1 was okay. 1 usuaUy would tell them 

1 fed okay, yeah, Maybe it did. 
-.... 
Al.ke What has to be done, 1 will do it. And I woa't ask you ... 1 wouid sooner die 

than go and ask somebody for help! 

The nurse pointcd out some of the ways in which the belief in self-reliance and 

independence which had served Alice weii over many years in her success as a provider 

and a sole parent might have been a liability in this circumstance. This reluctance to 

cornplain about her sympuws aiso hampered her eligibiiity to collect disability insurance. 

SS: 

Grace: 
Alice: 
Grace: 

SS: 
Grace: 
Alite: 
Grace: 

Would you say Grace that pricte and independence, the, 'Tm not going to ask 
for help" kind of attitude, do you think that may have interfered, 1 mean it 
sounds like it's been very useful? Do you think in this case maybe it was not 
very useful? 
1 think it did. Very much, 1 think it deterred her, 
It's my survival unit. 
Except that in this c e ,  it was countexproductive to what she needed, She 
needed the financial help to eare the w o q  that it haci, so the pride did her no 
good at al1 
It was heIpîÙi in many areas of her life. 
Many areas. 
But 1 was raised that way. You don' t ask for help. 
It wasn't asking for help, you deserved this financid help. And this is what 1 
kept saying to her "You've paid for this, you &serve this financial help." 

As the possibility of having a recurrent MI or even dying while awaiting surgery loomed 

larger over rime, her confidence was shaken. To be proud is to have a sense of one's value. 

Alice was a woman of integrity who refuseci to lie about symptoms to move up the waitllig 

list more quickly. She did not want to bump up higher in the waiting List. S he would wait 

her turn just as others should do as well. 

Alice may have begun to question her wordiiness, believing that "they don't care", 

that others lied to her about the bookhg schedule, and that &ers cheated her by bumping 

into the waiting List. Her belief in her pride and dignity was violated by unknown and 
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unseen o h  involveci in the wait for surgery. This woman who fouad asking for help to 

be one of the most difficult tasks she could f&ce somehow came to doubt that she deserved 

help or was worthy of help. Her pride in her abiüty to continue with 20 percent of her 

activity invited the disability insurance canpany to believe that she was not sufficiently 

disabled to coiiect disability insurance. She became even more detemiined not to ask for 

help, and had quietiy paid her utïiity bills ratha than buying h a  medications 

nie presence of the niend whom Al ia  trusted and respected enabled a differrnt 

kind of conversation to occur than mïght have bcen possible in the presence of the 

daughter. Alice could be n.eet in speaking to her beliefs and actions when she did not have 

to worry about guarding her comments in front of Jeanie. The perspectives offereà by 

Grace enabled the nurse to pursue a conversation which exposed the downsiàe of a 

cherished belief about pride and independence. Alice could Listen to these cotnments 

differently, buoyed by the knowledge of the nspect, admiration, and genuine caring of her 

friend, 

As the session ended, the nurse invited Nice to comment on whether and how the 

meetings at the FNU with her daughter and friend had been useful to her. InteresMgly, she 

echœd a comment made during the first session, her wondehg about what her children 

think of h a .  

A h :  Well 1 don't ever a&, 1 never think about what people think about me, how to 
explain i t . . b v e r  w m  how &y th- I'm 
bashfiil. That suqnised me. It's a nice feeling ..At was nice to hear my 
daughter's remarks. 

There was somthing important about this persistent wondering, which Alice raised again 

later in the research interview, about 'T never think about what people think of me", and '7 

don't usualiy a& the kids what they think of nte in particular". Again, was it comforting to 

her to undastand what her children thought of her, or how she might be remembaed if the 

unexpected did occur dusing the wait or the surgery? 
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The cijnicai sessions at the FNU may have he1@ ALict IO understand what ha 

children thm~ght of her. The sessions may have enmurageci Alice to avoid m h h h h g  

descriptions of her sympioms when she visitai the cardidogist so that someone in a 

position of power might influence the waiting perioci. The sessions definitely chaiienged 

the beliefs of the clinical team about the compücity of health care providets in reinforcing 

the n d t y  of health care cutbacks, and complicity in pariently not atternpthg to influence 

the politics of waiting iisrs. 

Thae wem m y  echoes of the c1inica.i conversations which resonated thnnighwt 

the research interview with A k e  and Jeanie which was conducteci about four months 

foiiowing the third session. Many of theu comments were very sinnilm to those elicited by 

the nurse during the sessions about their impressions of the dinical work, They offered 

very direct comments abut what was helpfui to hem about the sessions, and some of their 

misgivings about the way sessions were conducted. 

With al1 of the fnistration this family had experienced during the wait for surgery 

elsewhae in the system, it was hardiy surprising that Alice and Jeanie were cautious in 

t r u s ~ g  and wnnec~g with the nurse at the FNU. Both of them experienced the context at 

the FNU as very différent, and were unsurie about what to ex- in going thexe. 

Jeanie: I think in the ûeginning, 1 didn't even know, d i y ,  1 didn't undersiand the 
poiw of it. Because it was, it was left so vague that when we came in hexe, 1 
don't think it was expiained to us what the boundcuies were enough? ... 1 know 
you don't iike to guide, but we had no idea what you were wanting. Did you 
want to know specificaiiy. Do we know the ins and outs of the k z ~  surgery? 1s 
that what you were focusing on? ... What are we supposed to be t a . g  [about], 
and then if you tak about something, are we supposed to be h ing  this? Or are 
we wasting your tune, and you want to do something else? 1 felt that it was 
luM%ar? 

IJT: So at kt, a lot of sauggling around just what m we doing? 
Jeanie: Yeah that son of thing. 
AIicle: Cause 1 know Jeanie, when we left and she says W e r e  we just wasting iVne in 

thete?'' 
Jeanie: Yeah, 'What was that?" 



Mother and daughter were both uncertain about what to expect at the FNU. They had 

difficulty commenthg on particular things that the nurse said or did that they might have 

experienced as helpful, and they did not rcmcmber the nurse's name. They w m  

uncornfortable with many of the questions asked by the nurse. They said that the questions 

were ofken diflicult to answer, and that they would have preferred much more direct and 

pointed qucstions. Both commentai that the nurse had asked some questions that "got the 

bal1 mhg", and tbat site had asked rncm direct questions than the clinicai team. The family 

greatiy resented th intrusive character of questions phoned in from the clinical tcam behind 

the mirror. They bdieved that these questions took them off w k  and could have waited 

until later in the interview. 

There was great concern for answering the questions properly for the nurse. These 

conversations might have been experienced differently for the fiuniiy because this was not 

the typical factual, investigative, health histcxy kind of inquixy which they would mort 

likely have encountered in other h d t h  care seuings. The nurse's questions are often 

intended to "invite reflection" (Wright et al., 1996, p. 117) . The nurse usually had less 

desire to find a correct answer than to provide a forum for different perspectives to be 

heard. The family's discomfort may belie the expectarion that the family's answers would 

be judged as right or wrong, and a desire to answer questions appropriately and to perfonn 

correctIy for the nurse and the clinicai team. 

D h g  the researr=h interview, the nurse also described her understanding of the 

awkward engagement with this family. Wright et al. (1996) described engagement or the 

development of a therapeutic alliance with the f a d y  as part of a pmazs of creating a 

context for changes in beliefs to occur. This process inchdes agreement on the goals of 

therapy, the topics of the conversation, establishment of structure around the process and 

frequency of meetings, and development of an ongoing relationship between the clinician 
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and ciient A contcxt for change is created when the family and the nurse distiaguish tbe 

problem a the experience whkh is the focus of their conversations, and when obstacles to 

change are removed Three potentiai obstacles to engagement and creaaon of a çontext for 

change may have challenged this nurse-farnily relationship: mistrust of health care 

providers, expectations of the rioles of nurses, and the influence of the refaring source. 

Fitstly, engagement with this family o c c d  in the conext of Alice's pnde and 

anger with a health care system which she experienced as violating and cheating her. The 

nurse hypothesized that misaust of the health cart system infiuenced the shapt of the 

engagement and wmectim in the clinical work with the family. 

SS: Well, 1 would understand it as king a couple of things. That the pBcie, the 
importance of not being vuineroble with another person ... and the lack of 
m.. Like who am you? ...y0 u can only trust yourselfbecause other people 
realiy do you dirty if you really let them know how things a? They'il iake 
advanrage of your vulnerability or your weaknesses, so you better not let hem 
show. 

It is understandable that previous expexiences with the health care system might influence 

the family's willingness to risk tellhg their stoq yet again, and to becoming vulnerable yet 

again to potentially uncaring or insensitive responses of others. The belief that health care 

providers and the system were deaf could consuain the family from king interested in 

risking another telling of their story. 

Secondly, the nurse hypothesized that the family was influenced by their 

expectations of nurses in padcular. The f a d y  expected the nurse to ask them ditiect 

questions, and to clearly establish the boundaries of their purgose in wming to the FNU. 

SS: 1 was just thinking about the orher thing that may have contributeci to chat 
feeling was that the idea or beliefs around what is mming? Because they corne 
from a medical system, not a mental W h  system. Now they've come h m  a 
medical system where the focus is exclusively on their physical symptoms, or 
on Qing checkiists or giving informïation. And to wonder what these nurses, 
like 'What are you doing Y...' What is my d e  here as a patient in this setting 
with nurses?" "You're not doing what 1 erpect of you." 

This nurse did not Wear a unifom. She did not provide pills. She did not offer advice and 

teaching about üfestyle changes. The conversation about sympmms was not the primary 
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focus of the discussion with die faniily. This nurse asked différent kinds of questions and 

behaveû differently than other nurses the family had emuntered, and she hypothesized 

that this différence in expectatiow connibuteci to the family's sense of discornfort and 

uncertainty about how to proceed in the sessions. 

Ibe expectation that the nurse would be in charge and establish a clear structure 

could undapin subtie power relations which ofien operate in heaith aire reiationship. 

When families anticipate that the nurse will be the leader, will p v i d e  information for them 

to follow, and wiU set the bounâaries and d e s  f a  their work together, the nurse can be 

invited into the relationship in a power-inQected maMer (Mchtyre, 1997). 

SS: Weil yeah, are they waiting for us to be the leaders? "YOU tell me what you 
w m ,  and, and just ask the questions or do your questi0ndres, or you tell me 
your teochg, or whatevet it k you're doing." 

'Ibis reciprocity of expectatims between the family and the nurse can inadvertentiy set up 

powa relationships which influence the relationship. The family may prefer the nurse to be 

more k t i v e ,  and may prefer more direct advice or opinions h m  the nurse. who may be 

perceived to off= some expertise to the family. A caution for the nurse is to avoid abuse of 

sanctioncd power of health care providers, and to find ways to work in the tension between 

trying to avoid being directive or hierarchical, and king willing to declare one's own 

opinions and advice about how to pnx:eed. Unquestioned acceptance of expertise, advice- 

giving and information-giwig, and power-inflezted d e s  c m  negate both nune and family. 

The faniily is negated when the expectation is wnformity with the structure dictated by the 

nurse. Thei. own nsourcefuiness and competency is not recognized or acknowledged. The 

niase is also thwaried when the expmise and resourcefulness of the farnily can not be 

The family aiso had experiences in other health care cuntexts wtùch may have 

s u p p d  the belief that nums do not have t h e  to ralk or to attend to emotiond needs. The 

family's expiences in acute care were prhr i ly  with nurses who offered interventions to 
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address physicai nccds. Jeanie excused nurses h m  attending to the "othei' needs, or the 

emotional needs. The clinical work at the FNU mers interventions through language and 

focuses on ~lationships and reciprocal influences between health and illness and the 

family. This was quite out of the realm of the family's previous experiemes and may have 

contributed to their discodort and uncertainty about how to proceed in this context. 

Thirdly, both the family and the nurse described uc)(:lear expectations for the 

purpose of their clinical work. These expectations werc compiicated by the participation in 

the research project at the F M ,  and by the reason for the referral to the research project by 

a nurse from the clinical dmg m a r c h  project. Most families who come to the FNU are 

self-refemed. In this instance, the ref-g sources were additional influences on the 

process of creating a context for the nurse and family to work together. Both the family and 

the nurse commenteci on this influence. 

Jeanie: Cause 1 really had no idea why we were here ... We were recommended here 
and 1 thought, "Weil, why? What do rhey mean? Why?" (laughs) "Why were 
we nconimended here?" 

A1Bce: Yeah, what category did we fit into you kaow? 
. . . . . 
SS: 'Is that what it's about? 1s that what you're disiressed about why you're here?' 

I mean isn't that always the way when it's that they're referred by somebody 
eke? in terms of having a self identifiexi nad. See 1 don't, with mother's belief 
around k i n g  so independenf and that she's not going to ask for help and need 

m help 
She might never have corne to that on her own. 

SS: Yeah, if she hadn't been referred, or suggested, or encowaged or something, 
because a nurse felt that she was not dealhg with this well. Which is interesting 
cause how do you deal with this weli? Like how do you deal wiîh waiting with 
a life rhreatening illmss?.. Even when you get the surgexy it might have gotten 
so bad that now it's no longer helpfur. What did that nurse expect? Cheeriness 
or resignation ... But why this woman and not somebody else that she'd refer? 

Both the famiiy and the nurse were curious about the impressions which led the h g  triai 

research nurse and the FNU researcher to believe that the family should come to the M. 

The nurse's comment that this family may never have sought this kind of clinical work to 

self-refer for assistance is important. in retrospect, the constraining beliefs at the har t  of 

the matter are aii beiiefs which could have prevented a f d y  h m  self-referring to access 
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this kind of assistance: you can only reiy on youmlf; asking for help shows your 

weakness; and the health care prwiders and the tiealth carc systcm are deaf. 

The nurse believed that the conversations between mother and daughter at the FNU 

had been useful to both of them. However, she was concemed that at the end of the clinid 

work, although we understocxi Aiice and her situation bener, she was less conwlced that 

Alice's constraining beliefs were reaiiy challenged. uadeed, the conversations which 

explored the nurse's hypotheses and interventions in the final session were not rai& 

during the researich interview with the mother and daughter, The possibility that pride and 

self-reliance may have intenerd with Aiice's willingness to ask for or to accept help was 

not raised by Alice. It is conceivable that this conversation was similady censored during 

the research interview due to the presence of the daughter. Alice and Jeanie both offered 

other suggestions about the ways that the FNLT sessions had been helpful to thea 

Although they disliked the 

questions phonecl in by the clinid team behind the cnirror, the family çommented on the 

helpfuiness of the reflecting team, They were siirprised to hear team comments which fit 

for hem, suggesting that the team mernbers did understand their situation. Dirring the 

research interview, Aliçe commentexi yet again on the ideas offered during the seçond 

session reflecting team. 

A.i.ice He said he'd been out that weekend, and they were busy what stewing about oh 
their wages .... what was happening to him. And then he said he didn't realize 
until he heard me saying a few things, and Jeanie, what actually was happening 
to the 'patient' as he put it He said it never occiiwed to him, because he was 
busy being his doing his little thing, but he wasn't reacting with the parient, 
with the person. 

IYP And so how did that reaiiy strike a ch& for you, you remember that really well 
eh? 

Alice: 1 thought "Now, somebody's IrStemiig. SomeWy actually heard what 1 was 
suying." So 1 thought, 'Weil if one person got diar out of it, maybe he'li pass it 
dong." 
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This comment by the graduate student may have been so striking because it supporfed 

Alice's belief that most of the people wotking in the health care system were profoundly 

deaf to the suffering cteated by the changes. The comment may have fit so well for her 

because it supporteci her consaaining belief that no one heard or wred how this experience 

had affécted her. She was less convinceci that other team members 'got it'. The wmment 

which was so outstanding in its tactlessness, self-interest. and insensitivity was congruent 

with what Alite believed the rest of the people in the health care system to be mee But the 

comment was also a source of hope for her: if this student heard what she was saying, it 

was possible that others might also hear. 

The family wntrasted their experience of feeling heard at the FNU with other 

experiences at doctors' offices and in the hospital in which th& experiences oa their 

suffering was not aclaiowledged by other health care providers. Ieanie thought that the 

team had iistened to them. Alice believed they tried to offer suggestions. Both were hopefûi 

that the graduate sndents on the clinical tearn would learn sornething that might heIp h m  

to a& questions and listen to other patients in the future. 
. .. During the h t  session, 

the nurse followed and offered many openings to discuss beliefs about the surgery, the risk 

of waiting, and the possibility of death. There were many confusing messages about 

whether or not Alice and Jeanie had discussed these topics, a d  whether they believed these 

topics should be discussed. Alice's fierce desire to protect her children from worrying 

about the future had constrained Jeanie from raising these issues at home, and Jeanie 

commenteci on the helpfuiness of these conversations with the nwse at the FNU. 

Jeanie: Yeah, that was a good thing f a  us though when we were hm, because then 1 
said that? She's like "Yeah, ... that's a corpcern". Like this wainng, dm't tell 
me that the possibility of it huppening isn't greater because 1 know it is. So we 
w m  able to say that. 

D r  W1th the teom you mean? 
Jeanie: Yeah 
Alite: We didn't discuss this at home. 
Jeanie: "Oh well that's not going to happen", ah, (Iaughs) it might! 
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Alioe: Weiino 
D P  So bdwecn the rwo of you to be able to say that about 'what if' kind of rhing? 

Is diat what you're getting at there Jeanie? 
leanie: Yeah, yeah 
Alice: Like if 1 was going to d k  (says very rapidly) more or las. 

The nurse and the ciinid team were unsure diiring the first two sessions whether the 

convefsations with the mother and &@ter about the uncertainty of the future and the 

possibii ofdearh were topics that the family wanted to discuss, or whether they were 

primarily topks on the nurse's agenda. During the nxarch intefview, Jeanie was clear tbat 

it was helpfd f a  her to bc abie to say to her mother that she was concerned about the 

future even though they never discussed it at home. 

HavinPdifferent Jeanie aIso commentai on the 

helpfuiness of having 0th- kinds of conversations that she had been wnstrahed b m  

having with her mother. in addition to worries about the futme, she felt that it helped to 

reiieve mess to lak about oùier worries that they had not taiked about at home. and to vent 

their anger at the waiting and at the health care system. 

Jeanie: Well reLieving stress, and 1 mean it gets ihaf out that you can't say io somebody 
eise cause even yourfiiends, they don't understand. 

DT: And in what way was that hel@fd to you? To be able to get it out, what 
dif f ince do you think it made to p u  to do it? 

Jeanie: WeU so she k w  ttiat there were things that were bugging us, and not just lrer 
you know. 

IYC So you thought that it relieved you by knowing that she knew about it? 
Jeanie: And that she'd heard. And so she knew that we had said this to somebody else 

and it had kind of been d d t  with sort of. 

Perfiaps wanting her mother to know that she was also worned was a gesnrre of leanie's 

caring for her motha. Jeanie wanted to have opportunities to make her concem and caring 

for her mother known to others- Perhaps she wanted her mother to know bat she c a d  

enough about her to stand up against the dairness of waiting, in spite of the hopelessness 

about whether this w d  make a diffmnce in shortenhg die waitürg pdod. Having a 

place where this voice was aiiowed and w h  the silence of deafness could be ki ten  was 

experienced as a relief to kanie. 
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Alice commentai on the helpfulness of having aaother person to talk to about her 

feelings and concerns with the waiting p e r d .  The reIease of the constraint against 

conversations about worries and about the future was cxperienced as helpfid for both Alia  

and Jeanie. Alite was able to tak more about sane of the tlnngs that she was not in the 

habit of discussing in the farnily. 

m 
Aliux 

Jeanie: 
m 
Aliux 

m 
Jeanie: 

Did w o r h g  with (nurse) make a diffaence in the overall way that things went 
fot you? ... 
I think so. There was somebody else 1 had to ralk CO. 1 mean because 1 don't 
make it a M t  of t e h g  the kids how 1 feeL 
No you don't. 
So for you it was helpfui to tidk about some of the wonies? 
It's (pause). Yeah it kind of got it out on the (pause). Jeanie may be heard things 
she hadn't heard before, but, that's okay. We were in this session, but 1 
probabiy never wouid have done it at home. 
How about foryou (m Jeanie), do you think it made a difference ovcrall in how 
things went? 
Weii yeah, and 1 think the big thing was that change that they saw? 1 wonder 
what would have huppened if we wouldn't have come here? Right? 

Both Aliœ and Jeanie believed having someone else to talk to at the tirne of the second 

session was very important. At this session, the nurse and the team were very much aware 

of the shift hm the optimism and determination of the f h t  session, to the pessimism, 

hopelessness, and despair of the second session. However, Jeanie and Alice beIieved that 

the nurse and the clinicai team did not M y  appreciate the d e p h  of Alice's despair dlrring 

the second session During the researçh interview, Alice admiaed to h a h g  suicida1 

thoughts at this time. 

A1Bce: I'm not the type that would've gone out and slashed my wrists but here are 
some people, that would've pushed them. 

Jeanie: There are some that wouid (softly). 
Alite: 1 think 1 had enough suppart f b d y  wise, but then that's just not an ou? to me. 
Jeanie: Yeah they didn't offer, 1 mean iike you said, you're not the type that would've 

done that, but 1 don't know if 1 were listening to dim, I'd be, 1 mean they were 
concernai. They said 'Wow corne you're so dferent than you were lm time?" 

Aliçe: They wcrc warried about it, but they didn't really harP. what 
Jeanie: 1 think that light should've gone on a litde btighter, and said "Mcrybe you 

shouid be taking to this, or doing this or bat" and they didn't. 
Alice: Cause had 1 k e n  a différent person, 1 could've gone out of here and pft (&es 

a cumng motion across wrists), cause 1 was really geaing ihot M. 
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This family thought that the nurse should have been much more direct with them on this 

issue. In particdar, at the end of the session, they thought that the nurse should have been 

more assertive in arranging to see Alice again soon because of the obvious shift in her 

outlook, ratha than offering her an opiion to r e m  for d e r  sessian sotnetirne in the 

future. Evcn tIiough thcy did not feel that the seriousness of this situatian was M y  

undersmd, motha and daughter were gmtefd that they could speaL more openly at the 

FNU about their anger at the delays in the system. 

ve exblanations/beliefs. Another aspect of the 

clinicai work which Jeanie described as king most helpfd was hearing "other angles" to 

understand the behavia of other family members. The example that she used in the 

research interview was her concem thaî her mother was doing too much physical activity 

around the house, and that she had been fnistrated with her brother's willingness to have 

Alice iron his shirts. The ~ieflecting team had offered another explanauon for this which 

made sense to Jeanie. Her brother, Stuart, was perhaps not king lazy and unhelpful to 

Aiice. Perhaps he was helping her to feel usefd and productive as she contended with time 

on her han& and iht fnisniition of king unable to rem to her employrnent. The activity 

of ironing Stuart's shirts might not have been something that added to her mother's 

frustration, but could have helped her to cope with the waiting. This explanation offered 

Jeanie an alteniate belief which helped to d u c e  her worry and distress about her mother 

overdoing household activities. It also helped her to reduce conflict and anger between 

herself and her brother. 

r J- 

niese intepetations of the clinical worlc continue to unmer aspects of how the 

nurse and the family conduct themselves to address the concerns or experiences relatai to 

living with h m  disease. Again, there was something signifiant about "who in the 

world?" rnight have these conversations together. The nurse acted differently than other 
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nurses that the family had encountered in the hospital seaing. She was less directive and 

specified fewer boundaxies to their conversations. She asked dinexent kinds of questions, 

some of which were vexy difficult ta answer. How these conversations were conduçted 

was experienced as different by the family. The wnversations between mother and 

daughter were l a s  c e n d  by motha's preference against discussion of wunies about the 

waiting and the uncertainty of the future than their usual conversations at home. Between 

fiiends, the nurse facilitatecl a diffkrent kind of conversation: Grace's desire to offer Alice 

assistance was legirimated, and the possibility that Alice's pride might have been a lïabüity 

in this circwmtance was questioned. Even as @de and self-rielianœ were questioned, rhese 

beliefs were valued and acknowledged as beliefs which had courageousiy conserved her 

existence in the past. Where these conversations occurred was important in this situation. 

The distance between the context of the F W  and the acute we hospital may have fieed the 

faniily up to have more open conversations about their anger and theu fiusmation with the 

health care system. The family may have felt less vulnerable to repercussions ûom 

dis clos^ of anger and mistrust at the FNU. 

What the nurse and the family discussed was also different. The nurse heard and 

understood their concerns about the unfairness of waiting and the confusing messages 

about risk and rirgency. Alice learneû what her daughter thought about her, and what her 

daughter womed about related to the illness and her hm. The nurse offered ideas about 

the waiting that questioned the appropriateness of waiting patiently. She questioned the 

complicity of not only the famiiy, but also of 0 t h  health care providers in quietly 

accepting political agendas and health care changes that were not senhg the peopIe who 

need access to health care. 

At the end of the research interview with Alice and Jéanie, Ali= described yet again 

the comment by the graduate stuâent during the reflecting team of the second session. She 

was hopeW that he &y heard and understocxi her situation, that he iistened and heard 
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how it was f a  the patient, not just for the health care waler. She eloquentiy o f f d  the 

metaphor of listening and hearing for the experierm of king undefstood, She offned 

advice to nurses about the need to Iisten for manings below the sdace in order to really 

understand what people go through during illness. 

Alice: You can read a book, like when I r d  a book I'm in that story. Or if 1 see a 
show, I'm in there. Or 1 hear a Song. ûher people can do the same rhing and 
doa't get anything. Tbey hear the music, they don't hear what the wordr are, 
cause they mean something. Tbey nad a book and thcy don't get rurything out 
of i t  So you can listen, and you can limn. ûr you can hear, and you can hear, 
but you're not hearing i t  And he heard 



Ili. Choosing to Live at Risk: 

Dodging Bdets, Enjoying Life More, 

and "living by the seat of your pants with your hair on fin? 

A co@ict is ahuays a mutuai negarion. It c m  never be soived in the domain 
where it rcrkes place if the disput~nts are "cenain.'* A cor#lÏct can go awoy on@ 
if we move to another domain where coexlrtence t& place .... This d e s  
through a m e 1  experience brought fonh through reasoning, through the 
encounter with a suanger, or, more directly through the expression of a 
biobgicai interpersonal congruence t k  l m  us see the other person and open iqi 
for him r o m  for existence beside ur. This acr is called or, Q we prefet a 
milder expression, the acceptance @the other person beside ~rr in OUT dia@ 
living .... orth iove . . sur6 m 9 9 2 ,  p. 246,248) 

When Cecile initiated contact with the F d y  Nursing Unit, she and her M y  had 

already been living with ischemic hem disease for twelve years. Her husband, Mark, had 

his first hean attack in 1983 when he was only 40 years old. Their tbree children ranged in 

age h m  about 13 to 19 years at that tirne. The experiences of this f a d y  and the dinical 

wmk with them reveal SOUE of the ways in which cardiac illness may cause suffcring for 

family members other than the person experiencing heart disease, even after living 

alongside the illness for many yem. Dflering beliefs about the prognosis in the funire and 

about the ability to influence the iilness were beiiefs at the heart of matter (Wright et al., 

1996). The experiences of this family also uncover many effects of the ever-present 

demand for iifestyle modification on family relationships. 

Mark was a 5 1 year old man who owned and operated a very successfui 

manufacturing business. His wife, Cecile (aged 49) had occasionally been involved in the 

business over the years, but had committed her energies to raising three children and 

maintainhg a large home. Their âaughters, Cheryl (aged 31) and Josie (aged 30), had both 

attended university, were employed, and were busy establishing homes of their own. 

Cheryl and her husband recently manieci and had a child, and Josie had a cornmon-law 

partner. Both were very physically active and health conscious. Mark said that Cheryl had 

"muscles on her muscles". Their son, Jonathan (aged 25), had spent severai years as a 
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professional athlete, and was currently a University student planning to snidy medicine. He 

had a strong sense of discipline regardhg diet, exercise, and üféstyle through his active 

Mark had a very stmng family history of heart disease. A matemal uncle died of a 

hem attack at age 32, When Mark was 28, lipid studies showed that he had a hereditary 

f m  of hypercholestmolemia His mother had cardiac bypass s u r g q  in 1983, h m  which 

she had rccwued uneventfully and was managing well moric than a decade later. Mark had 

a hem attack in 1983, and he believed that it was inevitable that he would need hem 

surgery. He evennially did have triple bypass surgery in 1992. During the three years 

preceding his heart surgery, his symptoms of deteriorating health had become increasingly 

noticeable: fatigue, shortness of breath, poor to1erance for walking, and muent  angina 

pains in his arms. 

At the cimc of his bypass surgery, he was told that he was not an ideal candidate for 

the surgay due to prieexisting damage to his heart £iom the hem attack. He was told he 

had a 1046 risk of n a  SUMving the surgery. Two months foilowing the surgery, Mark 

thought he felt bettet, but a follow-up angiograrn showed that the vascularization of his 

hem was not improved compare- to pre-operative tests, FoIlowing two failed exercise 

stress tests over the next two years, an angioplasty was done with good resuits. Mark 

retufned to a fidl and active mle in his business Me. 

Fnwi Ceciie's perspective, the angioplasty was an example of Mark king able to 

"dodge another bullet". Ever since the hypercholesterolemia was diagnosed, Cecile had 

read extensively about diet and kart disease. She was determined to exert as much 

influence as possible over the illness by incorponiting changes to the family diet. She Lived 

her own life as  an exampie of healthy diet and exercise, and their children had learned these 

lessons masterfully. Although Mark had been feeling very well in ment years, she 

described bis Mestyle as "excess in evexything except exercise". She was concemed that 
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his Iack of attention to exercise, eating, smoking, and aIçohol consumption would 

contribute rn future health problems. She was also mubled by the demands of his busy 

work commitments on his health. 

A couple of months befote coming to the FNU, Cecile had acoompanied Mark to 

the airport for his departure on a two week business trip to Europe. Cecile sqected that 

Mark had been smoking covertly outside the home for some rime, but he consistently 

denied that be had resumed this habit. At the airport, he went to the duty-fiee shop and 

bought two cartons of cigarettes. Cecile confronted h i -  and he replied that he had bought 

the cigarettes as gifts for business contacts and relatives during his trip. She did not believe 

him, Ctcile was shaken by this open e&ontery. She sat down as she was overwhelmad by 

utter disbelief that Mark would play with this Ioaded gun. She despairecl for her husband's 

future. 

A week later, Cecile responded to an advertisernent in a city newspaper fm the 

research pmject at the FNU. The ad offered a series of four sessions to assist f d e s  to 

address any issues that the family was experiencing as a riesult of living with heart disease. 

Cecile h e w  of m 0 t h ~  family who had atiended family sessions when the mother was 

dyhg with fiver cancer, and who had found the sessions to be very helpful. Cecile's family 

was seen for a total of five sessions over the foilowing ten months. Cecile came alme to 

the first session; the couple came with the son, Jonathan to the second session; Mark came 

with Jonathan and younger daughter, Josie, to the third session; Mark came to the fourth 

session; and the couple came to the fifth and final session. 

S m i Q L l  

nie presenting problem which had been identified by Cecile on the referral form 

was that Mark "doesn't take [the] iIlness seriously and farnily [members] are very w d e d  

about it". Hypotheses discussed during the presession were based on two articles selected 

h m  current cardiac literature (Bises, 1990; Miller, Wikoff, McMahon, Garrett, & Ringel, 
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1990). The clinical team wondered whether Mark might be carrying on with home life and 

business as usuai, while Cecile might be wonying about a recurrent heart atiack and 

lobbying for lifestyle changes- The team was curious whether the couple agreed a 

disagreed about sharing responsibility f a  Mestyle changes. They hypothesized that W e  

might be taking cm a lot of responsibiiity for Mestyle changes, and might believe that 

lifestyle changes wouId pvent  an& kart attack if Mark believed that another heart 

atiack was inevitabk, and that changing lifestyle would not affect the long term outcorne, 

he might ke less likely to accept aççeptresponsibility for lif'tyle changes. As the team discovered 

through the clinicat work, these possibilities were co~ected to the famiiy beliefs at the 

h e m  of theu conœrns. - 
Cecile came alone to the first session. She became teary within minutes of the early 

conversation with the nurse. When the nurse inquimi about the cognition behind this 

affective musal, W e  commented that the whole situation about her "husband's hcalth 

and the way he doesn't look after himself" seemed so hopeless. Cecile explaid  that her 

husband's health was causing the most stress in her own life at present. She described her 

conceni for her husband's lifestyle of excesses, and revealed her wony that her husband 

wouid die prematurely. 

Cecile explaïne. that Mark was optimistic about the future, did not seem to worry 

about making lifestyle changes, and believed that he could conml his health. She believed 

that al1 three of their adult children shared the worry that Mark did not take care of hirnself, 

that he shouid change his lifestyle, and that he would die prenianirely if he did not anend to 

his risk factors more responsibly. Cecile thought that their son, Jonathan, probably worried 

the most, and showed his worry through anger and frustration with his father. The nurse 

was intrigued by the way that a i i  of the family except the father had united in their worry. 

LMIN: So is Mark aware that you UR, the family members have this "wony club" 
going? if 1 could call it that? 



Cecile: Yes, yes he is. Yes he can't miss. 
Lh4W And Jonathan's sort of president it sounds like, of the worry club, is he? That 

he's the best worxier in the family? Your husband is aware that evqbody's 
worryingtheirhearts out? 

Cecile: Very much so. He can't miss it. 

The language of the "worry club" was a usefui metaphor in t a h g  about the influence of 

worry within the family. Part of Cecile's frustration was that Mark knew of everyone's 

concem for him, but he still had not been motivateci to change. 

W You're saying that you're not total& sure, but yw think that he perhaps is not 
worrying. And that the big worry for al1 family members, it seems, that if father 
doesn't quotes 'look alfier' hinisclf, that he wiii kill himself in other words. 
Because you beiieve that the thing that would influence the risk of finther kart 
problems the most is that he change his f$estyie? 1s that what yod= thinking 
like? 

Ceck  Oh, 1.1 think it wouldprolmg his life. 

With the exception of Mark, it seemed that al1 f a d y  members shared the belief that 

lifestyle changes would prolong Mark's Me and prevent his premature death. 

As the nature of the womes about father's health became clearer, the nurse became 

curious about the meanings behind the beliefs which might be conîributing to the suffering 

of family mernbers. The belief that lifestyle changes wodd prolong fher's life, and that 

father might die a pmnatm death encouraged family members to commit signincant effort 

to conveying their concern and desire for lifestyle changes to Mark However, this had not 

helped him to develop the kind of lifestyle changes they hoped for him. 

LMW: Now if Mark continues almg this path and doesn't change his lifestyle, I'm 
going to ask you a reolly tough question now. If he didn't change his lifestyle. 
and he went dong this @,...and the worst [thing] that you're worrying about 
h4Ppened' that he cüd. Would you feel that ...y ou should have talcen even niore 
responsibilicy, done something drfferetly? Or would you feel at this point, no, 
I gave it my best shot to try and help Mark change it? Like how much 
responsibility would you toke in that situation W e ,  or how much do you 
think that Mark should have assumed, if the worst happened? 

Cecile: 1 believe that myself and our children have done werything we can. 
W ... What do you anticipate the children would then say to you? Would they Say, 

"Mom, we shouId have üied imder"' or would they say "No Mom, that was 
his responsibility, he should have done more'?" 

Cede: They would have thought we gave it our best shot. 
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It was undastandable that the w o q  that Mark might die prematurely could be pauiful in 

itself, but the nurse wondered whether other ideas about his death might also contribute to 

&&g. The nurse explored what Mark's death might mean to this family. in the 

mmaipt  above, she explorcd the hypothesis that when father died, family members might 

bbme themselvcs for n a  having trieû hard enough to help him. Another possibility could 

be that famiiy members rnight be angry with Mark afm he died for not trying harder to take 

care of himseif and to iive longer. 

L W  Because what dœs it mean to you that he doesn't take mare responsibility for 
his health? What, what message is he giving you? 

Cecile: (pause) That he doesn't crpie enough? About himself or his family to want to 
stay wirh us? 

LMW I see. So if he aared more for you, he'd want to be u r o d  you longer, therefore 
he'd look after himself? 

Cecile: Yes 
LbW Okay. And so, you think this is a bit of a selfish thing then, that he's doing, that 

he's d y  thinking of hUnselfin the situation? That he's not caring about, you 
folks think he's not caring for himseif eùher? 

Cecile: Both. He @nite& doesn't care about himself. But as far as, 1 can't realiy cal1 
bim seylsh, 1 don? think he's doing it with selfish motives, no. I don't think he 
thinks that much ofit to tell you the tmth. 

It was hurtful to Cecile that Mark's lack of caring for himseif might mean that he did not 

care about the family, and did not care about how much life or tirne he had to spend with 

his famiiy. Even if Mark did not intend to convey this message, his lack of action on the 

concerns of others was interpreted by other family members as lack of caring. 

Cecile had reached a point where she thought she had done everything she possibly 

muid, but she was stiii wanting to find out whether there was anything else they could be 

doing. Shc said that one question that hoped might be answered in the clinical work at the 

FMJ was 'Wow do you get someone to look after themself healthwise?" She acçepted an 

invitation to observe a reflecting team conversation h m  behind the one way mirror. 

The reflecting team commended Cecile for king such a responsible woman and a 

responsible wife who r d y  wanted to do the right thing for her husband. They noticed that 
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while she was unhappy with h a  hushand's lifestyle excesses, she was not M o u s  with 

him, but rather seemed to show caring for him through her worry. The team commented on 

the worry about Mark's pfematuce death, and the disappointment in the belief that if Mark 

cared mac for the family, he would commit to Mestyle changes and want to be araind 

them longer. The team wondered about whether then was an inadvertent power smiggle 

occurring in which fatha might be ruacting c others' efforts to wntrol or influence his 

behavior. They w d d  whether fathcr rnight do samthing differently if he was given al l  

the power and responsibility back ü, influence the illness 

A facuity member offered a description of a study (Hœbel, 1976) which intmencd 

with wives of m n  who were having difficulty complying with lifestyle changes 

recommended by k i r  physicians. As he worked with these women, the researcher noticed 

that they were aiî tarifr naggers. Instead of helping the wives to encourage and suppat 

their husbands more ef fdve iy ,  the researcher w a k d  with the womn tl, d u c e  nagging 

behavion. The sndy found that the husbands were even more successhil in shifang 

toward adopting the recommended lifestye changes. The team offered the suggestion that 

Cecile might try to back off showing her worry. 

LMW: And that's why I'm wondering, ifCecile when she says 'Wow do you get 
somme to look afkr themselves healthwise?', I'm wondering, ifshe backed 
off, if she coukt back off. Although L'm not saying twt to w o q .  but if she 
baciced off showing ha wony. 

Facule: A M !  T ~ ~ I E ' s  an interesthg di~tinction. 
LMW Not that she doesn't have to worry. she can have her own private worry, but 

not to make it known to Mark. Would it make any difference? 1 don't h o w ,  1 
ihuik she'd have to experUnent with that cause it might not adce any differenœ 
ai d. But on the other han& it migh . Maybe she could observe to see if it 
makes any difference. 

The idea was offered as a tentative possibility: how might Cecile expriment wiih backing 

off showing her wony? They invited Cecile to m s t  that she would best h o w  what 

nuances of her own behavior she might change a, shifi ha usual reaction and to catch her 

husband's attention. 



Even as Cecile was walking back into the interview room, she began responding to 

the team's discussion: she immediately c o n f '  to nagging! 

Cecile: I'm a nugger* but I try to c o d  it 
L W  Youk a nagger. But you ay to wwol it. Okay. 
Cecile: Wh= does nagging stop and suggesting or wing start? I mean, it mnoys me. 

1 dm't like uaggccs. 1 don't wanr to be a nagger. 

Prim to the ref1-g team, the conversation had not ~ 0 ~ e c t e . d  the experience of worrying 

to nagging. The notion of nagging fit for Cecile. She raised the cutting edge of nagging so 

succinctly: where does nagging stop and suggesting or caring start? The reverse of this 

question couid k similarly troublesorne: where dœs caring stop and nagging sm?  Ceciie 

was interesteci in the idea of îaking a step back from showing worry, following up on some 

ideas she had already trie4 and watching her own and her husband's behaviors to notice if 

there were any clifferences. 

The second idea that had perhirbed Cecile was that worrying was part of a power 

snuggle. She believed that both she and ber husband were powerfui personalities, and 

neither liked to give up easily. She wondered about the ways that trying to influence 

Mark's behavior might be controbg the rest of the famiiy by giving them less time to 

pursue other interests. 

At the conclusion of the session, the nurse invited Cecile to consider whether she 

might bring 0th- family members to a second session dwing an externship program which 

the nursing faculty were teaching a few weeks later. A group of health care professionals 

h m  al1 over N d  Amerka and Iapan would be attending a week long seminar. A live 

family session was usually conduct~I during the externship to illusirate the clinical work 

conducted at the FNU. Although 40 people would be obsenring the session by vide0 

television linkages, the family's experience of the session would be similar KI what Cecile 

had already experienced, Cecile agreed to participate in the externship, and ho@ that the 

rest of the family would be able to attend the next session. 
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The second tneethg with the family was three weeks later. The presession 

extensively reYiewed the family information and brief videotape segments h m  the first 

session m i n d u c e  the family to the participants of the extemship program. Although 

neither of the daughters werc able to attend, the clinid team was excited to hear that 

Cede, Mark, and Jonathan were present to participate in the session. 

Wife Advice 

Cecile off& that she had aitempted the experiment proposed at the end of the first 

session. W~thout explaining any details, she indicated that it had not seerned to matter what 

approach she todr, The nurse invitecl the family to briefly tell about the exciting news of the 

elâest daughter's ment  wedding. She also inquired about Cecile's tecent effom to 

rieconde a longstanding dispute with her own parents wer the thne p e n d  of the wcdding 

celebrations. The reconciliation was not as successful as Cecile had hoped, but Mark 

commented that he was proud that Cecile had stood up to her family. He would have 

preferred that she had taken action to attempt a reconciliation sooner, as she had not been 

speaking with her family over the pst  two or three years. 

The nurse anticipatecl that conversations about father's health and his lack of effort 

in the creation of lifestyle changes were going to be a significant focus of much of the 

session. She noticed subtle parallels between the peripheral topic of Cecile's dispute with 

her own family, and the dilemmas facing the family around father's lifestyle changes. Mark 

had different ideas about what could or should have happened so that Cecile might have 

reconciled soonec with her parents. The nurse introduced a conversation with Mark about 

the dilemmas of off&g suggestions and encouragement to his wife! 

LMW: So when your wife doesn't follow your suggesrions, then what happens? Do 
p u  just let it be, or do you wait a white and let's ay agaUr or, what happens in 
your family? .... Cause it's cwiour isn't it, sometimes, we usualiy keep going 
b a k  to people and giving more advice when we're fairly convincexi that we're 
nght about this particular &a, eh? We're really kind of in love with our idea, 
but we want to offer it, and so we keep going back and saying, "1 think it 
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would be a good idea. Don't you think you should ccJI?" So i'm just cuxious 
whcthcr you've tried that over a number of times, and she didn't iisten to you. 
t h  wbat do you do? 

Mark said that he w w l d  perhaps ay o f f h g  the suggestion again at anothu time. 

Sometirnes he would get upset at the moment, but he did n a  think that he carrieci a gnidge- 

The nurse asked Ceciie whether she p r e f d  Mark to continue wming back h m  time to 

time to suggest ideas, or whether she thought he should just givc it up. Cede rcplied that 

she appFeciated his input and interest, and that she knew he was &g the comment5 fot 

her own bendit Afm this extensive exploration of suggestions around Cecile's family 

dispute, the nurse -y approached the topic of offering suggestions to Mark about 

Liféstyle practiccs. The nutse asked Ceciie about her own experience of o f f h g  

suggestions to Mark. 

Okay, now what about, what about the other way? Ane there things th are 
ihare a lor of the tirne that you try to make suggestions to your h b a n d  about? 
Most definitely. 
Most &$ïnï'teiy! And what is that Gxik? 
How he aeats his personal M t h .  

LMW How h3 mats his personal heaith? 
Chde: ûrhedaesn'taeati~ 
W Or he doesn'r aeat it. Okay. So that was one of the things that we talked about, 

I'rn sure, your wife told y w  last zhe. And we want to q lore  t h a ~  

The nurse fmdy approached the topic that everyone had known was going to be 

discussed, but she prepared for this discussion by demonstrating how understandable it 

was that sometimes it is difficuit both to offer and accept suggestions h m  otfier people. 

The nurse's m g  and patience in approaching this topic may also have heightened the 

family's curiosity about what was going to happen in the session. 

The nurse kept the family in suspense even a little longer. She asked Cecile what 

she had thought about the nrst session, Cecile said that she had thought a lot about "the 

worry club", aiid that she thought it shodd be dissolved or eiiminated. She thought that 

worry took up time for aii family me- that couid be spent more productively. The 

nurse asked fw Mark and Jonathan's opinions about who was worrying the most, and how 
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wony Muenced otha family mernbas. Jonathan agreed that the worry club should be 

disbandeci, and that Mark should take the responsibility for it himself to relieve the rest of 

EÏinally, they reaçhed the topic of Mark's kick of williogness to take responsibility 

for Westyic changes. The ninse nmpincd attentive to engagement issues which might 

influence M d ' s  participation in the session, and she sought his permission to discuss this 

issue. 

Well this is d y  the thing, 1 guess, that broughr your wife here, wasn't it? 
And, is it &y if we move into this ana now? 

Mark: 1 guess we are. 
1 guess we c.e aren't we, drifting into it. So, let's trJk about that if that's &y 
for a few minutes eh? 

Marlr: Sure. 
LMW: I'd really lwe to get your perceptions cause 1 was able to taîk to Cecile, so if 

you don't minci (to Cecile), I'm going to a& them some questions for a whiie 
Cecile, just about al1 this. Cause 1 got Cecile's perceptions on it iast the, and 
I'd bc rcal curious to get yours. 

The conversation shifted fmm what could have been a debate about who might be right or 

wrong about the need for Mestyle changes, to a discussion of perceptions, perspectives, or 

points of view which might be different, but each of which had merit. 

The niase asked Mark about his past and present experiences with hean disease. 

Mark was feeling much better since his bypass surgery three years previously. He was 

having no episodes of angina and had resumed his previous level of activity and work 

cornmimiena. He described his early efforts to change his eating habits as efforts c 

regiment and discipline himself and his bad habits. The efforts were stronger at the time of 

his first hem attack and his h m  surgery when he had a 'W scare". He describeù his 

embarrassrnent at not having the willpowa to sustain efforts not to smoke, and to be moic 

concemed about his diet, exercise and weight 

The nurse asked whether or not Mark believed that these efforts would make a 

diffmnce for his heart condition. Although Mark believed that the research suggested 
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seatistiçally that lifestyle changes Muence kart disease, he was Iess convincd ttiat this 

was necessarily m e  for himself. He b e l i d  thar he had bcen successful at reducing his 

sscss at both the office and at home, and that this was a significant accomplishment. Mark 

thougfit that this would reduce the possibilïty of further kart disease, but he was unsure 

how much the impact rnight be. The nurse pdsted in exploring this sucçess, inquiring 

about how he and other fiunüy members accounted for this acmmplishment. Her questions 

reflecteù her cirriosity abut  what change in his thinking was necessary for him ta do this. 

what he had leamed to do differently, and whether other family members thought that this 

was a signficant acmmplishment. Although both Cecile and Jonathan agreed that Mark had 

indeed reduced his stress, Jonathan was les able to give his faiher credic for this success. 

LMW: How do you thhk he was able to change his ihinkuig? 
Jonathan: 1 thhk hc just wants to enjoy lge mort. 
LMW: 1 sec. So you think dtat was the change in his thinking? 
Jonathan: He went thrwgh his sufgery* and he was s c d  big tirne befo~ .  And 1 don't 

blame him. 1 don't blame him one 612. And then he came out and he felt berter, 
and 1 just think he wants to enjoy lqe, and not be biffer or be uptight. And he 
has realized thmugh ninning my parents' business that he cm*& &al with 
everything. 

Jonadian may have believed that if he gave his father more credit for reducing cardiac risk 

through better stress management, that his father would commit even less effort to other 

Iifesty Ie changes. A clash of beliefs between father and son began to bec- more 

understandable. Mark may have been able to duce  stress out of his efforts to enjoy Iife 

more after his life threatening episodes of a hart atrack and hem surgery. Jonathan and 

other family mmbers had become fnisaated with Mark because they really wanted him to 

enjoy more Ife. 

The convaation helped the clinical team to understand the ways in which wony 

and nagging intluenœd the ~lationship between father and the 25 year old son. Jonathan 

suggested that worry had not damase4 but that he was learning how to handie worry 
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Jonathan: Maybe a year ago or two years ago be/ore that, I'd always say to my Dad, I'd 

bitch at him, say ''Dad. you got to do th&. You can't eat that. Don't have thk  
Youk overweighr.. You can't do that! What are you doing?" And if people 
kept saying that to me I'd probably get pissed as well. And he'd &te back at 
m. Dcep down, 1 kmw, he knows I'm not out to get bim, but at the h i e  he 
feels like I'm out to get him, and it is, 1 just arre about him, 1 want h i .  to be 
around forever. 

a*.. 

Okay. So how have you been able m hold back on your nagging or bitching at 
him iike p u  were saying? 

Jonathan: 1 btlimt a lot in self-help. And you have to help yourself, and 1 see my Mom 
try, and my Dai gets biffer at my Morn for aying. Pt] rnay corne across as her 
just griping, but it's just that shc auly cares about him. But a lot of times it 
rnight not corne across as  ail meet and everything? Cause it m ' t  be. 

Jonathan's efforts to support his father were initiateci out of caring and concem. When his 

suggestions were unhedd  by his father, anger and resentment accompanied wony and 

crept into th& refationship. Encouraging and supporting increasingly felt like nagging and 

bitching, and led to nasty confkontations and disagreements between father and son. 

Jonathan said that he and his father "had &r, major fights" mostly about lifestyle. 

Jonathan appreciated what it might be like for his father to be the recipient of nagging and 

bitching. For both father and son it may have felt like caring stopped when nagging started. 

Unheeded and unappreciated advice was getting in the way of their relationship. 

Mark indicated that he did not want his family members to wony so much that it 

was hurting them. But, he suggested tfrat as much as these remulders were sometimes 

annoying, he also experienced the nagging as helpfd! 

Mark: 1 mntioned earlier that 1 didn't want them worrying as you just said. But, by 
them mentionhg these things to me, they do help. They do help, to me. 

Jonathan: Nagging helps? 
(Mark and Jonathan chuckle) 
Mark: It does. 
LMW: The nagging does help, yes? 
Mark: 1 hate to say that. 1 hate to hew it, but 1 think about it then, and fine, and I'm 

fine for a while, you see. (chuckles) That's tough to admit, but that's the trzuh 
&ughs) 

WMW: Weil rhat's a bit of a düemm~~ for them then, isn't it? Because on the one hand, 
if they mg you, you're saying it reminds you of your weaknesses. But does it 
really make any Merence one way a the other, whether they mg you, don't 
nag you? In ternis of what you do dfierently? 



Mar3r: Yeah,probablynor. 
LMM Probably not, yeah. 
Cecile: Short term. 

The paradox of nagging was that sometimes it helped Perhaps Y was mmforting to Mark 

to hear that they werç coiictnied. Sometimes it even worked! Sometimes Mark actually 

foiiowed thnnigh on a suggestion. ïhe idea that nagging sometimes did result in desired 

behavim might have been F e i n f i n t  enough for fatnily members to persist in their 

efforts. If these desired behaviors m e r  happened in response to nagging, perhaps family 

members wouid have given up this suategy. 

nie fmstraiion about the fighting in the relationship and sadness about not having a 

closer relationship with his father were evident in Jonathan's description of the influence of 

wony and nagging. The nurse became curious about Jonathan's beliefs which might 

sustain wony, and which might motivate the expressions of encouragement, nagging, and 

LMW: Weii in terms of the situation with your Dad with his health problem, what is 
your biggest warry? 

Jonathan: 1 just want him to be around fmever. 
LMW: So your biggest worry is? 
Cecile: (softly) Say it, sweetheart, say it (Cede was teary ttiroughout this 

conversation) 
Jonathan: 1 just want him to treat himself better. (Jonathan became teary, wiping his eyes, 

voice cracking.) 
(Mark gasped occasionally and wiped away tears) 
LMM Because (Iong pause) 
Jonathan: Because 1 want him to be around till he's 70 or 80. 
W Sure, so your biggest worry is that he'li die premanvely is it? 
Jonathan: Yeah 
LMW: Yes. Weii that's an mvful worry isn't it? 
Jonathan: And he's a p t  person. And he has a lot to show me still. 
LMW Ycs. Weii t h ' s  W y  a tough one. 
Jonathan: And 1 have a lot to leam from him, in terms of business, and getting my career 

on h e  and so on. And 1 don't want my Mom to be by herself, cause she loves 
him dearb and she's been with him since she was 17 and my dad was 19. And 
it's like 1 said, I want him to be around forever. 

If this son did not are for his father, his suffering would likely be very diffemnt. The 

father, mother, clinical team, and extemship participants witnessed a powerfully m o h g  
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tribute of love from the son fot the father. Unforninately this kind of fxîbute is often 

wimessed as a eulogy, after the death of the beloved. Tears were shed net only in the 

interview mm, but also behind the mima and in the classroom. The beiief bat  father 

might die prematurely was a formidable influence on worry, conceni and the rielationship 

between father and son. The nurse asked Mark what impact his son's words of love and 

ConCern had on him. Mark rieplied that he knew of his son's worry and caring befom, but 

that he had not appreciated the depth of his son's caring. He was very pmud of his son and 

admired his son's ability to show his feelings. 

The nurse had begun to more fdiy appreciate the belief about father's nsk of 

premanire death as a menacing infiuence on worry for both Cecile and Jonathan. The 

magnitude of the ciifferences in family beliefs about the future was dramaticaiiy 

demonstrated when the nurse inquired about how long Mark thought he would live. Mark 

suggested that, considering his hem disease, he would be pleased to live to agc 65 or 70. 

LMW Just let me ask your farnily, this is very intensting. You have an interesting 
belief that you're going to live for at leasr another 14 pechaps, 19.20 years? 

Madc Yes. 
LMW: Now. P o  Cecile) Do you believe that? Do you think that the pgnos is  is good? 

Would you be pleased if he were around îili he's 65,70? 
Cecile: ûf course 1 would. 
LMW: Of course you'd be pleased? 
Cecile: Iwoisldlikemore. 
LMW: You would like even more? .... But let me ask you rhis, Cecile. If he went on, 

didn't make any other changes nght now, smoked sometimes, not sometimes, 
&ank sotnetixws. not sometimes, exerciw, sometimes no& is that sort of how it 
goes? 

Cecile: Yes, exactly. 
LMW: Okay. Would you agree that his chances would be good bat he would live then 

tiU 65,70? If he didn't do anything dif'fèrent? If he just were to Leep on with, 
sometimes he's got a gr@ on it sornetimes he dœsn't? And he just went on sort 
of like zhtzt? What do you th&? 

(Cecile is teary during this, Mark's eyes sweli) 
Cecile: Okay. This is where 1 have a dilemma, because to encourage him, I say, he can 

live as long as he wants to. But, inride (softens) 1 don't think it's going to be 
very long at all. 

LMW: Yaidon't? 
Cecile: No 
LMW How long would that be? Less than 65 to 70? 



ceciie: Dtginiteiy! 
W Defiiiiteiy. 
OrIark gasps) 
W AmSyears? 
Cecile: Perhaps, pcrhaps. Any &y. 
W. Any day? Any &y? 
Cecile: Yes. because 1 can see the, the c h g e s .  1 sleep beside hirn and iisten to 

brtwlaing. 1 how how sick he is (softly) ... .And I reaiiy hate to arlnir that 
because 1 think he's losing a support system by my admitting that? (voice 

mnw 'Ihathc'slosing? 
Cecile: Mysupporr. 
Lnmt Yoursuppon? 
Cecile: Encouragement, positive outlodr, and 1 chink it shows too much negativity in 

aawuing ChiS. 
LMIH: So you think somehow you could inadvertently influence? 
Cecile: I don? like to tell him that he could die any &y. 

This 51 year oId man would be happy to Live und age 65 or 70. Cede's suffering was 

magnifieci by her belief that he could die any &y, and that his expectations of the funire 

were unrealistic. ùi her efforts to encourage Mark, she had supported his positive outlook 

about the future whiie privately coacealing her own dou bts and apprehension. Mark then 

wondered whether he teck aii of this too Lightly because he currently felt w d .  He said that 

if he were having more symptoms, he would "pr&ly ly a ïittîe more scared about dying 

'The family accepted an offer to go behind the one way mirror to o b m e  a reflrçting 

team conversation. Four of the extemship participants inaoduced themselves to the family, 

and offered cornmendations for the family's respectfulness for each otha and the 

comments and gesms of love between them which were witnessed in the session, The 

team commented on the challenge of giving up wcmy when they cared so much, and the 

bind of nagging which remindeai of weakness but aiso helped Mark. They wondered about 

d i s W n g  the wony club and having a family suppan meeting once a week to offer ideas, 

suggestions, and expressions of caring and w o q .  
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Another team member off& a different view of what a family meeting d g h t  be 

like. She wondemi about the différences ia their ôeiiefi about whcn death might happen, 

and whether conversations addressing these particuiar worries might make a difference. 

Faculty: Maybe the semet, if there's a secret in this M y  is this secret of &ah. That 
both Jonathan Md Mother, are like, death is like nght here (puts both hands 
close in fiont of her face), up in the face, immediate. And for Father, it loch 
like it's, you know, way off there in the distance, and the...showing of caring 
k u g h  the nugging and cverything has been rheir attempt to put some distance 
betwcen them and this thing çalled riearh.. . MW& it's not so much worry, 
maybc it's the loss, or the ttircat of loss. And I'm just wondering, if, what if 
they weiie to get on to the business of realiy talking about the loss.. . srMng 
death in the face, big tirne. 1 mean, this is tough, tough work, this is not 
anything eary, but I'm wondering what wodd happen if they were to have a 
discussion about so what will happen when Dad dies, not &...i don't know, if 
that would d e  a dffereerice in ùi ofoflieviag some of the su#ering about, 
rather than having tojight against it constantly ..,mm it in the face! Go with it, 
and pr- that might d u c e  some of the ùuenrity around it. 

The team comrnents encouraged family m e m h  to consider many topics in these 

meetings, from the impact of Mark's death on the family business to funeral plans. 

Cecile and Jonathan were skeptid that family meetings to offer suggestions to 

Mark would be helpful. However Cecile was interested in the idea about staring death in 

the face. She commented that the prospect of being done was very scary, and that 

preparation of their personal and business affairs might help in this regard. They wondered 

about whether they might be able to get family members together for some kind of a family 

meeting on their own oves the surnmer months. 

Mark was influenceci by the team's comments about this exceptionally caring 

family. Even more so, he was moved by the affirmation and love expressed by his son. 

Mark: 1 think it's helpful, Iike 1 leafned something today h m  my son. 
9W Yes. What did you lem about your son today? 
Ma& Weli that he loves me a lot more than 1 thoughz he ciid. That he wants to leam a 

lot more h m  myself. 1 didn't think he was interested (voice cracks). So I'm 
happy 1 crime today .... So 1 was &king for something, so what did help me 
today was listening to my son today, which 1 gainai out of this. 
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The scm's tribute to his father was a conversation of "affirmation and affection" whkh was 

a sharp c m m t  to the conversations of "accusations and rectiminations" (Wright et  al., 

19% , p. 1 15) which had c b t e r i z e d  the conflicts between father and son. During the 

final session with tht famüy, it became cleamr that these conversations of love w a e  f a .  

from inconsequemial in this clinicai work. 

sEsiQ03 

The third session o d  in the f a  almost 5 months later. The team had 

understood that the couple would be attending the session. They were surprised to discover 

that Mark h;d d v e d  far the session with Jonathan and Josie, the youngest daughter. 

As the niase met Josie and re-engaged the family, Mark explained that he and 

Cecile had a "bit of a qat" the prievious night, and that she had refusai to drive fou .  or five 

hours in the car with Mark to attend the session. Although Mark reported that nothing had 

changed since that session, he repurted that Cecile had becorne l a s  conmlling in her 

effoas to influence his health. He explained that in the past, she would rernind or nag him 

about once a day, whereas he now estimated that she would nag him once every three days. 

Jonathan agreed that nothing had changeci, and that his farher was " s a  miss[ing] out on 

the big picture". Jonathan was sullen and quiet during the session, clearly fnistrated with 

this lack of change. The family meeting had not happeneci over the sumrner. Josie and 

Jonathan were skeptical that this wouid make a difference. 

Josie: 1 think a lot of the pmblems though are stemming h m  people wanting to help 
you to change, people corninitteci to somehow support you whether it be 
rhrough emotiod support, ialking to you .... But 1 think it's just painful for us 
just to sit down and have 5 people ralk about it when the fundamental problem 
is, Dad you've got to be committed to change to help yowself ou t.... And he's 
been lu&, because he's had close calls with his Wh, on many different 
things, many different occasions, and until he's committed to change, 1 don't 
think any meeting at Christmas time to help Mom have a better understanding of 
what's going to happa, hanciaily or wharever if something happens to my 
father. 
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This convetsation located the problem exclusively in the realm of father's behavior. It was 

his problem. He wus the problem. His inability to commit to change was the problem. The 

litany of ccmipiaints was e l a h t e c i  with Mark's own non-defensive participation: he had 

gaine- twenty pounds over the pst eighteen months; he was a closet smoker; he was 

walLing irregularly; he did not look wek he always looked tired and had not been gemng 

enough rest; he said that he felt well. but he was womed about going for a follow-up 

appointment with the doctor. Mark was embarrasseci about his lack of effort. Throughout 

this conversation, although both children offered criticisms of Mark, he listened patientiy. 

As Jonathan had offered a tribute to Mark in the second session, losie offered another 

testimonial of love for Mark. Her caring and concern for her father were present thraughout 

this critique!: "we're not giving up on h i e  "1 want him around for a very long time". 

Simultaneously though, their frustration with their father was also palpable. 

O Wdl Die F j  

The nurse was curious to l e m  whether losie s h a d  the belief that Mark wouid die 

premahuely, and to explore d e r  beliefs about what Mark's death might mean. The nurse 

asked Josie how she might react if her father had another heart attack or died. losie 

tearfully replied that a few years ago she would have felt guilty for not trying to help her 

father, but now, she thought that she would be angry with her father. She thought that he 

had a chance to take better c m  of himself and that he knew what needed to be done, but 

that he did not respect himself enough to take action. She admitteci to losing respect fot her 

father. This conversation explored possible meanings that influenaxi present relationships. 

These anticipations of the future are rarely probed easily or by choice in family 

conversations. It was dificult for Josie to tell her father that she was losing respect for 

him, and it was dïlEcult for Mark to hear these comments. 

The presenœ of a life-threatening illness in the family can coach anticipations of 

certainty about death: that the il1 person is marked for death, and that the time of death for 
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the iii perscm is more known than the time of death for othet family members (Bolen 1990). 

The nurse challengeci the fear of Mark's premature death by doubting that Mark would die 

None of us like to think about our parents ever dying. But when we do allow 
that idea to cmm to our min&, do you always think it'U be your furkr dying 
lïrst? Do you ever woader about what your nwrher might die of or, would she 
die W o r e  your father or? 

Josie: @ause) Since 1 klieve my Mom is in better health than my father, (teary and 
broken voice) 1 think of something happening to my Dadfirst. But the thing 
that 1 w o q  about is if my Mom goes, 1 worry about her just giving up on her 
mPriage and her family' and either just going out and driving and not king 
aware of what she's doing, and being in a car accident because she's carrying a 
lot of mess around. 1 don't belicve she is suicidai* don't gct mc wrong. But 1 
often think that if she's going to go it's going to be something like that. And I'd 
feel very angry at my father then because 1 w d  thinlc that if sacnethg like 
that hqppened to her, it's because of the stress and anxiety that she's carrying 
around, and canying the baggage for my M. And my Mom's always been 
there for everybody in the family. 

In addition to Josie's prediction of anger toward her father in the event of her mother's 

death, she aiso predicted that Mark would cope poorly without Cecile. She speculated that 

he w d d  start drinking, involve himself totaiiy in his work, and take even less care of 

himself. h i e  would be angry with Mark whether he w Cecile di&! Josie had considered 

the possibility that their mother would die first, but this idea was more stunning to 

Jonathan. He wondered if his mother would have as much support from Mark if she 

became terminaiiy i11. It is unclear whether this new idea was perturbing in a helpfui way, 

or whether it invited more worry about mother. Both Mark and Josie were seemingly 

aligned against their father as they considered this possibility. 

The family accepted an offer to obsexve a reflecting team conversation, and the 

nurse invited each family member to ask a question of the team Josie wondered whether 

the family needed to get together to disçuss the situation, or whether Mark needed some 

form of an outside program or individuai counseling. Mark wanted advice h m  the team 

for a pointed question. 
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Mark: How far out in kft field an I? .... Why am 1 taking ail this for granted? .... 1s it 

just my chrPrzcrer, my rqabringing, my arrog~ce,  my s~bomness? ... my 
independence? .... is it my nature? 

Mark was aying to make sense of his own behavior. Jonathan appeared stoic and harsh. 

His discouragement and h t r a t i a  wem conveyed in his question: ''Where Q you begin? 

Plain and simple." 

The team responded to losie's question by saying that they thought the problem 

was a problem for borh father and the family. The nurse explained her understanding of the 

situation by saying that Mark had a problem with pmmastination which made very good 

sense. Because he felt well, he believed that he was going to live a long tirne. He was 

optimistic about his ti~turit, and he could put off taking riesponsibility and makjng the 

changes desired by his family. The beiief of other family members was that the future was 

grim without these changes. This belief invited them to take more respmsibiiity for 

repetitive encouragement or nagging because they cared deeply about his future. The nurse 

explicitly suggested that perhaps the family goals needed to be shifted from "How can we 

get Dad to cammit to lifestyle changes?" to 'Wow could family members tum personal 

responsibility over to Mark?'' How could they do this without feeling guilty or responsible 

if he stüi did not change? How could they find other ways to show theu caring to Mark? 

Could they back off without feeling like they were giving up on Mark? What would help 

the family to challenge the belief that the future was grim without change? 

Team members offered Mark the idea that as nurses, they had encountered many 

people who smggied with lifestyle changes, and that he was not "out in left field". They 

suggested that Mark's patteni was to be regularly irregular in attending to his lifestyle, and 

that this ,riight be "Mark at his best". They wondered whether this pattern was berter than 

consistently not doing mything to cake care of his health. 



Josie responded to the team's wonderings about whether al1 family m e m h  might 

be able to back off and hand responsibility for lifestyle change totaiiy over to Mark with a 

concern that this solution would not help her mother. She womed that her mother wodd 

have diffïculty "watching my dad on the slippery dope". Jonathan suggested that if they ai i  

backed off, his father would not do anything and would self-destruct. Jonathan a g e d  with 

a team member's comment that be was very angry with his father. 

Jonathan: The support I've tried to give to him hasn't helped. Weli I'm not going to give 
the support, because he's not aying- But if he tries and he wanrs to uy and he 
says to everyone 'Zook I want to my and 1 want to do weli" hey, the gates will 
open. And we'il pull him in and we'li Mp him, but if he doesn't want to do it 
himself and he isn't going to make an honest effort, then forget it. 

This young man despmely wanted to help his father. Perhaps he even felt rejected as he 

angriiy accepted that his father did not want his help. Jonathan specified the tmns of his 

relationship with his f a k .  Their rehtionship was conditional on the father's willingness 

to change. 

Mark said that the mm's  comrnents helped him by hearing that he was not 

abnomal. The team's comments enabled him to give himself credit for the changes he had 

been able to create. 

Mark: So 1 guess I've changed somewht, not as weli as people would like, or what 
you read, or what your &x&r wouid say, but 1 have changed. Maybe I didn't 
change a 10096, maybe 20 ar 30, in my mind, 1 have cut out a lot of thhgs. 

As at the conclusion of the second session, Mark commenteci on how helpful it was for him 

to hear different expressions of the depth of his family's caring for him, and to understand 

his farniiy differently. Although the sessions were not changing Mark's behaviors in the 

direction that his family deshd, he reporied another significant change: "Mentally 1 feel 

b e W .  He chose to r e m  by himself for the next session, which he baoked for a month 
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The team's postsession discussion of this decision to r e m  for an individuai 

session was enthusiastic. They wondered how Mark's wilhgness to corne alone for a 

session might be an intervention on the family. One team member commentai that she did 

not think tbat Josie and Jonathan liked the reflecting team comments which had 

acknowledged and validated their father's efforts. ûthers thought that the family wanted the 

team to "take on" the father, and support their position about lifestyle changes, The team 

agreed that all of the other famiiy members were very health coriscious, and that Mark was 

expected to live up to extremely high standards. One team member wondered if Mark was 

in the ''wz~lg" family. Was that grating tension part of the suffering in this famiiy? Did 

Mark experienœ himself as living in the wrong family? 

Marit attende. the next session alone. He continued to notice that Cecile was 

backing off, and that she was not as dernanding or domineering about remindm or 

nagging. The nurse asked how Mark thought his family might understand his wiilingness 

to attend a session individuaily. 

Mark: Well they're probably saying "At least 1 think he mes. He wants to do 
something about it, or understand the situation." 1 wouId assume th& I'm sure 
that's what they're thinking. So it's maybe a plus that at l e m  Dad is showing, 
or 1 am showing that I'm interested at to better communicate, better 
understand. Possibly 'We may do something" about my physical condition. 

Mark thought that this effort might convey to his family that he cared a b u t  the situation, 

but he remained fully aware of his family's hopes that this clinical work might somehow 

change his efforts to irnprove his lifestyle. 

The nurw zvaited the topic of th2 faxdy's differing beliefs about pmgnosis to 

explore a private conversation with Miuk about his own thoughts on this diiernma. 

LMW Well, it seerns that at least h m  what we learned here, that your children and 
your wife, the rearon they're on your case so much is that they have a diffecent 
belief about you, about yourfwure, don't they? 

Mark: Yes they do, there's no question yeah. 
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LMW: Tbat they're tond if you &nYt do these things you're going to die 

p-ery. 
Mark: They're thinking I'rn taking my condition way too lightiy. And 1 probabfy am. 

I'm not fuily convinced. Cause 1 think 1 believe that I've got to be happy with 
myself. Whether life is short or long, to me, it's irrelevant. 1 ktter enjoy life 
every day, okay? And 1 enjoy fife, 1 reaily do! 

In the s e c d  session, Jonathan had explained an understanding of his father which was 

a f f h m î  heile: bis father would prefet to enjoy life mort than to enjoy mm Iifc. This 

explanation became even more mherent when Mark explained his belief in fate, 

LMW if you were to believc that you would die prematurely if you don't do these 
things, would it make any difference? Would you lose weighc more quickiy, or 
not. Ck would you exercise moFe or not? 

Mark: 1 don't know, 1 probably woufdn'r. ... 1 think it would be as tough as mer, 
cause 1 look at it, 1 guess 1 believe a little bit in fate? 

LMW: Ahdoyou? 
Mark 1 really do. 1 think that rhere's a lurmbet there somewhere. You see, because 1 

have some fnends of mine, a doctor for an example, like a personal friend. 
Fi-three years 014 mect physical condition. Died of a kart anack! Whilc 
he's pumping iron, that's an example. 

A belief in fate may have been reinfmed by knowing others who had devoted themselves 

to healthy Mestyle, and died prematurely in spite of these efforts. Mark explained that 

investigations at the lipid clinic had demonstrated that his cholesterol level was unaffécted 

by changes in his diet because of the way that his body produced and metabolized 

ch01esteroI. Mark questioned whetha efforts to change his Mestyle would have any 

influence whatsoever on how long he lived He accepted in a different way than the rest of 

his farnily that there may be limits to one's ability to control or influence illness. 

Mark also understood in a different manner that there might be limits to one's ability 

to forestali death. He consistentiy spoke of the possibility of his own premature death 

without affective amusal, in a very praciical and accepting manner. 

Marir: 1 would like to pleuse them, but 1 guess not enough. I'm sitting here saying, 
WeU 1 guess I'm kind of winning now, they're easing off." Bad attitude but 
it's probabiy what I'm thinking. Right? At least they're easing off Dad h m ,  
okay? Right or wrong? 

LM': 1 think it is good that they're easing off regardless of what you do, because it 
was causing conflict between you fob. Because they are so concemed that you 
might die prematwely. 

Mark: 0hsureitwas.AndImaywell. 
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i.hW And you might, eh? Tbty might be right, MarlE, eh? 
Ma& O h s m  
W They might be nght, if you don? do these things. On the other han& you might 

be right. That despite what you do, you might live another, who knows how 
-Y Y-. 

Mark accepted that his family migtit be nght about the possibility of his premanire death. 

Throughout this conversation, the nurse was equisitely nonjudgmental. She made no 

attempt to predict who was "right", nor to t ah  sides with either the family's stance or 

Mark's stauce. Th= was no effort ma& to prognosticate a pedict whther death would 

come prematurely. She did not in any way imply that sbc a& or disagreed with his 

belief in fate, or with Mark's choices about his lifestyle. She did acknowledge the many 

ways that Mark's explanarions of his experienœs helped her to understand him Neither 

Mark nor the nurse were kidding themselves: MarL might die prematurely. 

As in the previous session, Mark again requesred an opinion and advice from the 

nurses during the reflecting tearn: "Do you think I'm Ob- Because 1 don't know." As 

the team responded to his question, they desçribed one of the research articles which had 

been reviewed by the clinical team during the presession (McSweeney, 1993). The study 

identifid factors that participants believed amributeci to their ability to initiate and maintain 

behavior changes after a heart attack. The review of the litaature had examined barriers to 

behavior change and suggested that sustained behavior changes were diff?cult for up to 

8W of people even aftm participahg in a self-help group or cardiac rehabilitation 

program. The team offered the idea that many other people experience the same stmggle 

with lifestyle changes that Mark was encountering. 

The nurse asked the team fm their professional opinions about Mark's future if he 

continued not to make changes. Clne team member offered that not making more lifestyle 

changes was "tempting fate" more than if he did make more lifestyle changes. They agreed 

that he was i n e g  his risk by tempting fate, and that one would have to be able to say 
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that they couid live with the incnased rislt The nurse then asLeci the team members 

whetha they belimd that it was irresponsible for Mark to ttmpt fatc in this manner. They 

responded that irrrsponsibte seemed to be m harsh a description. 

He's tempting fate because the ri& is higher, by not doing some of the thuigs 
he's doing. But he may, he may get may with it. He muy get away with 
it...And he moy not. But that's fate, eh. you don't know. 

Student 1: It's a gamble right? 
Student 2: But it's not being Mspoasible. 
LMW It's mt king iIrespollSib1e. 1 don't thinic it's being hsponsible. Do you thirik 

it' s being imsponsi ble? 
Student 3: 1 think, as you said, 1 think his c W e n  thhk it's bsponsible. 
Student 1: But t k y  would probabiy think that al i  of our lifestyles are imsponsible too, 

LMW Yes, ~'rn-surë if they leamed how the nst of us lived behind the rnirror h m ,  
anâ what we've eaten m&y, and those Lin& of ihings, they would, yes, thcy 
wouid probably. 

How could these nurses be so fargiving about Mark's lack of attention to üfestyle changes? 

How can Mark's behavior seem -able and understandable to these nurses? 

These nurses may have el~couniered people in their own clinical work who had 

smggled with making Westyle changes arounâ a variety of health problems. For this 

family, Mestyle changes represented a possibility which may prwent premature death. The 

nurses appreciated the diaculties of malcing lifestyle changes, for people experienchg 

illnesses and for themselves. The ciinical team had a ritual of partaking in sustename 

together at some point on each clinicai day. Sometimes, team members brought simple, 

healthconscious, nuaitious snacks. On other occasions, the food was calorie or cholesterol 

laden. Team mmbas  may have been piltily nfiecting on their own eating practices on 

this particuiar day, and wondering whether Mark's family members would also view these 

practices as imsponsible. if knowledge was ai l  that was neded to live healthy lifestyles, 

how could it be that nurses, doctm, and other health case providers rnight be overweight, 

eat fatty foods, smoke cigarettes, be burdened by stress, or unable to obtain sufficient 



Mark was relieved by the team's comments that they did not beiieve him to be 

irresponsible, He noticed the rcs#uch statistic cited by the ream whkh suggested that 

sustained Mestyle changes were difficult for ûû% of people foilowing a cardiac event This 

idea was c o m f ' g  and helped to challenge the idea that he was somehow abnotmal. He 

wanted to assure the team that this did not mean chat he was going to "ease n'ght off"' 

because of this. He agreed that he was indeed tempting fate, but also that he was happy 

with his life. 

The session concluded with an unexpected and very direct question which Mark 

asked the nurse. She offered a direct response, and the clinicd team phoned in another 

p s i  ble explanation. 

Mark: Do you think Cecile by saying that 'You're not lodcing cgtier yourseif and 
you're going to die prematurely, and it's not fair to me king alone", is she 
showing concern for me? Robably is. Or is it selfshess? 

LMW: Let me tell you what 1 think it is. 1 think it is real conceni for you. And 1 think 
it's fear on her part about king done. 1 would say fear more than 
selfishness .... 1 think it's very scmy for her, as it is for many women to think 
about king alone without their spouse. 

.... (Phone-in comment h m  team) 
LhW Another idea that the team has, that she might also have some sadness about 

that. Because she might have some idem of how the next few years are going to 
go for you as a couple, have some d r e m  and hopes of how she'd like to 
spend it with you. and gets sud about the fact that maybe you won't be able to 
do that if you die prematurely. 

Mark: That's right, so, her hopes and 
LMW: Her hopes and dreams could be aborted. 

Mark raised a provocative wondering. Although most of the conversation in this session 

had focused on differenœs in family beliefs about the influence of lifestyle mdiflcatims 

on Mark's prognosis in the future, this question was in a ciiffirent reah Somehow, he 

had moved h m  not only attempting to make sense of his own beliefs about fate and the 

future, but he was also anempting to make sense of his own beliefs about his relationship 

with his wife. He knew of her çonçern for his health, but his question implied a possible 

belief that her concem was in same way self-motivated, a selfish conm. His direct asking 
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of tbe question spoke to his Feadiness to entertain Mher possible explanations which could 

help him to mak sense of his wife's b e h a v h  and their relationship together. He was 

credng qme for the posfility thar herperspective anà concern war in some way 

m&rstMdable a d  legitimate. He was refïecting on the circumstances of their coexistence 

together ( M a m a ,  1992). The final session uzlcovered Cecile's explanations of the ways 

in whkh his own manner of existence had been legitimated by family rnembers' 

expressions of caring within the clinical work 

Cecile and Mark attended the final family session at the FNU h months later. It 

was anticipated that this wodd iikely be the final session with the family. This was the first 

session in which the couple was seen together without adult chiidren present 

As Cecile had not attesded a session for almost nine months, the nurse initially 

spent a few minutes asking her about what she was doing for herself these days. Cecile 

commenteci that she had a lot of time on her hands over the winter. The nurse asked 

whether she thought about her husband's condition more or less as she had this thne on her 

hands. Cecile said that the "step back approach" had been really helpful to think less about 

these worries. 

TeIl me more, I'm reai curious, how were you able to do that and? How did 
you accomplish that? 
1 don't know, if it's becoming, 1 don? like to say it but, less interested? 
Less interested in (pause), how he's m g i n g  it or how? 
The whole health issue? His health issue? 
So les  interested 
Ch is it aying to be less interested, trying to be less conrrolling, since it didn't 
do any g d .  

I'm not sure if it's a change in me, or a change in him? (pause) That you're on 
your own buddy. Sink or swim. We've shown you how we al1 feel ... And this 
is yours, and actuaiiy, 1 think he's realized it. 

The nurst asked what she thought the outcorne of this had been for herself and W. 

Cede said that things were more reiaxing at home, that she had more peace of minci, and 
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tbat her sense of hwnar had p w n .  She said that she thought that Mark seemed really 

The nurse also asked Cecile w h e k  she was as concernai about Mark dying 

prematurely fmm the heart disease. Cecile said h t  at the kginning of the sessions, that 

worry was ovembelming, and mupied her 75 to 80% of her thoughts. Although this was 

stilf a big concern, she c s t i m d  that this was reduced to about 50%. because of the change 

in Mark's outlook and her own ability to be Iess pessimistic about the future. She continued 

to worry about the future Mpact of the demandiBg family business on Mark's health. She 

w&ed that Mark's health wouid not be able to withstand the financial and business 

stresses if there were another drastic downtum in economy in the future. However, she had 

decidd that this Sû% worry was something that was manageable and "part of the lifestyle 

that 1 ask for and enjoy". 

Mark had noticed Cecile's efforts to step back. He said chat Cecile had eased off on 

her reminders, that instead of reminding ten tirnes a day, she might now say sornething 

once or twice a &y. He thought that his own attitude was better because of this, and that he 

was fkiendiier as a result. Mark described feeiing less stressed by nagging and more 

contented, Mark offered that he believed chat Cecile sri11 cared about him, but that she 

probably understood that he was going to "do his own thing". He believed that the children 

were also backing off. 

Cecile: 1 think t h ' s  what these sessions have brought to Mark is how much we do 
care. And before when we'd ignore the situation ... we were giving him the cold 
shoulder. We didn't am, it was this attitude that he took on, "Nobody cures 
about me k c w e  they got on my case?'And I think that ihrough these 
sessions, it's just na so. 

Mark: They probably, I'm sure they're still on my case, they just don't say anything to 
make things worse I guess. 

Cecile: But we're not king quiet f a  spite or punishment. 
Mark: No it's less said now. They still say "No it's not good for you", but rhey say it 

now once a week instead of once a &y, once a month instead of once a week 

Cecile may have been freer to step back h m  reminding and nagging when she believed 

that Mark reaily did know how much the whole family c d  about him. It may have been 
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safer to k k  off when she cuuld be more convinced that lack of encouraging, reminding 

repetiavely rn nagging would not be rniscoasnued by Mark as lack of caring. Pethaps a 

new shared bebf was that nagging did not mean that there was no caring, gnd that nagging 

was not the o d y  way to show caring. 

The nurse persisted with this ~~~lversation about the changes the famüy had 

noticed, distinguishing, arnpiiQing and embellishing these descriptions of change (Wright 

et al., 19%) . Shc caxefidly and repeatedly gave credit to the family for their efforts and 

successes as idcas about the impact on the entire family were discussed. 

Marlc: 1 never tbought my kids cared that mucb So 1 think they were very helpful to 
me because 1 t W  our family is a üttle more open, and we communicate a liale 
bemr now than we ever have had before these sessions .... You hiow, I think, 
anyways, we Say what we tMnk lately. 

LMW: n o  Cecile) What's your perception? 
Cecile: 1 see it as the fow of us, leaving Mark on the ounide before? It was the four of 

us a g W  him? We alwuys communicated, the children and 1. It's been an open 
line there .... ever since they were born, in every aspect. He was absent a lot of 
the rUne, and 1 think he felt like an outsider much of the the. And when he 
didn't do things according to the resr of the family's wishes, the four of us, he 
felt üke he was fighting a losing brk, he was &ne? 

Even though tbe -y's wishes were intended to keep father with them, to prolong his 

Me, to sustain their connection to their father, somehow the loving intent had been derailed. 

Cecile's determination to encourage her famiy to live a healthy lifestyle by her own 

example was a success for all family members except Mark. Cecile wisely sensed the ways 

in which this desire to influence father's lifestyle inadvertently over time had become 

misconsûued as punitive. The more desperate and coercive the efforts of family members' 

became, the more Mark eXpenenced k i r  condemnation for what he perceived as his 

weaknesses. Cecile understood the ways that this experience as an outsider had become a 

consrant battle. Her example of stepping back h m  rerninding and nagging may have been 

an invitation for other famiiy memben aiso to step back. She could do this in a different 

manner laiowulg that Mark knew tfiat they loved him. 

Mark: So it's somerhing haî maybe 1 took for granted. Maybe it's something 1 didn't 
mzk that the children a~ a lot closer to their parents than we think thcy are. At 
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lem ows are, and 1 really saw that emotion. Maybe it was dways there but 1 
was Mind to it for 20 years at home? And 1 saw it kind of h m .  

A previous postsession conversation of the clinical team had wondered about the idea of 

Mark king in the wrong family. Pexhaps it was these expressions of caring by famiiy 

m b e r s '  persuasively convin#d Mark that they did not want to exclude him, and that they 

wanted him back in this family. 

The session concluded with a conversation about their ch ica i  work together: the 

family's experieaces of the session; theu ideas about what was most u s e N  to hem; th& 

advice to the nurse re&ardUig suggestions for working with orher families in the future; and 

the nurses' sharing of her leamings from the famiiy. 

The postsession discussion revealed the nurse's beiiefs about the powerful 

influenœ of caring and love on iüness and healing. The team discussed the impact of 

Mark's realization of the depth of his family's caring for him, and wondered whether this 

would invite him to commit effort to other lifestyle changes in the future. 

LMW: Y- but he'd have more of a reason to embrace life then, eh? I f  you really 
beiieve that people m for you, then there's more of a reasun to try to be 
m .  longer. But he also has this very powerN belief that he's going to live! 
That this is nota big worry, 1 mean he's been saying that to us. 1 mean it 

die c W  when 1 saw him individually. He rea@ beiieves in fate. 
That if it's your fime, fine, and it's not, and I'm going to live ... You saw me 
asking him today about king optimistic and he still is. But 1 think there's that 
other important wist to it al l  now, eh? Yes, he's optimisiic, and he believes in 
fate, but he also believes that his famiiy cares foi him more than he 
re alized.... The thhg that you'll read about that I've come to believe so snongiy, 
that if we could see what's happened to his celLr with all of this, eh? if you 
really believe that somebody else cures for you and loves you, it does 
something to your celh .... My influence by Maturana and other people you can 
read about, that clearly, that love has a lot to do with healing. So ï'm not saying 
that just as long as you love each other you will cure your heart disease, no. But 
at least it has a mc&r contributing factor to how well he's going to do and how 
well he's going to wpe. 

The bringing fbrth of love and caring in this ciinical work was n a  mly an accidental 

happening. It was influenced by a powerful belief of the nurse that healing and suffiering 

are influenœd by the physiological effects of love. 



The clinicai work with this farnily extended over a period of ten mmths. At the end 

of the fifth session, the nurse wncluded the clinical work with a ritualized discussion about 

the clinical w a k  Did helptùi changes happen here? How did the family and the nurse 

contribute to these changes? What advice would the f d y  offer the nurse? What could the 

nurse have done différently? What did the nurse learn h m  the family? Many of the 

questions about the c h t e r  of the thcrapcutic rtlationship typically addresd in the 

researçh interviews weze included in the conversation of this final interview. Additionally, 

a resea~~h interview was conducteci about one year after the completion of the clinical work 

with both of the adult children who acrended the sessions. 

t - The Familv-N- 

One of the impressive nnduigs in the research in-ews with both the family and 

the nurse who worked with ihem was chat al1 had a vcry smng sense of "liking" each 

other- During the f i t  session, the nurse was accepting of Cacile's prefcrence to "check 

out" the FNCT alone on behalf of her famiiy. There was a strong possibility in this situation 

that the father might not have wanted to participate in sessions knowing that his habits, 

betiaviurs and weaknesses were Iikely going to be a significant topic of discussion. This 

could have presented a very significant obstacle to engagement with the family and to 

creating a context for change (Wright et al., 19%) . The conversations with Mark in the 

second session couid easily have been dominated by cornplaints about father's lifestyle and 

defensive responses and justifications, The nurse skillfuiîy avoided these potential pitfaiis, 

and the faniily identified many of the padcular practices of the nurses which influenced the 

experience of king comfortable in the sessions. 

When asked what the nurse had done that was helpfd to them at the time of the 

sessions, the two dui t  chikiren commented succinctly about their riecoiiections of the 

nurses' priictices. These responses reflect not only that the farnily was well engaged, but 
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speak to the speçific practices which have been described previously in othcr research 

which has explored n d g  prac tices at the FNU (Robinson, 1994a, 1996; Wright et ai., 

1996). 

Josie: 
Jonathan: 
Josie: 

J d a n :  
lm 
Josie: 

m 
Josie: 
Jonathan: 

Josie: 
Jonathan: 

.... 
Jonathan: 

She was very direct with my Dad. 
1 like how she put him at euse too. 
1 like how she dealt with him, and he likes her. Like she asked him some very 
direct questions, and she was direct, but she just had this sort of kind of kid 
@ove approach. So she could be direct but no2 not offensive? Or putting 
m y h f y  on the kfensive? 
That's defïnitely me. 
So you Iiked that she was direct with your Dad? 
Yeah, she was kt, but not M. She put him on the spot, but without him 
feeling like be was on the spot? Like he haâ to answer her quesrbns . 
And did p u  th* that she put him on the spot enuugh? Like was it the nght 
m d  or what needed to be soid! 
IthUikso. 
1 thought she was gre~t really. She's direct, but she puts you at ease mo where 
you don't, like if she would ask you the question "Were you ever", Iet's say 
"done something really &ri?" or whatever. And you answer, and she didn't 
look at you like you had 3 ka&. You how what 1 mean? She's like, okay 
Not judgmental 
Not judgnted,  she d e  you open up? ûr she, 1 mean you feel comfortabie to 
diow yourself to open up. She'd Say 'Do you have a drinking problem?'and if 
you thought you did, you could just sure enough and tell her. 

Therie was qua1 tirne to everyone. It wasn't like focus on my mther or focus 
on myfarlser. She went around comfortably, not tuming one person off and the 
other one on, but kind of just blended across. Her approach was just really 
co~0rtcZble. 

These family mernben described not only liking the nurse, but also not feeling judged by 

the nurse in a way that might have constrained the discussion. They were sensitive to the 

possibility that f a k  might have been uncdortable in the session, and they mticed the 

nurse's way of asking questions which enabled him to answer questions yet to be on the 

hot seat in the sessions. The 25 year old son had tearfully opened up and poured his kart 

out to his farnily and 40 externship participants during the second session, and described 

himself as comfOrMble. 

Cecile and Mark made similar comments directly to the nurse which suggested that 

they also fdt cornfortable, and that they noticed the manner in which the nurse's questions 

made a Merence. 
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Cecüe: 1 thhk you put people at so much me, and before you know it, you have us 

thinking and rolkng about things that 
Mark: T U  we mnmally don't rolk about, that's your talent 
Cecile: I'm jus d at your abil& to, O. reach in and pull all these feelings 
. . 
Madc And you have a tendency, you have a k k  f o ~  geaing certain things out of 

p p k  that namPlly would not bt &. And it's the way you phrase your 
questions and so on. (Session 5) 

'Ihese coamiaits aoai the family provides support for a ôelief that a relationai stance which 

emphasizes engagement, a nmjudgmatal attitude toward people and ideas, and the intent 

to offer questions as invitation to reflectims (Robinson, 19%, Wright Br Leahey. 1994, 

Wright et al., 1996) maices an impact on family mmb. The faaiily members distinctly 

mmmbered these aspects of the anivenation. 

The nurse also comwnteù in the research intennew about IüOng this particular 

family, and about the ways in which she feels much freer to connect with families when 

she does not judge them. She explaineci, for example, that although she had no tolerance 

for violence, understanding the beliefs connectecl to episodes of fighting in a f d y  helped 

to understand and maLe suise of the family in a way that did not require judgmntal labels. 

IM\K: I've also corne a, realize h m ' s  very few f d e s  that 1 don't iike any m m ,  or 
very few individuais. It's me c o m p d  to 10 years ago, 15 years ago ....[w ith 
les] judgmentalness about people, when 1 understand, they can behave in an 
a w N  way .... But when 1 understood his beliefs about it, it made sense to me. 

The nurse did not have to agne with their beliefs or choose the same beliefs for herseif. 

However, undastanding their beliefs as c l u s  to the ways that their experiences made 

sense, were cdierent and legitimate for h m  helped her to constraki judgmentalness. 

When Josie and Jonathan w a e  asked what they might suggest could have been 

done differently, or what would have been helpful to do more, they offered four 

suggestions. They thought that the sessions might have been more helpful if they were 

closer together. The five sessions were done over a p e n d  of about ten monihs, with 

different family mmbers attending each session. They believed that there might have been 
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more momentum if the frequency of the sessions was increased. The scheduling of the 

sessions was infiuenced by the closure of the chic over the summer mmths, by the five 

hour drive h m  the primary rtsidence of Mark and Cecile to the FNU, and by f d y  

preference. 

Secondly, while they acknowledged the dB5culties of coordinathg schedules for 

the family and the nurse, both Josie and Jonathan thought it would have been helpful to 

have more sessions with the enthe fiunïiy present. They thought that theu eldest sister, 

Cheryl, who was unable to m n d  any of the sessions, would have benefited froni coming 

to the FNW. T k y  dtscribed Cheryl as very smng, but very burdened by w o q  foi Mark, 

and less likely to discuss it. They thought it would have been helpfûl for her to have a 

chance to participate in these discussions. 

Thirdly, Josie anci Jonathan wouid have appreciated more àirect advice from the 

nurse at the end of the session. They wondered whether it would have been helpful for the 

nurse to suimnarize three bot tips or silver bullets of advice at the end of the session that 

would help the farniiy decide what to do. 

The fourth suggestion that the young adults made was to continue with the 

reflecting teams, which they experienced as very helpN. They liked hearing the opinions 

and suggestions of various team members, but did not equate this with chivice". The 

language of reflecting teams as wonderings, possibilities, other explanations or curious 

understandings is intended ta be tentative and to avoid instructive advice giving (Andersen, 

199 1; White, 1995; Wright et al., 1996). A distinction possibly couid be that advice leaves 

the family with mirie of an impression of what the professional might believe to be the 

'îight" thing to do. The preference of the professional could be a powerful lobby vote in 

swaying the perspectives of family members. The possible ideas, explanations and 

solutions offered tentatively by refleçting teams might not help family rnemben to pick 

pariicular dutions, though the family suggested that these conversations helped to see, 
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hear and understand other possibie perspectives, and other inœrpretations of family 

members' perspectives. They notioed that when a team mernber discussed an issue that had 

been addresseci by another family member, hearing the idea from someone else outside the 

family would help otfier f d y  nicmbeis to think about it in a different way. 

In the reseamh intemkw, both Josie and Jonathan clearly described their hope that 

the clinical work would W y  convince their father to commit to lifestyle changes. 

Jonathan: 1 hopcd ttiat my fatha w& see the tighr and change bis ways. That's 
probably the biggest rbing. 

DE In tenns of chsuiging some lifestyle issues? 
Jonathan: Lifestyle issues for mre.,..And 1 was thinking that this would be like, the 

savior lUnd of thing. 

Josie agreed with Jonathan and was teary as she describeci her sadness related to the 

troublesame belief that persisted: Dad will die prematurely. 

DE And so how muchfrwtrarion is left in temis of having that hope UnfUI'tted?. . . 
Josie: P e f s o d y ,  I've given up. 1 was thinking, well we'li just let him do what he 

wants to do, and the tu@ornuiate thing is that he wili pbably die younger than 
(voice breaks) he should. There's nothing 1 can do about that (teary). 

These young adults may have c m  to accept that they might not be able to change their 

father, and that Mark would have to k reqonsible for making these changes in his own 

way, but they still strongly klieved that the likelihood of father dying p~~manirely was 

m t e r  because of his choices. The disappointment, sadness and fnistration was still 

At the end of the fifth session, the nurse asked Cecile and Mark whether what had 

happened in the clinical work had met their expectations. 

Cecile: Oh, it W e d  everything that 1 hoped for and then some. 1 was at a very low 
point, desperate to change the paffern of things, because it just seerned like 
everything was just going right down. 

Mark: But the pattern hasn't really, 1 mean, just the (muffled) for a moment, okay? 
You, m a  me now, you probably expected me to tose weight, eut less or 
something, do mme exercise, and ail this. Which I reaily haven't abne! 

Cecile: No. No. 1 h o w  this won't happen overnight. 
Mark: Okay. You know what I'm saying? 
Cecile: No, 1 didn't expect you to. 
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LMW: So what do you think she's most pkaed about? That's happened h a ?  
Ma& WeU 1 tbink she's most pl- about what she's keanied, that she can't change 

other people dess  the people are wiIling to change. 1, that's what I think And 
she found that out. 

Cecile: Right. 1 had exhrucsted al i  avenues. (Session 5) 

Mark responded to Ceciie's comment that her expectations had been surpassed with great 

surprise. He also believed that the goal of coming to the FNU was to change his behavioi 

and emuragc h h  to change his lifestyle. 

Many postsessicm discussions during the clinical work reflected the nurse's 

deliberate effbats to avoid joining family members and osher heaith care providers in 

lobbying for Mestyle changes. The nurse had not fiamed "the problem" as how to convince 

father to commit to Mestyle changes. Her conceptualization of the problem was more 

related to understandiiig the ways that the dynamics of the M y ' s  efforts to entiœ lifestyle 

changes was coatributing to d e r i n g  in the family. The nurse understocxi from the first 

session that Ceciie was hoping to change family relationships as much as she had hopes for 

Mark to embrace Mestyle changes. 

The nurse was clear throughout the clinical work that hm emphasis was on 

alleviating Mering within the family rather than lobbying for lifestyie changes. Diiring the 

research intemiew, the nurse explaineci that at the first session, she had k e n  aware that 

Cecile was checking out the FNU before invithg other family members to the sessions. 

She also understDod that Cecile experienced significant suffering as a result of the hem 

LMW We have to be open to this in our practice of not expecting the person who is 
suffering the iliness to have to be there when family members are checking you 
ou LI think if WC go with who is experiencing the ilJness, that sometirnes we 
can miss out on who is s-ng the most So he was experiencing the illness 
but when 1 met the whole family, he was not s@ering the most in the family if 
p u  had to rank d e r  them. 1 would say it was mother suffbrhg the mst .  1 
mean of the people that 1 met, the son and the daughter were ptpbably 
somewhat equal of the children 1 did meet, between the thriet. And the father 
was the leaîr, he wasn't suffering. So 1 think we have to be very careful that if 
the person that's experiencing the illness isn't here, tha t... the person who 
makes the contact nine h e s  out of ten is the person who is s u f f e ~ g  the most. 
And that may or may not be the person who is experiencing the illness. 



Thae can be a difficdty in rank adaing or gauging the depth of the suffeMg of 

various family members, bccause th& expiences of suffiring may be very different even 

in relation to the same iIlness experience. The sutTering of the d e r  and children was 

related to the belief that father was going to die premanrrely through his own negligence 

and lack of eRat The father may have been suffiering in a more sinister and subversive 

manner. The fadia's suffiering was more nlated to the many ways that the expectatioas for 

lifestyle changes negated his personhood and m k m k d  his Iegitimacy in his preferences 

about enjoying He. niese expectations wem continuously present and monitmed in family 

conversations and relationships, and were reinfinceci by ail of the otha family mmbers. 

His der ing  was more in the reaim of the experience of king shunned as an outsider in 

the family. He could not exert his own preferences fot M y  living as legitimate choices. 

nie pason wbo was perhaps rnost attuned to Mark's suffixing was probably the person 

who knew hirn best. Ceciie sought assistance with her own worry and perhaps understood 

most intimately the impact of the tyranny of lifestyk modification on ail family xnetnbers In 

session five, she explicitiy told the nurse that she did not want Mark to experience himself 

as an outsider in his o m  family. 

Famiiy members describeci the conversations at the FNU as different than the kinds 

of conversations they had on these issues at home. The difierence in context betwccn the 

FNU and home was significant, and nsounds echoes of previous wonderings in this 

research about 'tvhere in the world can these conversations occur?" and also, what is this 

"news of a difference?' (Bateson, 1972, p. 454). Josie and Jonathan explaineci many of the 

ways that these were dflerent conversations that they had at home: everyone had to stick 

to the conversation and could not physicaliy lave (for example to defuse anger); the 

objective third party helped to referee and defuse jabs and defensiveness, and to avoid 

rehashing past issues; and this was a calmer place to discuss intense emotional reactions. 
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Ctcilt and Mark offercd d e r  idea about how these coiiversations wae different 

in the fifth session, when the nurse asked for advice about the clinical work. The f d y  

had offered the idea that the nurse's questions had enabled people to say different things. 

They acknowledged the nurse's way of phrasing questions helped to discuss topics that 

n d y  wouid not be discussed. But both Cecile and Mark suggested that getting f d e s  

to communicate about the ways that the hedth pMem was related to other aspects of 

family life was hprlant. 

LMW To get them to coamaunicate. Okay. To get them talloing clbour the health 
problem amongst themselves. is that what you mean Cecile? 

M e :  That's nght. About everyfhing. 
LMW Abwteverything? 
Cecile: Because as 1 said before, 1 think they're al1 relared. Ail related. 
Mark: Their feeiings for each other, with the heaith problem. 
L M ?  So they're a!l inter-related you're saying? That's what you found in your 

experience, how they're related to ortoer aspects of what's going on within the 
famil y. 

Cecile: Right, right. (Session 5) 

Perhaps the iliness conversations in this clinicai work were nor only dferenf than the 

illness conversations that the family had at home, but perhaps they are conversations that 

had not occwed at home. Perhaps the character of these conversations elicited new and 

different kinds of family understandings of the influence of the illness that had been 

operating outside the awareness of family members. 

The nurse offered the possibility thai one of the reasons why the f a d y  might 

experience conversations in this context diffimmtly was because the nurse was mm 

attentive to the ways that the f i e s  was influencing each of the family members. 

LMW 1 would say that I was more, 1 would hope they would Say that 1 was more 
intetested in how all of them were doing around this experience of a serious 
(tape skips) mlness]. 1 would hope they would. 

In most h d t h  care contexts, the expeaiences of adult children often would not even be 

considered in understanding "coping" with health maintenance issues. In this instance, the 

ongoing involvcments and connections amongst al1 family members were intimately 

inherent to the experience of the ihess. 
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The nurse had a sense that some of these conversations were news of a difference 

for the faniily btwuse they were new conversations. In the sessions with the adult 

children, she described seeing "a therapeutic conversation chunging nght in front of your 

eyes". The intensity of the affective amusai was one of the obvious ways that fhis 

diffaence was apparient to the nurse. As Mark responded to Jonathan's mbute of his love 

for his father, it became very clear that this was a conversation they had not had with each 

other befm. This shift in conversations tiom "accusations and rmhinations'' (Wright et 

al., 1996, p. 113) to "affinnation and affection" (p. 115) are "interactions that trigger in us 

reflections upon our circumstances of coexistence with other human beings" (Maturana, 

1988, p. 70). These dramatic shifts in the conversations do not occur in every session, but 

across the course of the work. these are significant conversations that were recalted by both 

nurse and family as conversations that were different. 

In wntrast to the clUricd work with the previous two families described in this 

research, this family had very clear expectations. hopes and preferred outcomes for the 

clinical sessions. W e  was hoping to influence the worry that family members were 

experiencing related to Mark's lack of efforts to maintain his h d t h ,  and related to the 

possibility of Mark's premaaue death due to hem disease. Josie and Jonathan were hoping 

that the sessions would convince their father to change his neglect of his health. Mark's 

attendance at the sessions was, at least initially, a gesture of his willingness to address 

Cecile's conceras. if the outcomes to be measured had been traditional masures of cardiac 

rehabilitation and health maintenance (i.e. reduced weight, increased exercise, decreased 

semm cholesterol, smoking cessation), this work could be viewed as a failure. Josie and 

Jonathan might have been most inclined to tenn it a failure in this regard. 

Reducing emotionale nurse did not shm the view that lifestyle 

changes would be the p r e f d  development of this clinical work. In the final postsession 
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discussion with thc clinid tcam at the completion of the cIinicai work, she off& the 

LMW: Fin years ago, 1 would have k n  very disappointeci that 1 hadn't macle a 
din' in tums of him losing weight, or that he hadn't quit smoking. I 
would've bten vcry disappointcd in myseLf and in this farniiy. 1 fw1 terrjfic 
tuiay about what happened with hem! 1 feel very good about our worL with 
them. Cause 1 sec changes that zhey've clone. And we just tned to fdw that, 
gct thtm some ideas, thriow out somt ideas, se what they select as a 
pemhnbn, and therc's samc very nice changes in this family. But no, he still 
smoks, eh? And no he still has, he still has somc weight to Iose. But thei 
gemral welI-&?hg, they are not suffeting emutionally. That's the biggest 
d i f fame I'd say today in them. That sbe was reaiiy sz&erïng when she came. 
and she's nor now. And neither is k He's a happy guy. He's got a sense of 
hwnor, I'm happy ... I feel I'm going to live for nutny more years. He has this 
wonderhi belief about his Mespan. 

Student 1: And he tnight be right m. 
LMW: And he might be ngk. He might be right. (Postsession 5) 

Even at the comp1etion of the clinid work, the nurse was not compeiled to take sides or 

make prediciions regarding who was in the famiiy about whether Mark would live a 

long or short time if he continueci not to change, or about whether or not Mark should 

commit more cnergies to changing his lifestyle. 

As described pviousIy, in the fifth session conversations between the nurse, 

Mark and Cecile, it appmed that the couple agreed with the significanœ of these 

outcomes. Cecile describai herself as king able to step back h m  worry, reducing worry 

significantly from cmsuming 75 to âû% of her thoughts to 50%. She believed that Mark 

understood the depth of his family's caring, and that although they were reminding or 

nagging him less, they w m  not caring for him less. She suggested that he felt like more of 

an insider, that he probably knew more than ever that his family loved him. She said that 

h m  was mme -sent f a  them. Mark said that his family's ability to back off had 

reduced his stress, that he felt urne contenteci, and could be more honest with Ceciie when 

having an occasional cigarette. 



M .  And I'm glad 1 diri came, and I'm glad it tumed our this way because, it's a 
littie easier at home now, We understand each 0th a little kfzer. 1 think that 
she's seeing that no matter what she says or raises, or what temiinology you 
use, that hey 1'11 do sume things, but not dl of it right? (to Cecile) 

Cecile: Right (Session 5) 

This was the nrst timt in the conversations at the FNU that Mark paintedly asserted his 

position: he was willing to make sune efforts, but did n a  intend to do everything that his 

family hoped he would do. 

c. Althangh Mark and Cecile were at least somewhat 

satisfied with these developments, their children clearly were not. In the research i n t e ~ e w  

almost a year after the final session with th& parents, Josie and Jonathan believed that 

Cecile had perhaps been heIped the most by the sessions, and both remained very frustrated 

with their father. Both of of young adults suggested that perhaps their parents had corne 

to a di£ferent understanding of the situation. They thought that alihough their mother 

remained somewhat fnistrated with Mark, that she had accepted that she could not change 

her husband's living habits- From Jonathan's perspective, his father realized that he does 

have some "faults" that caused problems for the rest of the family, and that his father had 

more appreciation of the impact of the conceni for his health on the rest of the family. Josie 

thought that Mark had been thinking about it more, and could be more convinced that his 

There were stiil hints though that this support still focused prirnaxily on support to 

make lifestyle changes. h i e  and Jonathan's fnisuation with lack of lifestyle changes 

persisted, perhaps even as strongly as previously. 

Jonathan: He's changedmiRùnalb ... what I thullc and what my siblings and my mother 
think, 1 don't t thk he's changed the way that a hem patient should change. 

-.. 
Josie: 1 would say so m. 1 agiee with that. 
Jonathan: Severely 
Josie: 1 think the change has been very, it's very minimal. 
D r  In temis of lifestyle changes that he has done? 
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Josie: That's right. 1 thhic it c a d  him mayk to thin$ about it a little bit m. But to 

be motivated ta xeaiiy change? Nothing very dramatic. 1 thinl, 1 agree with you 
Jonathan, it's helped my Mom deal witb it better, in temu of making that it's 
not Mom having a nagging issue, that thexe are some genuine wncerns for my 
Dad. That he doesn't change fis habits and isn't cornmittexi to leading a 
healthier Me. And it's not just her king pamnoid, or overly concerned. 

Erom these perspectives, their father was still the probiem, or his lack of ability or desire to 

change was still the problem. 

M g  dis fïfh ciinicai session, Ceciie had told the 

nurse that hm wony about the posJibiliry thac hhrk would die prematurely was 

research interview, Josie and Jonathan were asked about their impressions of the w q  

club a year later. Both of these young adults offered the explanation that they were busy 

with their own lives and had less time or oppommity to w o q  as much as they had 

previously. Perhaps this was an appropriate development in the family, that these young 

adults were moving on to other preoccupations in their own lives (i.e. their own partners, 

their own commitments in their wotk and university studies), This possibility is offered 

from a view which is respectfd of the ongoing connections and involvements within this 

famiiy rather than viewing this caring cancan as "over-involvement" or "enmeshment" or 

"fusion7' between these parents and theh children. Worry was still present for Jonathan, but 

less so. He describeci a reduction of nighmuires abut  the conflict about lifestyle issues 

with his father, making the emotional intensity of his distress about these disagreements 

even more understandable. 

In the research interview, the emotional intensity was further appreciated as 

Jonathan expressed his sadness for his hopes to have a closer relationship with his father as 

Jonathan: 1 thought we had a good relationship when 1 was growing up and that, but the 
relationship we have now is just ollemge. Which is kappointing. 

MS You had hoped for mm, more closeness, more connecrion with your Dad? 
Jonathan Yeah, just a closer relatimship, ht his I@scyle -y bothers me. 
W . . .  
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Jonathan His lifityle and his attitude towards it. And then other things build on that 1 

mean you trace the problems because of how he Iives. If he was in bener s e  
and took care of himseif in his eBtUig and smoking and drinking ..A can live 
with people's ciifference, or Live with peoples' dïfferences I guess. Or fwlts if 
you dUnk they're faults? 

Jonathan was saddcned by the ways that his fathes's inability to respect himself and to 

create desired Mestyle changes i n t e r f d  in their rielatimship. The ongoing tension seems 

to reflect continuing diSapprova1 of his father. This healthy young athlete son was reflecting 

on the circumstances of his coexistence with his father. The clinical work had invitai him 

to express his w i n g  for his father differently, but he had not yet discovered a way tu see or 

understand his father diffixenriy, or understand the coherence or legitirnacy of his father's 

choices about his lifcstyle. This difficulty is not a fault of the son. It reflects a pervasive 

and repetitively reinforced culnrral message about the right way u, live. 

Live at && 

Mark chose to live at ri& At one point, Cecile had described this sense of living at 

risk as "dodging bullets", having close calls or bmshes with acute illness and death on an 

episodic basis. When a bullet is successfully dodged, the immediate crisis passes for the 

short run, but in the long run, the future may remain uncertain. Another bullet could çome 

dong at any tirne. Living at risk was Mark's way of accepting a funire that he believed to 

be inevitable and his way of making the most of whatever time he had l e f~  This was his 

way of enjoying life more without ternpting fate in an irresponsibIe manner. For Josie and 

Jonathan, living at risk was negligent. At the end of the research interview, Jonathan 

wondered about whether other families have similar smiggles around the impact of Mestyle 

changes within the family. 

Jonathan: Are there 0 t h  families that have fathers that are just negligent about heu 
health, and just live by the seat of their pants with theu hair on fire kind of 
thing? 
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Living by the seat of your pants with your hair on fire sounds iike a dangerous lifestyle. In 

a culture which values control, this description sounds like a lifestyle viewed as very much 

out of control. Thesc arc three very different descriptions of living at ri&. 

One of the outstanding aspects of the clinicai work with this family was the nurse's 

ability to accept the cdemce of Mark's ch& to ''tetempt fate" or to increase his cardiac 

risk by aaempting to exert his own lifestyle preferences in contradiction to the preferences 

of others. The right to livc at risk is ofkn taken for granied (Mchtyre, 1997). When 

heaithy lifestyle practices ate presnibed as treamœnt for kart disease, a choice to exert 

one's right to live at risic can be interpreted as negligent. When confronteci by the many 

levels of normaliPng judgment abwt hwithy lifestyles extendhg h m  culhue and the 

media, to the family* and to self, one may distinctly feel different or abnormai. When the 

desire to enfwe healthy lifestyles becomes a nomi which can not be questioned or 

challenged, we are invited to forget that we are ail living at risk: at risk of illness, at nsk of 

accident, and at risk of death. 



CHAPTER mm: 
THE CHARACIER OF THE FAMILY-NURSE RELATIONSHIP 

ïfwe know that our wrld is necessariiy the world we bring forrh with others, 
every time we are in co@ict with cuuztiter human being with w k u  we wa&& . . we cawet @m what for is cenair (an absolute 
m h )  k c w e  that WOUU negate the oiher person. Ifwe want to c&t with the 
otkr person, we mrrrr see thaf - -le it 

k c t w e ,  like our own, that cem*nry 
corrpling in a donrain of existence - 

homer undesirabie it may seem to m. ( M a t u r w ,  1992, p. 246) 

In the previous chapter, the particular circumsîances of the clinicai work with each 

family were exploreci in detail. The clinical conversations of each session and the research 

conversations wcre ûaced and highlighted in order to contextuaiize the clinical work, and to 

delve inm the complexities and contingencies addressed with each family. In spite of the 

différences &picteci within each f d y  situation, th- are rescmblançes and fdarities 

which echo across the clinical work as a whok. 'ïhroughout this chapter, these resonating 

understandings from the clinicai work and the research interviews continue to be explored: 

'What happens here?', 'What is different about these conversaaons?', or "What is helpful 

to these families?" These questions are important to understanding of the ways of living 

and nursing in the midst of iives compiicated by hem disease. 

In panicuiar, this chapter will attempt to uncover the character of the family-nurse 

relaîionship which contributes to therapeutic conversations. In what manner might this 

relationship be distinctive, or make a difference that mattefs? Although interested in the 

reciprocities between nurse and family, there is heightened attention to the nurse's manner 

of situating herseif, in order to delve into understandings of how it is that the nurse may 

conduct herself well in these relational practices. Just as the famiiy members may be cailed 

in this clinical work to reflect on the circumstances of their coexistence with others, the 

nurse may also calied upon to reflect on the circumstances of ha coexistence with the 

family, or her reiationship with the famiiy. The nurse's manner of situating herself in the 
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relatimship contributeci to the family's experience of a different kind of conversation with 

the nurse. 

in the œiginal research question, the conaibutions of the famiy memks and the 

nurse were comcptuaïized as the "concenis, beliefs, skilis, and practices" of both the 

f a d y  and the nurse as they coevolved understandings of the problems encountered in the 

expaieme of living with ischemic hem disease, and as they coevolved interventions to 

address cmams of family members. ûf course, in the interpretations of the clinid 

conversations and the researich intmiews, the contributions of participants did not fall 

neatly into k s e  four categ0rie.s. The aianner in which the nurse and the family conducted 

themselves weii in the axmwion of a therapeutic conversation would be trivialized by 

reduchg their conversations and their relationships to the concepts of concenis, beliefs, 

skius and p t i ces .  This would undermine the desire of a henneneutic understanding to 

'testore life to its original dificuity" (Caputo, 1987, p. 1). The complexity and difficulty 

that charciicterizes this clinid wodc 

will not be rcmedied if we rcad the right books, believe the right things, or 

practice the right techniques. Rather, this unfinishedness, contingency and 

difnculty signify that the Living character of education [and nming] is a 

deeply human enterprise bat is not surpassable and encompassabie by simply 

having the nght theory or framework or method in hand (Jardine & Field, 

1996a, p. 256) 

To limit understandings of these conversations to concems, beliefs, skilis and practices 

would be an attempt to specify variables of human social b e h a h  which are characterized 

by camplexity, intaactivity, participation, and eventfùl invention and creaavity. The 

mamers in which nurses and f a d y  members conducted themselves weli wdi never be a 

closed matter. These understandings are always "on the way" (Gadamer, 198 1, p. 105) 
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with each unfinished conversation about the cihical work, and with each recoiiection of the 

work with these f d e s  as they infonn our expcriences, undtrsmndings and practices with 

other f-es in the future. 

1. khetnic Heart Disease: A Cal1 to Reflect 

on the Cucumstances of our Co-existence with Others 

The fiunüy participants in this study shared a common experience: each of them 

was living with ischemic kart disease. While farniiy mernbers may not have had the 

disease pmœss occirrring within their own bodies, the therapeutic conversations reveaIed 

the many ways that family members indeed expeaienced a fomi of a "collective kart -Ir" 

(Siebert, 1990). The lives, emotions and bodyhoods of aii family members were 

irreuievably touched by this expience. This understanding of a collective hem attack r u s  

counter to common understandings of a heart attack as a thomughly individual matter of the 

body. The popular metaphor of the human body as a machine, and in particular the 

metaphor of the hart as a pump in both the professional and lay literature (Nuland, 1995; 

Siebert, 1990) reinforces the view of kart attack as an individual affair. 

The metaphor of hem-as-pump ignores and forgets the enduring traditions of the 

heart as a deeply felt embodiment of emorions and human spirit (Moore, 1992). Ow 

language is rich with descriptions Linking the hart  with emotion. One's hem can Ieap with 

delight, race with excitement or panic, ache with sadness or grief, and break with love lost. 

One can be faint-hearted with cowardice, brave-hearted with courage, cold-hearted with 

cailous insensitivity, and stone-heaxted with malice. The language of love and social 

practiœs linking the har t  and love are present in poeay, music, literatute, courtship and 

marriage. This is a language of connection and inter-relatedness that is beuayed by the 

metaphor of heart-as-pump. 
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Ischemic hem disease is not only a chronic illness, but also a life-threatening 

iuness, the leading cause ofdeath in North America. It is a 44common form of 

heartbrealc...where the continuum of body and mind is broken" (Seibert, 1990, p. 56). It is 

an illness ihat "cuts close to the bones' and "talces us out of our niinds and into our bodies" 

(Bolen. 19%. p. 70). It is a l o s  of the "hidden character of health" (Garlamcr, 1996. p. 

126). the capacity to fotget ourselves, to forget our embodiment in our taken for granted 

ability to be involved in the world. For many people, ischemïc heart disease brings with it 

the revival of a relation with the body that is often denied or that we wodd prefer to forget: 

that we are frail, fleshy beings, and that our existence in this form is time and space limited. 

This reminder of our finitude and mortality is oft addressed as the cardiac patient's 

willingness to embrace a "second chance" (Bramwell, 1986; Johnson & Morse, 1990). To 

have s d v e d  a hem attack is to have had a brush with death that can open new 

possibilities for living differently. The second chance is often described in ternis of a 

chance to live a healthier lifestyle, to take better care of one's body, to live Me more fully, 

to take time to enjoy more leisure activites, or to refuse the smssful demands of an 

oppressive job. This understanding of the second chance still implies that the opportunity is 

primarily enacted within the realm of the individual person experiencing the h e s s ,  yet the 

emotional impact on family rnembers (Hilbert, 1993; Hilgenberg et al., 1992; Yates & 

Booton-Hiser, 1992) reflets the toli of the collective heart attack. The clinical work in this 

study describes practices which address second chances in the iives and relationships of 

family members experiencing the collective hart attack. Several snidies have mentioned the 

impact of an acute cardiac event on a marriage as bringing the couple closer together 

(Mecidin & Brelje, 1983; Gilliss & Belza, 1992 Hilgenberg et al., 1992; Schott & Badura, 

1988; Thompson, Ersser, & Webster, 1995). the recovery as a tirne of "grappling with the 

presence of another" (Coyne & Smith, 199 1; Coyne, Ellard, & Smith, 199û), and a time of 

discoverhg those who care and relating to these others in a different way (Ford, 1989). 
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The cal1 to address family relationships whea this îife-threatening illness occurs may be a 

caü to address the sense of disconnection not only between mind and body, but also 

between self and other. 

AU of the family membas who partjcipated in the sessions demmsuated a 

readiness and an openness to reflect on the ciricumstances of their coexistence with the iii 

farnily manber and with 0th- family mmbers. Alex and Georgina were embrsacing a 

chance to restore a sense of balance to theu lives. As a couple, they stiil had hopes and 

goals for their future that they wanted to realize together. They were weathering a transition 

to improved health within their own relationship, and within their relationships with their 

adult children. As Alice colifronted the u n d n t y  of hem surgery and the possibility that 

she might not survive the wait for surgery, she wondemi about what her children thought 

about her. Her daughter, Jeanie, wanted her d e r  to know of her concems, that she 

cared about her and did worry about her mother, but Jeanie was conserained h m  voicing 

her concenu by her respect for her mother's self-reliance. Cecile was concerned about the 

influence of worry on her rehtionship with her husband, and with their adult children. S he 

wanted to challenge the effccts of atternpts to influence Mark's choices about maintaining a 

healthy lifestyle. She wanted to reduce the conflict between Mark and Jonathan, and to 

reduce the effects of wo-g within the entire family. Each of these family situations 

tequird that the family and the nurse respond to the influence of ischernic hem disease on 

the ciraunstances of the coexistence of al1 family mernbers. 

The language of the therapeutic conversations was very different than the sdditional 

diagnostic, technid and instructive medical and nrrrsing language of the cardhc patient and 

ischemic hart disease. To sustain the connections becween the h m  as body and the hem 

as emotion, it might seem even more plausible to speak of these conversations as a 

language of "love". Manirana (1996) offered a biologicai explanation of love as "a domain 

of those relational behaviors through which another arises as a legitimate other in 
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coexistence with yod'. To q d i  in this rnanner about the inhance  of ernotion, 

relatimships and hem disease is n a  m t  ta imply that this cmbodiment of experience is 

unique m persons experie!ncing the illness of h m  disease. The cal1 to reaieve and 

suengthen a sense of c0~1ectedness between se l f  and d e r  may be simiiarly experiend in 

other illness experiences. 

In this chicai w& the nuse  tesponded with each farnily to redlect on the 

circumstances of th& coexistence. The nurse was also caiied upon to reflect on the 

circumstanccs of lier d n c t  with the family, or her relationship with the family. The 

relational ainsing practices which are descnbed below uncover the character of conducting 

oneself weil in the family-nurse relationship. These practices include accepting the 

legitimate ways that famiiy members have corisefved their existence, offixing and accepting 

invitations to refiections, and offering invitations to emotional shifts within the 

conversation. 

II. nie Legitimacy of the ûther 

When Maturana speaks of the "legitimate other", he is not invoking the traditions of 

the "Othe?' as in Western metaphysical philosophy, epistemology, ethics. politics or 

religion (Bernstein, 1992). Maturana offered a biological explanation of the other as 

another living king. ln this instance, the other is a human king with whom we wish to 

coexist. The other person is legitimate not only or simply because of their humanity. Their 

explanations of th& experiences are warrantai and legitimate because they have arisen 

through the course of th& existence. Their explanations reflect the ways that they have 

conrenred their existence. 

Manuana (1988) offered a definition of reality as an explanation for the world that 

we live with others. From this perspective, one can not make a clairn about an objective 

teality that exisîs independently of oneself. One can only make distinctions in language and 
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offer an explmation of coimences of experiences, an explanation of the ways that 

experiences malce sense. In contrast, when a claim is staked for objective Lnowledge of 

persons and th& experiencts, there is a &mand f a  obedience, f a  mutual or self-negation, 

to açcept certain questions, explanatioas and mths. ALI other explanations art deficient, 

illegitimate, and the other is intrinsicaliy m g .  

When it is accepted that there are stnicturaliy determineci differences between 

persans, it is more understandable that different persons will offer different explanations 

for the same situation. h n s  operate in different, yet equaily legirimate domains of reality 

or explanatim of rcality. The emotioning which accompanies the view of other as 

legitimate is that of acceptance. When the other is viewed as legitimate and coherent, 

"explanatory disagreement is an invitation to a responsible reflection of coexistence, and 

not an irresponsible negation of the other" (Maturiina. 1988, p. 3 1). 

By accepting the legitimacy of each of the others present in the family-nurse 

dationship, the nurse can operate within a diffant domain of emotioning than whcn me 

is searching fot certain mths. When the experience of the other is accepted and respecteri 

as legithate, ttierie is an invitation to ciniosity as one attempts to understand what that 

experience is, and how the experience of the other &es sense. Accepting the legitimacy 

of the other invites a manner of relating based on respect and collaboration. 

SS: These postmodem ideas around multiple realities invite us to be tentative ... like 
not to know. Like Anderson and Goolishian's (1992) not knowing. We don't 
know! We have some knowledges, and we believe we know some things 
because of our exmences, and in th-, but we don't know for you. And 
that is so collabaaave .... believing in multiple realities or. ..having that idea that 
everytdy's reality is equally real, although maybe not equaüy as &sirable. 

(Nurse Interview) 

The clinid appmach of Wright et al. (1996) invites this kind of tentative languaging to 

reflect upon, explain and desçribe the legitimate differences which arise in explanations of 

the beliefs, or the "truths" of subjective realities without negating the other. 



Thmghout the therapeutic cmversations, there was an explicit valuing and 

honoring of the beliefs, ideas, perspectives, and opinions of each of the family members. 

Thm was no effm to assert an wemching professional belief or tmth that would 'W the 

famiiy's prioblem. 

LbW When we feel you have to have the nght answer, you feel you have to have the 
onnvers, it's part of falling into objecàvity-without-pcuentheses, eh? That you 
know the best way that this person shouidjhction, and the way they shodd 
Ire. And when you give that notion up, no, mgether we will coevolve 
something, hopefully, that will reduct any emorional or physical suffcring, 
then, you Qn't have to assume aii that tesponsibility. 1 mean you still assume 
responsibility for chge ,  1 mean that is our responsibility. People come here 
suffaing. Your responsibility is to mate a context for change, and that y w  
can help them to alleMate some of that suffering. And when families ask me 
'What would you do about this, or do you have an idea?" 1 mean, 1 will give 
them my k t  clinical judgment on it. But 1 always either end it orpr&ce it by 
saying '?But 1 don't know if this will fit foryou", and "1 don? know if this 
woslcs for yod'. and "I don't know, but you might want to tcy that on" ... It's so 
much mort respectful. 1 have to say it's just d Z y  freed me up, and 1 nnd it 
more mqedbl and much l e s  judgmental. Because if you have a certain notion 
in your minci of how this couple should be or how thïs fmiiy should be, and 
then they don't ntearzue up, eh, they don't behave, and they don't follow your 
wondetfii suggestions, then you're very judgmental aren't you? "Weii if 
they'd oniy listen to my good advice their Me could be beautrw!" But they 
don't do that so therefm, "No wonder they're suffering because they don? 
listen to me". (Postsession 5 after session with Cecile & Mark) 

There was also overt exploration of the ways that different family members held their own 

beliefs to be tme based on their experiences. There was much discussion of the ways that 

famiiy members' beliefs and explanations differed. 

LMW Okay. Could it be though that because your beliefs are are Merent about the 
ficnue for yourself, that this is where you really nui into difficulties? 1 mean, 
it's very understandable to me, that if Jonathan and Cecile feel that youk not 
going to live as optimistically as you feel, dl65 or 70, that they're on your 
cme, about wanting you to [change], because they aare and 

Mark: 1 feel I'm going to make that for sure, if not longer. 
W Yeah, but you see their belief is differeenr. So ththefore they s@er more and 

worry more for you, and on your care more. But, your belief is quite d~gerenr. 
You're very optimistic, 65,70, eh? That you feel that you're 

Mark: I bpe that's n a  optimism 
LMW: Weil, I'm just saying you're more optimistic than they are. 

(Session 4 with Mark) 

As family members were invited by the nurse to appm5ate each others' perspectives as 

legitimate, there were very few attempts by farniiy members to offer counter arguments of 
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privaiely held ccrrainties. Family membas cmsistently commenteci on how helpfui it was 

to hear other angies, to undastand other perspectives ca viewpoints of family menibers. 

Through the cl inid wotlr, famüy members also becorne cwious about the perspectives of 

others in the famiiy, and begin to wonder for themselves about the ways in which other 

perspectives might be legitimate. A poignant example of thïs occurred at the end of the 

fourth session when Mark met with the nurse individuaiiy. 

Mi& Do you diink Cede ms wife] by saying that 'Y~ou're not lodàng @w yourseif 
and you're going to die prematureiy, and it's notfczk to me, king alone", is she 
showing wncm for me? Ebkhly is. ûr is it selfishness? 

(Session 4 with Marit) 

As Mark refiected on the circumstances of his coexistence with his wife, he considered the 

ways in which her explanation might be legitimate. He was open to other explanations, and 

solicited them directly from the nurse and the ciinicai team. When they offered two possible 

explanatims, Mark entertained some of the possible ways that he might be implicated in 

conver~8tions which could have prevented him b m  understanding his wife's perspective. 

Family members often becorne more open m the possibiîity that the other person might be 

"right", or at least as right as their own opinion or perspective. 

The nurse conducted herself in a manner which was nonjudgmental toward family 

memhrs and th& diBering beliefs and perspectives. This does not mean that the nurse 

held rio perspectives or vaiues of her own which influenced her understanding of the 

explanations of diffant family members- This does not mean that the nurse held no 

preferences about the ways that famiiy members might chose to change. It does mean that 

she respected these beliefs and explanations as "muItivef~a'~, as "equaiiy legitimate, but not 

equally desirable, explanatory realities" (Maturana, 1988, p. 3 1). The difference from 

many other cbcal  practice contexts and models is that the nurse did not impose her 

preferences on the family, a even believe that her own prefetences were necessarily correct 

or right for the family. 
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As both the family and the nurse attempted to "make sense" of the f d y  members' 

explanations of their experiences, the legiaimacy of their explanations became mon 

understandable. The nurse did not try to 6nd out what was real or mie about the 

explanations, but tried to understand how the explanation was cdiaent, how it contributai 

to the ways that family members had conserveci their existence. 

W So 1 want to tell you what 1 leamed fkm you today. And what 1 learned today 
was drat if p p i e  arc optimistic like you are, diac you have a heaith @lem, 
but if you am optuiirsn'c, and you have a belief that 'W. I, I'm quite convinced 
that I've got another few years", 

Mark 1 am! 1 believe that. 
L M  Then it makes sense then, to me, why you wouldn't be ...g etting a grip on the 

willpower. When you think "Gee I've got a lot of y m  that I'm going to be 
doing this" ... 

Mark: 1 may be fooling myself though. 
LMW You may be fooling yourself. You may be right, and you may be wrong, eh? 
Mark: That's right. That's the gamble I'm taking. 

(Session 5 with Cecile & Mark) 

As the nurse attempted to understand and make sense of the situation witfiout juàging the 

f ady ,  they wcrc also able to becorne less hvested in deiending their own position. 

The nurse attempted to understand the situarion for herseIf, but this was not 

enough. The challenge for the nurse was to "make sense" of the legitimacy of these 

explanations for herseif, Md a understand patterns and relarionships in the ways that each 

of the family members explained and understood the situation, and to mate space or a 

context where famiiy rnembers might be able to entertain diferent ideas and explanations. 

The active participation of the nurse in the conversation was a catalyst to the release of new 

or different understandings within the conversation. The questions asked helped to mveal 

new nuances of understanding, to reveal shadings of merence amongst family 

explanaîions, and to approxirnate gulfs in family perspectives to r e v d  similariries. Family 

members çorisistently mentioned the nurse's questions and her presence as a third party 

referee or witness to these conversations as important contributions to the diffame 

experienced within the sessions. 
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Aiice and Jeanie pointed to the Mpottuice of aiso feeling "hearid" within the 

conversations. WC dit intent hcre is not to minimize the importance of listening as 

essential to understanding, the point is that there is no guarantee that a nurse's passive 

Iistening to a family stcny will constiaite understanding. The story of the ihess expenenœ 

which is told by the ill person or f d y  is often colored by their expectation of what the 

health care professimal wishes to hear. When the fady's expectation is that the 

professional M e s  to hear the medical s!cny of the illness, about the onset and trajecmry 

of symptoms, the list of medications, and the efforts to reduce cardiac risk, a very dfimnt 

story is told and heard (Frank, 1995). The nurse's questions elicited a telling of the story 

which bore a different charîmer than the medical history. The nurse's questions cteated 

oppawities for the cxpsierices of al1 farnily members to be heard For Aiice and leanie, 

having the oVportunity to have their cxperience validated in a tellhg which d v e d  k i r  

explanations as legitimace and coherent could have been a Werent experience and a 

different conversacion than they might have experienced previously with nurses or other 

health care pmviders. For some persons, listening to their story might be enougti. In this 

clinid work, there were times of thoughthi Iistening by the nurse, but the questions asked 

of faady members were an important introduction of difference within the conversations. 

This notion of making sense of family members' explanations is related to many of 

the ways that participants in McIntyre's (1994) exploration of '%onsatu~g understanding" 

described the experience of king understd in illness. The willingness to address issues 

related to &th, the acknowledgment and aiErmation of strength in the face of difficulty, 

the acceptance of a prefance to live at risk, respect for the ability to judge risk for one&, 

and the avoidamx of Maming language are al1 examples of influences within these 

conversations which Mcïntyre described as constituting the experience of king understood 

in iilness. Her research suggested that "being comforted in the experience of suffering 

aligned closely with king understood" (p. 144). The experience of healing and comfort 
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reported by family aembers following these therapeutic oonversations may have been 

related to the opportruiity to be understooâ, and to have th& explanations heard and 

accepted as legitimate by the nurse. 

W k m e r  there ir an tuLderllying fowdutïoncll theory of m h ,  there mt be 
un expert fo irirerpret it. When the area qfszpposed e;xperrLre is amther 
person's e;lrperienees, the - e t  LF, ironicaliy, Eaking t h  person's voice 
awayfkom kt /h (Parry & Doan, 1994, p. 8). 

Blanie, tk source of misullcierstonding, U Uiscrikd in the everyday 
language we use to talk dmut i l l l ~ ~ l ~ s .  (Mclnryre, 1994, p. 143) 

Health c m  professionds have a long history of participation in the creation and 

maintenance of pathologizing discourse. Foucault (1965,1973) traced the rise of Westm 

medicine in Europe in the eighteenth century, including the traditions of the medical "gaze77, 

and the medical location, specification, and classification of diseases of both mind and 

body. The traditions of the language of nursing diagnosis have mimicked, perpetuated, and 

extended the value-laden ciasdidon and categorization pmject of medical diagnosis 

(Lutzen & Tishelman, 1996; Mitchell, 1991; Muller & Cox-Dzuriec, 1993; NANDA, 

1989). Pathologizing is a practice of naming problems, and of identimng what is m n g  

with persons (Freedman & Combs, 1996). The converse of this can be the imposition of 

conceptions of the right way to be. O'Hanlon (1993) offered f ' e r  distinctions within the 

realm of pathologizing language. He described blaming as the attribution of bad, sick or 

evil intentions or charactcr traits. This can be different h m  invalida~g, which is the 

"minimizing, denying a undercutting a person's felt experience, sense of self or point of 

view in a way that devalues thern" (p. 14). The nurse's manna of languaging and 

participaring in îhis discourse is a deeply ethical act with implicit assumptions related to 

beliefs about preferred views of oneself, views of nming as a discipline, and views of the 

legitimacy of other persons and families. 



Families msistently oommented in bo<h the sessions and the research interviews 

on their siaprise at hearing positive descripaons of themselves, their famiiy members, and 

the* cxperiaices fnnn borb the nurse and the reflecting tcam members. Drawing forth of 

farnily smngths through commendations is a practice which occurs at every clinical session 

at the FNU. Family reactons to commendations suggest that this practiœ contributes to the 

experience of dinerence in the conversation with the nurse. 

In addition to explicit acknowledgment of family saengths, non-pathologizing 

discourse within the clinical work was also noticeable by the nurses' reluctame to apply 

labels in mms outside the family's descriptions and understandings of their expience. 

The story of Aiex and Georgina demonstrated some of the ways that the practiœ of 

pathdogizing can acc~npany even the weU-intentioned practices of purposefully seeking 

and commenthg on family strengths. Even though this couple p re fed  not to present 

themseIves as having "pmblems" or as "needing assistance", the pst-session 

conversatims of the clinical team revealed many hypotheses and huches about possible 

problerns that the M y  might be experiencing. Many of the postsession disçussions were 

working out the tensions of persisting in problem-focused language when this was not the 

farnily's prefemd view of themselves. 

With al1 f d e s ,  there was wnceried effort to hold nursing and family theories and 

explanations in humility, recognizîng that preconstructed understandings of families and 

iUness may be of limited assistance in this particular circumstance. Alex and Georgina's 

experience couid bave been framed as uncertainty about the future, or denial of a c h n i c  

illness. Mark and Cecile's situation could have been interpreted as a wife's nagging 

problem related to her husband's non-cornpliant lifestyle. Instead, the descriptions of 

family experience which were co-evolved had an intent to give "due and dignity to the 

c m n t  behavior of those involved" (Cecchin, Lane, & Ray, 1994, p. 19). The famiiy 
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experiences arc iegitirnate when they are undersuiai as the ways ia which tbey have 

co~lseryed the family's existence. 

The chicter of these çonverwions is ofien noticeably tentative: "I wonder 

abou t.... 1 was thinking abou t... J am curious aboutJf you were to beIieve that..-,". This 

language invites opemess to multiple views of the situation, many explanations of the 

problem, many different beliefs about the possible cause of the problem and the potential 

solutions. This language challenges the closure of statements of certainty. and encourages 

questioning, doubting, and reflection. it encourages the broadening of pussibiIities of many 

different views of the "right" way to be in this particular circumstance. This tentativeness 

cansuains enthusiasm for ofTering of direct advice, certain instructive directions. and 

probabilistic pcogmsticatims. This tentative language created opportunities for other 

explanations to be r a i d .  The "what & you think?" type of questioning to families 

supports the ~~)tion that what they think does matter. 

To attempt to adopt a non-pathologizing stance does not rnean that one only 

discusses strengths and competencies, or that one does not discuss problems. This work 

would be misunderstood if one were to think that embeiiishing facilitative beliefs, drawing 

forth descriptions of strengths and competencies, and attempting to engage in non- 

pathologizing conversation meant that problems were not addresseû. Most famiIies coming 

to the FNU have a dilemma, a concern, a problem, or a difficdt Me situation that motiva& 

them to seek assistance. To faii to simggie through this dilemma with them would be a 

failure to respond to the obligation (Caputo, 1993) which ou. role and position as nurses 

compels us. - 
A belief in the merit of expat talic or problem taik is not only held by health carie 

providm, but often aiso by the people who seek their assistance. Some of this labeling is 

m e c t e d  to the Unplicit social expectations enacted in the nurse-patient d e s .  men  
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families present with problems which chey have identified. They have alrcady developed a 

way of taking about their experience that languages about their experience as a problem. In 

seeking assistance with a problem, there is recipIDcity in the helperhelpee relationship, 

implicit agreement that the hcalth professional is a knower of a different kind than the 

people living out the experience. There is oficn an expectation to hear criticisms fiom the 

nurses, and to have "the m n g  things" pointed out to them, and to receive infommtion and 

advice. 

People may prefer the nurse to assume the position of the knowledgeable expert. 

This was characterized by the comments of Jeanie and Nice during the research interview 

when they suggested that they would have preferred more direct questions and advice fiom 

the nuse. Similady, Josie and Jonathan suggested that it would have been helpful for the 

nurse to offer three hot tips ar silver bdiets to summarize the session, or to offer advice to 

families at the end of the session. Families usuaüy expect experts to tell them what the 

expert thinks the family should do regardhg their concem. The family may not appreçiatc a 

nurse's prefemxi stance as "non-expert". 

But the history and naditions of the evolution of expert knowledges and ski.lls 

extend much farther back hou@ histories of knowing. implicit in the notion of expert is 

the intimation of knowledge for the purpose of mastery and control. These are txaditions 

that extend to the rime of Descartes and Kant, to a Mie when European culture trmk up the 

belief that "the iuunan subject lives in a world of its own rnaking" (Jardine, 1992, p. 30), 

and that "the Earth is there for ur" @. 35). The belief that the Earth belonged to man were 

present in rieligious traditions prim to the sixteenth and seventeenth century (Spretnak, 

1991). but the birth of modern scientific consciousness provided a method for using 

knowledge to exert human domination over n a m  (Bman, 198 1). Knowledge became an 

instrument of control, and nature became the object of control and mastery. 
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So the expert "a person who bas special ski11 or knowledge in a pdcular 

field" (Costello, 1991). In the dwnain of nursing practice, tbe notion of expert has taken on 

new nieanings wcr the past thEet decades with thc impact of teçhnologid advances in 

medical sciences, parcicularly witbin hospimi setangs, but inceeasIigly in home care 

settings as well. Nursing hwledges have m u s ~ r n e d  alongside medical advances, 

resulting in specialty cenifidons which parailel those of the biomedical sciences. For 

exampie the Canadian Nurses' Association offers specialty certification in critical care, 

emergcncy, ncphrology, occupatioaal health, oncology, perioperative, nernoscience, and 

psychiatrie nursing. As in ochm health care professions, the notion of the expert in nursing 

often becomes tid up with the notion of the progressive conquest of disease and illness. 

Perhaps there is a myth of the expert which is upheld by social practices within a health 

care system inadvextently conspiring to cover up the inability to compIeteIy eliminate 

disease and the impasibüity of eradicating suffe~g due to illness. 

Perhaps this is the hope for which the public continues to invest in the expert The 

attribution of expertise and the mmpanying potential for the abuse of power and 

knowledge is not simply a self-aggmndizing activity on the part of nurses and other heaith 

care professionals. The pmüferation of experts in the domain of health care is not 

necessarily caused by power-hungry individuais who wish to exert influence over others. 

Nor is the d e  and function of experts simply specified by the institutions and heaith care 

systems that have evolved to provide for society's health care needs. The existence of 

experts may be a reciprocaily sustained and mutuaiiy r e i n f d  desire for the availability of 

experts to assist with resolution of difficult probIems within our culm. The voice of the 

expert is valued, sanctioned and respected in North American culture. 

Pathologizing discourse is sanctioned, and in most contexts, expected within health 

care systems. This discourse is part of @lem identification and treatment of health 

problems. Health care pmfessionals con~ue  to receive eùucational experiences in which 
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theories, rnodels and conceptual fiameworks are taught as foundational "truths". We are 

% doctrinated to listen with a diagnostic pathologizing ear", and educarional systems 

continue to place "emphasis on knowing the nght answei' (Freedman & Combs, 19%, p. 

43). Motives in pathologizing discourses can be subtly subversive: pathologizing of 

another can invite caretaking. F a  health care providas to jusw th& own existence as 

"caretakers", the practice of pathologizing language must be sustained. These pathologized 

problems operate as knowledge and power, and can be abused when the effect of the 

problem description is to objectify the person, and to diminish the person's view of their 

own cornpetencies and capabilities. - 
if then, a nurse prefers to position herself within the stance of a non-expert, what is 

at stake? Is it likcly that persons and families will easily give up efforts to obtain expert 

opinions to assist them? Dœs the nurse have no knowledge and understandings from her 

work with other persons and families that might be helpful to others in similar 

circurnstances? Do theories and frameworks hold no ment for assisting us in efforts to 

conduct owselves well in our nursing practices? Freedman and Combs (1996) offer the 

distinction between situating oneself in a "na-kmwing" position as diffmnt than situating 

oneself in an "1 don't know anything" position (p. 44). A not-knowing position can invite 

the niase to explicitly recognize and acknowledge that she does not know about this 

particular family's experiences with ischemic hem disease and the unique beliefs, 

meanings, explanations, and conversations which inform their particuIar experiences. This 

need not minimize what she dœs know about family experiences of khtmic hart discase 

fhm her encounters with other families, b m  her own expaiences with hem disease in 

her own family, h m  nursing and medical research, from litetanire, or h m  other media. A 

not-knowing position can invite her to be respectfd and ciirious about the family's 

legitimate explanations and knowledges of their own experiences. 
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It could be argued that when the non-ex- gives up mastery and conaol, the result 

is that the petson's or family's own sense of agency is restored. However, is this a falst 

sense of agency? Does this perpetuate tbt hop that therie is a cenain, demonsrrable and aue 

answer to be discovefed that wili enable the person or farniiy to master the suffering 

inherent in living alongside cbn ic  îilness? Does this expecmtim of an answer again deny 

the "original difncuity" (Caputo, 19ûi) of living in chronic illness? 

Michael White (1995) proposed dia therapeutic rclarionships can never be t d y  

egalitarian. Firstly, the power differentiai between the professionai and the client can not 

simply be ignored. The respective knowledges of farnily and nurse are different. 'Ihe 

power and knowledge of the professional may ümit or facilitate access to other diagnostic 

or supportive d c e s  within the health care system. Discourses of expertise, power and 

knowledge operate not only in language, but are embedded in social practices and coevolve 

with social pxactices. These social practices are contextual influences which irnpinge upon 

the ways that families and nurses situate themselves in their conversations together and 

impinge upon the possibilities for addressing wncenis and pmbiems related to living with 

mess. Secondly, the professiond has moral and ethical responsibilitïes which accompany 

tkir position. In this clinical work, the efforts to adopt a non-pathologizing stance does not 

mean that the nurse's expertise, knowledge and obligations are diminished or forfeited 

There is an intent to respect the petson or famiiy's legitimate and mdtous knowledges of 

their own expaiemes. 

Perhaps there is an understandhg of "expert" which need to be reclaimed fiom 

etymological sources of the w d  trained by expience. Both the nurse and the famiiy 

have understandings of the iliness that are credible and warranmble, coached by their 

respective experiences in the n h g  of persons experiencing Uness, and in the living out 

of iiiness. If there is no voice for family understandings of living well alongside chronic 
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illness KI be heard by nurses and other health care pmviders, what is lost? Thome's (1993) 

research spans a decade of inquiry about health care relationships and chronic iUness. She 

suggested that experts and health care system are geared to treat and conquer acute illness, 

but generaily do a les  than adequate job of undersauiding and supporthg persons 

experiencing chronic iiiness. What do we have yet to Iearn? 

Confronted by the medical technology of health care experts, persons lose the nght 

to have privileged knowledges of their own experiences. Alex's son, David, wanted to 

how about his father's polycystic kidney disease. 

David: what he felt like, and what he felt lib hfore he went on ciialysis, maybe 
-ngs for me..And then 1 try to rcrnember what he was like before he went 
on dialysis, in the years through his Life when 1 was growing up, to look for 
waniings and look for signs iike that. (Session 3) 

David recognized the merit of his father's mess experiences. He wanted ta know how it 

felt, how KI read the changing signs of his body in the possibility that he too might develop 

this hereditary disease. 

Was Jonathan so passionate in his efforts to remit bis father, Mark, to commit to 

Mestyle changes in order to bolster his own belief that this would rnake a clifference if he, 

too, should develop kart disease at some time in his own life? His father's hem disease 

was the result of a hereditaq cholestenil disorder. Did Jonathan worry about his own 

h d t h  in the future? Alternatively, what couId Jonathan learn h m  his father's ability to 

enjoy lifk? Art Erank (1995) offered powerful reminders of the ways that illness stories 

ùnplicate the witness or the Listenec "in listening for the other, we listen for ourselves" (p. 

25) and iilness stories "invite others to recognize themselves in it" (p. 50). By denying the 

merit of family expertise and experiences in living with ischemic heart disease, we may be 

losing knowledges of ourselves as frail human beings subject to sirnilar circumstances and 

To leam to accept iiiness for what it is - this is perhaps one of the F a t  

changes brwght about in our modern civilization by the progress of 



medicine. This prcsents us with new challenges. It is surely not without 

signiiïcance that tuday doctm stem to be able almost to conjure away so 

many iiinesses, so that for the patient they simply disappear without 

myrhing having been learnt fiam them. Significantly, it is now the chronic 

ilInesses which stand at the frrrefrorit of medical interest, precisely because 

they cannot simply be taken 'away'. In fact the most chronic of al1 illnesses 

is the path which leads us towards death. To learn to accept rhis is the 

highest task of humankind (Gadamer, 1996, p. 90) 

These understandings which i n f m  expert practices of nurses and families are 

important understandings. These understandings open possibilities for conducting 

ourselves weil as nurses with fimilies experiencing kart disease. Perhaps what remains 

available in a MWI-patho1ogizing stance is a different form of expertise. This is an expertise 

that hows of theories about families and illness, but does not expect them to be auc in this 

particular circumstance. This is an expertise that hows of many possible ways of naming 

problerns, but respects that none of these ways may fit with the family's understandings. 

This is an expemse of patience, of time well spent listening carefully to family rnembers' 

explanations and ~especting the ways that they have conserveci their existence. This is an 

expertise as a f o m  of opemess that makes you more sensitive to the particularity of what 

cornes to meet you (Jardine, 1995) in the family's explanations of their situation. 

In ihis clinical work, the nurses' view of the other as legitimate lends a distinctive 

character to the fatnily-nurse relatïonship. The ability to reflect on rnany different legitimate 

expianations of the family's circumstances, to accept multiple views as plausible. and yet to 

offer other possibk explanations that might be helpful to the farnily is a hallmark of these 

practices, nie nurse's ability to conduct herself well includes practices which are non- 

paîimlogizing; which elicit descriptions of family cornpetencies and strengths; which do not 
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label, blame, or invalidate; which acknowledge the merit of family understandings of 

iüness; and which respect the expenise of both family members and the nurse. 

III. Merhg and Accepting invitarions to Refldms 

Another practice consistently noticed within the clinical conversations of ikse 

participant families and nurses was that the nurse's conmibutions to the conversation were 

primarily in the fonn of questions rather than answers. The questionhg practices of the 

nurse were very différent than the &ta-seeking or infîîtion/advice-giving interactions 

which are mure often the n o m  in health assessrnent and health education intemkws. In 

these therapeutic conversations, the nurses asked many questions, and would respond to 

f d y  membets' answers with more questions. The nurses made few declarative 

statements of opinion, unless directly asked for advice or an opinion by the family. The 

content of the questions was different. The nurses were more interested in understanding 

the reciprocal influences between the illness and family relationships, and more interested 

in understanding the ways that the iilness was connecteci m other events, meanings, and 

understandings within the day to day life of the f d y .  The questions were sometimes 

desCnbed by family members as dificult to answer, perhaps because there was often no 

"correct" answer, but many possible answers. The "exnotional posture" (Griffith & 

Griffith, 1994, p. 66) from which the nurse offered questions was one of curiosity and 

refktion rather than interrogation and examination. These conversations bore the character 

of "invitaticms to reflections*' (Wright et al., 19%, p. 116), in which bah family and nurse 

were invited to refiect upm the circu~llstances of the mcems presented by the family, and 

upon the circumstances of their chical work together. 

Wright et al. (1996) described theu belief that the clinician offers invitations to 

reflection as a practice which underpins their descriptions of offering questions, ideas, 
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opinions and advice to families. Maturana and Vacela (1992) described the moment of 

reflection as "the moment when we becorne aware of that part of ourselves which we 

cannot see in any other way .. Xeflection is a p~ocess of knowing how we know. It is an 

act of tuniing back upon ourselves" (p. 23). This is a reflection in which the famiïy 

member is invited to consider the possible ways in which they are implicated dong with 

other family members in the maintenance and dissolution of the concem or @lem which 

confronts them. Family rnembers were invited to reflect upon the circumsmces of th& w 

existence, the manner in which each of them bad a Iegitimate stake in being in the wocid in 

the circumsîance of a family member's illness. The family members were invited to retrieve 

or remate th& own coherences of experiences which helped them to make sense of their 

illness experiences. Family members noticed many examples of the ways in which they 

were invited to consider other possibilities, and to a p w t e  other perspectives. The two 

major practices in this clinical work which families noticed and desrribai in the researich 

interviews were the nurses' questioning practices, and the refiecting team practices. 

invitations to reflections were most often embedded in the questions asked by the 

nurse. niese questioning practices at the FNU &oos & Bell, 1990; Wright, 1989; Wright 

& M e y ,  1994a) have evolved through the incorporation of ideas of family therapists over 

the past twenty years, beginning with the work of the Milan team (Cecchin, 1987; Selvini 

et al., 1980); Karl Tomm's extension of the Milan team ideas with his descriptions of 

circular and reflexive questioning (1985, 1987, 1988); and Michel White's conmbutions 

on relative influence questioning (White, 1988; White & Epston, 1990). When questions 

invite reflection by family members, the person cornes to understand something about 

hinJherself, or about other family members, that they would not have lmown if they had 

not reflected in this manner (Freedman & Combs, 19%). These questions were generative, 

as f a d y  members and the nurse co-evolved descriptions of experiences and p r e f d  
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realities rather than simply gatkhg data or facts. These questions were transfonnative, as 

family members changed perspectives by listening to each others' answers and becoming 

curious about other family members' expeciences and expIanations. 

Many of the questionhg practices of the nurse were invitations to family members 

to reflect on their beliefs a "tnidis", their subjective Ilealities that seemed certain and tnic to 

them They wert efforts to help make sense of family members' experiences through the 

explanations that they o f f 4  about the illness, and about their relationships. Family 

members were invited to ccmsider the legitimacy of the beliefs, tniths, and certainties of 

other famiiy members. The conversations between family members and the nurse reflected 

possibiiities of Mher ways of remaining in relation, of co-existing with others in preferred 

views of the future. 

Conversations about beliefs were a way of languaging about perspectives, 

opinions, and understandings. Conversations about beliefs helped the nurse to understand 

family members' meanings and explanations for their experiences. Through the language of 

beliefs, the nurse made distinctions about the explanarions offered by various family 

metubers for their subjecavc d i & ,  and about her own explanations of their experiences. 

What was real or me f a  each participant in a conversation on the sarne topic couid ùe very 

different. The language of beliefs is less certain and more respectfully tentative than the 

language of mths, howing, correcmess, and reality. Beliefs can be passionately held with 

great conviction, and yet be held with more openness, king understandably more true for 

the beholder than for another observer. 

1 came to realize that there were imponant differences between the work of the two 

clinicians mund the use of the language of beliefs. The work of LMW, who was the 

clinician with Cecile and Mark's family, was rich with exemplars of the use of the language 

of beliefs: 'What is your belief about that ... ? What if you were to believe that ... ? It d e s  
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sense to me because your beliefs are so di fken~ . ."  However' this was not the case with 

the work of SS, who was the clhician working with the other three families. 

Although there were many congruencies between the clinid appnraches of the two 

nurses, there were differences between th& preferred conceptual and explanatory 

frsMeworks and practices based respactively on an appmach focushg on beliefs and an 

appmch based on narrative therapy. The family cmments about the relational stance of 

the nurse across the clinical work with al1 thrce of the families boxe sûiking resemblances. 

The f d e s  ai i  commented on the respecduI curiosity of the nurse in her asking of 

questions, the ability to a& particular questions that elicited news of clifference, the 

accepting atmosphere devoid of blame, and the third party presence to witness responses to 

questions and to mediate ciifferences in the famiiy. It became i n d n g l y  apparent, though, 

that each of the nurses had th& own style of inviting family members to reflect on the 

To ïilustrate these differences in clinician styles below, fystly several aanscript 

segments h m  the second session with Mark, CeciIe, Jonathan and the nurse (LMW) 

highlight the language of beliefs embedded throughout these examples of questions asked 

of the family. Notice in the first example (and whers) the way that family members also 

took up the language of beliefs (Le. "1 think that's his belief 3. 

LMW 1s this sort of the m ~ f y  thing to Q? ... Are p u  a more aaditional family? He 
sort of feels like he's more the head of the hure and head of the family, and he 
shouldn't be showing those kinds of weaknesses ? 

Cecile: 1 thinL that's his helief yes. 
LMW: Okay. 
Mark: (laughs) 1 don't l&yg ic. 
Cede: And 1, 1 like to think a littlefwther than that- Thinking this is the 90's and you 

can't be everything to everybody. 
*..* 

LMIiV: Okay. What do you thinL about that? Wherie Q you think that idea comes fiom 
of yours Mark, that this belief that you have that if your f&y points out 
something? Cause your wife is mairing the disn'nction here. She's saying "Gee 
in his business he takes advice". But it's like in the family around a health 
problem, you have the belief bat if they encourage you or nag you or point that 
ouf, that it's a sign of weakness on your part? 

Made: No, they're pointing out my weaknesses. 
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LMW: Oh, they're pointhg out your weaknesses. So you believe it's a weakness? 
Mark: Weil sure. 

Mark: 

No, yod= quite an exceptionai family, you do have one dilemma though it 
seems. Your family cares about you a wbIe bunch, eh? 
Right 
They'd like you to behave drferentfy, and you have different i ihr about tfiat 
because you have dH;erent &&& about that 

They9n= worrying to the point that they reaiiy s@er because theu worst fear is 
that you're going to die prematurely. You have a diffcrent belief about th* that 
you're going to live much longer, regardless. Do you believ_e that regardless of 
w h c k  you smoke or not smoke, ur just if you pretty much carried on the way 
you do now? 

She observeci our dflerences, k&&, 1 mean, we're miles qm% 
Yes 
One thhh he's going to go on perhaps forever, the other haif, [think that he 
might die] rLUh>. 

Yes, so do you then that if you felt worse right now, if you were back 
having some of those symptoms like you were before? 
Then 1 would probobfy be a little more scared about dying and do something. 
You know, maybe I'm saying that gee 1 feel good anyway, why should 1 
botkfl 

Throughout the transcript segments above, the use of language which explores beiiefs is 

evident This language provided leverage for exploration of family members' explanations 

of relationships with eaçh other, reciprocal influences beniveen iiiness and various family 

mernbers, and predictions about the future. 

In the following segments of mscripts, the other clhician, SS, was meeting with 

Nice and Ieanie during the first session of their clinical work together. in these transcript 

exemplars, the language of beliefs is noticeably absent. Yec the questions are difficdt to 

answer because ihey require thoughtful pensive reflection. Wirhour using the language of 

beliefs, the nutse inquired about the infîuenœ of f n i s d o n  on waiting for heart surgeq: 

Alice: But the reaction surprised me. 
SS: Did it? 
Alice: Yeah cause 1 got chest pain, and 1 usually don? react to anything like that. Not 

udess it's something big. 
SS: So do you think that was...a big warning signal to your Mom, that something, 

ttiat - was ' ?  
Jeanie: Oh 1-ause- that Never 

does that, you know. 



SS: . . Did you see it c h g ,  or did you 
of a cm your Mm? 

Jeanie: Oh yeah, a @ Kt, b u s e  you know she started going out more and trying to 
do more things and, you ccm't! 1 mean at the beginning, you're probably 
cautious, you know, you're a little more COUfiOus and you're thinking 'Weii it's 
only going to be a couple months, so I can live with W .  But once it starts 
gohg over a certain ri'ime, then you want to smtt going back and doing what you 
dUI before. 

. . . . 
SS: Have you and your husband or you and Stuart or other people in the family, 

have you been Lind of thinlàng that she's just denying that something could go 
wmg? Likc that word "rierrior, chat she's denying it? 

Jeanie: 1 think she's denying tbat it's an ïiiness, that it's something she's going to hmie. 
SS: But when ycw hear her talk today about, she looks at both sides of it. 

*? 
Jeanie: 1 don't know. mavbe she's nor cause she looks at it both wavs obviouslv. and 

she's got a i i  her sbfF ready and being positive about i t  But king alwais -like, 
she's dways so fnistrated that she can't do what she wants to do and when she 
wants to do it and, not acknowledging that yeah , she's ill, like this is a Mg 
thing holding her bac&! 

SS: It's your feeiing that she's uckmwledging it. 

A cornparison of these examples of questions fnw the session aanscripfs of the 

ciinicai work demonsuates th the nurses had vety different styles of asking questions. In 

both sets of transcripts, the reflecticns differ h m  an interrogative, fact finding format of 

question and answer. Both styles of questioning invited deep reflections upon the 

circumstances of family mmbers' relationships with each other and with the illness. As 

Jeanie and Alice described in the rweatch interview, these questions can be difficult to 

answer. When there is not an expectatim on the part of either nurse or family to come to a 

correct or tnie answer, there is an invitation to curiosity on the part of aii  participants. This 

is a major shift for thinking about questioning practices in nursing: "Our questions don't 

access experience. They generate it." (Freedman & Combs, 1996, p. 117). These 

questioning practices attempt to generate descriptions and explanations of preferred realities 

rather than to gather data about the family. 

In the midst of these questions, the nurse was also invited to ~flections by the 

responses of f a d y  members. She reflecied on the family members' explanations of their 
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experiences, and hypothesized about possible implications of those understandings, and 

how they inight be interpreted by other famiiy members. As in the second session of the 

cl inid work with Aïice and Jeanie, the nurse rtflectd upon the ways that she, too, had 

been luiied into king patient with the changes of the health care system in accepting the 

circumstances of Alice's delayed h m  surgery. The nurse was invited to reflect on the 

ways that she was impiicated in the co~lversation by acceptance or complicity with other 

discourses, and by the kinds of questions that she asked. 

As the nitrses atiempted to understand the beiids, tmths, subjective realities ar 

stories of the family, the Ianguaging of questions, the acceptance of particular explanations, 

and the refiective posture in offering questions underpin an ethicai stance. The emotional 

posture h m  which questions were asked was consistently a posture of respect, curiosity, 

generativity, and openness, which is very different from reported postures of health care 

providers as scoming, pathologizing, paternalizhg, belittling, or condescending (Bolen, 

1996; Burton, 1993; Frank, 1991; Thorne, 1993). 

In the offering of an invitadon to a reûection, t h  is always a possibility that the 

family will dechne the invitation. They may disagree wiîh the question, answa a different 

question, a be unable to respond to the question at that particular time. A question is only 

an invitation if it can be declined without blame, or it is actually a dernand for obedience 

(Maturana, 1992; Robinson, 1994). As the nurse reflected on the circumstances of her c e  

existence with a particular family, she was open to having her own beliefs challenged, and 

to avoid imposing her own c d t i e s  on anottier person. During a postsession 

conversation with the clinid team foilowing the final session with Cecile and Mark, the 

nurse explaine. her thinking about offerllrg reflections to families and using tentative 

language to avoid irnposing ideas on families. 

W Well 1 didn't want to propose it that that is the wuth. 1 mean that's we're always 
trying to work against eh, is imposing that these statements are, are m e  and that 
this is the way it is. But it's always a nice iittle addendum like you said, to acid 
on to that, if you want to throw out an idea, and then say, 'l don't know if 
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thds us& for you". But you throw it out and say "1 don't know if this willfir 
for you". You throw it out and say '9 donPt know if this is useful for you or 
not, or it's a curious thing, gee isn't it, how people someîimes behave that 
ways' Because d the while, wbat are we trying to do? It's to invite people to a 
refldon. You're contiwurS( aying to Io& at what will they feed back on 
themrelves, looking in the niinw? ... What can you soy or do that might get 
them to open space to r@a on that particular idea. 

(Postsession 5 after session with Cecile & Mark) 

The rtflccting team is an invitation to shifi fimm an unotional posture of responding 

and reacting to one of iistening and refleçting (Grïffîth & Griffith, 1994). It is "a place in 

conversation where one can listen to others mlk without feeling compeUed to tespond to 

what is hard" (p. 160). The team members addressed thek impressions of the 

conversations which they observed from behind the one-way mirrot, and offered other 

possible descriptions and explanations. They offered other ideas about the problem, the 

people, the fu- or other conversations that might be helpful (Andersen, 1991; Wright et 

al., 1996). 

Family members consistently reported in the research inumiews that the experience 

of listening to a reflecting team helped h e m  to appreciate other perspectives, opinions, and 

ideas h m  the clinical team. Family members were very curious to hear how other people, 

"objective third parties" outside the family, viewed their situation. They also heard other 

family member perspectives differently when they heard the perspective embellished, 

descxibed or offered through the team discussion. Sometimes, they reported feeling that 

th& own ideas w m  validate- by the comrnents of reflecting tearn members. 

Across the clinical work with the families, the reflecting team was a source of 

helpful ideas, pertuhations, and invitations to reflection which were different than the 

nuses' contributions, a which complemented the nurses' contributions. in the first 

session with Alex and Georgina, the reflecting team e m e n c e  was described as 

"shocking"! They had not expected health cxe pmfessionals to comment on the positives 

and what îhe family was doing well, but had expected to hear about the negatives and what 
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bacY' appniach, where she showed her worry kss through nagging or repetitive 

encouragement. in later sessions, Mark commenteci on the ways that he was 6-eed up and 

feeling mentally bener by not having as many mninders from Cecile, and the couple 

reported in the haî session that there was more rom in their relationship for humor and 

relaxation as a resuit of Cecile's shift in her approacb Again, this is a powerful example of 

an invitation to ~tflection through the discussion of the refkchg team. Cecile was invited 

to consider the circumstances of her -existence with her husband. and to account for the 

ways in which she was irnplicated. Aithough Mark's preferences about Mestyle practices 

were undesirable to her, she shified h m  negating him through criticisms or suggestions 

for change in order to remain in awcktenœ with him in a preferred manner. 

Reflecting teams are not a technique. They could be undertaken in a posture of 

pathoiogizing, instructive interaction, and criticism, and would ükely contribute to very 

dinant  results. The posture engaged in this cWcd w d  acùnowledged the legitirnacy of 

the other p a o n ,  and accepted that there are many possible explanations of problems, and 

many possible solutions. The invitations to reflection were offered to the family with no 

expectation that any of the suggestions or ideas would necessarily be pursued by family 

mernbers unless there were ~lected as usehl or desirable by famiiy rnembers. 

Family members were invited to reflect on the circumstances of their coexistence 

through invitations to reflection offered by the questioning practices of the nurses, and by 

the comments and conversations of the reflecting teams. These questions and conversations 

helped famiiy members to understand their experiences differendy, or to entertain other 

perspectives and viewpoints which could be as legitimate as their own. Another distinctive 

aspect of the character of the family-nurse relationship was the manner in which family 

members were invited to emotjonal shifis during the therapeutic conversations, to engage in 

dinerent kinds of convcrsations than they had previously relatai to the illness and their 

rehtionships with each other. 
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IV. invithg Emotional Shifts in Therapeutic Conversations 

Hiaan social systems cm oniy c h g e  iftkir rnembers have experiences thar 
mgger in t h  chtanges in bodyhood thaîresult in rhem no ikwerpMicpahg 
in itv consîinuive network of conversarions. (Maturiana, 1988, p. 70/ 

In severai of the therapeutic conversations, a shift in the cmotioning of faniily 

members was noticeable as a palpable viscerd response. This observatiun of intense affect 

accompanying conversations of ciifference is not inconsequentiaI. Mannana (1988) 

suggested that one cannot be invited to change their mind or to appreciate another's 

explanatiori on purely rational grounds. He offered the idea that people must be invited to 

change their rationai premiscs by a shift in theEr emotioning. Our convefsations have 

consequences for our bodyhocd they are constitutive of who we are. If this is so, our 

bodies may tell us how we are implicated in patterns of conversations and explanations, 

and when the potential for change is present. 

Maairana (1988) o f f d  an explanation for emotioning based on the premises of 

biology, that is, that exnotions are "dynamic b d y  ptedispositions for actions" (p. 49). 

Griffith and Griffith (1994) attempt to bridge understandings of mind-body problems (Le. 

treannent of psychosomatic disorden) by applying Maturana's explanation for motionkg 

to what they cal1 an "emotional posture" or "the overidi configuration ar patterning of body 

components that, during a speçific emotion, participate in readying the body for a speçific 

path of action." (p. 46). They make distinctions in cherapy between emotional postures of 

tranquility and ernotional postures of mobilization. Emotional postures of tranquility could 

include reflecting, listening, musing, understanding, austing, affirming, and loving. 

Tranquii postures direct minimal attention to controlling one's environment, and low 

vigilance to h t .  In contrast, emotional postures of mobilization could include jus-g, 

shaming, conaolling, distancing, protesting, defending and walling off. Mobilizing 
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postures priepare for bodily readiness to defend or anack, with attention foçused outward 

and primed to control the environmnt, and toward high vigilance f a  pteniial ttrreat. 

Across the clinid work with the research f d e s ,  many cM"rent e m o t i d  

postures couid bc described. Predominant postures in the clinical work with AIice and 

Jeanie could be described as protesthg the unfairness of the waiting list, or distancing hm 

the system to defend oneself h m  hmihtion or ta pteserve self-reliance, or kanie's 

desire to conml h a  mother's anivity by eliminating the need for Alice to itori h a  son's 

shirts. Joaathan's anger with his fathet's lack of effort to change his lifestyle was 

characterized by postures of walling off, sharning his father's lack of willpower, and the 

entire family's efforts to exert influence or conml over the faîher's eating and exercise 

behaviors. 

However, if one considered the dichotomy of emotiond postures of tranquility and 

ernotional postures of rnobiiization across the sessions, postures of tranquility 

predominated The postures of refiecting, listening, affinning, and loving were noticeably 

psent. Some of the most dramatic moments in the sessions were those charactenzed by 

shifts of intense exnotions and affective arousal that differed h m  m o b i i g  postures- 

these were moments of intense affirmation, reflection, love or understanding. These were 

moments of news of a ciifference for family members and for the nurse. These were 

moments when family members seemed to be more open to new understandings about 

themselves, about other f a d y  mernbers, and about the circumstanœs of their coexistence 

in lives that included illness. 

Both nurses commentecl on the impact of affective musal an themselves. S m g  

affect invited them to reflect on the significance of the conversation at particultir points in 

the session. In the postsession following their f h t  meeting with Alex and GeorgUia, the 

chical team had dificulty identifjing a focus for the clinid work and for understanding 

what might have been helpful to the family in the session. However, the nwse who worked 
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with the coupie commentcd on the presence of strong affect as a cue to hm that there was 

something imporrant about the conversations. During the session, Alex had becorne weepy 

during the description of the hospital experienœ with the acute myocardial infimt, during 

the conversation about beliefs about the future and their hopefulness to have more of a life 

foiiowing the kidney transplant, and behind the mirror as  he listened to the reflecting team 

conversation. During the postsession conversation, the nurse commentai on this shift in 

Alex's emotioning that was palpable to her in the session. This was convinçing evidence to 

the nurse that srimthing had becn usefui or impartant to Alex, even if the team could not 

explain what it was that motivateci the family's desire to retum for another session. 

During the fmt  session with Alice and Jeanie, wext affective arousal within the 

session was minimal, but there were many verbal descriptions of hstration and anger 

accompanying the wait for hem surgery, and subtle suggestions of worry about what 

might happen dlaing the surgery. During the postsession discussion, the tearn members 

described their various undetstandings of the family and how the nwse might have been 

helpfui to the farnily. 

Faculty: No 1 don? think we were unhelpful to the family. Absolurely not, but.. I just 
never felt like we really had a context for change that was created. It wasn't 
c l 4  really what the issue was that they thought that was important to deal with, 
totdly, 1 didn't think we totally understood. 1 think we had a nice, a much 
better understanding of their situation, the horribleness of w a i ~ g ,  the fact that 
all that piece was tough for them But, 1 wouid Say it's a wonderful example of 
getting to the end of the first interview without a context for change k i n g  yet 
created. 

SS: See I woddn't even have called it that, 1 would have said there's a context for 
changecauseJ saw c . We didn't have a contract or a hune for 
zherupy, is how I w o e B u t  there's not "Wc are now worlcing on 
W , but the wtiole facilitative conversation that was new and different. 

There was somthing palpabIe, a bodiiy sensation, of change happening in the room. 

This description of sornething happening echoed loudly in the affeçtively charged 

conversations with Mark and M e ' s  farnily. During their second session, five nurses 

parcicipating in an extemship program observed the session h m  behind the mirror, and 

another 35 observed by television link-up to a nearby c h m .  Jonathan descnbed his 
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worry about his father's premature death, his sadness that he believed chat he had a lot to 

learn yet h m  Mark, and his wish to have his father amund forever- Not onIy were family 

mernbas moved by this tribute, but the impact on the extcrnship participants was electric. 

There wexe many tear-filled eyes and quiet gasps of recognition behind the mimir and 

within the classroom. Participants were moved physically by both the emtions and 

language, moved by the impact of this event for this parficular family, and pehaps m v e d  

by the implications on their own budyhood, as kinships, ties, recollections, possibilities 

and regrets within their own f d y  connections were stirred, 

The nurse also had a profound sense that this conversation was news of a 

difference for the family. in the thesearch interview, she was asked how she niight explain 

her own contribution to these conversations of difference, or how she knew in this clinical 

work when she was conducting herself well. 

LMW How would 1 conceptualize this to you? It was when you can see a theraptic 
conversation chunging right in front of your eyes. That you saw that there was 
dramatic change, and that was when 1 was able to go from conversations of 
accusations and recriminatio m... a h t  what he wasn't &mg. And even these 
awful ones h m  the son, so much so that they'd even becorne violent with a h  
other. And the riuison they'd bemme vident was because, when you 
understand the son believed that his d d  was going to die prematurely if he 
didn't change his ways. And that you can c h g e  that conversation rn one of 
conversations of affirmation and affection. You know, right in front of your 
eyes! And to see this young man shift h m  k i n g  so criticai of his father to 
expressing his fears in a different way. It wasn't that fears perhaps were any 
less, but he expressed them in a different way. instead of king violent with his 
father, he wept with his father. He told him how much he cared for him, that he 
wanted him around. 1 forget al1 those wonderfui thïngs that he said, but he 
wanted his father anwud for a long rime, and "that ttiere was a lot 1 could leam 
h m  him". And the daughter came in and did the sanie thing! Fn>m king 
fuBow with him, to changing it.. And to see this family corne together, and to 
sec this fothet then, what difference did it make in him? Suddenly, sotnehow he 
had missed that they cared about him this much. He knew they cared, but he 
didn't know they wonied this much about hi m.... It was a conversation that 
they had not had with each other before. 

S. . .  

DR Right then and there, just, there's something about that dramatic, the 
noticeableness of the shift nght in the roorn? 

LMW Yes, and the intensity of the affect 1 mean, when you have that End of intense 
affect, those are the things, when 1 feel, 1 feel like you're really doing your 
work well when you can see in front of you . 
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This shift in co~vasations ûom ''accusations and recriminations" (Wright et al., 1996, p. 

113) to " B o n  and affection" @. 115) is an example of ''interactions that uigger in us 

retlections upon our circumstances of coexistence with other human beings" (Miiumna, 

1988, p. 70). niese dramatic shifts in the conversations do not occur in every session, but 

m s s  the course of the w& these are significant conversations that were recalled by both 

nurse and family as conversations that were different. 

Manirana's (1988) description of exnotions as "dynamic body dispositions for 

actions" that underpin our rational premises and explanations is useful in this attempt to 

explain the noticeable shift in languaging and emotioning occurring in some of these 

conversations. Both emotioning and languaging influenceci the understandings that were 

coevolved within conversation. Change was possible when the network of conversations 

which cmstituted the experience of a particular sort of interactions was shifted. Within 

Mark and Cecile's f d y ,  there was a dynamic of ernotioning (anger, fnisaation, 

disappointment) which constituted the network of conversations around the actions of 

repetiave encouragement, o f f e ~ g  advice and support, or nagging. The nursing pracuces 

with this family were distinctive in the ways in which the nurse invited family members to 

reconsider or to change their rational premises (i.e. the belief that the future is grim if father 

does not change, or that father must submit to the expectacions of other famüy members) by 

inviting them to shift their ernotioning. 

Perhaps this is a partial explanation of the "power" of commendations. 

Conimendatims invite family members into a network of conversations of a£bnation of 

their capabilities, smngîhs, resomefulness, and the legitimacy of their experiences. Ln the 

first session reflecting team, Ceciie heard many commendations frcnn the team regardhg 

her willing responsibility to do the right thing for her husband, her deep caring for her 

husband, and acknowledgrnent of her dreadfui w o q  for his future. This validation of the 
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legitirnacy of ha experienœ may have enabled ha to consider the circumstances of her co- 

existence with her husband She then reflected on the possible influences of her own 

behavior in offaing rerninders and nagging, and ha attempts to wntrol h a  husband's 

behavior. Consideration of these possibilities would semi to be more likeIy under the 

influence of the exnotions of validation and affinaation than defensiveness or self-blame. 

The nurse also invïted family members to a different dornain of etnotionhg by 

intercephg potentiaiiy incendiary convetsatiions of "accusation and recrimination" (Wright 

et al., p. 113). As the nurse engaged Mark and Jonathan at the beginning of the second 

session, she was sensitive to the dif'ficuities of a possible conversation which could put 

Mark on the hot seat by focusing on family perceptions of his weaknesses and unmet 

expectations. She launchxi on an exploration of the story of the wife who did not take 

advice f h n  her hushd .  Through this discussion, primarily with Mark, the nurse invited 

famiiy members to consider the ways that both oEaing advice and receiving advice could 

be difficult. This helped family membas to appreciate the possible differing perspectives of 

others in the f d y ,  and dcfused a conversaton which could have potentially been laden 

with anger, offensiveness, and defensiveness. 

There were also several very touching examples in this clinical work where f a d y  

members were invited into a diffcnnt clornain of emotioning by conversations which 

facilitated expression of different emotions directly to each other. In the second and t h .  

sessions with Mark and his adult children, both Jonathan and Josie spoke about their carhg 

and love for th& fatha with M y  intense affect Their conversations previously had 

been primarily 6 ' ~ v e r s a t i ~ ~  of compla.int for unfulfilled expectations", which opeme in 

an "emotional background of hstration" (Maturana, 1988, p. 53). The network of 

conversations which constituted the =petitive encouragement was intemipted, and the 

father was deeply moved by understanding the depth of his children's concems. Although 

even this did not compel him to fulfili their expectations, perhaps this experience of 
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différence in cwtioning in these mnvcrsations helped family members UJ movc f i  

positions of ngid mutual negation. Mark understood better that his children and wife were 

n a  offering criticisms with punitive intent or for their own selfish interests- He understooâ 

the depth of th& caring for him. Cecile stepped bnçk Grom repetitive encouragement, was 

more convinced that her husband understood the family's caring for him. She could 

absolve herself from selt-ncgation for not king able to change ber husband. Although the 

addt children continued to report fnisuation with father's lack of lifestyle change, they also 

reported themselves as stepping back Erom repetitive encouragement. 

These conversations of ciifference with the famiiy were disringuished by the many 

ways that the nurse inviteci family members to a different domain of emotioning than that of 

fnistration, disappoinmient, and disapproval which had previously characterized 

conversations of repetitive encouragement. The commendatims, interceptions of 

conversations of mutual negation, and invitations to expression of love and caring are 

examples of the ways in which the nursing practices conaibuted to these conversations of 

difference. These conversations do not just happen in language, or in relationship. These 

are sensmus, embodied exmences which help us to "bring fonh a worId with oîhers" 

(Manuana, 1992, p. 246) which sustain our mutual coexistence. 

SYmmiS 

Ischemic hem disease is a call to revive a relation between the self and the body that 

can not be totally forgotten: we are frail humans. This is a reminder of the sensuous, 

embodied connections between mind and body, and between self and other. Ischemiç heart 

disease is an invitation to reflect not only on the circumsmces of one's own existence, but 

on the circumstances of one's ceexistence with others. This chapter has expIored the ways 

that therapeutic conversations between the nurses and families in this research illustrate the 

ways that they responded to this d l :  by exploring the many legitimate ways that family 

members were influenced by the illness, responded to the illness, and attempted to make 
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sense of the illness; by 0-g and accepting invitations to ~ f l e c t  on the circumstanoes of 

their mxistence; and by shifting p a m s  of exnotionhg which conuibuted to suffering. 

These aspeas of thcir c o n v d s  ~f lec t  some of the ways that the family-nurse 

relationship is distinctive in this ciinid wo& In the t h a i  chapter, particular mpics of the 

t h p e u t i c  conversations wili be explored 



CHAPTERFivE: 

FAMlLY-NURSE CONVERSATIONS ABOUT ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE 

We say that ue "conduct" a conversarion, but the more genuine a conversaion 
is, the less ifs conriuct lies within the will of ei tkr  pMner. Thur a genuine 
conversation is m e r  the one that we wanted to conduct ... N o  one knows in 
advance what will "corne O& of a conversation. Understanâïng or ifs failure is 
an ment that happens to us. T h  we can say that something was a good 
conversation or thar it war il1 fmed. Al1 this shows that a conversafion has a 
spirit of its own, anà thor the h g w g e  in which it is conducted bervs irr own 
ttuth wirhin it - i.e., that allows something to "emerge" which hem&rth exists. 
(Gadamer, 1989, p. 383) 

The therapeutic conversations between the family and the nurse were influenceci by 

the ways that they responded to the cali to reflect on the circumstances of their CO-existence 

within the family. How they conducted themselves in these conversations were important 

cmtributims to the understandings of the illness and of each d e r  that emerged within 

these conversations. What they discussed, the topk of these conversations, was aiso an 

influentid differenœ in the character of these emerging understandings about themsclves. 

These were conversations of the many ways that lives, emoaons and budyhoods of al1 

family members were irretrievably touched by the experience of the coiiective heart attaclc. 

Famiiy members were stxucturally changed by this event, and there was seerningly no way 

of simply going back to the way things were before this event, as much as they could 

attempt to re-cover the illness. These were conversations of entertaining ideas about how to 

go forward in these exaaordinary circumstances. 

There were echoes of three motifs which ran across the clinical work with each of 

the families in this research. These echoes may have been head more loudly in the work 

with one family when comparai to others, but the strains were noticeably present in each 

circumstance. T b  are suains which are distinctly related to the family experiences of 

chronic Unes, and of living with ischemic heart disease in particular. Firstly, there were 

conversations with each of the families about the impact of lifestyle changes and health 
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maintenance challenges in iiving almgsiée hean disease- Secondly, there wen many 

conversations of farnily dikmmas and preferences about efforts to ôe helpN and 

supportive to one another in responding to the influence of the iUness. niirdly, there were 

conversaticms with each of these f d e s  about the uncatainty of the hitiire and the 

possibility of death. Each of these topics (Le. WestyIe modüication, family support, and 

unceRainty) have been extensively desaibed in the cardiac research literam. nie family- 

nurse conversations uncover exitmpIes of the ways in which the families and nurses in this 

researçh 66amducaed" these conversations in manners which were nondirective, non- 

instructive, gencnitive and t r a n s f d v e .  What in the world" was discussed by the 

famüy and the nurse, and was intricately woven with 'Wow in the world" these 

conversations occurred. 

As the nurse o f f i  f d e s  invitations to reflect on the circumstances of their c e  

existence mgetber, di- were stdcing examples of the recipiocal impact of the family on 

the nurse. Something in the conversation wouid invite the nurse to reflect on the ways that 

she, too, was implicated in the conversation. As she auemptd to understand the coherence 

of family members' exphations and to understand the Iegitimacy of their beliefs, truths, 

and perspectives, she was caiied to question and challenge her own beliefs and truths. 1 

became curious about the imagination and creativity of nurses in their e f fm to offer family 

members other possible ideas that might help make sense of the family's explanations. The 

ideas offered were often related to other social, cultural and medical explanations. The 

interplay and allusions to these other discourses were a source of invention, imagination, 

contradiction, ambiguity and possibility in the conversations. 

These 0 t h  discourses included discourses of emnomics and health care policies 

and systems; discourses of wnml,  independence and autonomy; and professional 

discourses of social support and hcalth promotion. These are not ali of the discourses at 

play in the fdy-nurse relationship and the iiiness conversations of the research 
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participants, but they do reflect instances of the social and cularral influences which 

impinge on living wtiî with bcart disCaSc. in the rcaim ofpostmoûem thought, the Wntings 

of Michel Foucault have had a si@cant impact, certainly within the family thaapy 

community, on the use of the word "discourse" (Rabinow, 1984; White 1991,1995; White 

& Epston, 1990). Discourses are sociaiiy invented systems of perception, meaning, and 

knowledge which are embedded in local practices and coevolve with social pmctiœs. "The 

modes of circulation, valorization, amibution, and appropriation of discourses Vary with 

each culture and arc modifiai within each" (Foucault, 19841, p. 117). Dominant discourses 

are those knowledges which are d e d  tnith status, which construct norms mund 

which persons are expected to shape their lives, and which estabiish a field of power and 

knowleâge which disqualify and subjugate other lcnowledges (White & Epston, 1990). 

These discourses are not entities existing "out there" somewhere in society. They 

are enacted in local discursive practices, such as illness conversations within families, with 

nurses, with other healtb tare proiders, and with friends. They are enacted in the 

structures and mie expectations within the social institutions of the hdt t i  care system. 

They are enacted in the funding decisions and politicai debates about health Gare within 

provincial and federal politics. The intent in pointing to these discursive influences is not in 

the mode of a deconstructive posanodem view "aimeci at unmasking the pretense of our 

beiiefs, conventions, precedents, disciplines, Wtions, and the Iike1* (Jardine & Field, 

19%b). The intent here is to understand some of the ways that discourses may offer 

authoritative and arnbiguous messages to persons about how to iive with ilIness, and about 

how to behave in the health care system. These discourses are embedded in traditions and 

precedents which are often unrecognized. Unquestioned beliefs and discourses may be 

authoritative impositions of power, and they may aiso be generative and sustaining. They 

rnay have "compelling moral force" (Jardine & Field, 1996b) in our practices, that provide 

openings and understandings for condwting ourselves well. The nurses' questionhg and 



doubting of these discourses often helped to understand and make sense of the family's 

explanations. The nurses' opemess to other discourses enabled the offering of alternative 

perspectives and other explanations which inapduced different possibilities for addressiug 

the family's conams. 

1. Coaversations about Healthy Lifestyles 

When expectations for healthy lifestyle practices are prescribed as treatment for 

disease, taken for granted ways of king are cailed into question. These expectations are 

intüuately comected to basic aspects of living: eating, exercising, relaxing, resting. These 

ways of being are relationai, ernbedded in a context of family and social relationships. 

Prescriptions for lifestyle maintenance often neglect consideration of the context in which 

behavior changes are expected to occur, The family members who are affected by the kart 

attack may also have pferences about whether to join the quest to improve lifestyle habits. 

to encourage the ül family member to take up these changes for themselves, or perhaps to 

urge the ili family mmber to completely take responsibility for these issues themselves. 

Nursing practices in the realm of conversations about healthy lifestyles tend to rely 

heavily on health ducation and instruction about cardiovascular risk factors. The 

expectatim that persons receiving matment foiiowing an acute cardiac event wiU take up 

these lifestyie pmaks is reflected in the extensive üterature which examines barriers and 

enhancers to lifestyle change or wellness motivation (Biggs & Fleury, 1994 Fleury, 

1991a, 1991b, 1996; h n n ,  Borgeson, Lee, & Simandl, 1989; McSweeney, 1993) and 

compliance with cardiac rehabiiitation regimes (Comoss, 1988; Hilbert, 1985; Miller et al., 

1988; Miller, Wikoff, Garrett, McMahon. & Smith, 1990). Covert beliefs often underpin 

the discourse of cardiac ~chabüitation and compliance with lifestyle recammendations: that 

the person in the sick role should cooperate with the heaith care professional by accepting 

th& advice arrecommen&tions; that compliance results in cure while noncornpliance 
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results in wrbidity and mORaliy, that the health care professional knows the best outcorne; 

and that the effects of medical and nursing intervention are beyond question (Hess. 1996). 

The nursing dkoursc of health cducation could bc viewed as a f m  of 

conversation that circulates within a cultural discourse of lifestyle modification and M t h y  

lifestyles. During the clinical work with Mark and Cecile's family, the postsession 

discussions with the clinical team often addresseci possible dilemmas of the nurse as she 

anempted to situate herself without aligning with various family members' perspectives 

regarding the need for Lifestylc changes. Thert was a risk that the nurse could faii into the 

same trap as the family, and that she could become isomorphk to the problem by 

supplanting the f d y ' s  repetitive encouragement (or nagging) with repetitive hdth 

education. 

Just as it was not intended to imply that famiiy members purposely choose to 

oppress other family members through repetitive encouragement, this perspective is not 

intended to imply thac nurses purposely choose to exercise power by educative and health 

promotive efforts to sustain health and prevent iUness. Family members rnay genuinely 

desire to express th& caring concern and love by offering suggestions, repetitive 

encouragement and nagging. Nurses may genuinely wish to provide persons with 

information that empowers hem, and that enables them to make the best decisions possible 

about how to live well with ischemic hem disease. However, these benevolent intentions 

are betrayed when these social practices mutuaily reinforce each other in a manner that 

diminishes possibilities to exercise one's own judgment about preferences in living out 

one's existence. This occurs when the nurse khaves as if the lifestyle imperative is the 

"ûuth", and that other possibilities are wrong. 

LMIN: To get dong in life, you have to have strong beliefs about things, but you also 
have to have the wisdom to be able to give them up when they are no Ionger 
use ful.... 1 have to te open ... that some of my beliefs have to be changed and 
challenged, as families [do], to allow that to happen to me, And they have to do 
the same. (Research Interview) 
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This clinicd work is disthguished by the determined effm on the part of the nurse to stay 

open to having k own beliefs challenged, to attempt to hoid open the possibility that the 

otha might be nght This effort is different than being neutrai to various observer 

perspectives or bang nonjudgmental about ideas, beliefs and explmations that dina f b m  

one's own. This stance invites the nurse to ccwistantly question her own beliefs and the 

ways that her nursuig practices with families arc infiuenced by these beliefs. The persistent 

effm to und- beliefs is an attempt to undastand the ways that the d e r  persai's 

explanatioris of k i r  experience are legitimate for them 

I'm just trying to draw forth who's on the side of him changing and who isn't, 
and w h m  he's at, and his belief is different But I don't feel an impulse to align 
with either siâe of bat, 
But you're nght, that could be a trap eh? Cause LMW (Nurse) couid have 
spent a great deal of tirne saying, 'WeU nght, okay, now 1 understand why 
you'n not doing those things. So let's see if we can nmove some of the 
barriers so you can get on with doing that". But did you hear ha say toward the 
end "So it may help, and then again it may not'? (Postsession 2) 

What 1 always fïnd.for so many reasais, why we don't cal1 families ds tant  
or dysfiinctional, or non-compliant is because once you understand their 
beliefs, their behavior usually d e s  vcry good sense* And that's what 1 med to 
say to hlln was 'Wow that I understand your belief about your prognosis, why 
you Qn't kep up with your diet and ai i  these things, makes very good sense 
now. Because you're not womed about dying today or tomomw" .... 1 would 
liLe to ask him that question. Does he think that I'm on the side that he should 
get a grip on these things too? Cause 1 want to be red clear ... that I'rn not on 
that side that he should, or he shouldn't. 1 can offer the professional belief that 
yes, 1 sharc the same belief as your farnily that h m  the literam and h m  my 
own knowledge that those things, eh, d u c e  the ri& But I'm not reaiiy trying 
to figure out ways that you must do bat. (Postsession 2) 

When the n u m  understood how family member beliefs and perspectives made sense for 

them, she was able to understand their suffering differently, and she had different leverage 

for attempting to influence the s u f f h g .  

Discourses of healthy lifestyles and lifestyle modification following iliness episodes 

of mute d a c  events play a role in preventative public health masiires and health 

promotion techniques. The imperative for normative behaviors for healthy Mestyles fm 
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pasons experiencing ischemic hean disease is based on the authdty of an extensive body 

of scientfi mxiuch which iinks ischemic heart disease to behavioral and psychological 

influences of diet, exercise, sness management, and nicotine addiction. The c l i n i d  work 

with Mark, Cecile, Josie and Jonathan revealed soaae of the ways that this imperative can 

o p t e  through worries about ppemature death, and through the belief that Me can be 

prolonged through healthy Mestyles. 

Therc is much research to support the effectivencss of hd thy  lifestyle practices in 

reduçing rnortality and improving indicam of heaith foliowing acute cardiac events 

(Dawber, 1980; Reeder et al., 1993; Wielgosz, 1995). Healthy lifestyles and preventative 

medicine are e f fdve ,  Md people stiii get sick. Them are Iimits to the control that 

individuais can exercise over their health. Some people Iive extremely healthy lifestyles and 

still develop ischemic hem disease. The expectation that persons experiencing ischemic 

heart disease will adopt healthy lifestyle practices is an intensification of an imperative 

which is reinforced medicaily, culturally, and poliàcally (Epp, 1986; Lalonde, 1974). 

Healthy lifestyle practices have b m e  nomarive expecrations in our culture. There 

is a clifference, however, when these expectations for healthy lifestyle practices are 

prescribed as mtment  for di-. The pesaipaon of lifestyle changes as part of a 

treatment program for a chronic and life-threatening illness can becorne an imperative for 

expected and rquired action. When a person with ischemic heart disease fails to fulfdi 

these expectations, this "failure" may be viewed as a weakness or a fault. In professional 

discourses, this may be viewed as non-cornpliance OP non-adherence with the 

recommended treatment (Comoss, 1988; Hess, 1996; Hilbert, 1985; Miller et al., 1990). 

The imperative to live a healthy lifestyle cornes under the surveillance of not only the 

physician, but also the family and the self. This surveilance can take on the punitive tone 

of a normalîzing judgment which bec- an instrument of power and coercion (Foucault 

1984b) which can include the anticipated harassrnent of the physician; the humiliaring 





articles, it's not as bad as d e r  tbings. So I'm confu &..A depends on what 
article you rad. (Session 5) 

If a pei.son beiievcs in the merit ofresearch, the power of statistics and numbers çan be a 

powerful iniluence an beliefs about the effectiveness of lifestyle modification to treat heart 

disease. This infamation becornes accepted as tniths, and is integrated into popular 

literam, self-bdp books, and iastnicaonal materials developed by health pmfess ids .  

In her conversations with Mark, the nurse âid not impose her own view of the truths or 

facts about cardiac risk factrws. Her questionhg invited Mark's reflection about his own 

ideas about risk factors in a tentative way that achowledged that statistics arc ambiguous 

and are not always tniths. His beliefs about the importance of various influences on cardiac 

risk were accord& as much status and tnith as these statistics. 

The nclnnalizing judgment of health catie providers can result in blaming and 

labeling, effarts to coerce Mestyle changes, and perhaps even unintended experiences of 

harassrnent and humiliation which influence follow-up and monitoring. 

Mark: 1 kmw it's a weakness ... 1 had a bypass, what am 1 doing still overweight? 3 
years ago! I'rn embarrasseà to go back to the doctor's office for a check up. 
First thing he's @g to say "You didn't lose the weight like 1 asiced you 
to!"..l don't want to hear that! (Session 2) 

Marlc: No I'm way overdue fm stress test, so and 1 guess like, it's bat% to, 1 don? 
want to hear this guy giving me the third degree for half an hou, okay. You 
know in tenas of the weight.. I'rn sure 1 can pass it. 1 want to go for the stress 
test cause that's kind of a confiàence buiider, saying you know, the stress test 
for haif an hour, 25 minutes, under N I  laad okay, and the old hem's pumping 
at 150, 170, and there's 2 doctors ready to. in case something happens, and 
you pass that it gives me some co&&nce. So 1 want to go for that portion to 
find out how the system is working .... And that does bother me cause if there is 
something wrong, 1 don? know that right? Und  I've gone through it. 

. . . . 
LMW So your biggest, your biggest constraint 6wn not going is you think they're 

going to hassle you, is that right? .... Cause has that happened before that you've 
gont and they hassled you? 

Mark: Oh have they mer. (Session 4) 

The unfortunate side e f f m  of these p s t  experienœs in this instance was that Mark 

postponed follow-up which might prevent future acute events in order to avoid subjection 

to comments and critiques which reinforceci his sense of abnormalcy. Again, the nurse did 
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na aitempt to convince Mark that he should go for this check-up. She invitai Mark to 

explore the consequences of his choices, and invited hirn to reflect on his beliefs about the 

comtraints to going for the check-up. His choice not to go was respected as legitïmate, and 

malring sense in view of past expaiences of "hassiing" duMg these check-ups. The 

conversation a h  revealed the benefits of going for the check-up, bat he might have mae 

confidence in his heaith as a result of p&g an ex- stress test Mark reflected on both 

the benefits and çonstraints of his choices. 

D d g  the fourth session, Mark revealed that although he remained optimistic about 

the future, he was quite concemed about his weight gain ovei the pnvious year and a half, 

as he felt more tircd recently. The weight gain was a visible indicator to his f d y  of his 

lack of attention to lifestyle changes. and contrasted other family members' pride in thei. 

own fimess and physical appeaTanÇe. Mark explauid that he c o n ~ u e  to smoke 

occasiody, but that he had corne 'out of the closet' with his smoking in ment weeks. In 

the pst,  he had denied smoking when confronted by Cecile, or he would have said he had 

one cigarette when he actuaily had two. He expnssed relief that he was now able to be 

open about this and was not longer lying to Cecile about smoking. 

The surveillance of lifestyle habits is cornmonly taken up by famüy m e m k  a b  

heart attacks and coronary bypass surgery (Artinian, 1991; Gilliss, 1984; GiIliss & Belza, 

1992; Stanley & Frantz, 1988). This vigilance often begins out of their concem to pmtect 

the health of the ill family member and th& desire to prevent a recurrent hem amck in the 

future. Concern and disapproval, reminders and nagging, hstration and condemnation are 

aü possible developmtnts as family mernbers are inadvertentiy recmited to enfonr the 

Jonathan: The support I've tried to give to him hasn't helped. Well I'm not going to give 
the support, because he's not trying. But if he nies and he wunts to try and he 
says to everyone 'Tmk 1 want to ny and 1 want to do weli", hey, the gates will 
open, and we'ii puil him in and we'U help him. But if he doesn't want to do it 
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himsclf and he isn't going to make an honest effort, then forgef it. He won't get 
the help. And I'm not going to ay to give it unless he wants to, iuiless he coms 
to me and says 'look 1 want you to hclp me with W. (Sessiun 3) 

The annoyance and frustration on this issue was a longstanding interference in this father- 

son relationship. The son's acceptance of his father and desire to show support for his 

father became constrained by the lifestyle irnperative: his father had to want m do very 

specific actions to help himself in order to receive the conditional approval of the son. 

In the third session, a reflecting team conversation challenged these beiiefs abwt 

who was responsible for Iifestyle change. What did it mean that Mark had na followeû 

through more with lifestyle changes? How did this infiuence his relationships with his adult 

children? In this conversation, the reflecting team was responding to questions that had 

been asked by each of the t h e  family members present. 

L W  You see, 1 don't think that's f& to them to have to be on his case someîhes 
and not [ d e r  times]. 1 mean. when it cornes to this issue of personal 
mpcmsibility, how can they tum personai responsibility mer to him? If he 
w u m r i t , & h e n i v ~  Soin t m o f  
Josie's question, "Is this an individual problem or a fmily pmblem?' 1 mean 
it's really 60th isn't it? ... And in terms of fother's questi on...' l s  he reatly far 
out in leftfild?" Well no, we've met lots of people with cardiac problems, diat 
have a very hard tirne changing their lifiityle, changing theirpottenis. 

Facuity: And in terms of Jonathan's question, 'Whm do we begin?" 
Student 1: Changing the approach. 
LMW Changing the qpprwch, 1 mean, they've uièd this, and it hasn't worked, eh? 
Student 2: And they've d y  done a realiy good job. 
LMW: They've really done a gcmd job of üying to encowage him, showing their 

carhg for him. They 've got mad, they 've g o t ~ w Q t e d  .... they 've wepr in front 
of him, they've told him how much they cared. 1 I that was a very moving 
session iast time, they can weep, they can get mod, they cm get pissed off, but 
it doesn't change. So, the only thing that I've seen that they haven't conqplerely 
tried, and, and 1 guess when 1 Say z&d, that it may or may not d e  a 
dverence. But it just might rnake them feel better and get along with their dad 
better, is turn it a i l  over to him. 

(Mark, Jonathan & Josie, Session 3) 

The frustrations incurred by hoping that Mark would change were explicitly acknowledged. 

Mark's difficulties in changing lifestyle were also acknowledged as understandable and 

similar to difficulties encountered by other persons with hem disease. The adult children 

were invited to rieconsider the effects of their efforts to rernind and encourage Mark these 
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efforts were admirable, but WM not crcaxing a difTemce. Jonathan and Josic werie invited 

to entertain the iûa that Uark might prefer to takc on more rcsponsibility for his &style 

himSelf. 

Aithough the sessions may have helped ali family members to back off on their 

e f f m  to remind and encourage father about lifestyle changes, for the adult children, the 

fnistration and sadness about their efforts to help father to change were stiii very present 

during the mearch intemiew. There was more acceptance h m  a l i  family members to let 

Mark makc his own choicts, cven if they disagreed with his choices. What was remarkablc 

about this faniily was Cecile's wise desire to break out of the intolerable influence of the 

inadvertent role of the family as the lifestyle police unit. Cecile was the first family member 

to expriment with stepping back from showing worry, and with handing more 

responsibility to Mark to manage his health. Perhaps her ability to back of showing her 

worry through repetitive encouragement also helped their adult children to attempt a similat 

approac h. 

h Foucault's view, the effects of surveillance and normalizing judgment are 

perfected when it is no longer necessary for another to be present for the critique to be in 

fom. When the person allows self-surveillance to augment the critique of others, the 

subjection of the discourse is fully enforcd (Foucault, 1984~). Mark had corne to think of 

himself as ab-normal, When a reflccting team had commented that he was not hsponsible 

in tempting fate, he cormnented on his relief. 

Mark: It's good to hear that you don't think I'm irresponsible. that was a real lfi .  The 
whole group said that, because 1 quesrion myself. 1 say "Gee maybe you're 
really crmy or something", right? ... You lmow cause you kind of second guess 
yourself a€ter a w hile? (Session 4) 

Mark offered a fascinaring glimpse of the self talk he experienced around surveillance of 

healthy lifestyle behaviors. In this passage, it becomes understandable that Mark did not 
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need rea-iinden and objections froxn &ers. The pbable objections of anonymous others 

had becorne couter voices to his own. 

1 guess 1 fa1 Imd that 1 do disappoint my chilchen. Again you would say, menaueh 1 wu're I'm I i n g  something, in 
rny opinion- 
Yes. Weil especiaily if you believe that you've changed this 20 to 30% 
or whatever 
and it soumis iike your childten are already way up there at 90 or 10096, that 
they wouid like for you. 
And they codd say weîi 'Gee you w- of this 6 the 8 

6 to 8 8. If1 wasdoing agr&g hem, i f1  
f01 the year, "Whpthave vou daghhdm 

e W e U  I'ii give you a D niinus a somdiing". And 1 think t h ' s  what 
ihcy'n lodring a t  WeU 1 would giw myseif maybe a C+. 
Okay. So where do you think we s h d d  go h m  here in ternis of who should 
be seen. Who should we t w e  our next session with, should it be you by 
yourseif, should it be nying to get ail the family in, should it be you and your 
S e .  
1 would corne in, 1 think 1 gain something out of these. And what it is 1 don't 
hiow, 1 just, 1 guess 1, before the hst meeting in May, 1 didn't know my f d y  
artdenaueh So maybe we don't, well 1 thinL they care but 1 didn't icnow they cared 

much. And 1 thinic by connounicating it helps me. Now, you wouid Say 
well, '-'ve vou d u ' ,  and 1 I t  not much. But 
ntentallj 1 fed beuer. 

But dœs that encourage you to, to do, to 
Well 1 think it does. but you'd say. " b e r  b&ve vou Q d  . 9,  

(Session 3) 

Mark had ongoing self-inflicteci, criticai and nagging conversations with himself. The nurse 

acknowledged that even 20 or 3095 effm to address lifestyle management was an 

accomplishment, even though it was understandable that other family members might not 

be as able to appreciate this effort. The nurse's conversations with Mark about lifestyle 

changes were different conversations at least partly because of her willingness to 

acknowledge his effats in this ngard. 

niese pIactices of normalipng judgrnent and lifestyle surveillance were at play in 

the beliefs and the conversations of this clinical work. Of course, the nurse was not 

immune to these practices, but she was aware of the possibility of k ing  wnscripted into 

these practices, particularly in her d e  as a health professional To have attempted to f i p  

out ways of inviting Mark to change his Lifestyle would have been more of the same kinds 
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of oonversation that he had experienced with the family rnernbers. Her ability to remain 

aware of and cautious about the ways in which she couid also be coerced to participate in 

the enforcement of the Mestyle imperative is one of the n&g practices which made these 

Wereril conversatims with this family. Family and nursing initiatives relating to health 

maintenance axe ofkm rnotivated by a benevdent intent to sustain health and prolong life. 

These initiatives are inûicately connected to beWs about ability to influence health and 

illness. 

1 over 

Georgina: Well, if you feel ill, and keep on making yourself believe a l l  of this, and wony 
about this, and this is going to happen to you and whatever, 1 think it really 
wouid. 1 really think tha~..it would happen to you. If you did that &y after 
&y after &y. But hey* the sun is shining, it's beautiful out, and you can 
breathe, and you can walk, and you can use your bands and feet, 

Alsr: The Premier said two nights ago in the ne-, "The doctors tell me that 75% of 
all the patients who are sick are there because of choice. They tell themselves 
they'it sick It's a matm of attitude," (Research Intewiew) 

Both of these comments adciress the same topic h m  dinerent directions. Gemgina 

offered the belief that what you think, what you bdieve, and me's approach to appreciating 

the world atound oneself influences illness. There are partial tniths in this statement that are 

matters of great interest in both popular media and preventative health care movements: 

what are the connections between beliefs, attitudes, mind, emotions and health (Cousins, 

1989; Sternberg & Gold, 1997). Her husband, Alex, offered the antithesis of this 

perspective, the biting flipside that can sting, blame and hurt people who experience illness 

whether or not they have had a positive attitude. The implication is that if you can will 

yourself to be well, when you becorne ill, you must have also c h a n  that option. Wright et 

al. (19%) suggested that intexference with emotionai dynamics can influence illness, but 

they challengeci the idea that disease is a sign of ethical, moral, or spiritual weakness. 

Surely illness is not solely a matter of attitude, willpower, or emotioning. 
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Contnil, aumnomy and independence are a trio of ideas with a shared hismy. They 

are traits that are highly valued in North American culture. They are part of a heritage of 

mastery and Qnrination over natuxe that has been the product of rhree centunes of faith in 

the progress of science (Borgmann, 1992, Bernian, 1981). When applied to health and 

illness, efforts to m m 1  nature take the shape of attempts to influence and conml the 

body. Modern medicine fias developed many means by which technology can influence, 

heal and cure the body. The belief that the minci can connol the body rather than influence 

the body invites responsibility for determinhg the outcornes of encounters with illness. It 

can justify blaming f a  ill health: 'Tt's a matter of attitude," This belief can shift tbe b d e n  

of responsibility for health squarely on the shoulders of the individual. For example, h m  

this pspectivc envimumental influences on health may becorne secondary, unnoticed 

feanrres. The influence of valud employee W t s  such as cornpetitive drive or ability to 

withstand work stressors (Helgeson, 1995), and the dismunting of explanations related to 

social class and poverty (Kringlen, 1986) are ignored. Less complex mdels of accounting 

for cardiac risk factors focusing on individual biology and psychology are favored. This 

blarning can be taiten up subtly in discourse, and was noted repeatedly throughout the 

Grace: But it may be the reason why she doesn' t seek help from other people and is so 
independent in that she will handle it herser, and she does- 

A b :  Weii you m! Like we said on the way up h m .  You can make yourself sick if 
you want to 

Grace: That'srighi 
Alice: Or you can make, what was the other thing we were saying? 
Grace: You can make, well, you can make yourself well, you can really d e  Life 

wonhwhiie or you can enjoy poor health! 
Ali= Yeah we were talking about people that enjoy poar health. How can you do 

that? 
Graçe: And Alice never has. You know, although she has had sonae tremendous herJth 

problems, and, and 1 tell her quite bluntly, you know you've brought a lot of 
this on yourse~with pur smoking! ( F d y  5, Session 3) 

Frank (2995) corn& this notion with the idea that 'The siclc role is no longer undersmai 

as a release i b n  nomial obligations; instead it b m e s  a vulnerabiiity to extended 
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institutional donizaaon" (p. 172). He suggested that it is much more dificuit these days 

w enjoy poor health. 

In health care, vaiuing of selfconml and imkpenknœ is compounded by health 

promotion and maintenance messages which emphasize personal responsibility for health. 

In some ways, these messages are a welcome restoration of the belief that persons have 

d b l e  understandings of th& own capabilities in the management of th& heaith 

concerns. In Tharnc's (1993) research an relatimships between health c m  systems and 

persons and f d e s  experiencing chmnic iiiness, a shift mward persorid responsibility fm 

health maintenance was viewed as a necessary and valuable counterpoint to the blind belief 

that doctors hiow what is best for patients. 

Regaining control required that those with chmnic iiiness becorne confident that 

their own widerstanding about generai weli-king was as valid as any clinicai or 

technical expertise for making chronic illness ckcisions...It gave them snength in 

the howledge that they were avoiding hami anci promoting health by taking actions 

consistent with an informed interpretation of health and well-king. (Thome, 1993, 

P. 190) 

A grounded theory study by Johnson and Morse (1990) identified the major 

v s s  in the adjusbrient after an MI as the struggle to regain control. The dimensions of 

this core variable of regaining control following a hem amck included "predictability (the 

ability of the persan to predict the outconie of an action), selfdetermination (the ability of 

the person to make i n f d  decisions), and independence (the ability of the person to act 

on decisions)" (p. 128). This is an example of the language of control and independence at 

play in discoutses about recovery and learning about how to influence the illness. This 

language can bc helpful in understanding the possibiîities of influencing the illness. This 
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language can also make a belief in fate extremely difficult f i  bealth care professionaIs to 

fathom. 1s a belief in hte deeply counter to a belief in mastery and self-control? 

Taken to an ex- the mssage of personal responsibility for health can becorne 

warped to a message of self-biame for illness. To expect an individual to conml their 

health is asking hem to be able to coairol nature, or to conüol their body, in a manner 

which may not bc humanly possible. Blaming f a  occuzrences of iliness cwld influence 

willingness to seek professional help in the event of iilness, and may invite persons to f d  

less entitled to access required assistance. This k h i  of blaming and negative labeling 

occurs in professionai discourses, in the media, and in self help literature. 

SS: And it keeps, it brings me back again to our role as health care professionals. 
That we bt mare that sometims that dynamic huppem. People are not going to 
tell you how bad things 020, what they're really like because of all the beliefs 
around, 'if you show weakness, or you compIm'n, or you're a wimp or', you 
know ali kinds of things. 

S . .  

IYE Weii 1 think it's, it's kind of two prongd One of it, one part of it might bey 
"What are they going to think about me?" and another part of it is 'Poes it make 
me more vdnerable in getting services h m  them too, what they think about 
Id'' 

SS: Yes because the same operating, beliefs they operate under, around if you 
camplain too much you're whiny or you're a wimp or you're neurotic or, like it 
has aU kinds O€ negutive connotations. if you say too much about how bad it is 
right? Well the professionals have that same sort of beliefas well, '"Oh you're 
just a winp a you're exaggerating or you're somancizing or you're, or it's 
your emotional state. It's not realiy that bad", right? 

(Research Interview) 

These discourses result in blaming not only for being ill, but when combined with funding 

issues, resdts in blaming fm "abusing" health care services. One who is in need of health 

care seMces can inadvertently be condemned for needing access to services. 

Mark: Well I alsd thinic there's a lot of people that we know, they think they're sick, 
they run to doctors weekly or monrhty. Thete's nothing wrong with thern, you 
know it's rn mental than anything else. (Session 5) 

This message can be one which makes it more difficult to ask for assistance. If 

needing help is a weakness, to ask for help is admitting one's weakness, and can open one 

up to unwanted critique and labeling as a tnalingerer, a complainer, a neurotic, somaticizer, 
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or attention seeker. This discome may underpin some of the beiiefs which consnained 

Alice from making her escalation of symptoms and deterioration of activity more of an 

issue with a cardiologist who might be able to inauence the wait for surgery. The belief that 

she perhaps should not need help, or that she could depend on her own self-reliame to 

manage on her own could beiie a core belief that asking for help is a sign of weakness. 

Beiiefs and discomes about control or influence over the illness are o k n  

connecteci to conversations about lifesryle changes. The messages within these discourses 

are arnbiguous and can riesuit in blaming and disparaging views of individuais and families 

experiencing hem distlise. The nurses' ability to question these discourses ancl be aware of 

these possible inauences on the famiiy had significant consequences. The nurse was fker 

to decline participation in these discourses in a m e r  which could conmbute to negaiion 

of persons in their experiences with the illness. She could deciine participation in a manner 

which could diminish possibilities for the persons to exercise legitimate preferenœs for 

conserving their own existence or their munrd ceexistence with other family memkrs. 

II. Conversations about F d I y  Support and Sustaining Mutual Co-Existence 

The clinid work of the sessions desçribed in this research were very much 

conversations of family support, of the ways that aii farnily members were camed dong by 

the illness experience, and of the ways that they helped each other to endure and persist 

through the illness experience. Within these conversations there was discussion of the 

obvious and subtle ways that the illness was infiuencing each family member, and the ways 

that family members believed that they could influence the illness. These were also 

conversations of camplex telarional dilemmas of offering and receiving heIp: of desiring 

assistance and asking for help yet wanting to be viewed as capable; of offenng help, 

encouragement and remindm yet bebg hstrated when advice is unheeded or assistance is 

declined; and of d v i n g  heIp and advice even though it is not desireci. 



How do family members help each d e r  through recovery from a Me-threatening 

W s s ?  In the cltidiac limame, the family has oft been viewed as a resource, or a source of 

support which assists the iil fanrily rnember ttitough recovery h m  acute cardiac events. 

Social support theory and stress and coping theory have been popular Çameworks for 

exploring the nature of famiiy caping and f a d y  support following myocardial infarction 

and c;trdiac bypass swgery (Eeach et ai., 1992, Bramwell, 1990, Fleury, 1993; King, 

Reis, Porter, & Norstn, 1993; Markle-Reid, 1989; Moser, 1994; Rankin & Monahan. 

1991; Redeker, 1992; Riegel, 1989; Waltz, 1986; Yates, Skaggs, & Parker, 1994). Social 

support theory attempts to address the contribution of social relationships to individuals 

coping with stress, However, h m  this perspective primary emphasis continues to be 

placed on the coping of the indidual exp ienhg  the illness. Social support beconies 

another psychosocial risk factor: a fiat, linear, dichotomous concept which is either present 

or absent. Family support is often reduced to a perception of the adequacy of support 

available to the person experiencing the illness or to the caregiver. Interpretation of the 

social support research is complicated by the many different attempts to operationalize 

definitions of said support including marital status and living alone; size of social network 

within and outside the Family; perceptions of availability of needed support; etnotional 

support, tangible support, informational support; affect, affirmation and aid; and appraisal, 

esteem, belonging, closeness, and tangible support. 

The curent concepmal view of social support invokes a tendency either to ignore 

the effects of the illness on famüy members ocher han the person with the disease, or to 

foçus exclusively on the caregiver needs for social support. For families expenencing 

ischemic hart  disease, tke have been numerous reports s ~ g g e s ~ g  that spouses of 

cardiac patients experience as much or more stress as their iii pareners (Allen et al., 1991; 

Artinian, 1991; Moseret al., 1993; Nyamathi, 1988; Orzeck & Staniloff, 1987; Stanley & 
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Frantz, 1988; Tbompson & Cordk, 1988; Yaks & Booton-Hiser, 1992). These reports 

have called for the inclusion of spwsts in inpatient cardiac teaching programs and cardi;sc 

rehabilitation pgrams. tEowevcr, there has been minimal attention to the ways that 

spouses of cardiac patients are also vuinerable in ways that can not be addressed simQly by 

adding other sources of support fnnn outside the family. The possibiIity that the vigilance 

and suweillancc of activity, health maintenance and other caretaking activities of spouses of 

cardiac patients may also be relateci to their efforts to manage their own distress has been 

significantly werlooked (Coyne et al., 1990, Coyne & Smith, 1991). The impact of cardiac 

illmss on the childrcn (school-aged, teenaged, or adult children) of persons experiencuig 

heart disease has not been addressed in the research literature. 

Family and marital relationships are cornplex and Vary in degrees of closeness, 

inbimacy, and confîict, al1 of which influence perceptims of the availabiiity of social 

support. The family can be a resourœ to the ill family member, but the family can also be a 

source of stress resulting in probletnatic or non-supportive environments (Ben-Sira & 

Eliezer, 1990; Moser, 1994; Waltz et ai., 1988). When family situations are depicted as 

providing low support (i.e. conflicnial, demanding, or otherwise problematic) interventions 

may be based on the assumption that what is needed is more family support, ïnstead, the 

situation may require resolution of difficulties posed by relationships or perhaps insuiaiion 

from non-supportive relationships "rather than instigating more involvement" (Coyne et al., 

1990, p. 131). 

In addition to proposing that understandings of family responses to hart disease 

requires an interactional perspective of recovery following acute cardiac events, Fiske, 

Coyne and Smith (1991) aiso suggested that the stress and coping literanue has diminished 

the experiences of famüy members (particularly wives and mothers). They questioned the 

gendered manner in which "werprotective" mothm have been cited as the cause of 

numerous psychological and medical problems in children. They extended this critique to 
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inclde the possibüity that the literaturt on cardiaç invalidism and overprotectiveness may 

have paüroiogkd women's relational responses to faniily illness by depicting 

overprotectiveness as "an almost exclusively fernale failing" (p. 7). They questioned the 

causal punctuation of ovexpmtection as a cause of rather than a response to düficulties of 

the iii family member. "Tt [overprotection] has been viewed as a motivated, d d v e  

influence on the recipient, instead of as an adaptive respoase or miscarried coping smegy 

fop the overpmtectoi' (Fiske et ai., p. 16). 

Contrary to the pvailing beliefs of many health care professionais, a study by 

Riegel and Dracup (1992) concluded that overpmtection may preyent cardiac invalidism. 

They fwnd that pst-Mi patients who described themselves as receiving more social 

support from family and fnends than desired reported less emotionai distress, higha self- 

esteem, and less emotional reliance on others when compared to those describing 

themselves as receiving less support than desired Coyne and colleagues make distinctions 

in their research (Coyne et al., 1990, Coyne & Smith, 1991) between pmtective bufféring 

(i.e. Ming conccrns, denying womes, and yielding to the partner in order to avoid 

disagreemetlts), and overprotectiveness which involved i n a ~ ~ ~ w n  (Le. interferhg too much 

in their partiier's life in activities which they could be doing for themselves). They 

suggested that neither protective buffixing nor overprotectiveness were necessarüy related 

to the pre-existing quality of the matriage. 

This review of professional discourses of social support is offered as a caution to 

the tendency to oversimplify the cmplexity of the conversations of family support which is 

implieû in much of the cardiac meamh related to family support- nie character of the 

conversations with the participants in this research project was distinctively different than 

teaching interventions which would instruct families how to be more supportive to each 

other, or identification of resources within the community to expand social networks 

outside the f a d y .  The nurses and families engaged each other in conversations of the full 
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compkxity of the recïprocities and relationships witbin the f d y :  considenition of the 

suffiring of aU family members in their experience of the illness, and considemion of the 

d i l e m  of asking for help, offering help, and accepting help, The conversations were 

invitations to f d y  members to reflect on their preferences related to offering and 

~ieceiving help, and recmsideration of prefaerices which resulted in negation of themselves 

or other family manbers. These conversations Uivited reflcction on the ways that family 

members wae  nurairing and susminhg thtir own individual existence and their munial cu- 

existence in the face of lifc-rhreatening illness. 

The dilemmas which were raised during clinicai conversations about the influence 

of all famiiy members on the illness and the expression of concem and desire to help each 

other were complicated matters. How do you get the help that you need as an iU person or a 

family member of an iîi person? How do other people know what you need? What do you 

expect that other family members should iamw about your needs? Should you have to ask 

for help? How do you ask for help and yet maintain a sense of competency about your 

ability to nxmvef? These are questions that are often difficult to answer. These are 

questions about negotiating relationships in the face of a Me-threatening iliness, and in the 

façe of constraints related to beliefs and discourses about autonomy and independence. 

This conversation was expiicitly raised in the conversations with Alex and Georgina 

about their preferences for involvement of their adult chiidren in their lives during their 

transition following the hem attack and kidney mspIantation. During the fourth session 

with the nuse. the couple was regretful that they had been unable to coordinate schedules 

with aU of thcir adult children to bring them to the final session. Even though the adult 

chiidren were not present, the nurse was curious about what the couple was hoping their 

children might hear or leam by coming to a session. This coupb addressed some of the 

dilemmas aroundpacing of help offered. In their circumstance, the couple believed that it 
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mdr a while fot dieit adult childm to rralize tbat they needed more help. Later in the 

recovery, the couple was wanting k i r  children to appreciate their mpabilities, and that less 

help a involvem~nt was rcquired. nit nurse explored understandings about this difficulty 

in pacing, and offered another possible explanation for the di"çulty in pacing of help. 

SS: Weil let me ask you this... do you think that at this stage, that they're regtemitg 
or something, that they weren't involved as much as they should have been or 
and that &CS them want to say well %ybe now, 1 shouid do it?" 

Georgina: Tky  mght be, 1 don? know. 
Alex: Yeab (Session 4) 

liwughout these conversations, the nurse appreciated that Alex and Georgina might have 

ciiffixent views and preferences about the involvements of th& children, and inquired 

about each of their perspectives. Georgina offered a reminder that asking for help and being 

privileged in being able to provide help within the family can be a source of comection that 

enriches and nurtures relationships. 

Part of the tension in dilemmas of asking for help is a puil between a desire to k 

independent and to be viewed as capable, and yet wanting to have assistance when you 

need it, and wanting to sustain connections in the family that allow for reciprocal helping 

and interdependence. For this couple, asking for help was easier when they had a sense of 

reciprocity, when they could offer something back to their children. Alex described an 

example where he asked his son David for some help with some small repairs to the electric 

windows on his car. In return, Alex and Georgina babysat the grandchildren for David and 

his wife for the evening. 

Alex: So David said 'llad, this is the way 1 wanr it. When you need help ask. We're 
not going to force ourselves on you, but ask!" So David has got the message, 
you See. 

SS: And do you think that your children you that you will ask? 
Alex: 1 think so. 
SS: Like do they know that you will ask for help when you need it? 
Alex 1 think so, yeah. 
SS: Ch do they laiow that you are ~luctcuit? Som parents are reluctruir to ask, so 

their children may feel iike, "Well 1 know they're not going to ark me, so 1 have 
to always kind of guess and try and do it, withour their asking". 

Georgina & Alex: Yeah 
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SS Or are you the kind of people that would say, '7 w m  help", "I &n't want help" 

or mare clear? 
Goorgina: We never have been 
SS: No, so you'd be mort iikely IO be not so clear and you'd hope they'd kind of 

guess a bit? 
Alex: Yeah,yes 
Georgina: Yes. ûr use k i r  own brain ... (laughs) 
SS: But peoples' needs me so differeenr. What you think somebody eLre needs, you 

thiak usually what samebody else needs is what you need and you have 
Merent ne& thatl other people. (Session 4) 

In the above eranscript, the nurse invite! the couple to refiect on their ways of asking for 

heIp in the pst.  Shc invited them to wonder about how their children wodd know if they 

needed or wanted help, and how it could make sense that their children might be less 

certain about how much to be helpful in the present in view of p s t  ways of not asking 

directly for help. The nurse persisteci with this idea, inviting the couple to reflect on the 

circumstances of tbeir coexistence with their children, and to explore the pssibility of 

helping th& children in another manner. 

SS: But, so again 1, but how will they know what you ne&? Because it's changed 
so much n o w J  imagine you are getting CO h w  what it is, how it is at this 
srage in your life. You are ~~iore heuithy but you're also o&r. 

Georgina & Alex: Yes, yes 
. . . 
SS: So do you think that, v, (and maybe yourselves as weii I'm 

not sure) in figuxing out chis new transition, do you think it would be a good 
idea to try and sort through in your own minds what it is you want h m  hem? 

Alex: Ah 
SS: Ljke how much you want them to II& and how much you want hem to stay 

out? Like would that something you muid do for them? To sort it out in your 
own minds? (Session 4) 

This negotiatim of helping and assistance is far more complex than understandings 

conveyed by measures of social support as a perception of more or les  assistance than 

desired. Thriough this conversation about pacing and timing of help, and about explicit or 

covert expectations for help, the nurse inviteci the couple to consider the ways that they 

might influence their children 's ability to gage their needs and preferences, and to coach 

their children as they accompanied the parents through th& transition. 
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Thnwigh the inmprctive account of the clinral a>nv&ons with Alice, her 

daughter kanie, and h a  niend Gnw, we heard of Alice's fiace detennination to maintain 

her pride and seIf-reliance in her relationships with health care praviders. Aiice's 

deterxnination and self-reiiance also extended a> protecting h a  children from knowing of 

ha hancial düïiculties while awaiting heart surgery. Her childnn wen unaware that sht 

had halved h a  hemt medications during the 1st few mnths of the wait in d e r  m be able 

to pay for h a  utilities. Aüce rievded this situation to the niase diiring their final session 

which her fiend, Grace, attended with her. In this conversation, the nurse invited Ake to 

reflect on the cmsequences of not asking for help by asking for the perspective of her 

trusted niend on this matter. This was a conversation about understandings of dis-allowing 

others to help. 

GIace: 

SS: 

Graœ: 
SS: 

Grace: 

A l k  
Glace 

Ahce: 

.... 
SS: 

Alice: 
SS : 

Her son is living at home, and 1 believe if my son was Living at home with nie, 
and 1 don't hwnv S~UPR'S financial health, but 1 know Stuart rrlso dœsn't how 
Aliœ's. And 1 diinL be should* He's a p w n  man of 37 years old, he shouùi 
be there he@hg his mother fhancially. 1 would love to be able to take this 
stress away h m  her in my way 1 couiâ. Financially, 1 would wme and work 
for ha, 1 would do whatever needed to be done, if she would &w i t  But 1 
d y  feel with Stuart king there, he should be doing more for her. 
Do you believe from your icnowledge of Stuart, Grace, that he would like to 
h o w ?  That if he knew what he doesn't know, what am 1 aying to say? 
That's a very, very good question, I know emctly what you're asking. 
Do you thhic it's more h u m  that he dwsn't know it? If he was to find like 
when he finds out? 
Except that, again, Alice has always protected her kids. So they maybe aren't 
emotionally prepared for that. 
Yeah they ore. But you don't tell em what 1 haven't told them ... 
1 would never do that, 1 would never mer go behind your back, and that's the 
Rason 1 never hmte. But it is a big concern to me 
WeU, iike 1 say. Stuart helps me financiaily, he helps me around the house, and 
he's oniy going to be there und he's got his stuff cleared [i.e. his own debt 
following lmkruptcy]. 

But is there something that you're noticing in your son, Alice, that tells you that 
he wouldn't be able to IiMdle it, or that he wouldn't be there for you if you let 
him know? 
Oh detïnitely, he'd be thae. He is there as much as he can &* 
He's the kind of mm that wouid? 
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Aüce: They bothare! 
SS: They're the kind oflods that wouid reaiiy wunf to help you? 
Alite: Ohyeah (Ahce and Grace, Session 3) 

In this conversation, the nurse wondered aloud whether Alice might klieve that her 

chiidren did not want to help, whether h a  cbildren would feel hurt if they discovered that 

she had not a s k i  them for help, and whether Jeanie and Stuart were capable of helping 

thek motber- Through this invitation, Alice spoke of her conviction that het childm were 

both capable and willing to help if she had &cd. There was a subtie suggestion in this 

conversation that her refusal to ask them for help might indeed be a instance of dqiving 

h a  children of the priviiege of helping. 

The nurse inviced Aike to reflect on what it might be fike for her children nOt to be 

aiiowed to help their motha by posing the dilemma to Grace, as a friend who also wanted 

SS: Could you say, üke Grace for you, what's the impact for you when A k e  
daesn't maybe u i b  p u  to help her? How is chat for you as afierib! 

Grace: Weii, it it hum, it hurts. Because 1 have so much. See when we, ou. niles are 
completely reversed h m  kids. 1 had nothing as a child,..Alice had a wo&g 
mother, a more stable home than i did. But she never mer changed her 
fiiendship for me. So now 1 am a& to heIp her ....( Alice & Grace, Session 3) 

This was a dinicult conversation for Alice to hear because her belief in her own self- 

reliance had been her "survivai unit" as a single working mother raising two children. Her 

preference not to ask for help was not only in relation to her illness experiences, but had 

been a mainsray throughout her Life. Not only did AIice prefer not to ask the insurance 

Company for more help to son out her disability insurance, she a h  preferred not to ask her 

children for 6nanciai assistance. 

Alice: But 1 was raiseci that way, you don't ask for help. 
Grace: It wasn't aslcing for help, you deserved this financial help. And this is what 1 

kept suying m fiet 'You've paid for this, you desene this financial help". But 
my, I would say, my mesSntent of this is the fact that Mice had reached a 
blanic wali where she didn't know what to do next. So she put up pide front, 
because she didn't have the knowledge to go anywherefwther. And no one in 
her family offered to help her go any further with it ... 
Well had they not ofered? 1 suspect it sounds iike Stuart and Jeanie would have 
iiked, would like to have. 

SS: 
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b: Yeah, but they'rie not able. 
Graçe: Idon'tthinkshereUsthem! 
Alice: 1 don't tell thcm a lot They've never known my hanciai conœms, never. 1 

wouldn't te1 them that. 
SS: Can you tell me somcthing Alice? Do you thinlr that, it sounds like that kind of, 

Iürt protectùrg them, not letting them b w ,  ptecting them from the 
Alice: Oh they knew! They've, ttiey've known what it takes to let us survive! But 

they've got their own, like Jeanie's got her own family etcetera. Stuart got a 
Feal kzsh d o m  from his Company and that, so he's not, 1 mean k helps me 
with what 1 bave to do, but these other thlligs are mine. 

SS: But do you think that sometimes, again, something that maybe is mefui, a lot of 
times 1 see people where a coping mechanism has been uemendously usefUl to 
them most of their lives. And it's been helpful in ~ n y  areas. But sometimes, 
in a differuit lifk c i r c u m s ~  it outlives its 1(setulness. (Session 3) 

In this convcfsation, the nurse direçtiy challenged the idea that Stuart and Jeanie might not 

have wanted to help their motha. The conversation explicitiy considered the ways that 

proteçting her children from her fhncîal worries could have consrrained their ability to be 

helpful to their mother. 

The offering of suggestions and etmuragement is a very particular kind of 

assistance. Coyne and colleagues (Coyne & Smith, 1991; Coyne et al., 1990; Fiske et al., 

1991) have drawn attention to the possibility that offering support and encouragement may 

be undertaken as much to deal with one's own distress as to assist and alleviate the distress 

of another family member. The trice dilemmas of offering suggestions was most explicitly 

raised in the conversation with Cecile, Mark, and Jonathan at the beginning of the second 

session. In this family where everyone was so intent to offer suggestions and 

encouragement to Mark, the nurse raised these dilemmas in a conversation with Mark about 

his expaienœs of offering advice to his wife. 

LM': So when your wife doesn't follow your suggestions, hey? 
Wark I.A-lw hgh)  
W Then what happens? Do you just let it be, or do you wait a while and let's try 

uguin? Or what happens in your family? You make a suggestion, eh? It sounds 
like a good suggestion, you how of trying to encourage her to 

Mark: Weli you work on it...you attempt again a few months luter. 
Try again a few wnths later? Yes? 

Mark: Then you shut down and you leave it olone. 
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Madr: 
LMW: 
Madr: 
Lnmk 

Mark: 

Jonathan: 
LMW: 
Jonathan: 
IMW: 

. . S .  

LMW: 

Cecile: 
LMW: 
Cecile: 
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Okay, so what do you scry to yourseIf though? When you make these, what 
you dunlr is a good suggesrion, and she doesn't follow through with it? What 
doyousaytoyourself? 
(chuckles) What do 1 say to myself? 
Yeah? 
Weii 1 guess at the moment I'rn jmhbly, I'm sure I'm upset. 
You'n upset with her at the moment. So 'Why doesn't she listen to my good 
adviceYor 
That's right, you know and a while later, fie. 1 mean, 1 don? carry gruâges ... 
Like 1 th-& she d e s  a gndge for ààys or weeks in my opinion. Where 1 
think 1 can get over things in an how or two, I think, but 1 could be wrong. 
1 thhk that's prttty accurate 
Would you agree with that perception of your Dad's? Yes? 
Yes 
Okay, cause it's euriou isn't it, someiimes, WC u s d y  keep going 6uck to 
peuple and giving m m  advice when w're fairly convinaxi that we're nght, 
eh? A b t  this particular a, eh? You know, we're really khd of in love with 
our idea, ch? But wc want to offer it, and so we ktep going back and saying, "1 
think it wouId be good idea, don? you think you shouid crrll?' It sounds like, 
so I'm just curious whether you've aied that over a number of rimes,-and she 
didn't listen to yw, t h  what do you do? 

1 guess I'rn real curious mu, h m  you Cecile, when he keeps suggesting things 
to you that you don? agree with, what do you do? Like, 1 gather you say to 
him, no you don? qree. But do you like him keep coming back and suggesting 
ideas or wouid you prefer that he just you know, give it up? 
No, no, 1 appreciate the interest, the input. 
You appreciate the interest? 
and 1 knew that he was doing it not for anyone's benefit but for myself. 

(Session 2) 

This conversation is so fascinating because family members were invited to consider the 

experiences of other family m e m b  in the dilemma of offering encouragement and 

suggestions. Mark was invited to teflect on his own experience of offering suggestions to 

his wife, and in the process was enabled to consider the legitimacy of other family 

members* benevolent efforts to support him and assist him. 

Suggestions and encouragement can be on the fine edge of nagging, repetitive 

encouragement, or overprotectiveness, especially when the support or help takes on an 

intrusive feeling, or a feeling of unwanted assistance. Ford (1989) suggested that vigilance 

of activity and the offering of suggestions may interfere with recovery by drawing attention 

to the illness just as one is attempting to resume a taken-for-granted manner of king wel  
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once again, or just as one i s  regainhg the ability to becorne fo rgea  about one's body in 

and the adult children to step back or to back off enabled Mark's own preferences for 

lifestyle maintenance to regain some crcdibility. The nurse questimed whether the f a d y  

might be rmre able to back off if they believed that Mark was up to the challenge of making 

lifestyle changes when he was under less pressure. However, the nurse also explicitly 

raised the possibility that backing off might nor make a différence. 

rn So you'd be okay at this point about backing away? ... Because on the other 
hand he says when you do [offer suggestions], it reminds him of his 
weaknesses. when you point it our to him. And I'm just wondering the family 
backed away, and didn't offer ail diis advice, would it make any dgerence to 
you at not? ... 

Mark: 1 mentioned aulier that 1 didn't want them worrying as you just said, but 1 
don't, by them mentionhg these things to me, they do help. They do help to 
me. 

Jonathan: Nagging helps? 
(Mark and Jonathan chuckle) 
Mark: It does! 
LMW: The nagging does help, yes? 
Mark: 1 hate to say that, 1 haie to b it. But 1 think about it then, and fine* and I'm 

fine for a while, you see..Hey, ttiat's tough io admit, but that's the auth 
Oaughs) 

LMW Weil that's a, a bit of a d i a  f a  them then, isn't it? Because on the one 
hand, if they nag you, you're saying it reminds you of your weahesses. But 
dœs it really rnake any diffkrence one way or the orher9 whether they nag you, 
or don't nag you? In terms of what you do diffmntly? 

Mark: Yeah, probably not. 
LMW Probob(y not, yeah. 
Cecile: Short term. 
Mark: in  the long term probabiy not, no, because it hasn'r (Session 2) 

Mark was invited to consider the difficulty that nagging poses for other family members: 

Mark resented nagging and repetitive encouragement, and found it to be fnistrating because 

it feminded him of his weaknesses, and yet his family membeni also knew that sometimes 

it made a ciifference. The intnisiveness of nagging was as hstrating for Mark as the 

effectiveness of nagging was fmstrating for everyone else. 
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The convefSati01ls which weighed dilemmas of offering encouragement versus 

nagging were laden with the language of preferences. Family members were often asked 

about pref- for the ways that they could be helpful to each d e r .  This kind of 

cwversaàon invites colisidemion of the impact of the illness on aU family members, and 

invites c o n s i d d o n  of the legitimacy of many possible ways of responding. Preferences 

about the helpNness of others seem to be implicit in family relationships: family mernbers 

often believe k t  others should know what is helpful with little explicit negotiation or 

discussion of these matters. This dilemma was raised in the conversation with Alice and 

Ieanie diiring th& first session. One of the worries that Jeanie described was a wony 

about her d e r  &hg m much activity. Jeanie commenteci that her rnother's fiend, 

Grace, was very different and much mare direct about offering advice to her mother. 

Jeanie: 

SS: 

Alice: 
SS: 
Alite: 
ss: 
Alite: 
Jemie: 

A l k  
Jeanie: 
SS: 

Alite: 
Jeanie: 
Alite: 

She's [Grace] always asking her, you know, "Stop doing this!" and "Don't do 
that!" and "You're not doing this" and whereas 1 don? really do that. (laughs) 
So w-l 

. . Alice? 1s Grace's approach more useful to you 
or your d a u g W s  approach, or somebody else's? 
These, they're backing me in what 1 want to do. You know. 
You like that. 
Yeah, I like more that they're there. 
That they're there? Yeah, 
I l m w  they've alwuys been there. 

=? [ J e % % u s b a n d  gets mad at me al l  the 
O U W  vou 

time ... before she stopped smoking, that 1 wasn't going over there and teliing 
her to stop smoking ... 1 thought 1 might do that, but then 1 thought, "It's not 
going to do any good anyways. It's just going to make her mad!" If 1 keep 
going and saying "Why don't you stop smoking (in a whiny voice). Don't you 
know what this is going to do and blah, blah, blah". So now, finally, after not 
bugging her, she did it any ways and she's not smoking. 
1 had every intention of doing that. 

? (laughs) 
people in y a v  üfc m g  to 

help you in certain ways. 
Meitrion it. 
Mention it? 
Like 1 try to deal with them. Like if they corne oves and then give me a "Oh 
hm's what we'rt going to do, what do you think?'. I'll say "Well, there's 
this, this, or this you can think of '. To do it. Now whether they do it or not 
rnalzes no dinaence. The suggestion is there if they want to take it, and if it 
helps them,fine. If they don? t h d s  fine too. (Session 1) 
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This example iliusaaoes some of the ways that nagging and suggesting can also experienced 

as intrusive by the pefson offering the suggestions. Ieanie explaineci that she thought 

nagging w d  simply make her mother mad, but in some way felt guilty about not 

nagging. In this instance, the nurse facilitated a different kind of a conversation by 

expücitly asking about Alice's preferences: Wow do you like to be aeated?" Alice also 

suggested that in some way, nagging helped. Alice's explaraation of how she would offer 

suggestions to her chiidren also helped to maire sense of how advice and suggestions couid 

be helpful. Again, there is something different about offeruig suggestions as invitations 

ratha than expectations or commands for obedience. When the petson o f f h g  the 

suggestion ar advice respects that the other person's choice to either foliow the advice or to 

ignare the advice is legitimate, the nagging or encouraging is experienced as less intrusive. 

In the clinical work with these families, oonversations of family attempts to offér 

support and encauragement to each other, and to suppart lifestyle changes are seeaingly 

cornmon. in some form or another, they are conversations that families have often 

encountered at home. This contrasts signifïcantly with the last topic of conversations to be 

addressed in this chapter. Family conversations about the uncertainty of the future and the 

possibility of death are understandably more difficult and seemingIy much more 

uncormon. 

m. Conversations About Uncertainty and Death 

Untii the Second World War ... Death was 4î great a rnystery as it is nuw, but 
dying was not. How people died, and how they faced da th ,  was a cornmon 
experience - an taperience in which a large specmm of behavwr wm possible. 
Which is to Say: dying was alive. (Vennua, 1996, p. 26) 

Ischemic heart disease is both a Me-threatening and, potentially, a iife-shostening 

illness. With each family, there were conversations of uncertainty about a recurrent heart 

attack in the future, and conversations about the possibility of deah or a shortened future. 

The belief that the future would be shonened and that death would be premature was 
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cornmon. As the meaning of the "coïlective hean attack" was lived out by each of the farnily 

members, th= was often a sense that they were living in the face of deah Farnily 

members were living in the face of a new understanding of finitude, of knowing in a 

different way that the ernbodied existence of humans is time limited. These were 

conversations of both worry and courage, acceptance and despair, as family members 

considered possibilities for living well with these new understandings of dying, of theu 

"second chance9* in this regard. niese were conversations of how to keep dying "alive", 

and how not to let the qmcm of death in the future intenere with living weil in the present 

These were conversations of difference, usually because this topic was one that family 

members had not discussed together previously. 

The nursing research Literature has consistently suggested that both the person 

experiencing ischemic heart disease and their partner have great concems about uncertainty 

related to the possibility of a recurrent heart attack, and the possibility of premanire death 

due to hem disease (Artinian, 1991; Bennett, 1992; Gilliss & Belza, 1992, Hilgenberg et 

al., 1992; Thompson et al., 1995; Yates & Boom-Hiser, 1992). It is often disconcerting 

to the il1 person and theh f d y  members that there are no guarantees that lifestyle changes 

will reduce ri& of future cardiac events or death (Christman et al., 1988; Lovey, 1990; 

Preston, 1997), and that attempts to influence the future through Mestyle changes are saife 

with probabilities rather than certain results. Much of this research depicts these 

uncertainties as stressors, and attempts to identifv coping strategies for lessening the impact 

of these suessors from the perspective of stress and coping theory. When nursing 

interventions are suggested in this literature, descriptions usualiy include hollow platitudes: 

offering support, offering encouragement, listening attentively, providing information, and 

encouraging verbaluaaon of feelings. These descriptions offer little substance to chicians 

attempting to conduct themselves weiî in this most tender realm of conversation, which is 

usually laden with emotion, exisiential wonderings, and questions in the spiritual domain 
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of Me. nie concluding &cm of this chapter will explore the parti& ways that these 

conversations attempted to speak to the mystery of these eventfixl concems and 

wonderings. 

During the clinical sessions, each of these families had an impoxtant story to tell 

about their experience of an acute cardiac event, either a dramatic t im of an unexpezted 

hem attacir, or during the risky thm of cardiac bypass surgery. In the interpretive accounts 

of the clinical work, thesc stories were sometimes told in the beginning introduction to the 

family, such as the story of Alex's shocking heart aüack and king nished to the cardiaE 

catheterization lab. Cecile told the story h m  the perspective of a partner suffering and 

worrying through the time of her husband's surgexy. ALice told the story of realizing that 

she rnight not survive the wait for surgery following a conversation with a booking cl& 

and the visceral response it evdred through violent nausea and chest pain. 

These stories were usually told by family members during the first session and 

were often laden with emotion. These are important stories which mark Wning points a 

shifting ground on the path of the illness experience. Bolen (1996) describeci these events: 

The shift that occurs has the force of a natural disaster, a personal earthquake that 

disturbs the ground under us. Before the operation, before the accident, before the 

discovery that there is something wrong, we live in innocence or denial. Then 

everything changes, and we feel that nothing may ever be the same again (p. 23). 

The nurses invitai the telling of these stories by asking questions about the illness 

experience. These are stories that rnay not be easy to tell, and that may cake time to tell. 

Periiaps they are stories that hedth care pmviders are often not privüeged to hear in the 

context of "histmy taking" conversations constrained by time, or when storyteliing is 

curtailed if it is not viewed as contributing to a diagnosis (Frank, 1995). These are 
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irirpomuit staries, but they are not necessarily problems. They are signifîcant life 

experiences. One of the nurses commend on this Alex's t e h g  of his story during the 

k t  session: 

SS: 1 don't know that they hBd a fear of dying or a fear of the future but they 
experienced his nearly dying as very powerful anywcry. 1 guess that's why it 
was like, 1 was We looking fot a problem like fetrr of dying or fecp of the 
future! And how did that infiuence the fhlyl or not mlking, but that didn't 
seem to k there. But they stili se& to ueed to talk about that experience. 

(Research interview) 

These powerN experiences often shape and color the family members' expectations of the 

future. When catastrophk fears of the future are disçussed in the first session, even when 

the nurse and the family do not know each other weii, it is often through these stories of 

past encoufers with death that openings f w  these difncdt conversations about the future 

arise. 

There are many reasons why conversations of uncertainty and death may be 

difficult for both family members and for nurses. Nurses may believe that there is Little that 

can be done about uncertainty, or may hold thexmeIves responsible for providing answers 

to difficuit questions or issues that arise during conversations of death and uncertain 

futures. Nurses and family members may respect preferences of others not to discuss this 

topic if they beiieve that it would make them uncornfortable. 

As in other therapeutic conversations in this study, the nurses typicaüy attempted to 

understand f d e s  and to offer ideas about uncertainty and death through the asking of 

questions. The asking of questions about death and uncertainty is very different than aying 

to pmvide answers to the family's questions. When the nurses invitai family members to 

reflect on their anticipations of the fume and the meanings that they hold about these 

ewtations, these cpie difficult questions to answer. They are questions that the nurse can 

not possibly answer for the family, or even far herself. If the nurse had believed that she 
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must f i  the farnily's distress about uncertainties, she could be consuained fiom even 

attempting u, engage in such conversations whcn openings mise. 

One way of tentatively inviiing the family to explore th& concems about the 

possibility of death was to directly ask for their permission to discuss the topic. In the nrst 

session with Alice and Jeanie, boh had intimated that they had worrks, or thought that tbe 

other family niember had wees that they had not spoken about previously. Ake had 

hinted at the worry about having another kart attack while stie waited for surgeiy, but had 

been reluctant to say that she worried about dying during the wait, As the nurse later 

described in the postsession conversation, she was aware of this hesitancy and slowed the 

conversation down to seek her permission to discuss this w o q  more explicitly by 

describing it as a conversation about "the unexpected". 

SS: 

Jeanie: 
Alite: 
SS: 

Is it &y to ralk about that? 1 mean, you know, you expect one thing, but is it 
okay to talk about what might happen if it's the unexpecteà! 
Is it? (giggles newously looking at Mom) 
1 never lodred at that end of it cause it won3 haplpea 
Is it okay though to taik about it now? As even just apossibility or? Are you 
okay about that? 

Alice: Possible, but I'm just 
Jeanie: ûr if the outcorne isn't great ...[ and] you do have a stroke, or, but 1 mean, 

that's what 1 don't understand, what are the risks? 
(Alice & Jeanie, Session 1) 

Although Alice was curious about what her children thought of her and wondered what 

they womed about, this kind of conversation about worries was very different. She was 

cautious as the nurse posed questions asking for permission to move in this direction, and 

may have been swayed to go with it by Jeanie's interest, as she asked her mother "Is it?" 

okay to discuss this. 

As the above convetsation with Aiice and Jeanie continued, the tension continueci: 

should we or should we not be discussing this? Again, the nurse was aware of this tension 
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and Uiquired about the family's disçomfm in disçussiag the risic of death either wMe 

awaiting heart surgery or during the surgery. 

SS: So has your f a d y  tallced at al1 about your dying or about their &es? You 
say you never talic much about your wodes, or you people have been trying to 
keep a reai, st i f f  upper iip? 

Jeanie: Not that it doesn't happen, it's just that it hasn't happeneci You know 1 amin 
the ody person that's dieà in our family has been grandma, and 1 mean that's, 
she was o h ,  that @m. You kmw. 

SS: So is that swiething that, worrying about whcther or not you'U die? Or does 
that sort of simn&er under the SllLf&cc do p u  think? ... 

Jeanie: Sure, sure cause it's, like I said, it's possible. 
Ali= 1 &n't hiow where tky're al1 tbinking (Ali= & Jeanie, Session 1) 

The nurse remaineci curious about what might have been constraining Aike and Jeanie fian 

having more open c o n v d o n s  about theh worries in generai, and about risk of dying in 

particular. She was also ciirious about how ttris might influence their responses to waiting 

for the surgery. 

SS: 

A h :  
SS: 
Jeanie: 

Aliœ: 
SS: 
Jeanie: 
AIiœ: 
SS: 

Both: 
SS: 

Jeanie: 
Alice: 
SS: 
Akxx 

Do you chi& that not taking about same of these things that y w  kind of are 
suspecting, or that it's kind of snealring around undergniund, or things unsaid, 
do you thhic that they contribute to socne of the worry right now, or the distress 
that yw feel at this point? 
It d be 1 suppose, 1 just never reaiiy 
1 don? know. Just wondering. 
Cause 1 know we've never sat down and said 'Weli gee Mom, if you die 
tomorrow and" 
No, y w  just don't want to do that. 
1s that W of painfui do you think? ... 
You could get hit by a truck tomomw. That's the way f look at it you know. 
Sure. It's a i i  on the wali somewhere. So that's why I never wony aboutit. 
Right, bu& > .. . 
#? 
No 
Weli, 1 jus think, sometimes you just have these kind of ideas that just kind of 
hger  mund in the back of y w  haci. Like "If 1 rad& taik about it, it's going 
to happen?" It's a kind of a iittîe belief that kind of, &es you aa in a oeriain 
way you don't even feel. or you doriTt even think you really believe that, but 
somchow it still gets in the way? 
Um hrnm 
Yeah but 1 do. 
You do? 
It's going to befine. 

The nurse invited the f d y  to consider the possibiiity that discussing the risk ofdeath or 

the unexpected could inadvertently jinx or jeopardize the wtçome might hoId them back 
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ihm having conversations about might help to &ce th& w d e s  diiring the wait fot the 

In the sessions with Cecile and Mark and their two adult children, the influence of 

w q  fa di family members was strongiy related to their beliefs about the possibility of 

Mark's prematurc death. Although Mark was M y  aware of their worry and their desire f a  

him to change his lifestyle. he did na reali7P! the depth of theïr concem for his future. The 

conversations in the second session with Cecile, Mark and Jonathan revealed how different 

their bcliefs wac about the future. Mark believed that if he did mthing further regvding 

Westyle changes. that he had a good chance of living another 15 to 20 years. This was in 

stark contrast to the belief that Cecile revealed in the conversation: she believed b a t  he 

could die any day. Again, this was a différent conversation than they had previously at 

home. because of Cecile's desire c encourage and support her husband. 

1 don't have much faith in his future. 
You Qn't have. You'm not as optiniistic, by my means, it sounds lïke he is, 
about 65 to 70? 
No, no, and 1 really haie to ad& that because I think he's losing a support 
system by my admitting that? (voiœ shaly) 
That he's losing? 
My syppon 
Your support? 
Encouragement, positive outlook, and 1 think it shows too much negativity in 
ahittuig this. 
So you think somehow you could uiadvertentty, un, influence? 
I h ' t  like to ieU him that he could die any &y. 

(Cecile, Mark & Jonathan, Session 2) 

This conversation uncuvered some of the ways that conversations about the future rnay be 

constrained by a desin to sustain optimism and hope for the future. Cecile rnay not have 

expressed her concem that her husband might die in the near future out of a concem to 

nlimire Mark's positive outiook for the future. 

S o m  family mmbers may believe that to talk about death and uncertainty wouid 

somehow jinx or influence the possibility of the unexpted e d y  occurring. Some 

family m e m b  may prefer not discuss death and future Uness in their effort to stay 
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petive and to offer support and encouragement for the il1 family mernba. O h  may 

prefer not to discuss these difficult issues out of a desire to conceal their own despair and 

sadness over the possibility of the loss of a loved one. 

In the conversations with each of the families, concerns about the possibility of a 

recurrent hart attack or death were discussed. However, the nurses did not simply accept 

that these collcerns conmbuted to anxiety or worry. They were also curious about what 

meanings these worries had for various family members. Understanding the f d y ' s  

meanings behind the beiiefs helped the nurses to offer other psibilities for keeping dying 

"alive", and for living weli in the present in spite of lcnowledge of death. 

During the fîrst session with Alex and Georgina, conversations about the future 

raised both sadness and hopefuîness. The shock of the experience of a heart aaack so soon 

after receiving a kidney transplant threatened to shatter their hopes and anticipations for a 

heaithy future unencumbered by hemodiaiysis. One of the reflecting team comments at the 

end of the first session spdre eloquently to the possibility that facing up to uncertainty 

might free the couple to enjoy and celebrate their lives in the present. 

Fadty: If they were to believe that the future does look very prornising and it dœs look 
very rosy, but there is a piece of uncertainty about how long that would lasr, 
what w d d  they be doing differently? What would they be saying or doing 
differently with their children? What wouid they be saying or doing differentiy 
together as a couple that would maybe deal with some of that uncertaingr in a 
little différent manner, rathm than just saying "The future is 1004& rosy and we 
have no concems". I'm wondering if that might in façt free them up, having 
dealt with of some of that, perhaps, things that need to be said or done. Xf that 
would free them up to d l y  get on with the celebration and enjoying whacever 
they have left? (Georgina & Alex, Session 1 Reflecting Team) 

This suggestion acknowledged that the future may be unprcdictable, but raised wonderings 

about what could happen in the present to challenge the influence of uncertainty. There was 

an explicit intent in this conversation to speak to possibilities even in the face of unceaainty 

about the future. The use of tentative language and Iead-ins (eg. 'If they w m  to 

believe ... would maybe ... I'm wondering...") softened what might be experiencd as a 
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harsh or cruel conversation. Offixing these ideas in a spirit of wondering and tentativeness 

also runs counter to the typicai advice-giving, certain directives, and probabilistic 

prognostications that may be offered by healrh care professionalS. For Alex and Georgina, 

the belief that the future might be shortened r a i d  sadness because of th& hopes to enjoy 

tirne together in th& retirement years. The refkaing team comments attempted to offer 

suggestions for acknowledging uncatainty and facing up to it. 

In the clinicai work with Cecile and Mark, the distressing worry and belief that 

Mark wouid dit premamly if he did not change his Mestyle was very understandable. 

However, Cecile believed that not a d y  wouid Mark die premahmly, but that his lack of 

effort to forestdi death by attending more to lifestyle changes COU mean that he did not 

want to live longer, to be with her longer, was terribly h d .  Somehow his actions could 

mean that he did not care far her, and this added to her distress. The concerns of other 

family members also made even mure sense when the nurse asked Josie and Jonathan what 

it would mean to them if Mark died prematinely. Notice the use of gentle and tentative 

languaging by the nurse to elicit this conversation 

LMW: 

Josie: 

LMW: 
Josie: 
LMW: 
Josie: 
LMW: 
Josie: 
LMW: 
Josie: 
LMW: 
Josie: 

And so ifyour father, 1 rnean, let's just play out this worst case scenario, and 1 
know this is not fun to think about, but this, this is why your famüy gets so 
concerned okay? So if the worst case scenario happened, he either had another 
coronary or worse yet he died what would be your r&n to that? Do you 
think you'd be sad or furious with him or would you say well "We trced to help 
him. We did ou- best, but he didn't respond"? Would you feel guilty, what do 
you think your reactim might be? 
Had it been a few years ago, 1 probably would have felt guilty (voice starts to 
quiver) 
You would have felt guiity. For na uying to? 
For not îtying . 
Trying to encourage him more or have more i f l ance  on him? 
Tha's nght. 
But if it happened no w? 
But now if it happened, I'd be, I'd be very angry. 
You'd be angry. 
I'd be very angry with hm (with quivering voice) 
Because, you would believe that? 
He had a ctmnce to start, respect himself more, to take better oare of himseif. 1 
mean ai i  the üterature is kfore him. He has a f d l y  who's supports him, but 
he just, he doesn't ad. He doesn't, 1 don't think he respects himseif enough. 
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LMW: m y  
Josie: And 1 think that wears on the respect that other people have f a  him? 

(Mark, Jonathan & losic, Session 3) 

This conversation has the charaicm of "speahg the unspeakable" (Wright et aI., 1996, p. 

177). These are conversations that are close to the h m  of the matter* related to core kliefs 

held by family m e m h ,  that may be painful or difncult for family members to articulate, 

and where the niase deiiberately goes against social convention by raising the topic in the 

thpeutic conversation. In this conversation, Mark heard Josie voice no& only her love for 

her father, but the beiief that she would have angry and @aps cven disrespecthl 

memOnes of hUn in the event of his death. The tenacity of the caramophic fear of the funire 

was fuelled by anger which had not been voiced directiy to Mark. This could have been an 

acrimonious and desuuctive disclosue. Mark was visibly shaken by the idea that he was 

l&g his children's respect The disclosure had the effect of shifting Mark's 

understanding of the influence of his behavior on his adult children and perhaps &fÛsing 

some of the anger by exposing its secret. 

Mark had very different understandings of the possibility of his premature death. 

He accepted it with a pragmatic and fatalistic air. He was less mubled by the prospect of 

his own death because of his belief in fate. There were conversations of both the 

advantages and disadvantages of "tempting fate", and the differences of opinion within the 

family about the effectiveness of lifestyle changes in reducing cardiac risk 

M;rrk: 
LMW: 
Mark: 
LMW: 
Mark: 
LMW: 
M .  
LMW: 
Mark 

They Iyour family] might be nght, if you don't do these ttiings, you might [die 
prematurely]. On the other hand, you might be nght. That despite what you do, 
you might live another, who knows how many years. How many years would 
you like to live? 
I'd like m live as long as, as long as I'm feeling good. 
As long as you're feeling good. 
I don't want to be in a wheelchair. I'm the type pull the plug pleare, you know. 
Okay. 
Hopefully 20 years. 
Hopefully 20. So if you could iive another 20 years, you'd be pleased. 
I'd be well satisfied. 
And that would iake you up m? 
74 I'd be 71. 
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70'71. And you'd be happy then if you had seven score and ten? 

Mark= 1 would. You betcha. I don't want to be 78 without a mind. 
(Mark, Session 4) 

Aithwgh the num pasistentiy r a i d  questions about the hazards of msting in fate, she 

also m p t e d  that Mark's belief in fate was consistent with his behavior, and made sense of 

his willingness to attempt some lifestyle changes, but also to enjoy Me more. Pahaps this 

belief was the most facilitative belief possible fot him to live weli knowing that he had hean 

disease. 

Conversations of uncertainty and deah are not conversations to be avoided. They 

are very oftcn afhtively chargeû conversahas whkh are CO~t!Cted to family suffering. 

The beiïef that &a& will wtne pnmaturely because of heart disCaSc is not one to be 

"challenged". There is no c d t y  to be offered in this regard, except that each of us 

eventuaily dies. However conversations about the meanings behind this belief can offer 

families dinerent UIlCierstandings of possibilities for continuing to live weiî in spite of 

knowing that thne is limitai 

Svnoasis 
The charaicter of the family-nurse nlationship which was descrihi in chapta 4 was 

paipable diroughout these conversations of heart disease: h u g h  effm to accept the 

iegitimacy of the odier by engaging in non-pathologizing discoune and by acknowledging 

the limitations of expert practiœs; by offering questions which invited farriily members to 

consider the circumstances of their co-existenœ; and by invithg emotional shifts in the 

conversations within the f d y .  How the nurses conducted themselves in these 

conversations was woven thn,ugh and ihrough with whot was discussed, the many topics 

of these conversations. These were conversations of possibiiities for families to live weU 

with hem disease by understanding different perspectives of the influence of lifestyle 

changes, and by chaiienging Liféstyle imperatives which wdd limit options for legitimate 

preferences for living weii. These were conversations which exploreci family dilemmas and 
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preferences about how to be helpfd and supportive to each other as they iearned about 

living wiih hart disease. Finally, these were conversations which explored possibilities for 

continuing to live weii in the present in spite of knowledge that hem disease may shorten 

the future. 



Tu g&& is not ro present a set offinished reasons, but to tell a sto ry... 
a story nurrt be judged according ro whether it makes seme... 
tomakesenseisto 
to rejuvenate one's-& worki. (Abrams, 19%. p. 255) 

Thughout the intexpretive aocounts of the clinid work describeci in this nsearch, 

there has k n  purposcfùi attention to the particuiars at play in the therapeutic 

conversations. Family members and nurses addressed their eventful concems in very 

unique ways dependent on their circumstances, though there were echoes and resemblances 

which resounded across the work with a i l  of the families. Similarly, although these 

particular eIiCOUI1ters are unIikely to be duplicated in other contexts or even the same 

context, there auy be riesemblances between the circumstances of the participant fandies 

and encounters with persons and families experiencing ischemic hem disease in other 

health carie contexts, The intent of this research was to bring the nusing practices at the 

FNU alive in a manner which could aiiow aspects of this clinical work to be taken up in 

other contexts. 

Uncovera 

This research has explored understandings of therapeutic conversations between 

nurses and f d e s  experietmcing ischemic kart disease in the context of the Family 

Nwsing Unit. The manner in which the nurses conducted themselves weil suggests a 

purposefui ethical and relational stance which views the other as legitimate. The skiW 

nursing pra~tices of questioning and inviting family members to reflect on their own 

experiences and the experiences of d e r  famiiy members distinguish this clinical work. 

The recognition of embodied cues of shifts in emotioning which influence possibilities for 

shifîing canversations was also uncovered as an expert practice within this clinical w& 

These practices infiuenced conversations which addressed famiiy suffering related to living 

with ischemic h m  disease, including conversations about healthy lifestyles, conversations 
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about famiy support and efforts to sustain mutual cwxistence, and convexsations about 

uncerrainty and deadi. 

the W w  

The inmpretive accounts revealed many examples of the ways that family membas 

felt consuained from having illness conversations with each other, with their adult children 

and grandchildren, with fiiends, with other health care providers, and even with their 

pastors. Of course it is not impossible for these others to understand illness conversations, 

but family members implicitiy expected that the nurse siiould understand the illness 

experiencts uncovered in these conversations. One family member said that the nurse saw 

people living with illness every âay in her work, and that even if the nurse could not do 

anything about their suffering or their experience, she should know what the experience 

was like. These illness conversations were sometimes described as healing, and the 

presence of the nurse as a third party witness, mediator, and parricipant in the healing 

effects of the conversation was recognized by family members. 

Nurses must be abie to speak the language of illness conversations. These 

conversations were clearly in the realm of nursing practice. These were conversations about 

family reSpOnses to health and iilness, and conversations about living with hem disease. 

As nurses, our choice to situate ourselves within this realm of human experience (i.e. 

within the d m  of human health and illness) obligates us to engage in illness conversations 

in a manner that will hopeNly facilitate healing and alleviate suffering. It is this intent 

which makes these conversations "therapeutic". In therapeutic conversations, our 

obligations have proper names (Caputo. 1993) and particular circumstances which 

chalîenge our creativity and compassion. 

In our complicit participation in these conversations, we recognize ourselves, we 

recognize our own families, and we recognize our own loved ones. If we listen carefully, 

we hear ourselves and our own lives read back to us in these conversations of illness and 
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suffering. We hear possibilities for ou.  own hitute, and we would be wise to listen weii 

and ta leam nrim these experienœs. We will need the comge  and meritous howledges of 

these f d e s  to face our own futures. A passion for clinical nursuig practice may be 

compeiled by ncogaitim of the implications of these mmtws understandings for living 

out one's own Me. 

However, it is our obligation to others in these nursing practices that compels 

attention to the ways that persons and f d e s  seeking our assistance heal thanselves. and 

that compels attention to the ways that we can assist them to sustain their existence by 

heaüng iheir relationships. Whüe t h e  may be comf012 frorn suffering when illness is 

wimessed and understood by the nurse, this cornfort can k sustained and nuraued when 

family mmbers aie enabled to witness and give testimmy to each others' expiences. 

Therapeutic conversations are h e a h g  when undastandings are shared amongst family 

me- who Iarow each other well and who wish to understand each other better, and 

w k n  the conversations support possibilities for family members to sustain each other's 

existence- 

Illness conversations are about the contingencies that greet families as they live out 

iives muched by knowledge of illness, s u f f e ~ g  and the possibility of death. The 

conversations with families in this study were about lives touched by ischemic heart 

disease. though the topics encountered may share sidarities with conversations about 

other fonns of life-dueatening, chronic, or We-shortenhg illnesses. Each of the three 

instances or topics of conversations which were u n w v d  in this clinid work is related to 

issues of relationship and sustainhg mutual cocxïstence. Farnily efforts to conserve health 

through Mestyle changes reflect conœms to preserve the life of the iil family mmber. to 

sustain the physical existence of the other pmon. Family conversations which offer 

support and encouragement are attempts to assist each other with the impact of the illness, 
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to understand preferenœs about how to be helpfui to one another and how to co-exist in the 

face of the f ies .  Family conversations of uncenainty and death reflect concems about the 

possible Ioss of the existence of a family rner.uk. These were often respectful but brave 

forays into conyersations in the realm of the unspeakable (Wright et al., 1996), tender 

topics that f d y  members may have bcen htsitant to raise together for many différent 

msons: respect fm each other, desire to stay positive and to offet encouragemnt, or 

possible discornfort with broaching a parti& topic. 

These famiiy responscs to ischemic kart di- were intensely relational and 

interactionai. One of the distinguishing marks of these conversations was the persistent 

effort of the nurse to acknowledge and explore the impact of the m e s s  on all farnily 

rnembers. nie therapeutic conversations sought understandings of the impact of the illness 

on the individuai expeziencing hem disease Md their partner, Md their adult children, and 

the reciptocal influences between the illness and ali famiiy relationships. The conversations 

helped famiiy rnembers to appreciate the subtle and biatant ways that hem disease was 

related to everything else that was going on in their iives. 

Tiiese conversations were affairs of the heart in a domain related to but different 

than the ways we typicaily think about heaiing hart di= in North America. This domain 

speaks l o d y  of the sensuous embodiment of the hem with irreducible miations between 

mind, emotion, body and spirit, and the sensuous embodiment of the heart in relation to 

others with whom one wishes to remain in CO-existence. These were conversations of the 

many ways that human beings are situated in the woriû, in vulnerable physical bodies 

susceptible to illness, in complicated lives, and in rdationships with others. 

The therapeutic conversations desaibed in this study occurred at the Family 

Nursing Unit, which is a very particular context. The FNU offers a health care service in 

an educational setting. The nursing practices are very autonomous in cornparison to many 
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traditional nursing practice contacts. The nurses engaging in the clinical w d  bocfi had 

significant experience in clinid practice with families. 

Thc most significant limitation of this mdy is the unique context of the FNU. 

Throughout the descriptions of the clinid practices at the FNU, the intent was not to imply 

that this is the only way of conducting oneself weIl with families, or even that this is the 

best way of engaging in advanced family systems nursing practices. Nor was it meant to 

imply that these practices are beüe rhan nursing practices in other cardiovascuiar nursing 

contexts. bwever, it is my assertion that these practices are rirfferent t b  cornmon 

practices in many d e r  practice contexts. This research has been a concerted effort to 

explore these differiences. The reader must decide for themselves which aspects of the 

therapeutic conversations described in this research resonate, sound tme or plausible, or 

could be applied to other practice contexts where nurses encounter families experiencing 

ischernic heart disease or 0 t h  illnesses. 

A second major limtation of the study is also relatai to the practice context. 

Throughout this research, there has been persistent e f k t  to understand the ways that the 

nurses working with these families at the FNü conducted themselves weU. The praçtices of 

the nurses have definitely been in the foreground of the interpretations offed.  However, it 

would be unfortunate to fail to acknowledge ways that family members aIso conducted 

themselves well in this clinical work. These families were remarkable in their openness to 

working with nurses in different d e s  and in a different context than they had previously 

encountered nurses. Even more remarkable was their willingness and ability to address the 

impact of ischemic hem disease on theù relationships. These families were open to healing 

relationships in the5 lives as part of the healing of heart disease. These family members 

understDOd that healing hem disease involved more than mending a scarred cardiac muscle, 

or reiieving a blocked coronary artery. These family members were wiiling to attend to their 

CO-existence with each other as part of the healing, as part of the language of the heart and 
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the pœtry of the heart. It is very possible that the notion of coming to a F M &  Nursing 

Unit may have fit for these fadies because of their rieactiness to attend to the impact of 

ischemic beart di- on faniily relationships. Pertiaps ottier faraiy members who rrad the 

same newspapa advertisemenr, posters and brochures about the FNW and this mdy and 

chose nor to participate would have participami diff&rently in these conversations. in this 

mariner, there may have been a subtk seleaion bias in the recmitment of research 

participants. 

Families commented on the helpfulness of havhg these con~ersations in a different 

context than th& homes, where familiar ways of engaging or avoicüng particuiar 

conversations d be more easiiy sustained Therapeutic conversations often addresseci 

possible ways of continuing the conversations after leaving the W. or ways of 

publicizing and widening the audience for the conversations between the family and the 

nurse. Families often contrasted their experiences at the FNU with other encounters within 

the health carc system, particularly with nurses in acute care hospitals and physicians in 

office settings. 'Ihey ofien desaibed the perceived consuaint of time to be a major b a n k  

which limited possibilities for having simiiar conversations in o t k  health care contcxts. 

This raises questions abut whether nurses value time spent convershg with patients. It 

a h  raises questions about whether health care systems are organized to disallow tirne for 

conversations which do not contribute to assessrnent or diagnosis, which are not related to 

completion of technical tasks, or which may be viewed as non-essential. The possibiiities 

for taking up aspects of the therapeutic conversations described in this saidy will be 

signifîcantly influenced by riesponses to these questions. 

This question is closely related to the major impetus of this snidy-what can be 

leamed fiom these nursing paices  whicb could have bearing on how one conducts 

oneseffwell in therapeutic conversations with families experiencing ischemic hem disease? 
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The distiacàve characta of the family-nurse relationship and the ptactices describeci in 

chapters four and five point in the direction of these understandings The explanations 

which have k e n  offered hem and which describe these practices suggest that conducting 

oneself well involves knowledge of illness and families, and also requires judgment, 

discretion, tact, and experienœ. The nurse's contributions to the characm of the family- 

nurse relationship were distinctive, moral and ethical choices which made a ciifference in 

this clinicai work. A major contribution of this study has been the offering of an 

explanation f a  the distinctive character of these choiœs. 

When the nurse accepts the legitimacy of the other person, many obser~er 

pmpcctivcs btcome equally plausible: differing explanations of experiences are warrantai 

and legitimate because rhey reflect the ways that persons have conservecl their existence. 

The ability to reflect on many different legitimate explanations of the famdy's 

circumstances, to accept multiple views as plausible, and yet to offer 0 t h  possible 

explanahs diat rnight be helpful to the family is a hallmark of these nursing practices. 

When the nurse engages &ers fiom an ernotional posture of acceptance rather than 

negation, she can be invited to curiosity rather than judgment about the explanations offered 

by various participants. The exnotional posture of acceptance engages the nurse's ability to 

coriduct herself in a manner which is non-pathologizing, which elicits descriptions of 

famiiy campetencies and suengths; which does not label, blame, or invalidate; which 

acknowledges the merit of family understandings of illness; and which respects the 

expertise of both f d y  members and the nurse. 

When the odiers' explanations are accepted as legitimate, one is potentiaily invited 

to view one's own explanations with humility. One can no longer operate in a domain of 

self-righceous unquestimed "auth". One's own beliefs, theories, explanations and truths 

becoaie mm open to questioning. One can becorne obligated to account for complicity in 

the use of languaging which can be interpreted as blarning, diminishing, or pathologizing. 
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One can becomc more respedid of other knowledges of health and illness that are 

meritous. One can become obligated to account for the ways that one is complicit in power 

stnictures sustained by taken-for-granteci discoufses (Le. preferred professional expert 

discoutses, uncontestable discourses of faith in science and technology, and cuiturai 

discourses of control and manipulation of iIlness and the body). 

Family rnembers were invited to consider Iegitimatc, plausible, coherent 

perspectives of other famiiy members and of the nurse through the skillfd questionhg 

practices of the nurse. The nurses' questions invited family members to reflect on the 

circumstances of th& existence as individuais, and the çircumstances of their mutual c e  

existence as a fanrily. The questions were generative, as family rnembers and the nurse CO- 

evolved desaiptions of experiences and preferred realities rather than simply g a t h e ~ g  data 

or facts. The questions were also ÛansfOnaative, as family members changed perspectives 

by listening to each others' answers and becoming ciinous about other f a d y  members' 

experiences and explanations. 

The nurse attended to emotional shifts during the therapeutic conversation as 

palpable indicators of embodied shifts accompanying openings for new understandings or 

important news of a difference in the c o n v d o n .  Family members were invited to 

emoaonal postures which sustained the possibility of thoughtf1.11 reflection through 

acceptance, respect, and love. The nurse invited family rnembers to shift patterns of 

emotioning in the conversation by offering commendations, and by inviting conversations 

of affirmation and affection amongst family rnembers. 

Throughout these conversations, the prevailing view of ischernic heart disease as an 

individual illness characterized by a fded pump or a blocked artery was chailenged. These 

conversations offered repeated reminders of the embodieû, sensuous connections between 

individuals afflicted with ischemic hem disease and others in their world The therapeutic 

conversations repeatedly invited family memben to reflect on the circumstances of theU 
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mutual cmxismce. The eventfd family responses to the iüness revealed their efforts to 

conserve their existence as a farnily. 

This nsearch &ers detaiied descriptions and intexpretatiions of the clinical practices 

at the Family Nursing Unit. in this manner, the study offers an extensive description of 

therapeutic conversation as "nursing intervention", or as a nusing explmation of what we 

think we do that makes a Merence in the clinical work. The cliiucal practices reflect the 

nurses' efforts to alleviate the der ing  of families in parti& instances of living with 

ischemic kart cikase. The interpretations offer openings for understanding these 

practices, and attempt to explain the offering of interventions through therapeutic 

conversation, and to account for b t h  family and nursing explanations for the merit of the 

clinid work. The interptetations describe shifts, changes, or outcornes occrirnng 

throughout the c l .  work h m  session to session. nie research interview following the 

compIetion of the clinicai work dso descxibed outcomes which were apparent at a later 

point in time. The outcornes or changes desired and reported by the farnily members wexe 

considered relevant in this account of the clinical practices. These explanations of nursing 

practices and possible outcornes could provide beginnings for M e r  explorations of 

nursing interventions dilring cardiac recovery. 

An area of inquiry which emerged h m  these conversations and which should be 

addressed in fume research is the significant impact of ischemic hem disease on adult 

children. In the cardiac riesearich lirerature, the extensive focus on d a c  spouses has 

negiected the importance of family relationships between il1 parents and not oniy school- 

aged or teenageci chiidren, but also between parents and adult chiidren no longer living in 

the home. In the p rof~onal  literam, other adult family members have usually been 

vieweâ as reswrces for offering the patient or spouse additionai family support, and for 

offering relief for caregiving birrden. Each of the families in this saidy chose to include 
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theu childrien in the sessions. These famiiies nminded us of the ongoing involvements 

between parents and chiken which extend a m s s  their liferimes. These are kinships and 

reciprocities wbich have receivai minimal interest in ciimnt research inquiry. 

The clinicai work with these f d e s  also points to the possible helpfulness of this 

clinid work during boUi the acute phases and long terni recovery process, and extending 

to many years following the onset of ischemic hem disease. nie clinical sessions with 

Alex and Geargina began two months foUowing Alexis heart attack and angioplasty. The 

sessions with Alice and Jeanie o c c d  in a time fism which covered the acute surpicd 

paiod. nie t h m u t i c  conversations addrrssed issues peninent to the acute and early 

recovery pewd for these two families. The sessions with W e  and Mark were more than 

a dozen ycars following his b t  heart attack, and four y- foilowing bypass surgery. 

This farnily off& a reminder that in chronic iihess, issues conftonting families may have 

long histories. This longstanding suffering has been unrecognizeâ and discounted in 

health care systems which accord great status to technology in the acute treamient and 

management of ischemic heart disease. The potential benefit of therapeutic conversations 

wbich attempt to alleviate suffering during both acute epWdes and long terni recovery 

could be another useful point of exploration. 

The therapeutic conversations desCnbed in this nsearch are not only socially 

consmcted expianations, narratives, or stones of family relationships and Uness 

experiences. Wright et al. (19%) offered that '%eliefs occur not only in the domain of 

meaning, but also in the domah of emotion and behavior. We have also corn to appreciate 

that beWs influence even cellular fiinctioning" (p. 25). h the nursing practices described 

in this research, there is an assumption that language can aiieviate suffering. If we believe 

that mind and body cannot be separated, and that the healing effects of lanpage influence 

the person as a complex embodied living being, perhaps we could believe with more 
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conviction diat dierapeutic cwversations have physiologicai mllsequences. Conversatb~ 

and languaging orc embOdied eqwrienees, nut only woys ofknowing and co~~i~îmcting 

aplanabns of ourselves, but ways of h&g 

Conversations art embodied experiences. Wbat if undastanding, languaging about, 

and maicing sense of illness experiences has implications for our bodyhmd? How would 

we understand this wak with families diff'ntly if we were a, believe that these 

interventions in îanguage iat embodied experiences that are intricately co~ecteû to our 

body's scnscny a d  perceptuai capabiilities, intimately a part of eamtions as embodied 

physicai events? What if these sensuous perceptions and emotions are relatai to the 

functioning of immune systems and endocrine systems? How codd we demonstrate that 

thaapeutic conversations are healing practices? Would this help to mate explanations and 

justification for beiieving that what we say as nurses in our conversations has as much 

mait as what we do in oia technical and physical interventions? How wodd we tceat 

people differently in health care institutions if we believed that our conversations and 

relationships had implications for their bodyhotxi, for healing and recovery? How wuld we 

continue to o p t e  health care systems as if organuational economics were the primary 

guiding @ciples if we believed that lack of attention to healing relational contexts wuld 

a d y  harm peopk who are accessing health care services? These are questions that are 

comected to the understandings uncovered in ihis study, but cleariy beyond the mpe of 

this research. These questions are suggestive of rneanings and possibilities which =y lead 

to other avenues for understanding the influence of therapeutic n m h g  conversations with 

families. 
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